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Abstract 
The following research investigated the concept of the quiet child within the primary 
classroom from two perspectives: perceptions and practice with the aim of creating a 
profile for the quiet child, which could be used to identify quiet children in the 
classroom. 
A range of educators were interviewed and asked to offer their definition of the quiet 
child. Their varying perceptions indicated that the quiet child might be a complex and 
elusive phenomenon. 
Two case studies were undertaken with a class of 5-6 year-old, and a class of 8-9 year- 
old children within which quiet children were identified during shared reading and their 
physical and interactive behaviours analysed. 
The results confirmed that quiet children did exist and were identifiable during shared 
reading in the case study classrooms from quantitative analysis of their speaking turns. 
The quiet children did not, however, display any physical behaviour that might aid their 
identification and a profile of the quiet child could not be created. 
Investigation of classroom interactions revealed that not only were the quiet children 
quiet but they also received a narrower range of interaction opportunities than their 
more talkative peers. Teacher perceptions also seemed to play a central role in the 
interaction opportunities of some children - some children who the teacher identified as 
quiet were encouraged to speak, whilst others remained unrecognised and overlooked. 
The results also indicated that the videoed shared reading lessons provided few 
opportunities for any children to speak as they did not reflect shared reading as an 
interactive teaching and listening strategy. 
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Chapter I- Background to the Research 
1.1 Introduction 
The quiet child in the classroom should always cause 
concern to the teacher although it is easy to overlook 
such children since they cause her no disruption or 
overt problem. 
Tough, 1985, p60 
Quiet children are those who rarely speak in the classroom environment and as a 
result of their behaviour may not verbalise their thoughts with their peers. 
The ability to discuss thoughts and ideas with others is an important part of our 
cognitive development (Larson, 2000). By sharing our ideas and opinions with 
others we not only learn to express ourselves articulately and modify our opinions 
by considering alternative perspectives (Larson, 2000); but we also begin to 
develop our understanding of the issues under discussion. "Speaking helps us 
make sense of the world as well as impose our version of the world on others" 
(Barnes, 1976, p 116). Vygotsky (1934) laid the role of thought and language at 
the centre of children's learning and the importance of developing these skills 
remains crucial today. If children are to learn to participate effectively within our 
modern democratic society (Labercane & Hunsberger, 1989-90; Howe, 1997; 
QCA, 1999; Larson, 2000), where "we are all judged by how articulate we are" 
(Chambers, 1993, p9), then all children, including the quiet ones, need to be able 
to express themselves clearly and argue their points of view. 
Children who consistently remain quiet in class may find their social and academic 
achievements compromised since, as Collins (1996, p9) has identified, "quiet, 
non-participatory behaviour [may be] detrimental to learning. " Not only are the 
thinking and listening skills of the quiet children difficult to assess (Collins, 1996) 
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but quiet children may not learn to develop their language skills sufficiently to use 
them to "shape their own knowledge" (Barnes, 1976, p108). 
The inter-relation of speaking and thinking has been highlighted by Vygotsky 
(1934, p218) who argued that "thought is not merely expressed in words, it 
comes into existence through them. " The value of talk and interaction with 
others in the classroom has also been upheld by the National Curriculum where by 
the age of 11, children are expected to be able to "qualify or justify what they 
think after listening to others questions or accounts" (DfEE, 1999, pSO). 
Allowing children to remain quiet in class may have instant and long term 
implications. In the busy classroom their quiet behaviour may be overlooked, 
rendering them invisible to the teacher (Tough, 1985; Collins, 1994,1996). As a 
result they may not develop the interactive skills that they need to "meet the 
demands of life, work and citizenship" (Brooks, 1998, pl). Examining the role of 
quiet behaviour does not negate children's "right to remain silent" (National 
Curriculum Council, 1989, p26) but focuses upon their right to develop adequate 
speaking and thinking skills to allow them to participate if and when they want to 
throughout their educational, social and adult lives (QCA, 1991; Larson, 2000). 
Without these skills quiet children may have no choice but to remain quiet. 
The existence of quiet children in classrooms has been confirmed by existing 
research (Wade & Moore, 1984; McCroskey & Richmond, 1991; Collins, 1994, 
1996) which has identified the quiet child as a subjective phenomenon whose 
behaviour may be caused by many factors including gender, anxiety, home 
background, temperament, individual skills, manipulative behaviour and physical 
problems; all of which are discussed in greater depth in chapter two (McCroskey 
& Richmond, 1991; Collins, 1994,1996). 
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The following research builds upon the findings of existing research and aims to 
create a profile from which the quiet child might be easily and quickly identified 
in the classroom, so that they may receive the support they need to develop their 
speaking and thinking skills to their potential. The research is located within a 
practitioner framework and its findings are directly applicable primarily to the 
research participants and the case study classrooms. Its findings are presented for 
a practitioner audience rather than an academic perspective. 
1.2 The Research Focus 
This research focuses upon the quiet child within one area of the contemporary 
school day - shared reading in the Literacy Hour - and considers classroom and 
observational evidence as well as the perceptions of those involved in children's 
education. Behavioural patterns are investigated in order to identify whether 
quiet children exhibit specific physical behaviours that might help teachers identify 
them in the classroom, whilst interaction patterns are considered to establish 
whether quiet children receive the same learning opportunities as their more 
vocal peers. 
In line with earlier investigations into quiet behaviour, this research revolves 
around the assumption that "quiet, non -participatory behaviour is detrimental to 
learning" (Collins, 1996, p9). This might result in children's disempowerment in 
the classroom because quiet behaviour might prevent the children from 
developing their speaking and thinking skills through interaction with others 
(National Curriculum Council, 1991). 
An initial operational definition for the quiet child was developed from Collins 
who defined the quiet child as: 
"those who are unwilling or unable to communicate 
freely with teachers or peers in school" 
Collins, 1996, p19. 
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Within the context of this research her definition has been developed and 
extended to read: 
A quiet child is a child who consistently receives the 
fewest speaking turns or speaks for the shortest time 
in front of the class during Shared Reading within the 
context of the Literacy hour. 
Although the definition remained open for revision throughout the research, its 
boundaries were established at the outset. It included children who rarely or 
never speak, but who are fully capable of speaking and may do so in other 
situations such as at home or with peers, but did not include children with known 
communication conditions such as selective mutisin (i. e. "Children who generally 
have normal language development yet only talk to a small group of relatives and 
peers" (Powell & Dalley, 1995, p 114)). The research also investigates children at 
the other end of the interactive spectrum who are referred to as "talkative 
children" and defined as: 
children who consistently receive the most speaking 
turns or speak for the longest time during Shared 
Reading within the context of the Literacy hour. 
, 
The research adhered to the ethical guidelines of the University of Surrey and to 
ensure participants' privacy and anonymity, all children's teachers' and school 
names have been changed. As a result, psychological and sociological roots, as 
well as reasons for quiet behaviour, remained outside the scope of the research in 
order to minimise stress upon the children, respect their privacy and maintain a 
secure learning environment. 
1.3 Rationale 
The research evolved from a series of incidents that I witnessed within my role as 
a classroom teacher, all of which fuelled my interest in the plight of the quiet child 
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and the potentially detrimental effects of their quiet behaviour on their speaking, 
interaction and thinking skills. Within my own class of year 3 and 4 children, I 
became aware that some of the children appeared to dominate whole class 
interactive lessons, whilst others appeared to remain quiet. In addition, I felt 
unable to accurately assess their abilities to speak out in front of a large group. 
Whole class interactive lessons were a regular teaching and learning strategy in 
my classroom and I was concerned that all children should be able to participate. 
If they could not participate, then they might not be developing the skills to 
enable them to offer their opinions in front of an audience, which are not only a 
requirement of The National Currictilum (1988,1999) but also important life skills 
(Howe, 1997; Larson, 2000) 
If, as my teaching experience was suggesting, quiet children were not 
participating in this way, then they might become educationally and socially 
disadvantaged compared to their more dominant peers. Their quiet behaviour 
might not be conducive to the full development of their thinking skills. This will 
be discussed in greater depth in Chapter 2. 
An infon-nal evaluation of my own whole class teaching revealed that I always 
selected the same children to speak, which meant that some children appeared to 
dominate whilst others said little or nothing. The findings confirmed my 
suspicions that only a few children spoke regularly whilst the number of children 
who spoke the least was larger than I had anticipated. 
The results of the informal observations led to a more formal investigation of 
interaction patterns within my classroom, which formed the basis for my M. A. 
thesis (Whitehead, 1993). In order to maintain the theme of whole-class 
interaction, I video-recorded the whole-class story lesson over a period of a week. 
Story time was selected because it was a daily feature of the school day and 
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appeared to be a relaxed time that was enjoyed by the children. During this time, 
a story was read and issues related to the story were discussed as a class. Analysis 
of the video recordings identified which children spoke and for how long. 
The results showed that the story lessons were dominated by a small group of 
children who regularly volunteered to speak and were successful in obtaining a 
speaking turn. In all seven out of twenty-eight children (two boys and five girls) 
received the most or the longest speaking turns, whilst four children (two boys 
and two girls) received the fewest or shortest speaking turns across every lesson. 
This meant that seven children appeared to dominate the interactions, whilst 
twenty-one children (75%) said little or nothing. 
The analysis also investigated whether the children used any identifiable strategies 
to either obtain or avoid being given a speaking turn. None were found. The 
small sample size meant that, even though the results were not transferable to 
other classrooms, they confirmed my initial observations. The research 
concluded that my class story time lessons did not encourage the majority of 
children to participate, which meant that they did not provide the children with 
opportunities to develop the interactive skills that I value so highly. Furthermore, 
despite my concern for the quiet child I was unable to accurately identify them 
during the whole class lessons and involve them in the interactions. The quiet 
children were remaining on the periphery of the lesson and a method of quick 
identification was necessary if they were to become more involved. 
My concern for the quieter children deepened following two separate incidents 
that occurred shortly after my M. A. research ended. The first incident occurred 
during an informal meeting of primary school teachers who were in the process of 
writing the children's annual reports. Every teacher had identified a few children 
upon whom they had difficulty commenting. Further discussion revealed that the 
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teachers perceived that these children shared similar characteristics - they were 
"quiet, " "conscientious, " and "kept their heads down" in the classroom. These 
comments reiterated my concern that quiet children existed in all classes but were 
potentially overlooked. This did not mean that the children were not learning 
and making progress (Laycock, 1999), but for some reason the teachers had not 
developed a clear understanding of the children's capabilities, which meant that 
their academic progress might not be accurately assessed. 
The second incident revolved around a discussion with a primary teacher who 
questioned the value of quiet behaviour in the classroom. The teacher was 
concerned about the behaviour of a child in their class. Although the child was 
conscientious, hard-working, achieved high academic standards and could interact 
with their peers; they did not interact with the teacher. The child's behaviour 
was perceived to be "uncooperative, " which suggested that responsibility for quiet 
behaviour lay with the child him/herself. I wondered whether this might be true. 
Was the quiet child deliberately remaining quiet or was (s)he actually unable to 
participate? 
The combination of the results obtained from my M. A. research and the issues 
raised in the incidents described above, fuelled my interest in the plight of the 
quiet child in the classroom. The lack of interactive opportunities offered in my 
own classroom, alongside the potential difficulties faced by the teachers trying to 
assess the achievements of quiet children, combined with the teacher's belief that 
the quiet child was responsible for their own behaviour, indicated that teachers 
might not understand the quiet child. It also suggested that the quiet child might 
be disempowered within the classroom and they might not receive the respect 
that they deserve or the support that they require to ensure that they are not 
disadvantaged. Research into the ways quiet children are perceived as well as the 
behaviour of the children themselves seemed paramount. 
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The following research was developed to investigate the role of the quiet child 
within whole-class interactive teaching lessons. The context of shared reading in 
the Literacy Hour was selected as the focal point for this research in order to 
provide a specific daily lesson, which involved whole class interactions (DfEE, 
1998a) and could be investigated over a period of time. Shared reading was 
located within the curriculum area of English within which speaking and listening 
played a central role (1988,1995,1999a). 
The Literacy Hour followed a recommended format: 
I. Shared Reading: Discussion of the Text (approximately IS minutes) 
2. Shared Reading: Discussion of the Word and Sentence Level Features 
of the Text (approximately 15 minutes) 
3. Group and Independent Work: Children work independently or in 
groups on specific tasks (approximately 20 minutes). 
4. Plenary Session to sum up the lesson (approximately 10 minutes) 
DfEE, 1998a, p9. 
Within the recommended Literacy Hour, the shared reading sessions provided a 
daily half an hour whole class interactive teaching session. Shared reading was 
defined as a time when 
the teacher demonstrates reading strategies using a 
shared text. The class reads the text together and 
discusses issues and textual features, engaging in a 
high level of interaction with the teacher. 
WEE, 1998c, O. H. T. 5.4, National Literacy Strategy 
Training Pack. 
Shared reading also developed my M. A. theme of discussing stories with the 
children, since it involved reading a text together, predicting subsequent events 
and discussing the content and language features of the text as a whole class, 
whilst encouraging children to offer their opinions (Laycock, 1999, pp3-4). 
Shared reading provided an ideal setting for observing children's behaviour during 
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whole-class interactive lessons and investigating whether all children were able to 
access a teaching and learning method that has been given such a high profile 
within The National Literacy Strateg (I 998a). 
1.4 Talk within Shared Reading 
Shared reading addressed the long recogrused central role of talk in children's 
:r Strategy was introduced to learning (Keiner, 1992, p248). The National Literac 
"substantially raise the standards of Literacy in primary schools" (WEE, 1997, 
p44), but it was not the first reform to attempt to improve the English 
curriculum. Reports and reforms had focused around talk in children's education 
for more than seventy years and these are discussed in greater depth in Chapter 
two. The turning point was the introduction of the statutory National Curriculum 
for England and Wales in 1988 which emphasised that the development of 
children's speaking and listening skills should be given equal status within the 
English curriculum with writing and reading in primary classrooms (1988). This 
view was upheld in the revised curricula of 1995 and 2000 (WEE, 1995ab; 
DfEE/QCA, 1999). 
The role of shared reading was a central feature of the literacy hour and aimed to 
"teach children to read and write through active participation in the processes 
involved, witbin a totally supportive and unthreatening context" (Dewsbury, 
1999, pl 19). Implicit within The National Literacy Strategy was the central role of 
speaking and listening (DfEE, 1998 c). It was considered an effective method of 
teaching children to read by allowing them to access and enjoy a text slightly 
beyond their independent reading level; as well as to voice their opinions and test 
their theories, whilst consolidating their vocabulary and investigating sentence 
patterns (Dewsbury, 1999, p 119). Shared reading was an opportunity for 
teachers to organisc the lesson in a manner that fostered the development of 
children's reading skills, whilst it simultaneously enabling them to develop their 
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thinking, speaking, and listening skills within a "risk-free environment" (Reading 
Language Arts Centre, 1997, p 1). Shared reading appeared to be an arena where 
all children might be empowered to speak. 
1.5 Research Aims 
The concept of the quiet child was investigated under four main aims that fell 
within two sections: Perceptions and Practice. 
Perceptions: 
1. To compare and contrast educator, parental and child perceptions of the 
quiet child in the primary classroom in order to establish how the quiet 
child is perceived by those involved in their education. 
Practice: 
Within the limits of each case study the practical research aimed to: 
2. Investigate the behaviour of children during shared reading in the Literacy 
Hour in order to establish whether a profile of the quiet child could be 
develoPed. 
3. Analyse and compare the types of interactions that were experienced by 
quiet children within shared reading in the Literacy Hour in order to 
investigate whether quiet children exhibit specific types of interactive 
behaviour. 
4. Investigate links between teachers' perceptions of the quiet child and their 
subsequent interaction with those children during shared reading in the 
Literacy Hour in order to consider whether teachers' perceptions may 
affect their subsequent treatment of those children. 
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1.6 Overview 
The following research project evolved from a combination of the results of my 
earlier research project into children's interactive behaviour during whole class 
story lessons and a series of class-based incidents, which fuelled my interest in the 
potential plight of the quiet child in whole class interactive lessons, which had 
become increasingly popular since the introduction of The National Literacy Strategy 
(1998) (Pyke, 1998). This research is located within the interactive shared 
reading aspect of the Literacy Hour, and focuses upon the Concept of the quiet 
child. It is based upon the premise that quiet behaviour might be "detrimental to 
learning" (Collins, 1996, p9) and may prevent children from developing their 
thinking, speaking and listening skills through interaction with others, the 
implications of which might be manifold, potentially disempowering cl-dIdren 
within the classroom and later life (Labercane & Hunsberger, 1989-90; Howe, 
1997; QCA, 1999; Larson, 2000). Refraining from participation in shared 
reading may also prevent them from developing speaking, interaction and 
thinking skills and thus achieving their potential. Quiet behaviour may render the 
children's achievements difficult to assess and, as a result, they may not receive 
the support they need to learn to participate fully in whole class lessons as 
required by The National Curriculum (1999). In order to consider a more holistic 
view of the quiet child, the research begins with an investigation into the ways in 
which teachers, parents and children perceive quiet children. 
In Chapter one, the research has outlined the background and foundations for the 
following research. It has located the research within its practical and educational 
settings, identified its aims and specified its location and focus. Chapter two 
investigates historical and theoretical background to the research and evaluates the 
existing literature that focuses upon the quiet child in the primary classroom and 
how it relates to existing theory. 
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Chapter 2- Review of Current Literature on the Quiet Child 
2.1 Introduction 
Underlying the four main aims upon which this research is based is the concept 
that quiet classroom behaviour might be "detrimental to children's learning" 
(Collins, 1996, p9). The aims investigate the quiet child and their verbal and 
physical behaviour within the context of shared reading, whilst acknowledging 
that the parental, teacher and child perceptions of quiet children may impact upon 
both the children's and teachers' classroom behaviour. In chapter two, the focus 
of the research is locatcd within its historical and theoretical context as well as 
within the origins of shared reading (Section 2.2). The chapter then considers the 
theoretical background of the roles of talk in children's learning (Section 2.3) 
before investigating learning styles with respect to which type of learner may best 
benefit from the shared reading teaching style (Section 2.4). Existing research 
that has focussed upon the quiet child is reviewed and evaluated in relation to the 
following research (Section 2.5). The chapter culminates with an evaluation of 
the effectiveness of shared reading in recent years (Section 2.6). 
2.2 The Role of Talk in Children's Learning 
2.2.1 Historical Background 
The role of talk in cl-Aldren's learning has played a central role in governmental 
reform for many years. Throughout the 20th Century, the central role of talk in 
helping children develop their thoughts and learning has been repeatedly 
reinforced. 
Educational reforms recommended that talk should be used to help children learn 
as early as 1921 (Newbolt Report in Keiner, 1992). In more recent years, the 
Plowden Committee (1967, paragraph 758) evaluated the state of English 
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education in schools and acknowledged that although children appeared to have 
become more articulate and fluent; speaking and listening opportunities remained 
paramount. The Bullock Committee (1975, pS 19, Para 36) upheld the same 
findings eight years later arguing that "language has a unique role in developing 
human learning, the higher processes of thinking are normally achieved by the 
interaction of a child's language behaviour with his other mental and perceptual 
powers". The actual success of these reforms is, however, debatable due to the 
large-scale reform that was to characterise the last quarter of the twentieth 
century. 
In 1976 a complete review of the primary school curriculum was commissioned 
by the Prime Minister, James Callaghan, (D. E. S., 1987, p2) and education 
became a key public and political issue. The review culminated with the 
introduction of the first statutory National Curriculumfor England and I'Vales in 
1988. At the heart of the new curriculum, English was given a prominent role as 
one of the three core subjects along with Maths and Science (National 
Curriculum, 19 8 8, p2 5 3). The English curriculum assigned speaking and 
listening an important role, placing them on equal par with reading and writing 
(1988, p2). The statutory National Curriculum located the role of English, firmly 
within the curriculum of each school in England and Wales, providing a set of 
hierarchical teaching and learning objectives through which children were 
expected to progress as they matured (DfEE/QCA, 1999a (also 1988,1995ab). 
Subsequent revisions of the National Curriculum in 1995 and 1999 retained the high 
emphasis placed upon speaking and listening skills. 
The implementation of the National Curriculum was followed by the introduction 
of the National Oracy Project (N. O. P., 1990), which was established to evaluate the 
level of oracy that occurred in state schools. The project promoted the role of 
oracy within schools across England and Wales and aimed to encourage teachers 
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to use talk as a means of improving children's learning (Norman, 1992). The 
N. 0. P. was supported by the National Curriculum Council, who again reiterated 
the central role of talk in children's learning arguing that "talk can underpin the 
entire learning process" (N. C. C., 199 1, p 12). They emphasised that "talk not 
only shows how a child understands but can also develop the cl-dld's thinking and 
in ways that are important to the child" (N. C. C., 199 1, p 14). The links between 
thinking and speaking had been made explicit and the central role of talk in 
children's learning and thinking been given formal recognition. 
Despite the work of the N. 0. P. and the N. C. C., the government's concern for 
standards in English was reiterated several years later with the implementation of 
a National Literacy Strategy (1998), which was introduced in order to "raise the 
standards of literacy in primary schools" (DfEE, 1997, p44). Although the 
strategy was non-statutory, many schools adopted it into their curriculum. The 
strategy was highly elaborate and prescriptive, detailing learning objectives from 
Year I to Year 6 and was to be delivered through the teaching of a daily Literacy 
hour (DfEE, 1998a, p2). The strategy focused directly upon the development of 
children's reading and writing (1998, p3), but the central role of talk in teaching 
children to read was implicit in its aims since "many of the outcomes for the 
reading objectives will be oral" (DfEE, 1998c, p5) through the initial reading 
process and subsequent discussion and analysis of the text (DfEE, 1998c, p7). 
Within the Literacy Strategy numerous opportunities existed for teachers to 
develop children's oral skills during shared reading (Reading Language Arts 
Centre, 1997, pl). 
The Literacy Strategy reiterated the findings of the N. 0. P. in as far as it united the 
development of reading, speaking and listening skills. It also upheld Vygotsky's 
(19 34) claims that speaking, listening and thinLng skills were interrelated and 
could all be used effectively to support each other (discussed in Section 2.3). Its 
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structured curriculum provided opportunities for supporting the development of 
children's skills (Bruner, 1974,1986), so that all might learn to speak out in front 
of the class when discussing a text. The Literacy Strategy appeared to be an exciting 
educational initiative founded on educational theory that could transform primary 
education as it entered the twenty-first century and encourage all children to 
develop their thinking, speaking and listening skills as fully as possible. 
2.2.2 The Role of Talk in Shared Reading 
Talking about books is a high value activity in itself, 
but talking about books is also the best rehearsal for 
talking well about other things. In helping children 
talk about their reading, we help them to be more 
articulate about the rest of their lives. 
Chambers, 1993, plO. 
Although Chambers' comments pre-date the National Literacy Strategy, they 
essentially sum up the main features of shared reading - the sharing of a text with 
the whole class and the discussion of the content and the issues related to it. 
Shared reading was formally introduced into schools in England and Wales in 
1998 with the introduction of the National Literacy Strategy. It had already been 
succcssfully implemented in schools in Australia (Dewsbury, 1999) and New 
Zealand (Ministry of Education, 1998) (DfEE, 2003). 
The concept of shared reading emerged from Holdaway's reading initiatives in 
1979 and 1982 (DfEE, 2003, pl). Holdaway (1979) emphasised the value of the 
bedtime story as a time when parents would read with children and discuss the 
storyline within a secure environment (1979, p64). He perceived this to be a 
valuable interactive teaching and learning strategy, and considered its application 
to the classroom. He appreciated that the home environment would be difficult 
to replicate in the classroom (1979), but recommended that enlarged texts would 
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enable the teacher to model the process of reading for the children (Holdaway, 
1979, p64 and p79), as well as provide opportunities for children to develop their 
reading skills alongside their thinking, speaking and listening skills, rather than 
"considering them two discrete entities" (Holdaway, 1979, p 12). 
In New Zealand, the Ministry of Education emphasised the success of shared 
reading, claiming that it "promoted discussion, problem-solving and critical 
thinking" (1998, pl). Shared reading appeared to bean opportunity through 
which children could develop their thoughts by sharing them with others 
(Chambers, 1993, p24) at the same time as developing their speaking and 
listening skills. During these experiences they might also learn to appreciate that 
different people hold different opinions, all of which can be equally valid 
(Dewsbury, 1999, p36). 
In England and Wales shared reading was implemented by the DfEE through the 
National Literacy Strategy (1998a, p5). The shared reading of fiction, poetry and 
non-fiction texts was perceived to be able to "promote high levels of speaking and 
listening as a condition and a consequence of literacy teaching"(1)ME, 1998b, 
p14). The discursive nature of the teaching strategies that were to be employed 
during shared reading (DfEE, 1998b, p77) would include opportunities for 
teachers to ask questions to probe children's understanding and encourage them 
to reflect upon and extend their own ideas as well as develop their ability to offer 
their own point of view (DfEE, 1998d, p23). 
Shared reading provided opportunities for the exploratory language described by 
Barnes (1992) and Mercer (2000), to be implemented within the classroom. 
Exploratory talk occurs when children "rearrange thoughts during improvised 
talk" to "share their own knowledge" (Barnes, 1976, p 108) and when "partners 
engage critically but constructively with each other" (Mercer, 2 000, p 15 3). The 
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use of exploratory talk during shared reading might provide children with 
opportunities to develop their thoughts and interaction skills (Vygotsky, 1934) 
whilst discussing a shared text. 
The theory bel-iind shared reading suggested that it would provide a beneficial 
learning opportunity for children, within which they could develop their literacy, 
speaking, listening and thinking skills within a secure arena. In addition, they 
might learn to communicate effectively in front of an audience, a skill that might 
benefit them throughout their lives (Howe, 1997; QCA, 1999; Larson, 2000). 
The following research recognises the potential benefits to be gained from 
participation in shared reading and is concerned that children who remain quiet 
during these lessons may not receive the opportunities that they need to develop 
their speaking and listening skills to speak in front of an audience (Pollard, 2002, 
p275). Larson argues that such skills are central to children's social and personal 
lives, as speaking in front of the class may help build their confidence to speak in a 
public arena, which is essential for living in a democracy (2000, p671). 
Furthermore, children who remain quiet might not learn how to extend their 
thoughts and ideas through interaction with others. This is particularly worrying 
in light of American research that has warned that children who leave school 
unable to express themselves may be disadvantaged not only in school, but may 
find themselves confined to "low-paid and low-status jobs" in their adult lives, 
which require minimal interaction with others and from which limited promotion 
prospects are available (Hurt et al, 1978, pp149-150; Richmond, 1984, pI55 and 
p309). Similar claims were made by Cazden (2001, p86) who argued that 
"communication skills are on lists of abilities for high-paying jobs". 
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2.3 Theoretical Background 
Failure to equip minds with the skills for 
understanding and acting in the cultural world is not 
simply scoring a pedagogical zero. It risks creating 
alienation, defiance and practical incompetence. 
Bruner, 1996, pp42-3. 
Bruner's quote indicates that children need to learn to cope with the demands of 
society. Language is the tool, which helps them "individually to get what they 
want" (Bruner, 1983, p 103) and is a tool, which they can use to "shape their own 
knowledge" (Barnes, 1976, p108) as they learn. The importance of language in 
children's learning is also reflected by its central role within the National 
Curriculum (1988,1995,1999) and National Literacy Strategy (1998). The role of 
language falls within a predominantly cognitive paradigm and both the National 
Curriculum and National Literacy Strategy incorporate hierarchical learning 
objectives with language, knowledge and skill development at the centre. 
The cognitive approach to education and the format of the National Literaýy 
Strateff provide many opportunities for the work of Bruner and Vygotsky to be 
developed. Bruner (1974,1986) suggested that children's learning should be 
supported until such time as they can work independently. He argued that 
current learning should evolve from earlier learning (Bruner, 1960, ppl 1-12), via 
a "spiral curriculum, " whereby learning is not only developed but also revisited as 
children progress through their education (Bruner, 1960). His perception is 
upheld by the philosophy of the National Literacy Strategy, which follows a series of 
hierarchical learning objectives that are revisited and developed as children 
progress through their education (1998). 
Vygotsky (19 34) also argued that thought and language were inter-related. 
Although they do not develop in parallel, they overlap and support each other at 
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appropriate points in a child's learning (Vygotsky, 1934, p68). Within the 
classroom he argued that the primary use of language was to communicate one's 
thoughts to others, and enable children's thoughts to "come into existence 
through words" (Vygotsky, 1934, p218). Through interaction with others, he 
believed that children could develop their thoughts more fully. Shared reading 
also reflects Vygotsky's approach to learning. Its interactive nature forms a basis 
from which children can discuss issues with others as well as develop their own 
ideas, Interactive discussion of a text lends itself to the talk advocated by Barnes 
(1976, p 108), who argued that "exploratory talk" helps children to "rearrange 
their thoughts during improvised talk, " by encouraging children to develop their 
ideas orally to re-shape their own knowledge rather than offering correct 
answers. This portrays shared reading as a positive experience within which 
children receive opportunities to extend their ideas and understanding through 
interaction with others. 
Interactive lessons should encourage all children to interact. "Language makes 
knowledge and thought open to reflections and revision" (Barnes, 1976, pp 19- 
20), children, therefore, need to be able to participate orally in their lessons. The 
National Literacy Strategy and National Curriculum appear to be foundations from 
which opportunities could be provided to support children's learning (Bruner, 
1974,1986) and encourage them to develop their skills. 
Children who remain quiet in the classroom may not, however, receive the 
opportunities to develop and demonstrate their interaction skills; neither may 
they receive the opportunities to develop their thoughts. As a result, Vygotsky's 
( 1934-) perceptions of the central role of talk in children's learning will not be 
realised and children who remain quiet may not practice verbalising their thoughts 
or responding to the thoughts of others. As a result their thoughts may not 
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develop beyond their initial ideas and the quieter members of our classrooms may 
have an under-developed set of thinking and listening skills. 
Teacher perceptions of children's strengths and academic abilities have been 
attributed an important role in children's use of language in the classroom. 
Teachers need to ensure that children are developing their academic and 
interaction skills at the appropriate level. If children remain quiet in lessons, 
teachers cannot assess their capabilities (Collins, 1996) and inaccurate teacher 
assessment may have implications for children's learning. Rosenthal & Jacobson 
(1968) argued that teacher perceptions are crucial to children's success since 
children live up or down to them. Although their claims have been criticised 
(Claiborne, 1969, in Long, 2000) their views have been upheld in recent years 
(Edwards & Maybin, 1987; Merrett & Wheldall, 1992; Fox, 1993; Tauber, 1998; 
Hayes & Orrell, 1998; Long, 2000; Collins, 2003; Glen et al, 2004). Long 
(2000, p 126) argues that "the motivation and achievements of individual pupils 
appears to be affected by what teachers believe they are capable of irrespective of 
whether this belief is true or not. " Such claims indicate that teacher perceptions 
may be an important factor in children's progress. 
Fox (1993, p90) develops the argument further claiming that "teacher's attitudes 
[towards children] are not based on how they really are but on assumptions about 
their characteristics, " which in turn "are based on characteristics that are 
important to them [teachers]". This implies a potential inaccuracy in teacher 
perceptions. The role of teacher perceptions, therefore, may bc an important 
factor in children's behaviour in the classroom. Children who are perceived to be 
quiet may match their behaviour to the teacher's perceptions. As a result their 
quiet behaviour might be reinforced. The implications of such behaviour may be 
broad. Children who remain quiet during shared reading and are not encouraged 
to speak may not develop the speaking, interaction and thinking skills to enable 
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them to participate fully in their education and achieve their academic potential. 
In addition, they may not develop the skills they need to cope with the demands 
of a democratic society (Brooks, 1998; Howe, 1997; Larson, 2000). 
2.4 How Do Children Learn? 
Shared reading is one of many learning environments that children experience in 
school. Since children are all individuals, they all have their own preferred 
learning styles and experiences (LeFrancois, 2000). Some children may enjoy and 
benefit from shared reading, whilst others will prefer other learning experiences 
such as independent work or small group work. 
Since shared reading can account for up to 30 minutes of each day, it is important 
to consider what type of learners might benefit most from this experience as well 
as what learning strategies we are teaching the children by using one teaching and 
learning method so regularly. This is particularly important since "early 
educational experiences shape individual learning styles" (Kolb, 1984, P85). 
Many different learning styles have been identified. "We are all capable of 
learning under any learning style or intelligence no matter what our preference is" 
(Clark, 2000, p I). The following table summarises the preferences for learning 
advocated by Kolb (1984, p68). 
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Table 2.1: A summary of Kolb's LearningNtodes (1984, P68, P77-P85). 
Learning modes Features of the learning modes 
Concrete experience 0 Involved in experiences 
Intuitive approach 
Likes unstructured situations. 
Reflective Learning Observe and describe 
Understand rather than practical application 
Appreciates different points of view 
Abstract 'Moughtful rather than intuitive. 
Conceptualisation 
Develop theories 
Systematic 
Active 0 Practical rather than reflective 
Experimentation 
0 Practical application of theory 
As can be seen from Table 2.1, Kolb (19 84) identified four main types of learning 
modes, each of which favoured different teaching and learning methods. Kolb's 
(1984) learning modes inter-relate and lead into four learning styles, which use 
the modes in different proportions: 
1. Accommodative learners who enjoy practical tasks and doing things. 
2. Divergent learners, who consider many perspectives before drawing their 
own conclusions. 
3. Assimilators, who prefer theoretical approaches to learning rather than 
practical tasks. 
4. Convergent learners, who enjoy problem solving and decision making so 
they can apply their ideas to a practical situation, to try out new ideas and 
theories and see if they work (Kolb, 1984, pp76-78). 
Consideration of the learning styles alongside shared reading suggests that each 
might have a role to play within shared reading. Accommodative learners might 
enjoy the challenge of an interactive discussion where they are fully involved 
rather than passively listening to the teacher. Divergent learners may benefit 
from the teaching input, which allows them to listen carefully and consider a 
range of perspectives from which they can draw their own conclusions rather than 
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active involvement. Similarly, assimilators may be more involved in the 
development of a theory during the lesson, such as a spelling rule in word level 
work. Convergent learners might be more fully involved during lessons where an 
issue is open for lively debate or when they get the opportunity to apply their 
learning to their work and find a potential solution to a problem identified from 
the text in whole class or group work. 
The type of learning style most relevant to the quiet child cannot be generalised. 
It cannot be assumed that quiet children prefer to reflect or remain on the edge of 
interactions since they may be keen to participate. 
2.5 Current Perceptions on the Quiet Child in the Primary Classroom 
Having located the research within its historical and theoretical contexts, the 
chapter moves onto evaluate existing research that focuses on or is related to the 
quiet child, beginning with an examination of the current definitions of the quiet 
child, before investigating behaviours attributable to quiet children, existing 
perceptions of quiet children and potential causes of quiet behaviour. 
2.5.1 What is a Quiet Child? 
The concept of a quiet child has been recognised for many years (Tough, 1985). 
During the 1970s and 1980s classroom interaction research was popular and even 
though it did not focus on the quiet child, it identified that some children 
dominated whilst others rarely spoke and attributed this behaviour to the teacher 
(Edwards, 1980; French & French, 1984; Croll, 1985; French, 1986; Bousted, 
1989 and Sealey & Knight, 1990). 
Early interaction research claimed that whole class lessons were dominated by the 
teacher who led and controlled each lesson, monopolising both interaction turns 
and the topic of conversation (Hughes & Westgate, 1988; Edwards, 1992; Galton 
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et al, 1999). This illustrated that the "teachers had more power and control than 
the pupils" (Stubbs, 1983, p44) and also reflected an imbalanced system of 
classroom interactions where some children spoke regularly and others said little 
(Tough, 1985; Galton et al, 1999; Bousted, 1989, French & French, 1984; Sealey 
& Knight, 1990). At the time, the children were not labelled as quiet, but the 
research provided interesting background information about the behaviour of 
children during whole-class interactive lessons which indicated that not all 
children spoke during these lessons, whilst others appeared to dominate (Kelly, 
1988; Bousted, 1989; Sealey & Knight, 1990; Howe, 1997). 
In the 1990s general interaction-based research became less popular, but research 
by Galton et al (1999) provided a link between the research of the 1970s and 
1990s. Their work spanned two decades. During the 1970's they carried out 
interaction- based research in the primary classroom, which they replicated 
twenty years later in 1996. Comparison of the two sets of data provided some 
interesting issues for consideration. They labelled children according to the 
interaction habits that they demonstrated (Galton et al, 1999). Their findings 
showed that some groups included the quieter members of the class. For 
example: in 1976, some children were described as "solitary workers" who 
appeared to be "attentive in class discussions, but actually rarely participated", 
whilst others were called "quiet collaborators" because they were usually reluctant 
to discuss their work (Galton et al, 1999, pp122-3). In 1996 they discovered that 
solitary workers still existed but their behaviour had become more extreme 
(p 124) because they not only remained quiet in whole class situations but they 
also did not talk to their peers in group tasks (p 124). Their findings also implied 
that some children remained quiet in the classroom and that the degree of 
quietness could vary from child to child and situation to situation. Their research 
was particularly interesting because it provided information beyond basic 
interaction patterns and began to acknowledge that different types of children 
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might exist in our classrooms; some, if not all, of whom might be identifiable by 
their behaviour. 
In more recent years, interaction research has continued to reflect similar 
findings. Galton et al (1999, p33) have identified that "teaching in today's 
primary schools at Key Stage 2 is very much a matter of teachers talking and 
children listening. " Mroz et al (2000, pp383-6) have also noted that traditional 
patterns of whole class teaching have been preserved despite the "organisational 
and curriculum change with the Literacy Hour". The continued existence of 
whole class teaching within which the learner retains a passive role in a teacher- 
controlled arena has been upheld by Pollard (2002). 
In addition to continued interaction research, researchers have begun to tackle the 
concept of quiet behaviour by focussing solely upon the quiet child. As a result, 
the profile of the quiet child has begun to be raised. Two research projects that 
have focused directly on quiet children who rarely/never speak in front of the 
class have been carried out. In the U. S. A. research undertaken by McCroskey & 
Richmond (199 1) has investigated the quiet cl-Ald predominantly from a 
psychological perspective, whilst in the U. K. research by Collins (1994,1996) 
has investigated the quiet child in the classroom and considered potential causes of 
their behaviour based on home background and social issues. 
Both sets of research provide definitions for the quiet child. McCroskey 
Richmond (199 1) refer to the quiet child as a 
child who perceives that they can gain more - or lose 
less - by remaining quiet than they can by talking. 
Almost all children and adults feel this way from time 
to time. Quiet children are those who feel this way 
most of the time. 
McCroskey & Richmond, 199 1, p3. 
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Their definition suggests that quiet behaviour might be deliberate and implies that 
quiet children may feel threatened or embarrassed about speaking in front of their 
peers. Collins (1996) defmition reflects a similar perspective defining the quiet 
child as someone who is "unable or unwilling to communicate freely with teachers 
or peers in school" (p 19). Whilst she also acknowledges that the quiet child's 
behaviour might be deliberate (i. e. "unwilling to communicate"), she considers 
the alternative perspective that maybe the child is "unable to communicate" for 
some reason. 
Both definitions define the quiet child as someone who rarely participates in 
classroom interaction. They provide a firm foundation upon which the following 
research can investigate teacher perceptions of children and their actual classroom 
behaviour to consider whether the quiet child is accurately identified as well as 
whether their physical behaviours and oral interactions provide additional clues 
from which quiet children might be quickly and accurately identified in the 
classroom. 
The definitions of the quiet child provided by McCroskey & Richmond (199 1) 
and Collins (1994,1996) uphold the findings of Galton et al (1999). They 
confirm that quiet children do exist in schools, but also indicate that various types 
of quiet children might be identifiable. Their definitions will now be considered 
in greater depth to illustrate the potential broad range of quiet children that may 
exist in our classrooms. 
McCroskey & Riclunond (199 1) identify five types of quiet children, as shown in 
Table 2.2. 
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Table 2.2: McCroskey & Richmond (1991) classifications of quiet children as identified in their 
research. 
Classification of Criteria for inclusion in category. Summary of type of quiet child. 
quiet child 
Children with 0 Children who could not 0 Children who wanted to 
deficiencies in their communicate with others. communicate with the 
communication teacher but were hindered by 
skills (p 11) 0 
Children whose language a lack of skills. development lagged behind 
their chronological 
development. 
Children of Ethnic 0 Children who belonged to Children whose 
and Cultural minority ethnic and cultural communication skills may be 
divergence 
groups whose values differed adequate or good within their 
to those of the main cultural own familiar environment, 
group in society. but whose skills may not be 
relevant within the school 
setting. 
Social introverts Children who preferred to 0 Children who chose to 
be alone, regardless of level remain silent but have the 
of communication skills. relevant communication 
skills. 
Children alienated Usually older than primary 0 These children were 
from society (p 12) aged children and had become perceived to demonstrate 
alienated by society through little desire to conform to 
their refusal to conform to school expectations or to 
the norms and values of want to participate in school 
society. life. 
Communication 0 Children who suffered 0 'Me largest group of quiet 
Apprehensive from "a fear of talking to children comprising up to 
Children (p 14) people. " 20% of each class. 
0 Children with a low 
willingness to communicate 
with others and low self- 
esteem. 
McCroskey & Richmond's (199 1) classifications of quiet children were located 
vAthin five distinct groups, based on the results of the Willing to Communicate 
Construct (McCroskey & Richmond, 1987, p2), which monitored children's 
responses and perceptions of their classroom behaviour. The children who were 
identified as quiet ranged from those who did not possess adequate 
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communication skills, to those who chose to remain silent or who were afraid to 
participate. Categorisation included social and ethnic factors which identified 
potential clashes between the demands of school and different cultures as well as 
children who had become distanced from society by refusing to conform to 
society's expectations. Although the categories incorporated a range of potential 
characteristics of the quiet child, none of them indicated that different degrees of 
quiet behaviour might exist. 
Collins' (1994,1996) classifications of quiet children were classified into four 
groups as shown in Table 2.3. Her classifications were based upon her own 
perceptions as well as classroom observations, semi-structured interviews with 
the children and parental and teacher interviews over a three year period. The 
research focussed on the children's "last two years at primary school and their first 
year at secondary school" (Collins, 1996, p 13). 
Table 2.3: Collins (1994,1996) classifications of quiet children as identified in her research. 
Classification of Criteria for inclusion in category. Summary of type of quiet child. 
quiet child 
Invisible children Children who had no direct 0 Children who were unable to 
contact with the teacher during get themselves noticed. 
the observed lessons 
0 Children did want to talk but did 
not get the opportunity (1996, 
p39). 
Children who Children who declined to speak 0 The children refused to speak 
refused to when asked a question by the when the teacher spoke to them 
participate teacher (1996, p42). 
Hesitant children 0 Children who tried to 0 Children who wanted to 
participate in lessons but only participate but were either 
contributed minimal responses "unwilling or unable" to 
(1996, p43). participate (1996, p43) 
Children who had o Children who appeared to 0 Children who seemed to be 
an inappropriate manipulate their behaviour to working but were actually off- 
focus suit themselves. task (1996, p45) 
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Collins' classification of quiet children differed from those identified by 
McCroskcy & Richmond (199 1) in as far as they related directly to the children's 
classroom behaviour, rather than reasons to explain that behaviour. In contrast 
McCroskey & Richmond's (1991) classifications referred to predominantly 
psychological or sociological causes of quiet behaviour. Collins' groups also 
indicated that different degrees of quietness might exist, e. g. "children who 
refused to participate" refused to take part; whilst "hesitane'children were 
reluctant and needed encouragement to participate. 
Collins' identification of quiet children from teacher perceptions confirmed that 
quiet children did exist within the classroom and might be identifiable by their 
behaviour. Similarly to McCroskey & Richniond (1991), Collins identified 
potential causes for the quiet behaviour that she had observed and drew some 
similar conclusions. The roots of quiet behaviour might be social, psychological 
or home-based (1996). 
In summary, research into the quiet child has changed over the years. Early 
research into classroom interaction patterns focused on the whole class lesson and 
concluded that lessons were teacher-led recitations within which children had few 
opportunities to participate and little control (Hughes & Westgate, 1988; 
Edwards, 1992). The research also recognised that whilst some children 
dominated discussions, other children remained quiet (Tough, 1985; Bousted, 
1989; French & French, 1984; Sealey & Knight, 1990). Interaction research has 
continued into the 1990s and claimed that, despite the implementation of the 
National Literacy Strategy, little has changed and shared reading continues to 
preserve traditional teacher dominated interactions (Mroz et al, 2000). The 
interaction-based research has been supplemented by research, which has focused 
specifically upon the quiet child and has confirmed that not only do quiet children 
exist in our classrooms, but they can be identified (Tough, 1985; McCroskey & 
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Richmond, 199 1; Collins, 1994,1996; Galton et al, 1999). Their findings have 
shown that 
0 The quiet child is not a uniform phenomenon. 
0 Several types of quiet child might be identifiable. 
The following research builds on these findings by locating the investigation of the 
quiet child within the contemporary classroom context of shared reading in the 
Literacy Hour. 
2.5.2 How Do Quiet Children Behave in the Classroom? 
Although existing research has defined the quiet child in a variety of ways, few 
researchers have focused upon the exact behaviours that quiet children exhibit in 
whole class interactive teaching lessons. Although the identification of behaviours 
exhibited by quiet children might help identify them in the classroom, some 
research has identified beha-dours exhibited by children at the other end of the 
spectrum - the talkative children. Distinct physical behaviours have been 
attributed to the most talkative children as strategies that ensure they are selected 
to speak and which set them apart from the other children in the class (French, 
1986; Swann & Graddol, 1988; Bousted, 1989). Consideration of these 
behaviours may help consider whether talkative children exhibit behaviours that 
are exclusive to themselves or whether quiet children behave in a similar way. 
Examples of these behaviours are suggested by French (19 8 6) who claims that 
talkative children display behaviours that ensure the teacher notices them 
including fidgeting (French, 1986, p404), which implies that they may not be 
concentrating on the lesson and suggests that the teacher interacts with them in 
order to refocus their attention upon the lesson (French, 1986, p404. ). French 
(1986) also claimed that talkative children misbehave, which attracts the teacher's 
attention. Such behaviour has the potential to be manipulative and possibly used 
deliberately to gain extra speaking turns/time by offering unusual or interesting 
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answers that require further explanation from the child (French & French, 1984; 
Swann & Graddol, 1988; Bousted, 1989). A further behaviour attributed to the 
most talkative children is interrupting the lesson by calling out an answer or 
comment, in order to obtain a speaking turn (Swann & Graddol, 1988; Bousted, 
1989). 
The following research investigates whether quiet children exhibit specific 
observable behaviours during shared reading in the case study classes. The 
behaviours of the most talkative children are also investigated. The purpose of 
this is to provide a comparison against which the behaviours of the quiet children 
in the case study classrooms might be compared in order to consider whether 
there are specific behaviours that are exhibited by the quiet children. 
2.5.3 What are the Causes of Quiet Behaviour? 
Existing research into quiet behaviour has also investigated potential issues that 
might cause, or exacerbate, quiet behaviour in children. The seven main causes 
of quiet behaviour that have been identified are summarised in Table 2.4. 
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Table 2.4: A summary of the factors that may cause quiet behaviour in children as identified in 
existing research. 
Cause of quiet behaviour Researcher Date 
Gender French & French 1984 
Croll 1985 
French 1986 
Bousted 1989 
SealeY & Knight 1990 
Galton et al 1999 
Collins 1994,1996 
Physical Problems - Hearing National Curriculum Council 1992 
Anxiety Bernstein 1971 
McCroskey & Richmond 1991 
Buss 1984 
Daly & Buss 1984 
Phillips 1984 
Collins 1994,1996 
Home back-ground Wade & Moore 1984 
McCroskey & Richmond 1991 
Collins 1994,1996 
Bernstein 1971 
Temperament Tough 1985 
Collins 1994,1996, 
1999 
Pellegrini et al 
1997 
Individual skills McCroskey & Richmond 1991 
National Cracy Project 1992 
Collins 1994,1996 
Pollard 2002 
Manipulative behaviour McCroskey & Richmond 1991 
Collins 1994,1996 
Galton et al 1999 
Classroom Dynamics Stubbs 1983 
Dillon 1994 
Gallas 2001 
The causes of quiet behaviour range from observable issues such as gender, to 
medical features (physical problems) and complex psychological (anxiety), 
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sociological (home background, classroom dynamics) or personal factors 
(temperament, individual skills, manipulative behaviour). The number of 
possibilities indicates that the quiet behaviour might be a complex issue. 
As Table 2.4- shows the date of the research may have resulted in different 
outcomes, as the concept of the quiet child has become more complex as our 
understanding of the quiet child has increased. Four central factors were 
reiterated across all three decades: gender, anxiety, home background and 
temperament. Gender and anxiety were the most cited causes in the 1970s and 
1980s. In comparison, research undertaken in the 1990s and 2000s appears to 
have identified a broader range of potential causes of quiet behaviour, replicating 
the findings of the earlier research and identifying the new issues of individual 
skills, physical problems and manipulative behaviour. 
Although research into the quiet child focuses on quiet behaviour rather than its 
causes, each potential cause needs to be considered in order to locate the quiet 
child with their current research and educational context, as well as to consider 
how each one may impinge on this research. 
The main potential cause of quiet behaviour, which may be located within the 
scope of this research, is gender. 
Gender was the most cited cause of quiet behaviour in the 1970s and 1980s and 
has continued to feature into the research of the 1990s. Table 2.5 summarises the 
main findings of research that claims that gender may cause quiet behaviour in 
children. 
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Table 23: Summary of main issues related to gender that has emerged from research and have 
been identified as a potential cause of quiet behaviour. 
Researchers Date Research claims 
French & French 1984 9 Girls less likely to get speaking turns in whole 
Bousted 1989 class interactive lessons. 
Sealey & Knight 1990 
Croll 1985 
French 1986 
Bousted 1989 0 Girls get shorter speaking turns than boys. 
Sealey & Knight 1990 
Galton et al (in Galton 1976 0 Boys are more talkative than girls. 
et al, 1999) 
Galton et al (in Galton 1996 0 Girls are more talkative than boys. Increase 
et al, 1999) attributed to increase in whole class teaching. 
Collins 1994 0 Quiet behaviour is more common amongst girls, 
1996 but is not exclusively a female trait. 
During the 1970s and 1980s the role of gender seemed widelY acclaimed in as far 
as girls were more likely than boys to be quiet. More recent claims have been 
more cautious and reflect the earlier findings of Croll (1985) who argued that 
lessons were dominated by a few boys rather than all boys. This meant that some 
boys may have remained as quiet as their female peers. Galton et al (1999) also 
queried the exact role of gender in quiet children. They argued that boys were 
more talkative in 1976, but girls were more talkative in 1996 and attributed the 
difference to an increase in whole class teaching since the introduction of the 
National Curriculum. From their work, it is difficult to assess whether all boys 
exhibited the behaviours in 1976 and all girls in 1996 or just a few as Croll (1985) 
suggested. The direct link between gender and quiet behaviour is weakened by 
McCroskey & Richmond (199 1) who do not identify gender as a cause of quiet 
behaviour; and Collins (1994,1996) who argues that although girls are more 
likely to be quiet; quiet behaviour may appear in both boys and girls. Links 
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between gender and quiet behaviour may not be as clear as the research of the 
1970s and 1980s implied. 
Gender is an observable factor, which can be monitored with the following 
research in order to establish whether any of the above research claims are 
replicated. This will not confirm that gender does or does not cause quiet 
behaviour, but will highlight any potential links that may exist in the case study 
classrooms. 
Although medical information upon individual children remains outside the scope 
of this research, one medical issue, which might be apparent within the case study 
classes, is hearing difficulties. Classroom observation of child and teacher 
behaviours may indicate whether any child has hearing difficulties. As shown in 
Table 2.4 the potential role of hearing problems in quiet behaviour was 
highlighted by the NCC (1992, p5) who claimed that some children may be quiet 
because they have "partial or intermittent hearing problems" (NCC, 1992, ps) 
and cannot hear what the teacher and children are saying. It is interesting to note 
that the other researchers have not suggested hearing problems as a potential 
cause of children's quiet behaviour. It is possible that the confidential nature of 
medical information meant that they did not have access to this information. 
Hearing loss may be an important consideration when identifying quiet children in 
the classroom. Once again, it may rely upon the teacher's prior knowledge of 
each child. 
The remaining five potential causes of quiet behaviour are outside the remit of 
this research as they relate to psychological, sociological or personal factors that 
are difficult to ascertain though observation alone. They rely on access to 
personal and confidential information, which was unavailable for etl-Acal reasons. 
They also digress from the focus of the research, which aims to investigate the 
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quiet child in order to focus closely on the classroom behaviour that might help 
teachers identify them in the classroom. The classroom is a situation where 
personal data may not be openly available. These causes are considered here to 
provide a holistic picture of our current understanding of the quiet child. 
Furthermore, even though they may be unobservable in the classroom 
environment, they might be relevant to the teachers', parents' and children's 
perceptions of the quiet child. 
The psychological phenomenon of anxiety has been cited as a potential cause of 
quiet behaviour during the 80s and 90s, and research has indicated that it may 
take several forms as can be seen from Table 2.6. 
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Table 2.6: Summary of main issues related to anxiety that has emerged from research and have 
been identified as a potential cause of quiet behaviour. 
Researchers Date Type of anxiety Research claims 
McCroskey 1991 Communication * "A fear or anxiety associated with real or 
& Richmond Apprehension anticipated communication with another 
person" (p 13). 
0 Accounts for up to 20% of each class. 
Buss 1984 Shyness * "A discomfort, inhibition and awkwardness 
in social situations" (p39). 
0 Keeps children on periphery of social 
conversations. 
0 Physical symptoms include: shaking, 
stuttering, blushing, fast breathing, and 
clumsiness. 
0 Creates cycle of fear, panic and worry, 
which reinforces quiet behaviour. 
Phillips 1984 Reticence 0 "Avoid[ing] communication because they 
[children] believe they will lose more by 
talking than by remaining silent" (p52). 
0 Children avoid participation in class 
discussion 
0 Children are uncomfortable in social or 
educational situations. 
0 Deliberate non-participatory behaviour 
based on fear. 
41 Creates cycle, fear, anxiety and non- 
participation and low self-esteem. 
Daly & Buss 1984 Audience 0 Often confused with shyness. 
Anxiety 
0 Can chat socially but dislike "giving a 
speech in front of an audience" (p76). 
0 Cycle fear, quiet behaviour and low self- 
esteem. 
Collins 1994 Hesitant 0 Anxious 
1996 children 0 Want to participate but are afraid to. 
As shown in Table 2.6, research has classified anxiety in many ways from shyness 
and reticence to hesitancy and audience anxiety as well as a condition entitled 
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communication apprehension. The majority of anxiety-based claims are based on 
American research and are not well documented in the U. K. but, the same fear 
and hesitance that underlies their claims that are central to Collins' research 
findings. 
The various factors of anxiety, e. g.: shyness (Buss, 1984), reticence (Phillips, 
1984), audience anxiety (Daly & Buss, 1984), communication apprehension 
(McCroskey & Richmond, 1991) and hesitance (Collins, 1994,1996) seem to fall 
within a behavioural cycle of fear, anxiety and non-participation. Audience 
anxiety is a specific fear of audiences but reticence and shyness appear to overlap 
insofar as they both seem to be wary of situations (Buss, 1984; Phillips, 1984). 
Furthermore, both are claimed to lead to low self-esteem and anxiety (Buss, 
1984; Phillips, 1984). The main difference between them seems to be that shy 
children are "self-conscious" (Buss, 1984, p4l) whereas reticent children do not 
take responsibility for conversation and can display mannerisms to gain 
"sympathetic attention and concern" (Phillips, 1984, p6l). The latter appears to 
be a more deliberate behaviour. Within the classroom environment it might be 
difficult for the teacher to differentiate between the two, since both types of 
children might exhibit nervous behaviours (Buss, 1984; Phillips, 1984). 
The potentially central role of anxiety in children's quiet behaviour questions 
whether whole class interactive lessons create a tense learning environment, 
which may reinforce quiet behaviour. 
Although the researchers have attributed anxiety a central role in quiet behaviour 
they have not explained exactly how teachers can identify anxious behaviour in 
young children , other than using the willingness to communicate scale 
(McCroskey & Richmond, 1987), which might be impractical and time- 
consuming within the busy classroom. This suggests that identification of anxiety 
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in children may rely upon the teacher's personal perceptions and knowledge of 
individual children. Once again the accuracy of teacher perceptions becomes a 
central issue if anxious children are to be accurately identified in the classroom. 
The two sociological factors of home background and classroom dynamics have 
also been identified as possible causes of quiet behaviour. The claims are 
summarised in Table 2.7. 
Table 2.7: Summary of main issues related to home background and classroom dynamics that have 
emerged from research and have been identified as a potential cause of quiet behaviour. 
Researchers Date Theme Examples of Evidence cited in research 
McCroskey 1991 Cultural 0 May influence classroom behaviour. 
& Richmond Back-ground 
0 Quietness may be a culturally valued trait and 
expected at home and at school. 
0 Leave children with conflict of cultures. 
Collins 1994, Clash home: 0 "Habitually quiet behaviour in schools may 
1996 school values. have its origins in anxious or deviant 
attachments in early parent-child 
relationships" (pl). 
0 Lead to conflict of home: school expectations 
or relationships. 
0 Leaves children exposed to bullying or 
conflicts can lead to feelings of isolation. 
Wade and 1984 Language 0 Curriculum taught in language that is not their 
Moore mother tongue. 
0 Lack of proficiency in English may reduce 
confidence to speak. May not have necessary 
skills. 
Bernstein 1971 Language 0 Social class may affect children's language 
skills. 
Stubbs 1983 Classroom 0 Teacher may have more power and control 
Dynamics than children. 
Gallas 2001 Classroom 0 Children have status in classroom, which 
I 
Dynamics affects interaction patterns. 
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McCroskey & Richmond (1991) and Collins (1994,1996) both identified that 
home background could be a potential cause of quiet behaviour due to the 
different values that might be placed upon learning. Although it cannot be 
assumed that all children from a specific home background are automatically 
quiet, it is important to remember that different cultures perceive behaviours in 
different ways and those may have implications for children's classroom 
behaviour. Children who come from cultures that value quietness may find 
themselves torn between the expectations of their teachers and their families. 
Bernstein (197 1) made similar claims arguing that children from different social 
backgrounds may face similar experiences. He argued that children from middle 
class homes would use an "elaborated speech code" which enabled them to "select 
from a relatively extensive range of alternatives" (Bernstein, 1971, p77). In 
contrast children from working class homes would use a "restricted speech code" 
where "the number of alternatives is often severely limited. " (Bernstein, 1997, 
p77). Whilst he claimed that both speech codes were accessible to the middle 
class children, the working class children would be denied access to language of 
the middle class children. Wood (1998, pI 13) points out the relevance of this to 
classroom behaviour claiming that children who can use the elaborated speech 
code "find school language easier to understand. " Working class children may, 
therefore, remain quiet if they are unable to understand the language code used. 
Such issues not only create difficulties for the children but also for the teachers. 
The National Curriculum requires them to help children to develop their language 
skills, but a child's home values may not agree. Ensuring a happy balance that 
avoids leaving a child isolated whilst ensuring that they develop the skills required 
by The National Curriculum might be difficult. 
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A further issue to emerge from consideration of children's home backgrounds is 
English as a second language. Children who are not fluent in English may find the 
curriculum difficult to access, which may affect their levels of interaction (Wade 
& Moore, 1984). This emphasises the need for sensitivity and awareness on the 
part of the teacher and the school to ensure that the child does not begin to feel 
they are failing if they are unable to participate because of a language barrier. 
The second sociological issue that might affect children's classroom interaction 
behaviour is classroom dynamics. The organisation of each lesson may affect the 
children's behaviour during that lesson. Stubbs (1983, p44) argued that "teachers 
have more power and control than pupils" which is demonstrated through 
language. The teacher has the "conversational control over the topic as well as the 
relevance of pupil contributions and over when and how pupils speaV (Stubbs, 
1983, p44). Dillon (1994, p57) upholds these views in respect to whole class 
teaching lessons, claiming that classroom interactions convey "Perceptions of 
power and authority. " Their beliefs imply that power may affect the ways that 
children behave in school and perhaps encourage them to be quiet in the presence 
of a more authoritative figure. This is upheld by Wade & Moore (1984) who 
claim that children are more talkative at home and Collins (1996, p8) who argued 
that children ask more questions in the company of their family than in school, 
where they "assumed a passive role". The argument is extended by Gallas (200 1, 
p 116) who identifies further potentially powerful forces at work, claiming that 
the teacher does not have total power as the classroom dynamics must take into 
account "undercurrents of status and dominance amongst the children. " Within 
the classroom community, therefore, dynamics between teachers and children 
and the children themselves might encourage some children to be more vocal and 
others to remain quiet. Identification of such factors may be a delicate and 
difficult process and the classroom environment may encourage children to 
behave quietly (Howe, 1988) rather than providing them with a "caring 
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environment, where others listen, show an interest and value what they say" 
(Dewsbury, 1994, p29). 
In addition to medical, psychological and/or sociological factors, three personal 
factors: temperament, individual skill and deliberately manipulative behaviour 
were also identified as possible causes of quiet behaviour. 
Temperament, i. e. "A person's distinct nature and character" (Pearsall & 
Trumble , 199 6, p 1484) has been identified as a potential cause of quiet behaviour 
for over two decades. In 1985 Tough claimed that some children "are naturally 
quiet" (p5 8), which was upheld by Collins (1994,1996) and Pellegrini et al 
(1997). The possibility that children are naturally quiet has implications for their 
classroom behaviour because it questions whether they should be expected to 
participate in whole class interactive lessons. 
By encouraging such children to participate, are we negating their rights to 
remain silent? Again sensitivity is required as well as an in-depth knowledge of 
the child, which re-emphasises the need for accurate teacher perceptions. The 
following research acknowledges that some children may be naturally quiet and 
that quiet behaviour does not mean that they are not learning (Laycock, 1999), 
nor that they possess adequate speaking and listening skills. It does not seek to 
demand that all children participate but aims to enable teachers to become aware 
of the quieter children so that they can ensure that they have the skills they need if 
and when they have something to say. 
The second personal cause of quiet behaviour in class is Individual Skills, whereby 
researchers claim that children cannot participate in whole class lessons because 
they do not have the necessary skills as summarised in Table 2.8. 
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Table 2.8: Summary of main issues related to Individual Skills that have emerged from research 
and have been identified as a potential cause of quiet behaviour. 
Researchers Date Research claims 
McCroskey & 
Richmond 
1991 0 Don't have skills to participate in whole class 
interactive lessons. 
Pollard 2002 0 Teachers cannot assess children's capabilities. 
Collins 1994 
1996 
* Quietness may be severe enough to be classified as a 
special educational need. 
National Oracy 
Project 
1992 0 Behaviour may prevent them accessing whole class 
interactive lessons. 
Three main themes run through the issues related to individual skills that may 
cause quiet behaviour. McCroskey & Richmond (199 1) as well as the National 
Oracy Project (1992) claim that quiet children are unable to access interactive 
whole class lessons either due to a lack of interactive skills or the quiet behaviour 
itself. Collins (1994,1996) extends this argument claiming that quiet behaviour 
is so severe in some children that they might be identified as having special 
educational needs for their quiet behaviour, i. e. they have "a learning difficulty 
which calls for special provisions to be made for them" (Education Act 1996, 
Section 312(l), pl77). Quiet behaviour can be so severe that it may prevent 
children from learning and they may need extra support to enable them to 
participate. It does not mean that quiet children are not capable of learning. The 
difficulty may be that quiet behaviour prevents teachers assessing the thinking and 
speaking skills of children who remain quiet throughout every lesson (Pollard, 
2002). 
The final personal cause of quiet behaviour that has been identified in existing 
research is that quiet behaviour might be deliberate, i. e. quiet children remain 
deliberately quiet during interactive whole class lessons. The research findings 
are summarised in Table 2.9. 
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Table 2.9: Summary of main issues related to manipulative behaviour that have emerged from 
research and have been identified as a potential cause of quiet behaviour. 
Researchers Date Research Claims 
McCroskey & Richmond 1991 0 Some children are deliberately quiet. 
Collins 1994 
1996 
Galton et al 1999 
McCroskey & Richmond 1991 0 Introverts choose to remain quiet. 
Collins 1996 0 Children refuse to participate in the lesson. 
0 Children appear to work but are "off-task. " (p45) 
* Children may prefer to "withdraw. " (p47) 
Research of the 1990s has indicated that some quiet children may deliberately 
remain quiet during interactive lessons and refuse/prefer not to participate or 
choose to remain quiet. The potentially deliberate nature of this type of 
behaviour is particularly worrying as it suggests that some children decide to 
withdraw from participation. Reasons behind this withdrawal are not identified 
but may be an important Stage into further research for the quiet child. 
The concept of manipulative behaviour is difficult to observe within the classroom 
setting without an in-depth knowledge of the children in the class as well as their 
own personal perception of their behaviour. Once again teacher perceptions 
might play a central role in the identification of children who are remaining quiet 
deliberately. 
Literature has identified eight potential causes of quiet behaviour from existing 
research into the quiet child. The causes range from observable factors such as 
gender to medical, psychological, sociological and personal factors some of which 
might be difficult to ascertain. Many factors might rely on teacher judgements, 
and reiterate the importance of the accuracy of those judgements. 
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2.5.4 How Are Quiet Children Perceived by Teachers? 
Existing educational research emphasises the central role of teacher perceptions in 
the identification of the quiet child (Collins, 1994,1996,2003). Other 
researchers, however, have expressed doubts about the reliability of those 
perceptions. 
The potentially crucial role of teacher perceptions upon children's classroom 
behaviour was suggested by Rosenthal and Jacobson in 1968, who undertook 
research into the effects of teacher perceptions upon individual children. Their 
findings claimed that cl-Aldren would live up (or down) to the expectations that 
teachers set for them (Rosenthal & Jacobson, 1968). If teachers perceived 
children to be capable, then those children acl-deved high academic standards 
(Rosenthal & Jacobson, 1968). 
At the time, their findings were criticised on the basis that the final tests were 
conducted by teachers, not researchers, (Long, 2000, p 126) and a replication of 
the study the following year did not produce the same results (Claiborne, 1969, 
in Long, 2000). However, despite this, their views have been upheld in recent 
years by contemporary researchers who have argued that negative perceptions are 
particularly important since the feelings can be transferred to the children, which 
may encourage them to develop not only low expectations of themselves but also 
their abilities (Driscoll & Reynolds, 1984; Edwards & Maybin, 1987; DES, 1987, 
p2; McCroskey & Richmond, 1991; Tauber, 1998; Long, 2000, p 126; Green, 
2002, p22). 
The relevance of Rosenthal and Jacobson's theory may be equally important with 
respect to individual types of children as well as different abilities. Long (2000) 
explains that teachers who perceive specific children in a positive manner often 
"generate more encouraging behaviours" from those children (p129). Ifteachers 
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perceive children to be quiet, then maybe the children might live up to those 
expectations, whereas children who are perceived to be talkative might be 
encouraged to speak more regularly. Accuracy of those perceptions is, therefore, 
paramount. Inaccurate initial diagnoses may result in the children behaving as 
expected of them. As Collins points out (2003), if children are expected to 
participate they will. Maybe that indicates that children who are not expected to 
participate will make few attempts to join in. 
Children who are not encouraged to participate may be prevented from 
developing their speaking, interaction and thinking skills, which will benefit them 
throughout their education and in their adult lives. 
2.6 Recent Reviews of the Role of Talk in Shared Reading 
At the outset of this research shared reading and the Literacy Hour were relatively 
new educational initiatives that promised to provide excellent opportunities for 
children to develop their thinking and speaking and listening skills. Its recent 
implementation meant that little research had assessed its effectiveness within 
U. K. schools. At the time of writing, the situation has changed and the Literacy 
Hour has been evaluated by researchers and government bodies. This section 
overviews some of the recent claims in order to locate this research within its 
current educational context. 
It is interesting to note that current research does not portray shared reading 
within the Literacy Hour as the interactive whole class teaching lesson that was 
intended (DfEE, 1998b). Four years into the strategy the Qualifications and 
Curriculum Authority (QCA) claimed that speaking and listening skills continued 
to be overlooked and were "often not being taught explicitly" within the context 
of the Literacy Hour (HIAS, 2002, p2). Their findings were upheld by OFSTED 
who also argued that the role of speaking and listening within shared reading in 
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the Literacy Hour had been marginalized (OFSTED, 2002). In addition, they 
developed their arguments to suggest that the success of shared reading related to 
the teachers and stated that "the teachers do not always make sure that all pupils 
are involved fully" (OFSTED, 2002, p 11). From an official perspective shared 
reading did not appear to be the interactive lesson that was intended and the 
findings suggested that some children were not involved in the lesson. 
Independent researchers have made similar claims, suggesting that despite the 
introduction of shared reading, "Interactive Whole Class Teaching" has remained 
a teacher-controlled lesson (Mroz et al, 2000) within which the teachers ask 
questions, select a respondent, accept their responses and evaluate their 
comments instead of helping the children to extend their thoughts (Wood, 1998; 
Edwards & Mercer, 1987). Their findings reflect the Initiation, Response, 
Feedback (IRF) interaction sequence identified in 1975 by Sinclair and Coulthard. 
Research also indicates that closed questions tend to dominate lessons 
encouraging the children to offer monosyllabic or short answers rather than 
helping children to extend their responses using their higher order thinking skills 
by asking questions that encourage children to "summarise, compare, explain, 
analyse, synthesize and evaluate" (Perrot, 1982, pp254). The claims suggest that 
the implernentation of the National Literacy Strategy has resulted in little change or 
an increase in teacher- directed talk instead of increase in interactive teaching that 
was intended (Cordon, 2000; Mroz et al, 2000). The research findings indicate 
that little may have changed since the teacher controlled interchanges that were 
well documented in the 1970s and 1980s (McHoul, 1978; Hughes & Westgate, 
1988; Edwards, 1992) where the teacher retained central control of the lesson 
and allocated speaking turns, selected the topic for discussion as well as deciding 
who spoke, when and for how long.. 
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These findings reflect teachers' initial concerns. At the outset of the National 
Literacy Strategy, some teachers believed that the strategy offered few 
opportunities for interactive teaching by placing a "heavy emphasis on reading and 
writing skills" (Dadds, 1999, p 10). Corden (2000) attributes this to the omission 
of speaking and listening objectives from the strategy (p 17). Hancock & 
Mansfield (200 1) take a different view and suggest that the restrictive nature of 
the lessons is due to the numerous objectives that teachers are expected to teach 
within the hour, which leaves little time for interaction. Either way, initial 
reports suggest that shared reading may not be the interactive whole class story 
discussion time advocated by Holdaway (1979) and the National Literacy Strategy 
(DfES, 1998b). As a result opportunities for developing children's speaking and 
listening skills within shared reading may have been missed. Such findings give 
cause for concern as a daily teaching and learning strategy should reflect the 
interactive foundations upon which it is based (Holdaway, 1979; DfEE, 1998b). 
2.6.1 Summary 
Although interaction research has investigated classroom teaching for many years, 
research that focuses specifically on the quiet child is limited. TI-As indicates that 
quiet behaviour is an under-researched aspect of classroom life. Despite this 
interaction research and specific research into quiet behaviour does exist and 
provides a platform upon which this research is based. 
The premise that "quiet non-participatory behaviour might be detrimental to 
learning" (Collins, 1994, p9) has been upheld by the numerous reforms and 
educational initiatives of the twentieth century as well as the theoretical links 
between thought and language identified by Vygotsky (1934). These claims have 
also been supported by Barnes (1976) and Mercer (2000). 
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At the heart of existing literature lies the research of McCroskey & Richmond 
(1991) and Collins (1994,1996), both of which are central to my research on the 
quiet child. They confirm that the quiet child exists and can be identified within 
the classroom, whilst indicating that quiet children might not be uniform and that 
different types of quiet children might exist. 
Research has indicated that few behaviours have been exclusively attributed to 
quiet children. In contrast the behaviours of the most talkative children are more 
fully documented (French, 1986; Swann & Graddol, 1988; Bousted, 1989), 
which suggests that the behaviour of the talkative children might provide a basis 
against which the behaviour of the quiet child might be compared. The research 
has also identified potential causes of quiet behaviour that reflect the quiet child as 
a complex phenomenon. 
Evaluation of the existing literature has also indicated that teacher perceptions 
may play a central role in the identification of quiet children in the classroom. 
The accuracy of those teacher perceptions seems paramount. The central role of 
teacher perceptions has been upheld by research that has focused specifically upon 
teacher perceptions (Rosenthal & Jacobson, 1968; Long, 2000; Green, 2002) and 
emphasised that children learn to live up to the expectations teachers hold of 
them. They provide a starting point from which teacher perceptions and 
children's behaviour can be investigated in the following research. 
Consideration of the different types of learning styles has identified that children 
learn in many ways and reminds us that, however effective shared reading may be, 
it may not be a suitable learning method for every child. 
Research has also questioned whether shared reading has become the interactive 
lesson that was intended. Interaction research of the 1970s and 1980s alongside 
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more recent reports by government organisations indicate that whole class 
interactive teaching may not be as interactive as intended. They claim that in 
reality few children receive opportunities to speak during these lessons. These 
claims are worrying as we are teaching our children how to learn using a specific 
teaching and learning method on a daily basis. The strategy should reflect the 
interactive learning style advocated at its implementation (Holdaway, 1979; 
MEE, 1998b). 
The following research aims to build upon the foundations laid by existing 
researchers and investigate whether the quiet child is the elusive and subjective 
phenomenon that existing research implies or whether there is a way in which 
they can be more easily identified in the classroom, particularly if medical, 
psychological, sociological and personal factors are unknown. 
2.7 Overview 
Chapter two has reviewed and evaluated the existing research on the quiet child 
and located the concept of the quiet child and shared reading within their 
historical and theoretical contexts. It has considered the role of talk within shared 
reading as well as children's learning styles. It has also evaluated the existing 
research into the quiet child within the main themes of. a definition of the quiet 
child, behaviours attributed to quiet children, causes of quiet behaviour and 
perceptions of quiet children. The chapter culminated with an update on current 
research into the potentially increased interaction opportunities provided through 
shared reading. Chapter three investigates the aims and research questions 
around which the research will be focussed and explains the research design. 
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Chapter 3- Research Design 
3.1 Introduction 
'y 
and methods that were pursued Chapter three discusses the research methodolog 
in order to achieve the aims of the research. The chapter begins with an overview 
of the research aims and research questions (Section 3.2). It then locates the 
research witIdn its methodological framework (Section 3.3) before explaining the 
research strategies, tools and process (Section 3.4,3.5 and 3.6). The methods 
used to analyse the data are then described (Section 3.6.4) and issues related to 
using children as research participants (Section 3.7). The chapter concludes with 
a discussion of the limitations of the research methodology and a general overview 
of the chapter (Section 3.8 and 3.9). 
3.2 Research aims and questions 
The research is based upon four main aims, which are sub-divided into two 
sections: Perceptions and Practice. Each set of aims refers to a distinct area of the 
research and incorporates its own set of research questions: 
3.2.1 Perceptions: 
To compare and contrast educator, parental and child perceptions of the 
quiet child in the primary classroom in order to estimate how the quiet 
child is perceived by those involved in their education. 
a. How do teachers, learning support assistants, adult educators, 
parents and children perceive the quiet child in the primary 
classroom? 
b. What areas of overlap exist between the perceptions of educators, 
parents and children towards the quiet child in the primary 
classroom? 
C. Are their perceptions accurate? 
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3.2.2 Practice: 
2. To investigate the physical behaviour of quiet children during shared 
reading in the Literacy Hour in order to establish whether a profile of the 
quiet child can be developed. 
a. Can quiet children be identified within shared reading during the 
Literacy Hour? 
b. Can talkative children be identified within shared reading during 
the Literacy Hour? 
C. Do quiet or talkative children exhibit any specific physical 
behaviour during shared reading that may aid their identification? 
3. To analyse and compare the types of interactions that were experienced by 
quiet children within shared reading in the Literacy Hour in order to 
investigate whether quiet children exhibit specific types of interactive 
behaviour. 
a. What types of responses do the children offer? 
b. What types of interactions are established by the teacher and to 
whom? 
c. What types of feedback does the teacher offer? 
d. What forms of classroom control are evident that may affect 
classroom interaction patterns? 
4. To investigate any links between teachers' perceptions of the quiet 
children and classroom interaction behaviour during shared reading in the 
Literacy Hour in order to consider whether teacher perceptions may affect 
their subsequent treatment of those children. 
a. Do teacher perceptions affect the interaction patterns during shared 
reading in the Literacy Hour? 
3.3 Methodological Approach 
The research adhered to a mixed methodological approach, employing qualitative 
and quantitative methodologies in supportive roles, as illustrated in Table 3.1. 
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Qualitative research enabled the research to be "multi-method in focus, involving 
an interpretative, naturalistic approach to its subject matter" (Denzin & Lincoln, 
1998, p3). It allowed the study of "things [quiet children] in their natural 
settings, attempting to make sense of, or interpret, phenomena in terms of the 
meanings people bring to them" (Denzin & Lincoln, 1998, p3). This was 
appropriate for research into the quiet child because it facilitated the study of the 
quiet child within their natural school setting (Greig & Taylor, 1999). This 
ensured minimal disruption to the children and their education. Their needs 
could be accommodated whilst the research gathered a more realistic picture of 
classroom life than the establishment of a controlled experiment. The qualitative 
approach enabled a variety of data collection methods to be employed to ensure 
that the research gathered as holistic a picture of the quiet child as possible. The 
quiet child could be investigated from a range of perspectives as Nvell as observed 
in order to classify their behaviours using a range of data analysis techniques 
(Miles & Hubermann, 1994) alongside the inductive coding analysis and 
procedures from the open-coding stage of grounded theory (Strauss & Corbin, 
1990). This ensured that the results were relevant to and grounded in the data 
(Strauss & Corbin, 1990). Although qualitative research encompassed a range of 
research methods and provided flexibility to undertake research in the most 
appropriate manner for each social situation, it remained "systematic and 
rigorously conducted" (Mason, 1996, p5). 
Quantitative research also played a central role, involving "the data in the form of 
numbers" (Punch, 1998, p4), which facilitated the initial identification of quiet 
children in the classroom and was important due to the subjective and elusive 
nature of the quiet child that had been identified in existing research (McCroskey 
& Richmond, 1991; Collins, 1996). Quantitative data enabled the speaking tums 
and times of everyone in the class to be monitored, from which the quietest and 
most talkative children were identified. This "allowed the research to use data to 
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provide general information about the group investigated, " (Black, 1993, p86). 
The data was mainly nominal data, which "described and showed the frequency of 
events" (Black, 1993, p86) rather than sought statistical significance. Nominal 
data was sufficient because its main purpose was to support the qualitative data 
gathered, so that they complemented each other. 
Quantitative data was used in other areas of the research to quantify replicated 
perceptions of the quiet child. 
3.4 Research Strategy 
Within the mixed methodological approach the research adhered to the principles 
of Case Study to ensure that the results were relevant and grounded in the data. 
3.4.1 Case Study 
The main observational data was gathered using the case study method, which is 
"an enquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life 
context when boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly 
evident" (Yin, 2003, p 13). Within the case studies undertaken the contemporary 
phenomenon was the quiet child with the primary classroom within the 
framework of shared reading in the Literacy Hour. 
Two types of case study were selected - An Exploratory Case Study was 
implemented as a pilot study at the outset of the research to test and evaluate 
research tools and procedures (Yin, 1994), whilst Collective Instrumental Case 
Studies formed the main body of the research (Stake, 1995). 
The Exploratory Case Study was implemented at the outset of the research to "try 
out the data collection methods" (Yin, 1994, p321 in Hitchcock & Hughes, 1995) 
and aimed to establish the effectiveness of the data collection methods and check 
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that they collected relevant data on the quieter members of the class and their 
classroom behaviour. Methods of data analysis were also trialled at this stage of 
the research. The Exploratory Case Study was undertaken in a different school to 
the main schools used in the research to avoid influencing the findings in case the 
data collection methods and analysis techniques needed adaptation. 
The Instrumental Case Study was employed during the main stages of the research 
and was selected because it enabled "the case to serve to help us understand 
phenomena within it" (Stake, 1995, p77). It was appropriate because studying a 
whole class enabled us to concentrate on the quiet children within that class rather 
than the class as a whole. The Instrumental Case Study was implemented in two 
classrooms and for this reason was a Collective Instrumental Case Study because 
"more than one case was studied" (Stake, 1995, p4). 
The use of case study was particularly relevant for this research for several 
reasons: 
Its down to earth "nature ensured thoroughness and flexibility" (Adelman, 
1980 in Cohen; Manion & Morison, 2000, p 184). 
2. Its flexible nature facilitated the collation of both qualitative and 
quantitative data, which enabled the research to gather a more 
comprehensive overview of the quiet child from both perspectives. 
3. The research was undertaken at the most appropriate time for the children 
rather than to suit the researcher (Patton, 1990, p39). The children's 
daily routines and lessons were not re-timetabled and continued as normal. 
Case study addressed the research aims whilst minimising any disruption to 
the children's daily routines, which had been a prime concern of the 
participant schools. 
4. Case study enabled children to be observed within their normal classroom 
environment, which meant that the emergent results would reflect an 
accurate picture of classroom life and would be directly relevant to the 
participants (Patton, 1990, p 194). 
S. Case Study encouraged intensive data collection, which was subject to 
"deep probing" and "careful analysis" (Cohen & Manion, 1997, p 106). 
This enabled the research to involve a variety of data collection methods, 
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ranging from observations of behaviour to perceptions of the participants 
(Gillham, 2000, p 13). The range of data sources employed would provide 
the research with a more comprehensive picture of children's classroom 
behaviour. 
6. The use of a range of data collection methods encouraged by case study 
provided methodological triangulation throughout the research as results 
of different methods were compared and contrasted (Cohen & Manion, 
1997, p233). This was important to ensure that the data and analysis were 
open for re-assessment at a later stage in the research. 
7. Case study provided the opportunity to study quiet children in depth 
within a limited timescale (Bell, 1993, p24). 
The case study approach provided a flexible and naturalistic approach to 
investigating classroom life and provided the opportunities for the research to 
investigate children's behaviour in depth within their non-nal classroom 
environment with minimal disruption to their routines. 
Diagram 3.1 illustrates the case study process employed during this research, 
based on the work of Yin (1989, p56). 
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Diagram 3.1: The Case Study Process Employed in This Research Based on Yin (1989, p56). 
3.5 Research Tools 
The research employed four main research tools: 
1. Video 
2. Classroom observation 
3. Interview and 
4. Questionnaire. 
Video and classroom observations were used during the case studies to observe 
the quiet child in detail within their natural classroom setting. The methodology 
did not collect psychological, medical or socialisation data because this remained 
outside the scope of the research. 
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Interviews were used to gather perceptions of educators at the outset of the 
research, and questionnaires gathered parental and child perceptions alongside the 
case studies, whilst further interviews gathered additional data for comparison 
against the observational findings. 
3.5.1 Video 
Video also ensured that each lesson was available as a permanent record (Tilstone, 
1998) until the completion of the analysis. It also enabled each lesson to be 
analysed in depth (Hopkins, 1993; Tilstone, 1998) from which interaction and 
behavioural patterns might be identified. Detailed observations were enhanced by 
the ability to replay each interaction several times (Gillham, 2000), which also 
enabled the observations to be checked and re-checked (Gillham, 2000) as well as 
analysed by an external moderator to increase inter- and intra-observer reliability. 
A series of lessons were recorded in order to allow the researcher to check for 
typicality, i. e. ensure that lessons adhered to a similar format and identify any 
"atypical" lessons (Hopkins, 1993). A further advantage of video was that it freed 
the researcher to observe the lesson, which provided an additional set of 
comparative data for each lesson and triangulated the data. 
Data was recorded onto a series of observation schedules (Appendices 3.5-3.8). 
Multiple viewing of the videoed lessons facilitated the collation of infon-nation 
rich data. Quantitative data, concerning the number and length of each speaking 
turns and the types of questions asked, was compiled using the video observation 
schedule (Appendix 3.5). Qualitative data was collected for every child on long 
lists. Their behaviour was monitored, described and recorded throughout each 
videoed lesson. These were collected on long, slim, blank sheets of paper ready 
for categorisation in line with qualitative data analysis (Miles & Hubermann, 
1994) and the early coding process of grounded theory (Strauss & Corbin, 1990), 
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In addition to the range of observation schedules that were designed to collate as 
much evidence as possible, the multiple viewing of the videoed lessons facilitated 
the collation of information-rich data. Quantitative data concerning the number 
and length of each speaking turn and the type of questions asked was compiled 
using the video observation schedule (Appendix 3.5). Each case study teacher 
was asked to describe each child briefly, whilst during the research period each 
child's behaviour was video-recorded and listed throughout every lesson in order 
to provide a basis from which the behaviours could be categorised and compared. 
The disadvantages of using video recording needed careful consideration at the 
outset of the research. Perhaps the most important issue to consider was the 
possibility that the children and their teacher might alter their classroom 
behaviours due to the presence of the video camera (Hitchcock & Hughes, 1995). 
One solution may have been to disguise the camera but this was felt to be 
unrealistic and might draw more attention to the camera. It was also potentially 
unethical due to its secretive nature (McDonough & McDonough, 1997). In 
order to minimise the potential effects of the camera, familiarisation time was 
built into the research schedule to allow the children and teacher time to become 
accustomed to the presence of the camera in the room (Hopkins, 1993; 
McDonough & McDonough, 1997). The camera was set up in the classroom for 
additional lessons at the start of each case study. 
The second disadvantage was the potentially time-consuming nature of the 
analysis (Tilstone, 1998). This was, however, considered worthwhile in light of 
the potentially rich and informative nature of the data that might be obtained. 
There were also many practical issues for consideration. The actual position of 
the camera within the classroom was complex. First of all a suitable location was 
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required where the camera could record the lesson and interactions, whilst 
ensuring that it did not cause a safety hazard. The second issue related to the 
positioning of the camera within its identified location. Three possible options 
were investigated: an additional person to operate the camera; the observer 
operated the camera or the camera was fixed in a set place in the classroom to 
record the lesson. Addition of another adult into the classroom seemed 
impractical; whilst any camera operator might subconsciously bias the results by 
focussing on aspects of the lesson that they considered important (Hopkins, 1993, 
p133). Asa result, a fixed position camera was selected with the camera setup to 
focus on the shared reading area. The use of a wide-angled lens meant that the 
area recorded was as broad as possible. 
The use of a video camera also meant that additional information might be lost. 
The camera would not record factors that might affect the participants' 
behaviours such as smells, temperature and events occurring outside the 
classroom. These factors were, therefore, recorded by the observer. 
3.5.2 Classroom Observation 
Classroom observations were undertaken by the researcher in order to 
supplement the data obtained from the video recordings. The researcher 
observed during each lesson and was able to monitor class events and collate data 
that would have fallen out of the scope of the video camera. Classroom 
observation also triangulated the data gathered from the video recordings, e. g. 
seating plans and lesson structure information were directly comparable. 
The observer completed three observation schedules during each lesson: 
Seating Plan, which recorded where children sat at the start, during and at 
the end of the lesson (Appendix 3.6). 
Factors Affecting Behaviour Schedule, which monitored incidents that 
were either out of the scope of the camera, such as temperature, or might 
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influence the children or teacher's classroom behaviour, e. g. events 
occurring just outside the classroom (Appendix 3.7). 
Activity Schedule, which monitored the number and types of interactions 
and the format of each lesson. The data was directly comparablc with the 
video data (Appendix 3.8). 
Disadvantages associated with classroom observation also had to be considered at 
the outset of the research. In some ways it was a more complex research tool 
than the video camera, although some of observations could be checked against 
the video data, others were "instant" and could not be replayed, moderated or re- 
checked (Wragg & Kerry, 1982, p 13). Another potential consideration was that 
the observer was a participant observer, where "the researcher disguises her own 
aims and becomes a member of the community, " (Hitchcock & Hughes, 1995, 
p8). This was considered unrealistic within a limited timescale because total 
emergence within the classroom might take several months (Patton, 1990, p208). 
In addition, the observer's activities would be distinct and unlike those of either a 
teacher or a learning support assistant. 
3.5.3 Interviews 
Two sets of interviews were implemented during the research. Once at the 
outset of the research to gather educator perceptions, and once during each case 
study to obtain the teacher's perceptions of the children in his/her class. 
(Questionnaires are included in Appendix 3.1,3.2). 
All interviews were standardised where the same questions were offered to each 
interviewee in the same order (Patton, 1990) and open-ended in order to "assess 
the perspective of the person being interviewed" (Patton, 1990, p278). 
The former interview was brief and provided an overview of the quiet child 
against which the results of the case studies could be compared. The researcher 
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wrote down the interviewees' responses (Bell, 1993, p93). The latter interviews 
were more formal and detailed. They collected a wider range of data and 
comprised a longer set of predetermined open and closed questions (Hitchcock & 
Hughes, 1995, p 15 5). They were reserved for the later stages in the interview 
and gathered more detailed and personal responses. The interviews held at the 
end of the research also gathered a mixture of question types and collated 
educator perceptions about the quiet child and the Literacy Hour. 
The semi-structured nature of the two sets of interviews triangulated existing data 
and allowed "the responder to raise key questions but allowed some natural 
conversation about events, " (Wragg, 1999, pl 15). Both sets of interview 
involved one person at a time and were held at a time and location to suit the 
interviewee. Interviews were undertaken in private to minimise the chance of 
someone overhearing the questions and answers of another interviewee. 
At the outset, it was recognised that interviews would be time-consuming (Bell, 
1993) but it was considered to be an appropriate method of obtaining potentially 
rich material (Gillham, 2000; McNiff et al, 1996) that enabled the researcher to 
gather initial reactions to the questions (Bell, 1993). The personal nature of 
interview had the additional advantage of providing opportunities to clarify 
misunderstanding on the part of the interviewer/ intervicwee (Gillham, 2000, 
p79). 
Interview was selected in preference to questionnaire based on the findings of the 
exploratory pilot case study, where the teachers provided more comprehensive 
responses during interviews than from questionnaires. It also provided an 
opportunity for the researcher to foster a working relationship with the class 
teachers. 
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One criticism of interview research is that the results might be misleading (Cohen 
& Manion, 1997). Although this was an important factor, the interview was 
designed to gather perceptions rather than absolute facts. Perceptions are based 
on "the interpretation of the infon-nation, which we receive through our senses" 
(p45), and are "influenced by other factors such as our expectations" (Hayes & 
Orrell, 1998). They may, therefore, be inaccurate. The purpose of the interview 
was to ascertain how the quiet child was perceived and did not assume that the 
results would be wholly accurate but, they would reflect the teacher's views. The 
researcher had no reason to believe that the teachers' responses were inaccurate. 
Interviewer bias was minimised by structuring the interview to include pre- 
determined questions (Bell, 1993, p95), so that the questions were planned out in 
advance. 
3.5.4 Questionnaire 
The third data collection method employed in this research was the questionnaire, 
which was imPlemented within the case study stage of the research in order to 
gather parental and child perceptions of the quiet (and talkative) child. The 
questionnaires took two forms: a questionnaire that was sent home to the 
children's parents (Appendix 3.3) to gather their perceptions of the quiet child 
and a children's quiz that was used to gather the children's perceptions. (See 
Appendices 3.4a and 3.4b). 
Questionnaire was selected as the most appropriate research method to collect 
parental perspectives based on the findings of the exploratory pilot case study. 
When parents returned their completed questionnaires, they were asked if they 
would have preferred an interview. The responses were predominantly "No! " 
They said that they were happy to complete a questionnaire and felt that the 
questionnaire enabled them to think about their responses before completing it. 
They explained that they would have been more reluctant to attend an interview 
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because it would be more intimidating, even though they knew the researcher. 
On this basis they argued that parents who did not know the researcher might feel 
daunted by the prospect of an interview with a "stranger" and may not wish to 
participate. They felt they would be more willing to cooperate with an unknown 
researcher in the anonymity of a questionnaire. 
The parental questionnaire was distributed at the end of the research. It included 
a mixture of question types such as multiple-choice and open-ended. This 
allowed the parent to offer their personal opinions. Although the questionnaire 
was intended to gather more responses than an interview, the risk of the 
potentially low return rate, of 10% or less, attributed to questionnaires was 
accepted (Cohen & Manion, 1997; Wragg, 1999). In order to maximise the 
number of returns the class teachers agreed to remind the parents to complete the 
questionnaires. 
The children's quiz included a series of questions aimed to gather children's 
perceptions of their quiet and talkative peers. For ethical reasons one-to-one 
researcher- child interviews were not possible so a questionnaire for each case 
study was developed in the form of a children's quiz. They were given to small 
groups of children. At key stage one, the children worked in small groups with a 
Learning Support Assistant and their responses were recorded on audiotape. At 
key stage two, the children completed the questionnaire in small groups but filled 
in the answers themselves or transcribed their answers to an adult. This meant 
that they did not have to be able to read and write at a certain level before they 
were able to answer the questionnaire (Hopkins, 1993). Questionnaires were 
selected in favour of interviews in order to minimise any potential stress upon the 
children. This was particularly important for the quiet children. 
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Once again the questions were mixed including closed questions that required 
monosyllabic responses and open questions that gathered the children's 
perceptions. 
Both the parental questionnaire and the children's quiz required extensive 
preparation so that it gathered relevant data and ensured that the questions were 
unambiguous and comprehendible to the participants (Hopkins, 1993). They 
were trialled during the exploratory pilot case study to maximise clarity, 
sensitivity and comprehensibility and avoid ambiguous or leading questions (Bell, 
1993). Time was built into the exploratory pilot case study to ensure that the 
questionnaire and the quiz were as effective and sensitive as possible. 
Questionnaire and quiz enabled detailed information to be gathered from both 
parents and children whilst minimising any pressure that might be placed on them 
(Hopkins, 1993). They also provided two sets of independent data that were 
potentially comparable (McDonough& McDonough, 1997, p 172). 
3.5.5 Overview 
The research data was gathered using the four main research tools of video, 
observation, interviews and questionnaire. Each tool was selected after careful 
consideration of the advantages and disadvantages. Drawbacks were carefully 
weighed up against potential gains and steps were taken to minimise negative 
influences. The benefits of the research tools outweighed their disadvantages and 
they were considered to be the most appropriate way of collecting the data to 
achieve the research aims. 
Research Aim 1 was predominantly achieved through interview and 
questionnaire, which facilitated the comparison of educators', parents' and 
children's perceptions of the quiet child. Aims 2 and 3 were reached through the 
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use of video and classroom observation to collect information related to children's 
physical and interactive classroom behaviour. Interview, video and classroom 
observations supported Aim 4 in enabling the comparison of teacher perceptions 
against observed classroom behaviours of the children. All research tools were 
trialled and revised during the exploratory pilot case study. 
3.6 Research Process 
The research was organised into five progressive stages, as shown in Diagram 3.2 
below: 
Diagram 3.2: The Research Process 
Plan research 
Obtaining Selecting case 
permission study strategy 
Exploratory 
Case Study 
Collective 
Instrumental 
Data analysis 
Results 
Concluding 
remarks 
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3.6.1 Gaining Permission 
An essential stage in the research process was gaining permission to undertake the 
practical work. Permission had to be gathered from several sources: Initial 
permission to undertake the research was required from the University of Surrey 
Ethics Committee; whilst permission to carry out the work in schools was needed 
from the headteacbers and staff of the schools involved. Before any practical work 
could be undertaken permission had to be obtained from the parents of the 
children involved. 
Ethics Committee 
Obtaining permission from the Ethics Committee was time-consuming, taking a 
total of 10 months. It was a crucial stage in the research in order to ensure that 
the participants were protected. This was particularly important due to the 
young age of the participants themselves and the sensitive focus of the research. 
The granting of permission involved compromise from the researcher and ethics 
committee: 
It was agreed that all the research participants and the parents of the children 
involved were to be informed of the purpose of the research as well as the 
research strategies and tools prior to the commencement of any form of 
classroom observation. Potential benefits to the children and school were also 
identified. This provided participants with the opportunity to consider the value 
of the research and to withdraw their support or presence if they wished. This 
gave participants' knowledge of the research, which may have affected their 
behaviour, e. g. teaching methods might be adapted or children's behaviour might 
have been modified as a result of their parents discussing the research with them. 
The extent to which this occurred was unknown, but discussions with 
participating teachers and headteachers, showed that their interest and enthusiasm 
for the research increased when they knew the aims and objectives. 
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Aims and objectives were explained and the headteachers were given the 
opportunity to query or object to any part of the research. The headteachers felt 
that the research was clear and did not withdraw their school in any way. During 
the research, the headteachers were kept fully informed. Permission was also 
obtained from the class teachers. The headteachers preferred to ask for voluntary 
research participants and once teachers had been identified, they met the 
researcher and discussed the aims and objectives of the research. Throughout the 
research the teachers appeared open and honest and their co-operation was 
exceptional. Further consultation with the teachers and headteachers concluded 
that although children's behaviour may be atypical during the initial lessons they 
would quickly revert to their normal behaviour. The teachers were also confident 
that that they would be able to identify any unusual behaviour. 
Parental permission for their children to be involved in the research was obtained 
via a letter, which explained the research and also emphasised the school's 
support. No parent refused to allow their child to take part; no cl-lild refused to 
co-operate and teachers did not identify any unusual behaviour. Parents were 
reassured that the research would be carried out sensitively and results would 
remain confidential and anonymous. An important requirement raised by the 
Ethics Committee was the facility for any participant to withdraw from the 
research at any time. All participants were notified in writing about their rights 
to withdraw and parental rights to withdraw their children at any stage were 
explained. No one withdrew. 
One issue upon which a compromise was reached between the Ethics Committee 
and the researcher concerned the possible detrimental effects of one-to-one 
interviews between the researcher and the children. The ethics committee felt 
that children, especially quiet children, might feel daunted or threatened in such 
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an intensive situation with an adult they had not known for long. As a 
compromise, any child: researcher discussions were undertaken in small groups, 
and the class teacher was always present to withdraw children in case any stress 
became apparent. No children were withdrawn. 
The only recommendation of the Ethics Committee, which was not implemented, 
was the use of introvert and extrovert tests. Despite the potential value of such 
tests, the researcher, headteachers and teachers of the participating schools 
considered them to be intrusive and threatening and outside the role of the class 
teacher. In the interests of the children, the tests were not carried out. 
3.6.2 Sample 
The processes of gaining permission and selecting a sample both occurred at the 
outset of the research. 
Four types of sampling were employed during the research: 
" Convenience sampling - to gather teacher and learning support 
assistant perspectives. 
" Opportunistic sampling - to gather adult educator perspectives. 
" Maximum variation sampling - for the case studies. 
o Within case sampling - quiet and talkative children 
Convenience sampling, i. e. "selecting the nearest individuals to serve as 
respondents" (Cohen et al, 2000, p102) was implemented at the start of the 
research to gather a sample of educator perceptions of the quiet child. During 
this time opportunistic sampling was also used "to take advantage of unforeseen 
opportunities" (Patton, 1990, P179) when the researcher was able to interview 
adult educators as well as those educators directly involved with children. The 
initial interviews were undertaken with every teacher, learning support assistant 
and adult educator whom the researcher met over a period of a fortnight. No one 
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refused to be interviewed and this was deemed an appropriate sample at this stage 
in the research because: 
The research needed a basic range of definitions that did not need to be 
selected from specific key stages or specialists. 
Maximum Variation Sampling, i. e. a sample that "deliberately seeks as much 
variation as possible, " (Punch, 1998, p193) was used to identify the case study 
schools. The schools were keen to participate and expressed an interest in the 
research focus. Two schools were selected on the basis that they were very 
different. 
" The case study one school was an infant school, which taught nursery and 
key stage one children; whilst the case study two school was a primary 
school, which taught both key stage one and key stage two children. 
" The case study two school was a Church of England aided school, whilst 
the case study one school was not attached to a church. 
" Case study one had traditional classrooms, whilst case study 2 was open 
plan. 
" In case study one, the children come from a variety of social and economic 
backgrounds; whilst the children in case study two came from a more 
affluent area. 
" Case study one had slightly higher than average numbers of children 
qualifying for free school meals, whilst the number of children qualifying 
for free school meals in case study two was well below average. 
" The case study one class comprised 30 year 2 children; whilst the case 
study two class comprised 31 year 4 children. 
0 Both schools were at opposite ends of the county. 
The two schools were selected to maximise the variation between the two case 
studies. Since case study results are not generalisable (Stake, 1995) the maximum 
variance sample was selected so that any issues that arose in both case studies 
might form the basis for future research. The variation between the cases 
provided two detailed studies of quiet behaviour in the primary classroom in 
order to increase our overall understanding of the quiet cl-ýild, from which 
teachers might be able to support quiet children in other classrooms. 
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The final form of sampling that was employed during the research was "within- 
case sampling, " i. e. "drawing a sample of persons and then collecting comparable 
data, " (Miles & Hubermann, 1994, p29). Within-case sampling formed the basis 
for the identification of the quietest and most talkative children in each case study. 
Analysis of the quantitative data gathered enabled specific groups of quiet and 
talkative children to be identified based on their actual number and length of their 
speaking turns. This was necessary in order to focus the investigation of physical 
and interactive behaviours upon the quiet and talkative children within the 
classroom. 
In summary, four types of sampling were used at different stages of the research. 
Convenience and opportunistic sampling were used in the early stages. The 
former was used to gather a range of perceptions from educators involved in 
primary education; whilst the latter enabled the collection of the perceptions of 
the adult educators. A maximum variation sample was used to select the two case 
study classes and within-case sampling was used to identify specific groups of 
quiet and talkative children within the case studies. 
3.6.3 Data Collection 
Exploratory Pilot Case Studies 
In order to trial and evaluate the data collection methods and analysis techniques 
to be employed in the main case studies, the exploratory case study was 
undertaken in the researcher's classroom. 
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Gathering Educator Perceptions 
One of the first steps in the data collection process was the gathering of a range of 
educator perceptions of the quiet and talkative child. Twenty-six educators were 
interviewed and their perceptions recorded. 
Case Studies 
Following the exploratory case study, the research data collection methods and 
analysis techniques were revised and implemented within the case studies. Shared 
reading lessons were recorded onto the videotapes and the data was supported by 
classroom observations, teacher interviews, parental questionnaires and children's 
quizzes. 
3.6.4 Data Analysis Techniques 
Data analysis was rigorous and varied and employed quantitative and qualitative 
analysis techniques. Initial quantitative data analysis was utilized at the outset of 
the research in the identification of quiet and talkative children from their 
speaking turns - Qualitative analysis was then employed to analyse the 
data from 
the interviews, questionnaires/ quizzes and the observation data using Miles & 
Hubermann's Qualitative Data Analysis techniques (1994) alongside the early 
coding techniques of grounded theory (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). Quantitative 
nominal data was used to support qualitative data when required. The final type 
of analysis employed was discourse analysis, which was used to investigate the 
interaction turns in greater depth (Halliday, 1989; Fairclough, 2003) 
Q, uantitative Data Analysis 
Quantitative nominal data was gathered in the early stages of the case study 
analysis to identify which cl-dldren spoke for the shortest or least number of times 
across each lesson as well as those who consistently spoke for the greatest or 
longest number of times across each lesson. This data was gathered on the Video 
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Observation Schedule (Appendix 3.5), which monitored each speaking turn 
individually. A schedule was completed for each videoed lesson and the data 
obtained was entered into an Access database, which facilitated the comparison of 
speaking turns and time across each lesson. 
Qualitative Data Analysis 
Analysis of the educator, parental and child perceptions of the quiet child as well 
as the physical and interactive behaviours of the quiet child adhered to the 
qualitative data analysis techniques of Miles and Hubermann. (1994) and the early 
open and axial coding stages of grounded theory (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). 
The data analysis was organised into four cyclical stages: 
Data Collection 
Data Reduction 
Data Display 
Conclusion Drawing and Verification (Miles & Hubermann, 19 94, p 12) (See 
Diagram 3.3). 
Diagram 3.3: Miles & Hubermann's Qualitative Data Analysis: (1994, p12). 
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During Data Reduction the data was minimised by "selecting, focussing, 
simplifying, abstracting and transforming the data" in order to " summarise, code 
and tease out themes" (Miles & Hubermann, 1994, p1 O-p 11). This ensured that 
the categories that emerge were "grounded in the data" (Burton, 2000, p216, 
Loftland & Loftland, 1995, p 197) and relevant to the research participants 
(Strauss & Corbin, 1990). This was achieved by following the early inductive 
coding procedures of grounded theory (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). 
The early stages of grounded theory were selected for their openness and 
flexibility as well as their stringent requirements for careful checking and 
refinement (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). The research followed open and axial 
coding but did not pursue the later stages of grounded theory because the research 
aimed to develop potentially practical categories to help identify the quiet child in 
the class rather than create a theory based on the abstraction of ideas. Grounded 
theory also enabled the data to be analysed without pre-determined criteria so 
that "what is relevant to the study can emerge" (Strauss & Corbin, 1990, p23). 
The first grounded theory technique used was open coding, i. e. "the process of 
breaking down, examining, comparing, conceptualising and categorising data" 
(Strauss & Corbin, 1990, p6 1). Using open coding the lists of children's 
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behaviours were analysed and each behaviour was considered to choose what it 
might repres. ent. Individual behaviours were then labelled with a code that 
represented them, e. g. "playing with shoes, " and "touching their face" were both 
coded as "fiddling" activities. 
Once behaviours /comments bad been coded, the second technique of axial 
coding was implemented, i. e. "putting data back together in new ways after open 
coding, by making connections between categories" (Strauss & Corbin, 1990, 
p96). The coding became more focused and codes were compared and contrasted 
against each other so that codes that seemed to relate to similar phenomena were 
"categorised" into a more abstract category, e. g. "Fiddling" was classified within 
the more abstract category of "Mobility". 
The process of data reduction was comprehensive and time-consuming and 
resulted in the creation of a series of inter-related categories and codes that 
reflected the behaviours observed in the classroom or comments collected by 
interview or questionnaire. 
The second stage of the qualitative data analysis moved away from coding to the 
presentation of the findings in readiness for the results to be identified. This stage 
in the research was known as "Data Display. " The findings of the data reduction 
process had to become an "organised, compressed assembly of information that 
permitted conclusion drawing and action" (Miles & Hubermann, 1994, p 11). 
Matrices, graphs, flow-charts and charts were devised to present the information 
in various fonn to "allow the researcher to see what is happening" (Miles & 
Huben-nann, 1994, p 11) - 
The third stage in the qualitative data analysis was Conclusion Drawing and 
Verification, which involved drawing conclusions from the findings, which are 
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then verified against the data (Miles & Hubermann, 1994, pl 1). At this stage the 
results and conclusions were drawn from the matrices and charts and checked 
back against the original data to ensure that they reflected the observed lessons. 
The categorisation of the themes was also discussed with the external moderator. 
Qualitative data analysis was an interactive and cyclical process, which meant that 
throughout the analysis findings were checked and re-checked against the data, 
database and categorisation themes. 
Discourse Analysis 
Discourse analysis was also used as a qualitative method of analysis to ensure that 
the research delved beyond the frequency and duration of the speaking turns and 
investigated the actual language used during the lessons. Although discourse 
analysis is an "interpretative form of inquiry that does not follow specific 
guidelines", (Frohmann, 1992, pp2-3) it enabled the research to "look above the 
words, sentences and linguistic features and [focus] attention on the way language 
is used" (Punch, 1998, p226) in the case study classrooms in order to address the 
aims of the research. 
Discourse analysis was primarily used within the following research to investigate 
Aim 2, which required the analysis of children's specific interaction turns. 
Analysis was divided into four separate stages, each of which was undertaken 
independently before the results were compared and contrasted within and across 
lessons. The four stages investigated the child's contributions to each lesson as 
well as the social- historical context behind the lesson itself. It was important to 
gain as holistic a picture of the child's speech within the lesson as a whole in case 
certain speech patterns only occurred following specific teacher questions or at a 
certain point in each lesson. Sole investigation of child interactions may have 
provided a limited and unbalanced overview of the types of interactions used 
within shared reading. 
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The first stage in the discourse analysis focused upon the context of shared reading 
within the case study classrooms. Three aspects of context were considered in 
each class: 
The Field of Discourse (what was happening in each lesson), 
The Tenor of Discourse (who was involved in each lesson) and 
The Mode of Discourse (what was the purpose of the interactions within each 
lesson (Halliday, 1989, p 11)). 
Stage 2 identified general interaction patterns that appeared to occur during every 
lesson. Researchers have claimed that classrooms adhere to their own particular 
forms of language (Fairclough, 2003, p25; Edwards & Mercer, 1987, p80), which 
has its roots in the social-historical background of the class from which any 
classroom discourse is based upon a set of implicit rules (Gee, 1992 in Punch, 
p228), to which the teachers and children comply although they might not be 
aware of their knowledge of them (Edwards & Mercer, 1987, p47). In order to 
consider such claims, the research investigated the observed interaction patterns 
against existing research. It also considered each teacher's individual interaction 
behaviour and the distribution of speaking turns. Specific types of classroom talk 
were also identified and compared with existing research findings. 
The third stage of the discourse analysis (Stage 3) evaluated the actual responses 
that were given by the children in order to investigate whether quiet children 
respond in a particular manner. For example: Was the reply monosyllabic, 
short, polysyllabic or long? Did the child refuse to answer? Was the answer 
relevant? How did the child respond to open questions? 
The final stage (Stage 4) in the discourse analysis focused solely upon the teachers' 
comments and questions. Their comments were considered for different types of 
children to investigate how each teacher spoke to the quiet children and whether 
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(s)he spoke to all children in the same way. For example: Did (s)he phrase 
questions to the quiet children in a different way to the other children? 
As can be seen discourse analysis was a lengthy and detailed process that closely 
examined many aspects of classroom interaction including classroom context, 
general interaction patterns and the children's and teachers' individual responses. 
3.6.5 Overview 
The research employed three main sets of data analysis techniques at various 
stages of the research and for different purposes. Each technique provided its 
own unique set of data, which could be compared and contrasted against the other 
results to aid triangulation and accuracy. 
3.7 Issues Affecting Research in Schools 
Underlying all the preparation for the research was the important fact that the 
research would be located within a school environment and the participants 
would predominantly be children. Their interests and safety were, therefore, of 
prime consideration. Many issues were considered before the research began and 
before schools were approached. 
As identified by Hitchcock & Hughes (1995) professional integrity plays a central 
role in any research. The researcher has a primary responsibility to the 
participants (Hitchcock & Hughes, 1995), but also a professional responsibility to 
themselves and the research community to ensure that research is conducted in a 
sensitive and ethical manner. In this research the research design, including aims 
and questions were carefully prepared at the outset. Data collection methods 
were selected and prepared ensuring that they were appropriate for use within a 
classroom. The data collection methods were also trialled during an exploratory 
pilot case study in the researcher's own school. An exploratory pilot case study 
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was necessary to check research methods and analysis techniques and ensure that 
the practical work was acceptable and manageable within a class situation (Stanley 
& Sieber, 1992). This also enabled the research design or research methods to be 
adapted if necessary. The safety of the participants, their consent and 
confidentiality were also paramount at this stage in the research. 
A central issue for consideration at this early stage in the research was whether or 
not any children would be harmed by the research or its findings (Sapsford & 
Abbott, 1996). This was particularly important due to the nature of the children 
who were being investigated, i. e. the quiet children. It was important that the 
children were not put under any undue stress nor should they be told that they 
were "quiet" or "talkative" as this might have a negative affect on their self- 
perceptions or classroom behaviour (Fox, 1993; Long, 2000). In order to protect 
the children's identities, the name of the schools, teachers and the children 
themselves were promised that their names would be changed (Stanley & Sieber, 
1992; Hitchcock & Hughes, 1995) to preserve their anonymity and ensure that 
individual children (or adults) would not be identifiable from the results. 
An initial dilemma for the researcher was whether to inform the participants of 
the aims of the research (Hitchcock & Hughes, 1995). If they did, then this may 
affect their results, but if they did not the participants may feel mislead or unfairly 
treated. For this research it was decided that all participants would be informed 
about the research at the outset so that they would have the opportunity to refuse 
to take part (Hitchcock & Hughes, 1995, p52; Sapsford & Abbott, 1992). This 
introduced a further issue - did the children have sufficiently developed decision- 
making skills to decide whether or not to participate? The children in both case 
studies were relatively young and it was possible that they might not be able to 
make such decisions for themselves. The researcher also felt that parents and 
children both had a right to say whether or not they participated in the research. 
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In order to ensure that everyone was fully informed, every parent was given a 
letter (Appendix 3.10) that explained the purpose of the research as well as the 
research methods and provided them with the opportunity to withdraw their 
child from the research. They could also refuse to let their child participate if 
they did not want to. It was also made clear that any parent or child could 
withdraw from the research at any time. To minimise any stressful situations, the 
class teacher would be present during all stages of the research so that they could 
withdraw any children who they felt might be stressed or unhappy as a result of 
the research. 
Obtaining parental and child permission only occurred once access to schools had 
been successfully obtained. Prior to any case study research, the two case study 
schools were visited by the researcher. The first visit involved the head or deputy 
headteacher and the researcher. They discussed the aims and objectives of the 
research and headteachers were able to ask any questions or clarify any concerns 
that they had. Once the headteachers had agreed to the research, they spoke to 
their teachers and asked for volunteers to participate. A second meeting was then 
set up between the researcher and the class teachers to explain the research, 
clarify any issues and establish whether they were happy to participate. During 
the research the head teacher was kept fully informed of the practical 
observationsi video work, interviews, questionnaires and quizzes as they were 
carried out. Once access to the schools had been settled, parental permission was 
obtained. 
An additional issue related to research that was considered at the beginning 
related to child protection, i. e. "What will happen if we learn information that 
should be passed onto parents or the authorities? Fortunately this did not arise, 
but the procedure for dealing with it needed to be in place. It was decided that 
the researcher would speak to the class teacher if she learnt any information that 
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might threaten the child's physical, emotional or mental security. Then either the 
teacher and the researcher or just the teacher would talk to the child about the 
issue. The child would need to be informed if the teacher was going to pass on 
the information to the relevant authority e. g. parents, headteacher, school nurse, 
etc. (Stanley & Sieber, 1992). 
In addition to the measures described above to ensure that the children and adults 
were protected throughout the research, the permission of the University of 
Surrey Ethics Committee was also sought. This was a lengthy, but important, 
process due to the young age of the participants themselves and the sensitive focus 
of the research. As a result several issues were considered and were discussed in 
greater detail in section 3.6.1. 
3.8 Quality Control 
The research adhered to a mixed methodological approach, which, in line with 
any research design, needs to consider ways in which the research aimed to be as 
accurate as possible. 
3.8.1 Methodological Limitations 
Case Study 
The use of case study falls prey to two main criticisms: lack of representativeness 
and lack of rigour, (Hamel et al, 1993; Yin, 1989; Burton, 2000) both of which 
were considered at the outset of the research. 
Representativeness refers to the "degree to which the results of the research might 
be generalised from a single case" (Yin, 1989, p2 1). In general, case studies do 
not aim to be representative, but focus on particularisation, i. e. "We take a 
particular case and come to know it well" (Stake, 1995, p8). This ensures that 
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each case study was unique in its own right and a holistic view of each classroom 
might be obtained. The use of a maximum variation sample enabled contrasting 
schools to be investigated so that any issues that arose in both case studies might 
develop our overall understanding of the quiet child. 
Representativeness was also increased by careful recording of the research 
methods and procedures, which left them open for scrutiny and replication by 
future researchers in order to check out specific findings. It also allowed the 
readers to judge the results for themselves and develop their own hypotheses for 
testing based on their interpretations of the data or results. Case study provides a 
stepping-stone for action, as its findings and insights could be interpreted and 
implemented or tested in a similar environment (Cohen & Manion, 1997). 
The second criticism often related to case study research is lack of rigour. When 
attributed to case study this implies "sloppy" research methods that influence the 
research findings (Yin, 1989, p23). The criticism ignores the intensity and in- 
depth detail that is found in good case studies. Case study requires attention to 
detail and encourages the use of a range of methods and research tools, which 
allow several sets of similar data to be gathered for contrast, comparison and 
triangulation. These enable the researcher to "probe deeply and intensively" 
(Cohen & Manion, 1997, p225 in Burton, 2000). Quantitative and qualitative 
data are used in complementary roles and provide opportunities for thorough 
triangulation of data and results. Rigour was also increased by the use of an 
exploratory pilot case study at the outset of the research, within which all 
research methods and tools were trialled. 
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3.8.2 Validity 
Validity is applicable to both the qualitative and quantitative elements of this 
research. Qualitative validity refers to "an honesty, depth, richness and scope of 
the data achieved, the participants approached, the extent of triangulation and the 
objectivity of the observer" (Cohen et al, 2000, p105). 
Validity was maximised in the following ways: 
Internal validity, i. e. "findings must accurately describe the phenomena" (Cohen 
et al, 2000, p 107), was sought through the use of a range of research methods to 
provide a holistic view of the quiet child. Analysis was also moderated using an 
external researcher (leCompte & Preissle, 1993 in Cohen et al, 2000) and 
quantitative data obtained form the analysis procedures was stored in an "Access" 
computer database to increase accuracy of interpretation and consistency across 
lessons (Cohen et al, 2000). In addition steps were taken to reduce the observer 
effects by "staying in the situation long enough to be taken for granted" (Cohen et 
al, 2000, p108), so that the children became accustomed to the video camera and 
observer. 
External Validity, i. e. "the degree to which the results can be generalised to the 
wider population, cases or situations" (Cohen et al, 2000, p 109), was increased 
through detailed descriptions of the case study, from which others can decide 
which information is generalisable (Guba & Lincoln, 1989, in Gomm et al, 
2000). 
Content Validity, Le, "fair representation of wider issues under investigation" 
(Cohen et al, 2000, pp109-1 10), through the detailed investigation of the quiet 
child using a range of data collection tools and by gathering a variety of 
perspectives to provide as comprehensive as view of the quiet child as possible 
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within the case study classes, from which issues might be identified in order to be 
considered in future research. 
Validity was also increased overall through the process of the Exploratory Case 
Study, which enabled the research to trial the research strategy, research tools and 
analysis techniques and ensure that they were the best way of obtaining the data to 
achieve the research aims. 
In addition to qualitative validity, the validity of the quantitative data that was 
used to support the qualitative evidence was ensured by "appropriate 
instrumentation and appropriate statistical treatment of the data" (Cohen et al, 
2000, plOS). Nominal data was selected to monitor the interaction turns and 
times and provided percentages from which the quietest and most talkative 
children were identified. This also enabled specific behaviours to be counted and 
compared. 
Construct validity, i. e. "establishing the correct operations measures for the 
concepts studied, " (Kidder, 1981 in Yin, 1989, p40-p4l), was increased through 
the collection of relevant and informative multiple sources of evidence (Yin, 
1989, p4-2). Video and observational data provided similar data, which was 
comparable. It was also reinforced by the use of an external moderator who 
analysed and checked data samples. 
internal Validity "establishes a relationship, where certain conditions lead to other 
conditions, " (Kidder, 198 1, p7-p8 in Yin, 1989, p40), was increased by focussing 
the research upon one aspect of the school day, i. e. the literacy hour, whilst 
potential influences upon the participants' behaviour were also considered (Yin, 
1989, p43). It was further increased by the identification of potential variables at 
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the outset of the research, i. e. "factors that might affect the results" (Knight, 
1992). Three sets of variables were identified: 
Controlled variables whose effects could be managed to ensure that they did not affect the 
results: 
0 Maintaining the children's daily routine. 
0 Allowing children to select their own seating places as normal. 
0 Recording the number, age and gender of the children present during each 
lesson so that their individual influence on children's behaviours might be 
considered. 
Partly Controlled Variables whose ffects could be minimised but not controlled were: 
The use of the video camera was controlled by fixing it in one position and 
leaving it in the same place every lesson (Hopkins, 1993) 
Sitting the. observer in the same place every lesson. 
Uncontrolled variables, which could not be minimised or controlled, were: 
The effect of the teachers' knowledge of the aims of the research remained 
unknown. 
0 The effect of the teachers' experience of teaching shared reading in the 
Literacy Hour and their enjoyment of the lesson remained unknown. 
0 The effect of the children's understanding of the research upon their 
physical and interactive behaviour remained unknown. 
0 The effects of children's personal enjoyment of participating in shared 
reading remained unknown. 
" The effects of children's personal interest and understanding of the subject 
matter upon their participation in shared reading remained unknown. 
" The effects of children's absence upon the group dynamics and the 
subsequent behaviour of the other children remained unknown. 
External validity (the establishment of "a domain to which the research findings 
can be generalised, " (Kidder, 1981, p7-p8 in Yin, 1989, p4l), was sought 
through the detailed recording of the research process so that the work could be 
replicated at a later stage. 
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Within the following research, validity was checked as far as possible at the outset 
of the research from both qualitative and quantitative perspectives. This ensured 
that the research was undertaken in a professional manner and that the findings 
were as accurate as possible in an attempt to provide a "true" picture of classroom 
life within the cases studied. 
3.8.3 Triangulation 
Rigour was sought and validity was further increased through triangulation 
techniques. Triangulation is "the use of two or more methods of data collection in 
the study of some aspect of human behaviour, " (Cohen et al, 2000, pl 12). 
Within each case study three methods of triangulation were employed: 
" Methodological triangulation 
" Investigator trian lation Cý gU 
" Data triangulation 
Methodological Triangulation, which refers to the use of "multiple methods to 
study a single problem" (Denzin, 1978 in Patton, 1990). The research employed 
three well- established research methods and two well- established research tools 
enabled the researcher to "probe deeply and intensively" (Cohen & Manion, 1997, 
p106). This enabled the data to be compared and contrasted to provide 
triangulation of the data (Yin, 1989, p95). Furthermore, qualitative and 
quantitative data were used in complementary roles that provided further 
opportunities for triangulation of data and results, which checked the accuracy of 
the findings (Yin, 1989, p20). Video evidence was supported by classroom 
observation that compared lesson structure and interaction patterns. 
Questionnaire and interview data also gathered alternative perspectives of the 
quiet child and added depth to the research. The use of qualitative and 
quantitative data in supportive roles also included methodological triangulation 
(Patton, 1990). 
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Investigator triangulation means allowing other researchers to "take a look at the 
same scene or phenomenon" (Stake, 1995, p 113) and was introduced at the 
analysis stage in order to minimise the possibility off the researcher imposing her 
own opinions on the data (Cohen & Manion, 1997, p238). Videotapes were 
monitored by a moderator using the observation schedules, who re-analysed data 
samples. The results were compared with those of the researcher. The 
moderator selected eight children at random and observed them throughout each 
video and listed all their behaviours, and allotted them codes. Once this process 
was complete, the external moderator and the researcher compared their results 
and coding categories, and differences were discussed. Inter- and intra-reliability 
were checked at regular intervals. 
Data triangulation, which included "using a variety of data sources", (Denzin 
1978, p187 in Patton, 1990) was sought through the involvement of participants 
other than the children themselves. Teachers', Learning Support Assistants, 
adult educators' and parental perceptions were all gathered to provide a holistic 
overview of the quiet child. 
3.8.4 Reliability 
Reliability was also necessary for both the qualitative and quantitative aspects of 
the research, With respect to qualitative research, reliability refers to "the 
possibility of replication; if the same methods are used with the same sample, then 
the results should be the same" (Cohen et al, 2000, p 119). 
Qualitative reliability was increased in the following ways: 
9 Inter-rater reliability was obtained through the use of a moderator to check 
the analysis procedures and findings (Denzin and Lincoln, 1994 in Cohen 
et al., 2000). 
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Interviews were structured to focus the questions and collect similar, 
comparative date from each interviewee, as well as minimise the possible 
interviewer bias (Patton, 1990). 
Detailed records of the research process were kept to enable a future 
researcher to replicate the study in a different class. 
Research replicated the research tools of video and classroom observation 
successfully implemented in interaction research by Swann & Graddol 
(1988). 
Reliability in relation to the quantitative aspects of the research referred to the 
"consistency and replicability over time, over instruments and over groups of 
respondents" (Cohen et al, 2000, p 117). 
Within the constraints of time and money, quantitative reliability was established 
in the following ways: 
Inter-rater reliability was needed to ensure the accuracy of the results 
(Cohen et al, 2000). Samples of each lesson were independently checked 
by an external moderator. 
The replication of research tools and methods, which had been successfully 
trialled in previous research (Swann & Graddol, 1988). 
The inclusion of additional time for participants to become accustomed to 
the presence of the camera and observer, which increased the likelihood of 
realistic and accurate data. 
* Using three forms of triangulation in order to check the results. 
9 Detailed records of the data collection and data analysis process were kept 
to facilitate the replication of the research in other classrooms. 
3.9 Data Review 
in summary, the data collected and its subsequent analysis fell into two main 
parts: Perceptions and Practice. At the perceptions stage, perceptions were 
gathered from 81 research participants, who were organised according to their 
role within the school and included: 
0 12 teachers, 
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*8 learning support assistants, 
* adult educators, 
0 45 children and 
9 10 parents. 
The teacher and learning support assistant educator perceptions were gathered at 
the outset of the research using a convenience sample that allowed the researcher 
to interview educators involved in primary education, whilst an opportunistic 
sample of adult educators was collected from educators who were teaching a 
course during the same period of time. The sampling types did not necessitate a 
specific number of participants to be collected within each category, in order to 
enable as many educators to be interviewed within the data collection period as 
possible. 
The educators were divided into three categories because each type of educator 
may have had different levels of training and expertise. Teachers would have 
completed a teacher-training course, whilst learning support assistants may have 
taken courses in specific aspects of classroom learning or received "on the job" 
training. Similarly adult educators would focus specifically on adult learning, 
which may differ in approach to children's classroom learning. As a result each 
type of educator might hold a different perspective for the quiet child, which 
might identify additional issues for consideration that could be overlooked if the 
educators were classified as one large group. 
In total 12 primary school teachers (3 males and 9 females) were interviewed, 
each of whom held a range of curriculum and/or managerial responsibilities. The 
teachers were predominantly colleagues of the researcher but also included 
teachers from other local schools. Their views provided initial perceptions of the 
quiet child at the outset of the research, from those who may have the power to 
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influence their behaviour through their organisation and implementation of the 
curriculum. They also enabled the accuracy of teacher perceptions of children to 
be considered; in light of research that has claimed that teacher perceptions can 
influence the way that children are treated in the classroom (Rosenthal & 
Jacobson, 1968; McCroskey & Richmond, 1991; Tauber, 1998; Long, 2000; 
Green, 2002). 
In addition to the teachers, eight learning support assistants (all female) were 
interviewed, all of whom worked within the researcher's school. Their 
perceptions provided an alternative perspective of cl-iildren's behaviour from 
people who worked closely with cl-Aldren, but who were not responsible for the 
overall organisation of the learning opportunities. 
Finally six adult educators were interviewed and their perspectives provided an 
alternative view of the quiet child external to the primary classroom but from 
people who were involved in the learning process. Although the adult educators 
were not directly involved in educating children, their perceptions were 
important because they were involved in educating adults and had some 
knowledge of the process of education. 
Although the educators were categorised into three distinct groups, their 
individual perspectives might not only be influenced by their professional 
judgements but also by social factors. For example: educators who have children 
of their own may have a more or less empathetic approach to quiet children 
dependent upon their own experiences. Also educators who value quiet 
behaviour within their culture may perceive quietness to be desirable. On an 
individual level their gender, personality and school experiences may also affect 
their points of view. 
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Additional perceptions were gathered during the practice stage of the research 
from the case study teachers, children and parents in order to gather the opinions 
of those directly involved in the research. 
Out of the 61 children involved in the research, 45 child 
perceptions were gathered. Although a full set of data was obtained 
from case study two, where the teacher implemented the quiz to 
the children in small groups and the children were able to write 
their own responses; only 14 sets of perceptions were gathered in 
case study one representing 9 boys and 5 girls. This occurred for 
severalreasons: 
0 The children's young age and writing skills prevented them 
from completing the quiz in the same manner as the case 
study two children. 
0 The learning support assistant interviewed the children in 
small groups using the children's quiz. Although this 
ensured that the children were secure and working with 
someone they trusted and knew well and avoided one to one 
interviews; some children remained silent in the small group 
situation, whilst others spoke quietly and their responses 
were not distinguishable from the recording. 
o 10 parental responses were collected via the parental 
questionnaires, which accounted for 4 children (13%) of the 
children in case study one (3 boys and a girl) and 6 children (19%) 
in case study two (2 boys and 4 girls). Although a low return rate 
had been considered possible, the limited number of replies meant 
that a full set of parental data was not gathered and parental 
perceptions, although interesting and informative, reflected a 
narrow range of parents. 
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In addition to the collation of perceptions, the practice aspect of the research 
involved the in-depth study of two case study classrooms, which were selected 
using a maximum variation sample, as discussed in section 3.6.2. 
Case study one was an infant and nursery school of approximately 240 children, 
within which 48% children were on the special educational needs register and 
25% were eligible for free school meals (school information) and three children 
were known to use English as a second language but were bi-lingual. The school 
was a pilot school for the National Literacy Strategy and the school prospectus 
emphasised that "a very high priority is given to the development of early skills in 
Numeracy and Language, in particular, speaking and listening" (P 19,1998). The 
teacher described the school as being in an area of "high unemployment" where 
"few families owned their own home and there were many single parents. " The 
unemployment statistics for the borough at that time were 1.1% (ONS, 2005) 
compared with the county figures of 1.2% (ONS, 2005), which did not support 
her/his comment, but the unemployment figures were for an area larger than the 
school catchment area to which the teacher was specifically referring. The case 
study class comprised 30 year 2 children, (14 boys and 16 girls) of whom 23% 
were on the special needs register. None had English as a second language. In 
addition to the teacher, a learning support assistant was present in the classroom 
during every shared reading lesson and a special needs assistant withdrew children 
for specific tuition. 
The case study two school was a primary school in a different area of the same 
county to case study one. The school comprised approximately 240 children, 
within which approximately 20% children were on the special educational needs 
register and 2% were eligible for free school meals (school information) and 
eighteen children were known to use English as a second language but were bi- 
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lingual. The school was a church-aided school and attached to the local Church of 
England church. The teacher described the school as being in an "affluent area, " 
and did not consider unemployment figures or numbers of single parent families 
to be important factors when describing their catchment. Local unemployment 
figures for the borough at that time stood at 1.0% (ONS, 2005), which was lower 
than the county average (1.2%, ONS, 2005) and reflected the teacher's claims, 
although this referred to a larger area than the school catchment area to which the 
teacher was specifically referring. The case study class comprised 31 year 4 
children, (14 boys and 17 girls) of whom 29% were on the special needs register. 
None had English as a second language. In addition to the teacher, a learning 
support assistant was present for every videoed shared reading lesson and a special 
needs assistant withdrew children for specific tuition. 
Within each case study classroom a series of shared reading lessons during the 
Literacy Hour was observed and videoed recorded, from which four lessons for 
each class were selected at random for detailed analysis. In order to familiarise 
the children and teacher with the video camera, the initial lessons were recorded 
and observed but not used for analysis to enable the children and their teacher to 
become accustomed to the presence of the video camera and the observer. 
in summary, 81 sets of perceptions were gathered comprising five sets of 
perspectives obtained from educators and case study participants. Perception data 
was supported by observational and video data that was gathered through detailed 
observation and analysis of classroom practice during four shared reading Literacy 
Hour lessons within each case study class. 
3.10 Overview 
This chapter has explained the research design for the following investigation into 
quiet behaviour in shared reading. It has highlighted the mixed qualitative and 
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quantitative methodological approach adopted and identified the research 
questions that focus the research aims. The research strategy of case study has 
been discussed and research tools have been identified. The chapter has described 
the entire research process including sample, gaining permission, data collection 
procedures and analysis techniques. It has examined specific issues pertinent to 
research with children and overviewed the strategies employed to increase 
validity, triangulation and reliability. It has culminated with a summary of the 
data collection and analysis details in order to reiterate the foundations upon 
which the following research results have emerged. 
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Chapter 4- Perceptions -A Mirror ofTruth? 
4.1 Introduction 
Teachers form expectations - often during the very 
first day of school. If first impressions are of lasting 
importance, then some students are at a definite 
advantage, while still others are at a definite 
disadvantage. 
Merton, 1948, p3 in Tauber, 1998. 
Teacher perceptions refer to the "interpretation of impression based on one's 
understanding of somed-iing') (Pearsall & Trumble, 1996, p1078). Perceptions 
occur when their "brains interpret what [they have] seen and try to make sense of 
it" (Hayes & Orrell, 1998, p203). They are "influenced by other factors such as 
our expectations and our motivationý' (Hayes & Orrell, 1998, p207). Teacher 
perceptions are not neutral and "are based upon previous experience" (Child, 
1997, p108). When teachers meet children they develop perceptions of each 
child based upon their initial impressions. Those initial impressions then form the 
foundations of their expectations for each child upon which their treatment of 
each child is based (Fox, 1993). The accuracy of those perceptions is paramount 
if children are to receive the appropriate learning opportunities in the classroom 
(Merton, 1948 in Tauber, 1998). 
The role of teacher perceptions in children's attainment is not new. For many 
years researchers have argued that teacher perceptions and expectations can affect 
the success of each child in the classroom. Rosenthal and Jacobson identified this 
phenomenon as the sclf-fulfilling prophecy (1968), arguing that children live up 
to the expectations set for them by their teachers. Although their research is 
dated and was highly criticised at the time, its claims have been upheld by 
researchers in recent years, who have argued that teacher perceptions continue to 
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play a central role in children's achievements within the classroom (Haralambos 
Holborn, 1995, p762; Child, 1997). 
Classroom interaction is one way in which teachers subconsciously convey their 
expectations to children and from which children may learn to perceive 
themselves as "bright or dull [quiet or talkative] and act accordingly" (Haralambos 
& Holborn, 1995, p764). Such expectations may then lead children to behave in 
ways that they think the teacher prefers (Tauber, 1998, pl). The role of teacher 
perceptions might, therefore, become a central factor in determining children's 
success or failure within the classroom. 
Due to the potentially crucial role attributed to teacher perceptions in children's 
learning that has been identified in literature (Rosenthal & Jacobson, 1968; 
Edwards & Maybin, 1987; Merrett & Wheldall, 1992; Long, 2000), the following 
research collated the perceptions of educators to investigate how the quiet child 
might be perceived by those involved in their education. It also gathered the 
perceptions of parents and children to consider a more holistic picture of the quiet 
child. All perceptions were analysed and compared to investigate whether a 
profile of the quiet child might be established. The findings were compared with 
video and observational evidence to consider areas of similarity or difference 
between perceptions and classroom practice. 
Within this chapter the data obtained from the interviews is collated, categorised 
and compared. Each type of respondent is considered separately in Section 4.2. 
The section starts by looking at educator perceptions (Section 4.2.1) whilst 
Section 4.2.2 focuses on the parental perceptions and child perceptions are 
considered in Section 4.2.3. In Section 4.2.4 the perceptions are compared and 
contrasted before the chapter concludes by considering the findings against those 
of earlier research (Section 4.3). 
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4.2 Perceptions 
The educator perceptions gathered during the following research involved 
educators representing the educational spectrum from primary to adult 
education, including: 
9 12 primary school teachers 
*8 learning support assistants and 
96 adult educators. 
Interviews were semi- structured, and adhered to a prepared set of questions 
during which the educators were asked to define the quiet child. (See Appendix 
1). The interviewer made written notes during the interviews. 
4.2.1 Educator Perceptions of the Quiet Child 
Three sets of data emerged from the three types of educator interviewed. The 
data was reduced into categories relevant to the data in line with Miles & 
Hubermann's qualitative data analysis (1994) and the Open and Axial Coding 
Stages of Grounded Theory (1990) as described in Section 3.6.4. Similar 
comments were collated together within specific categories, whose headings 
described their content. The results were displayed in flow-charts and role 
matrices that reflected the complete set of findings, from which similarities and 
differences between the three types of educators were considered. 
The data obtained from the educator interviews was located within into two main 
categories: Initial Reactions and Serious Reactions, each of which sub-divided 
further and are summarised in Flow-chart 4.1 below. (Full categories are shown 
in Appendix 4.1 a, b& c). 
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Flow-chart 4.1: Alain and Sub-Categories that emerged from the educator perceptions of the quiet 
child. 
Educator Perceptions 
Initial Reactions Serious Reactions 
Positive Neutral Negative 
r, ircumstances Degree of Location People Behaviour 
Quietness 
The main distinction between the two main categories was that the "Initial 
Reactions" comprised quick comments that reflected the quiet child in a flippant 
manner or asked for specific further information. The "Serious Reactions" 
included detailed definitions of the quiet child. 
Teacher Perceptions 
The perceptions gathered from the teachers fell within both main categories. 
Seven teachers offered an initial flippant comment when asked to define a quiet 
child. The comments indicated that teachers held preconceived ideas about quiet 
children, which described them from either a positive or negative perspective. 
(Flow-chart 4.2 and Appendix 4.2abc). 
Flow-chart 4.2. Teacher "Initial Reactions" towards the Quiet Child 
Initial Reactions 
Positive Negative 
[ýL. 
vely 
[D; 
oýt believe such a thing exists 
Pleasant Abnormal 
Peaoeful Someone who doesn't bother me 
Paradox 
Positive perspectives described the quiet child as "lovely, " or "pleasant, " and 
implied respect for them. They also implied that the teachers valued quiet 
behaviour, and upheld earlier claims by Dillon (1994, p9 1) who argued that 
"silence models exemplary behaviour. " Negative perceptions were more 
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numerous accounting for 57% of the "Initial Reactions. " Comments included, "I 
don't believe such a thing exists. In a perfect world, a quiet child would exist and 
would have impeccable manners and healthy respect for his/her teacher. " 
Although this response was intentionally humorous it reflected a traditional view 
of children: "Children should be seen and not heard" and equated talking with 
misbehaviour (Wade & Moore, 1984, p3 1). This perception was reinforced by 
the other negative comments, including "abnormal, " a "paradox, " and "someone 
who doesn't bother me, " all of which implied a possible lack of respect for the 
quiet child and did not portray the quiet child in a positive manner. The 
comments also questioned the existence of quiet children in schools and again 
reflected Dillon's view that quiet behaviour might be perceived as "Exemplary" 
(1994, p9l). 
Underlying the teachers' "Initial Reactions" was the implication that quiet 
behaviour might be potentially desirable classroom behaviour and illustrated that 
the teachers held preconceived ideas about the quiet child (Fox, 1993, p 19). It 
was interesting to note that no one suggested that quiet behaviour might give 
cause for concern. 
The "Serious Reactions, " were more comprehensive. They indicated that, 
contrary to the "Initial Reactions, " teachers valued and respected the quiet 
children in their classrooms. "Serious Reactions" were classified into five main 
themes (Flow- Chart 4.3) which portrayed the quiet child within a broader 
spectrum of opinions, which illustrated that quiet behaviour was not "wonderful" 
or "rare, " but an important consideration if children were to participate in class in 
line with the requirements of the National Curriculum (1999) and the Speaking and 
Listening Initiative (Primary National Strategy, 2003). 
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Flow-chart 4.3: Teacher perceptions of the quiet child that fell within the main category of 
"Serious Reactions" 
Serious Reactions 
Circumstances Degree of Quietness Location People Behaviour 
rEsteem [Rarely 
contributes 
rEverywhere rQuiei 
with 
[Interactive 
Development Does not communicate with teacher 
Does not contribute or volunteer 
Specific situations Not quiet with Physical 
Personal 
Medical Reluctant to speak 
School Work 
Other 
S. E. N. Does not say much 
Nature Does not talk 
Is not noisy 
Flow-chart 4.3 shows that the "Serious Reactions" were sub-divided into five 
further categories each of which divided further to incorporate a range of related 
perceptions. The categories indicated that quiet behaviour might be a complex 
phenomenon reliant upon a variety of potential factors. Each sub-category is now 
considered separately beginning with the "Circumstances" that teachers felt might 
cause quiet behaviour. 
Within the main category of "Circumstances, " the following seven sub-categories 
emerged, each which identified a potential cause of quiet behaviour: 
Esteem, which included levels of self-confidence; 
Level of child development, which related to the child's perceived degree of 
maturity; 
Personal reasons, which referred to issues that were personal to individual 
children; 
Medical reasonsq which included any medical reason that might encourage the 
child to behave in a quiet manner; 
Special educational needs (S. E. N. ), which referred to any additional classroom 
help that the child might receive in order to help them learn; 
Nat-tire, which referred to the cIdldren's individual personalities and 
characteristics. 
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Each potential cause of quiet behaviour is summarised in Matrix 4.1 (and detailed 
in Appendix 4.2c). 
Matrix 4.1: Teacher perceptions of the quiet child within "Circumstances" 
Sub-sub category Primary Teachers whose comments fell 
within this category. 
Nature 16 
Esteem 7 
Personal 6 
Medical 3 
Development I 
S. E. N. 1 
Matrix 4.1 shows that the teachers identified six potential causes of quiet 
behaviour, and suggested not only that quiet behaviour might be a complex 
phenomenon, but also that it might have broad roots. The causes reiterated 
Collins' (1996, p7) earlier claims that "there may be as many different causes of 
quiet behaviour as there are pupils who exhibit it. " Each cause included a range of 
perceptions that described the quiet child in similar terms, e. g. all comments that 
related to a child's level of self-confidence were gathered together within the sub- 
category of "esteem. " 
As can be seen from Matrix 4.1 "Nature" was the most cited cause of quiet 
behaviour and was mentioned more than once by some interviewees. This 
reflected the findings of Sorensen and McCroskey (2004, Internet, pl) who 
claimed, "personality is an important antecedent of communication behaviour. " 
Classification of the interviewees' comments showed that the majority of them 
fell within the sub-categories of "Reluctant" and "Reliable, " which expressed 
opposing points of view. Within the former, children were perceived as holding 
back from participating due to their "shy", "passive, " "withdrawn" or 
"uncooperative" behaviours; wbilst in the later they were portrayed as 
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"independent, " "hard-working, " "thoughtful" and "self-contained. " These 
perceptions implied that quiet children might withdraw from, or be selective 
about, participating. Furthermore, this implied that quiet children might be in 
control of their behaviour and might only speak when they felt they had 
something to say. None of the teachers indicated that the quiet child lacked the 
skills to participate if they wanted to. 
Although shyness was identified as a potential cause of quiet behaviour, it was 
only identified by three teachers, which did not reflect the importance accredited 
to shyness by earlier researchers (Buss, 1984; Wade and Moore, 1984, p25; 
National Curriculum Council, 1992, p5). Research has emphasised that shyness 
can cause children to experience "discomfort, inhibition and awkwardness" in a 
variety of situations leaving them (children) on the edge of the talk and unable to 
speak up (Buss, 1984, p39). 
"Esteem" was the second most cited cause of quiet behaviour. Seven teachers 
perceived self-esteem to be an important precursor to quiet behaviour. Wid-lin 
this sub-category, four teachers argued that quiet children would exhibit low 
levels of self-esteem, which was upheld by two others who described the quiet 
child as "overwhelmed" or "Self-conscious. " The teachers did not state whether 
quiet children always had low self-esteem or whether it applied to certain 
situations. As Collins has argued, "Children's level of confidence varies 
considerably from situation to situation" (Collins, 2003, p208) and quiet children 
may be "more confident and outgoing in other circumstances" (Collins, 2000, 
P159). 
further potential cause of quiet behaviour that was identified by the teachers 
was "Personal Factors. " Half of the teachers suggested different personal factors 
that might influence children's classroom behaviour. The comments 
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predominantly related to a dislike of speaking in front of others and included: 
"they are unwilling to communicate, " "they dislike speaking out in front of their 
peers, " "they dislike standing out, " and "they dislike getting things wrong. " The 
latter two introduced a new issue of embarrassment, whilst the final one 
suggested that the children perceived that teachers were looking for the "right 
answer. " Research into teacher questioning supports these claims arguing that 
teachers are often looking for specific answers to focus the learning (Wells, 1985; 
Edwards & Maybin, 1987; Mroz et al, 2000). It has been argued that this is 
particularly true within the Literacy Hour where teachers are "required to talk a 
lot while children listen to get through a prescribed content and do this briskly" 
(Hancock and Mansfield, 200 1, p 106). 
The possibility that the quiet child was attention seeking was also suggested and 
implied that quiet behaviour might be a deliberate behaviour through which 
children draw attention towards themselves. Once again this issue had also 
already been identified in existing research. Wade& Moore (1984, p3l) argued 
that quiet children learn that they can gain attention by remaining quiet and that 
teachers will "try to coax them to speak. " Teacher comments to uphold the 
deliberate nature of quiet behaviour described the quiet child as "independent" 
and "happy on their own; " and implied that they possessed a level of security, 
which meant that they did not feel the need to interact with others. 
Another potential cause of quiet behaviour identified by the teachers was "Medical 
Reasons. " Three teachers believed that quietness might be caused by medical 
factors and identified three potential issues, which ranged from physical issues 
such as "they can't hear, " or were "unable to communicate" due to "sadness due to 
depression. " 
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The two "Serious Reaction" sub-categories within which only one response fell 
were "Development" and "Special Educational Needs" (S. E. N. ). The teachers did 
not seem to consider maturity or special educational needs to be an important 
factor in quiet behaviour. The latter was particularly surprising in light of recent 
research by Collins that suggested that "habitual quiet behaviour" (1996) should 
be recognised as a special educational need in its own right (1994,1996) because 
it can prevent children from taking an "active role in their education" (1996, 
pS 1). For the teachers involved in this research, that did not seem to be an issue. 
Special educational needs were only mentioned in relation to children possibly 
having special educational needs in a particular curriculum area. No one 
suggested that quiet behaviour might be severe enough to be classified as a special 
educational need. 
As can be seen a range of potential causes of quiet behaviour were identified 
within the "Serious Reaction" sub-category of "Circumstances. " The degree of 
consensus within each category varied with the greatest agreement relating to 
children's individual natures and a possible link between quietness and low self- 
esteem. The range of perceptions of the quiet child that were gathered indicated 
that quiet behaviour might be a complex issue to define. 
In addition to "Circumstances, " teacher perceptions also fell within the second 
"Serious Reaction" sub-category of "Degree of Quietness, " which referred to the 
extent to which educators considered children to be quiet. (Matrix 4.2 and 
Appendix 4.2c) 
Matrix 4.2: Teacher perceptions of the quiet child within "Degree of Quietness. " 
Category Overall total 
Rarely speaks 7 
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As Matrix 4.2 shows teacher comments described the quiet child as someone who 
"rarely speaks. " The actual comments reflected the quiet child as in control of 
their behaviour and choosing to remain quiet, e. g. "a quiet child rarely 
contributes, " "they are not noisy, " "they do not volunteer, "they do not 
communicate with the teacher, " "they do not say much" and "they don't talk. " 
The statements placed the responsibility for talking in class upon the children 
themselves rather than upon factors related to the classroom environment or 
external to it. No responsibility was given to the teacher to create opportunities 
for children to speak. 
The teachers also identified places where they perceived that children were most 
likely to behave in a quiet manner. These places were categorised within the 
third "Serious Reactions" sub-category of "Location, " and achieved a high degree 
of consensus. (Matrix 4.3 and Appendix 4.2c) 
Matrix 4.3: Teacher perceptions of the "Locations" in which children might behave in a quiet 
manner. 
Sub- 
category 
Teacher 
comments 
Overall 
total 
Everywhere I 
specific 
Situations 
School 10 
New 2 
"The quiet child often speaks fluently and naturally at home, among friends and 
relations - anywhere it would appear except in the classroom" (Wade & Moore, 
1984, p25). As can be seen from Matrix 4.3 this perception also held true for the 
findings of this research. Whilst only one teacher argued that quiet children 
would be quiet everywhere, ten comments (7 teachers) described the school 
environment as a location where children might behave quietly. Within the 
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school environment specific locations were identified including class discussion, 
which was particularly interesting because it suggested that whole class situations, 
such as shared reading, might be potential areas for quiet behaviour. The 
identification of specific times when children might be quiet also implied that 
there might be some situations in school where children were not quiet, e. g. the 
playground. This suggested that children might exhibit different behaviour in 
different places within the same environment and questioned the comfort and 
security levels that exist within the classroom environment (Howe, 1988; Dillon, 
1994). Two teachers indicated that quiet behaviour might be the result of "poor 
teaching" or a "lack of opportunity, " which questioned the foundations upon 
which all lessons are based. Underlying the teacher perceptions was the 
implication that the patterns of communication set up by the teacher might not 
encourage children to speak out (Barnes, 1976, p9). 
One teacher referred to "New" situations in general, which provided the first 
indication that school, may not be the only specific location that encouraged quiet 
behaviour. Other situations were not, however, specified. 
The fourth "Serious Reaction" sub-category identified people with whom teachers 
perceived children would or would not behave quietly. (Matrix 4.4 and 
Appendix 4.2c part 2) and acl-Aeved a high degree of consensus. 
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Matrix 4.4: Teacher perceptions of the "People" with whom children do or do not behave quietly 
with. 
Sub-category Teacher 
comments 
Primary school 
teachers 
People with whom Teachers 9 
children were considered 
to behave quietly. 
Peers 3 
Everyone 3 
Most people 1 
Groups 2 
People with whom Family 11 
children were considered 
not to behave quietly. 
I 
Friends 
I 
9 
"Quiet children are likely to be more talkative at home and with people they 
know well" (Collins, 1996, p20). Collins' conclusions were reflected in the 
comments of the teachers in this research. A high degree of consensus was 
reached claiming that children would not be quiet in the presence of their family 
and friends. The people with whom children were considered to behave quietly 
were more diverse. Again the majority of comments identified people in the 
school environment including: "teachers", "groups" and "peers. " Once again the 
school environment was portrayed as an area that did not promote talk, despite 
the requirements of the National Curriculum (1999). Some teachers believed that 
quiet children might be quiet with "everyone" or "most people, " wl-lich suggested 
that particular groups of people might exert an influence on children's behaviour. 
Teachers also highlighted a difference between friends and peers, suggesting that 
children might behave more quietly in the company of the latter, which once 
again questioned the comfort levels of the school environment. The perceptions 
that emphasised the potential role of the school environment in encouraging quiet 
behaviour upheld Collins claim that "non-participation is particularly acute in 
conversations with teachers" (2003, p209). 
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The teachers' definitions of the quiet child also fell within the "Serious Reaction" 
sub-category of "Behaviour, " which identified behaviours that teachers perceived 
quiet children to exhibit in the classroom. (Matrix 4.5 and Appendix 4.2c). 
Matrix 4.5: Teacher perceptions of the "behaviours" exhibited by quiet children. 
Sub-category Total number of 
teacher comments 
within each category 
Interactive 9 
Physical 3 
Work 4 
Other 2 
As Matrix 4.5 shows the teachers perceived that quiet children exhibited four 
different types of behaviours: 
_Interactive, which referred 
to behaviours that were related to speaking in the 
classroom; 
Physical, included body position and movement; 
Work referred to behaviours exhibited when the children were working at 
their desks; 
There were also "Other" behaviours that did not fall into any of the above 
three categories. 
Within the four types of behaviour, eighteen specific behaviours were identified, 
none of which were directly replicated. Each teacher perceived the behaviour of 
the quiet child from a slightly different perspective. The behaviours illustrated 
that the teachers held a variety of preconceived ideas about the quiet child (Fox, 
1993, P19). 
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The majority of behaviours identified were "Interactive" and were predominantly 
positive reflecting quiet behaviour as the expected classroom behaviour (Dillon, 
1994, pp90-91), and included comments like, "they know how to join in 
appropriately, " "they do not shout oue' or "they put their hand up to answer a 
question. " Within this sub-category, quantities of talk were also identified, e. g. 
"monosyllabic, " and "short answers. " As might be anticipated quiet children were 
expected to say little. 
The next most cited behaviours attributed to quiet children by the teachers were 
"Work" behaviours, which were again positive and emphasised compliant 
classroom behaviour such as "they get on with their work, " "they do not get 
distracted, " or"they do what they are told. " 
Similar findings were made within "Physical" behaviours that the teachers 
attributed to quiet children. The behaviour continued to reflect the quiet child in 
a positive manner and suggested that they displayed expected classroom 
behaviours in school and included "quiet children sit quietly, " and "they sit still 
and do not fidget. " 
The only behaviours that did not reflect the quiet child within a positive light fell 
within "Other" behaviours and implied that quiet children's behaviour might not 
be compliant but deliberate. One teacher described the quiet child as someone 
who "deliberately remain(s) quiet by attaching themselves to an outgoing or 
popular child, " who might draw attention away from themselves. Another 
teacher perceived quiet children to be "stubborn in shyness, " which implied that 
the quiet child used their quiet behaviour to remain quiet and did not try to 
overcome it. These findings upheld perceptions that were located within the sub- 
category of "Circumstances" ("Personal Factors') and upheld the research findings 
of Wade & Moore (1984, p3 1) who had already considered the possibihty that 
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quiet behaviour might be deliberate, claiming that silent behaviour "ensures a 
great deal of sympathetic attention from staff and children who are all determined 
to coax the child to speak. In this way what appears not to be attention-seeking 
behaviour can become just that. " 
The teachers identified eighteen potential classroom behaviours as possible 
behaviours exhibited by the quiet children. Within "Behaviours, " a range of ideas 
was gathered and little direct replication occurred, which again portrayed the 
quiet child as a highly subjective phenomenon. Teachers' perceptions of quiet 
children's classroom behaviours were predominantly positive and portrayed the 
quiet child as a compliant class member, but also highlighted that quiet children 
might manipulate their behaviour to suit themselves. 
Summary of Teacher Perceptions 
In summary the teacher interviews revealed that the teachers held a variety of 
perceptions about the quiet child during shared reading, which are summarised in 
Matrix 4.6 below: 
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Matrix 4.6: A Summary of the Main Categories to Emerge from Teacher Perceptions of the Quiet 
Child 
Category Main sub-categories where Specific aspects of each sub-category 
most consensus was obtained. 
Circumstances Nature Reluctant 
Reliable 
Shy 
Esteem Low 
Personal Embarrassment 
Correct answers 
Dislike 
Medical 
Degree of Rarely speak 
Quietness 
Location School 
People quiet Teachers 
with Groups 
Peers 
People not quiet Family 
with Friends 
Behaviour Interactive Positive and Compliant 
Work Positive and Compliant 
Physical Positive and Compliant 
Other Deliberate 
Matrix 4.6 reiterates the main areas of consensus obtained from teachers' 
perceptions of the quiet child. It illustrates that although some of the teachers' 
initial reactions questioned the value that they attributed to the quiet child; their 
subsequent serious reactions were more comprehensive. Circumstances that 
might encourage quiet behaviour revealed that an area of overlap was children's 
individual nature /personality, low self-esteem, personal reasons, medical issues 
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or the situation itself. Teachers also recognised that different degrees of quiet 
behaviour might exist. Areas of greatest teacher consensus were achieved within 
possible locations that might affect children's behaviour and people in whose 
company children might behave in a quiet manner. Both focussed on the school 
environment specifically identifying the classroom and teachers as potentially 
causal factors. A distinction was also made between the influence of friends and 
peers on children's behaviours. The former were seen to encourage quiet 
behaviour, whilst the teachers agreed children would not be quiet in the company 
of their family and friends. The teachers were also able to identify a range of 
potential physical behaviours that might be attributed to the quiet cl-lild, the 
majority of which portrayed the quiet child as a positive phenomenon who was 
well behaved in the classroom. Such perceptions raised the question of whether 
quiet behaviour is condoned and encouraged within our classrooms through 
teacher attitudes and perceptions. 
Teacher perceptions also opened up a further area of enquiry; "Do quiet children 
use their quiet behaviour to manipulate the situation to suit themselves? " 
Although not all teachers agreed that quiet behaviour might be deliberate, this 
reflected the quiet child from a contrasting perspective. Underlying the 
perceptions was the issue that many aspects of quiet behaviour might be difficult 
to observe within the classroom environment, as they were subjectivc and relied 
upon teacher- knowledge of each child. This emphasised the potentially key role 
of the teacher in the identification of the quiet child in the classroom as well as the 
accuracy of their perceptions. 
Teacher perceptions reflected the findings of earlier researchers, identifying that: 
9 Quiet behaviour might be deliberate (Wade & Moore, 1984) 
a Quietness might be related to shyness (Buss, 1984). 
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" Quietness might be related to low self-esteem (McCroskey & Richmond, 
1991; Collins, 1996). 
" Quiet behaviour might be caused by a range of factors (Collins, 1996). 
" Children might behave quietly in school (Bligh, 1986; Dillon, 1994). 
" Children might be quiet in the presence of teachers but not their families 
and friends (Collins, 1996). 
Interaction research of the 1970s, 1980s and 1990s had suggested that the 
children who said least in class were usually girls (Bousted, 1989; French, 1986; 
French & French, 1984; Sealey & Knight, 1990). More recent research by 
Collins (1996) has also upheld the potential link between gender and quiet 
behaviour, but has suggested that quiet behaviour is not exclusively female. It was 
interesting to note, however, that gender was not identified as an important 
factor in quiet behaviour in the educator interviews. 
Other areas of contrast were special educational needs and anxiety. In recent 
years Collins (1996) has claimed that quiet behaviour should be considered as a 
special need, but this was only reflected in the teacher interviews in as far as some 
quiet children may have special needs support for a particular curriculum area. 
Similarly teacher perceptions mentioned anxiety as a potential cause of quiet 
behaviour but did not uphold its role as centrally as other researchers (McCroskey 
& Richmond, 1991; Wade & Moore, 1984; and Collins, 1994,1996) 
Learning Support Assistant Perceptions 
The second set of educator perceptions of the quiet cl-dld were obtained from the 
learning support assistants. Although their responses overlapped the teachers' 
perceptions in many ways, the main difference was that none of them offered an 
initial flippant response and they all perceived quietness as a potentially serious 
phenomenon. Power politics might have also affected their response. Flippant 
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comments may have been deemed inappropriate when discussing an educational 
issue with a teacher colleague. 
Learning support assistant responses were categorised within the five sub- 
categories of "Circumstances", "Degree of Quietness", "Location", "People" 
and "Behaviour", within the main category of "Serious Reactions" (Flow-chart 
1, Section 4.2.1). Their perceptions of potential circumstances that might 
cause quiet behaviour in children are shown in Matrix 4.7. 
Matrix 4.7: Learning support assistant perceptions of "Circumstances" that might encourage quiet 
behaviour in children. 
Sub-sub 
category 
Overall total 
Nature 6 
S. E. N. 3 
Esteem I 
Personal I 
As can be seen from Matrix 4.7 learning support assistants identified a narrower 
range of circumstances that might encourage quiet behaviour than the teachers. 
Their comments fell within four sub-categories of "Esteem, " "Personal, " "S. E. N. " 
and "Nature. " In contrast to their teacher colleagues, none of them identified 
child development, medical issues or the situation as potential causes of quiet 
behaviour. 
In line with the results of the teacher interviews, the area of greatest consensus 
was "Nature" and covered a range of issues. Since only two out of the six learning 
support assistants identified shyness as a potential cause of quiet behaviour, its 
role in quiet behaviour was not attributed the central role suggested by earlier 
researchers (as discussed in Section 2.5.3) (Buss, 1984; Wade & Moore, 1984; 
National Oracy Project, 1992). 
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Within the perceptions of the learning support assistants, the concept of 
"Reluctance" again began to emerge. Existing researchers had, however, already 
considered the possibility that children who are quiet might be physically present 
in the classroom but "not actively participating in the lesson" (Collins, 2003). 
Collins identified that "not everyone understands the need for active 
participation" and claimed that "some parents, pupils and teachers assumed 
physical presence in the classroom was synonymous with learning" (Collins, 2003, 
p214). She also highlighted that "attendance in school does not necessarily ensure 
a commitment to learning (Collins, 2003, p203), i. e. quiet children may be 
present but not learning. Such perceptions provided one of the first indications in 
this research that quiet children might exhibit non-compliant behaviour, i. e. they 
might not necessarily be "on task. " 
Quiet children were also described as "Reliable" by some of the learning support 
assistants, who attributed their behaviour to "thoughtful [ness]. " This portrayed 
the quiet child as someone who speaks only when they feel they have something 
to say. They do not talk for the sake of talking, but do not simply remain silent. 
Their behaviour matched that of Kolb's Divergent Learners (1984, p68). This 
indicated that quiet children might have a reflective approach to their learning and 
may consider many perspectives in drawing their conclusions (Kolb, 1984, pp77- 
8). 
The second most cited cause of quiet behaviour identified by the learning support 
assistants was special educational needs, which may have resulted from their 
predominant work with children with special educational needs at the time and 
reiterated Collins' earlier claims that quiet behaviour may be deemed a special 
educational need (1996). The learning support assistants comments were not as 
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bold and simply identified that quiet children may have special needs in a 
curriculum area. 
The learning support assistants' perceptions were also located within the "Serious 
Reactions" sub-category of "Degree of Quietness" (Matrix 4.8 and Appendix 
4.3b) 
Matrix 4.8: Learning support assistants' perceptions of the quiet child within the "Serious 
Reaction" sub-category of "Degree of Quietness. " 
Sub-category Primary learning support 
assistants 
Rarely speaks 2 
It was interesting to note that only two learning support assistants recognised that 
quiet children might exhibit different levels of quiet behaviour. They described 
these children as children who "never say much" or children who "won't 
volunteer in class discussion. " In line with the teacher perceptions, the Degree of 
Quietness exhibited by each child appeared to be attributed to the children 
themselves and reflected the belief that "we tend to see others as being 
responsible for their behaviour" (Hayes & Orrell, 1998, p326). This seemed 
unusual within a classroom environment where the teacher is responsible for the 
teaching and learning that occurs. 
Learning support assistant perceptions were also located within the "Serious 
Reactions" sub-category of "Location" (Matrix 4.9 and Appendix 4.3b). 
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Matrix 4.9: Learning support assistants9 perceptions of the quiet child within "Location. " 
Sub-category Further sub- Primary learning 
categories support 
assistants 
School School 8(100%) 
Class discussion I 
In line with the teacher perceptions, the sub-category of "Location" received a 
high degree of consensus. It was one of the few areas where all the learning 
support assistants agreed: school was likely to be a prime location for quiet 
behaviour, which also reflected the perceptions of the earlier researchers (Wade 
Moore, 1984; Dillon, 1994). Only one learning support assistant attempted to 
develop her answer and suggested a specific location, which was interesting 
because she selected whole class discussion that reflects a teaching and learning 
strategy similar to shared reading. Her perceptions questioned whether shared 
reading is the interactive whole class lesson that it is intended to be (OFTSTED, 
1998,2003). Perhaps quiet behaviour may be exacerbated in certain locations 
because cbildren "can be quiet in one situation" yet "can be active talkers in 
another" (Baddeley, 1992, p 19). 
Learning support assistant perceptions were also located within the "Serious 
Reaction" sub-category of "People with whom children might be quiet or not 
quiet with. " (Matrix 4.10 and Appendix 4.3b). 
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Matrix 4.10: Learning support assistants' perceptions of the quiet child within the "Serious 
Reaction" category of "People. " 
Sub-category Learning support Primary learning 
assistant comments support assistants 
People with whom Teachers 8(100%) 
children were Class as a whole considered to behave 
quietly. 
People with whom Family 7 
children were Friends 7 
considered not to 
behave quietly. 
Again this was an area that achieved total consensus. In line with the teacher 
perceptions, the learning support assistants perceived that children would be quiet 
in the presence of teachers and talkative in the company of their family and 
friends. Their comments reflected the findings of Bligh (1986) who argued that 
children often remained quiet within group interactive lessons. For some reason, 
" young children are usually talkative. So why is it that they often remain silent in 
discussion groups? Something prevents them from talking" (Bligh, 1986, p 11). 
One learning support assistant believed that speaking in front of the whole class 
would encourage quiet behaviour and upheld her earlier comment that children 
would be quiet in class discussion. Her perceptions held implications for shared 
reading lessons since children who would not speak in front of the class would not 
be able to participate orally during whole class shared reading. 
Once again, it seemed that the school environment was perceived to play a 
prominent role in promoting children's quiet behaviour and questioned whether 
the school enviromnent is conducive for encouraging children to speak and 
developing the speaking and listening skills that the National Curriculum demands 
(1999). It also questions the levels of comfort and security that are experienced 
by children in the classroom. 
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Learning support assistant perceptions were also located witMn the "Serious 
Reaction" sub- category of "Behaviour, " (Matrix 4.11 and Appendix 4.3b). 
Matrix 4.11: Learning support assistants' perceptions of the quiet child within the "Serious 
Reaction" sub-category of "Behaviour. " 
Sub-category Total 
Physical 4 
Work 4 
Interactive 3 
Matrix 4.11 shows that the learning support assistant perceptions of behaviour 
attributed to quiet children were narrower than their teacher colleagues as a 
smaller range of behaviours were suggested. Few areas of consensus were 
reached, but behaviours were sub-divided into three further categories of 
"Interactive 'I? 
Thysical"and "Work. " 
In contrast to the teacher perceptions regarding "Behaviour", the majority of 
learning support assistant perceptions fell within the categories of "Physical" and 
"Work. " They described quiet children as sitting "hunched" and "giving no eye 
contact to the teacher. " This may indicate a lack of concentration or a deliberate 
avoidance of communication. Two learning support assistants disagreed and 
described quiet children as "well-behaved. " "Physical" behaviours attributed to 
quiet children, therefore, reflected both Compliant and Non- Compliant 
behaviours and suggested that quiet children might not necessarily exhibit 
expected classroom behaviours. 
"Worle'behaviours identified by the learning support assistants also included an 
element of non-compliant classroom behaviour. The quiet child was portrayed as 
"occupied but not necessarily working, " someone who "does not concentrate" or 
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conversely "someone who gets on with their work, " and reflected expected 
classroom behaviour. 
"Interactive" behaviours described the quiet child as someone who "does not put 
his or her hand up" and is "quiet in class discussion. " They portrayed the quiet 
child as non -participatory, which again located responsibility for participation 
with the child rather than the teacher. 
Overall, the classroom behaviours that were identified by the learning support 
assistants replicated some of those suggested by their teacher colleagues as well as 
identified new ones. They did not, however, offer any initial reactions, but 
portrayed the quiet child as exhibiting both compliant and non-compliant 
behaviours within the classroom, which provided the first indication that quiet 
behaviour might not equate with expected classroom behaviour. This reflected 
the findings of Collins (1996, p45) who argued that some children appeared to be 
working but were not actually focused on the task. 
Summary of Learning Support Assistant Perceptions 
In general the learning support assistantst perceptions of the quiet child fell within 
the same overall categories as those of the teachers and are surnmarised in Matrix 
4.12. 
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Matrix 4.12: A Summary of the Main Categories to Emerge from Learning Support Assistants' 
Perceptions of the Quiet Child 
Category Main sub-categories where Specific aspects of each sub- 
most consensus was obtained. category 
Circumstances Nature Shy 
Reluctant 
Reliable 
Special Educational Needs Rarely speak 
Location School 
People Quiet With Teachers 
People Not Quiet With Family 
Friends 
Behaviour Physical Non-compliant and 
Compliant 
Work Non-compliant and 
Compliant 
Interactive Non-participatory 
The range of perceptions obtained from the learning support assistants was 
narrower than those gathered from the teachers which may have been because 
there were fewer interviewees. In addition, within the majority of categories, the 
consensus of opinion was limited. Total consensus was, however, obtained 
within the categories of Location and People in whose presence children might 
behave quietly. Learning support assistants perceived that: 
Quietness might be caused by the children having special educational needs 
in a curriculum area. 
o Quiet children might be reluctant. 
Quiet children might display both compliant and non-compliant 
behaviours. 
9 Quiet children would be quiet in school. 
9 Quiet children would be quiet in the presence of their teachers, but not in 
the company of family and friends. 
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Learning support assistant perceptions overlapped existing research findings by: 
Identifying that quiet behaviour may be caused by a range of factors 
(Collins, 1996). 
9 Identifying that quiet children might be shy (Buss, 1984; Collins, 1996) 
0 Identifying that quiet behaviour may be non-compliant (Collins, 1996). 
Identifying that quiet children are more likely to be quiet in school but 
more talkative at home and with people they know well (Baddeley, 1992; 
Bligh, 1986, Collins, 1996). 
Suggesting a possible link between quiet behaviour and special educational 
needs (Collins, 1996). 
In line with the teacher perceptions and in contrast to earlier research findings, 
none of the learning support assistants suggested that either gender (Bousted, 
1989; French, 1986; French & French, 1984; Sealey & Knight, 1990) or anxiety 
(McCroskey & Richmond, 1991; Wade & Moore, 1984; Collins, 1994,1996) 
might play central roles in quiet behaviour. 
Adult Educator Perceptions 
The final type of educator who was interviewed at the outset of the research was 
the adult educator, whose responses fell within the two main themes of "Initial 
Reactions" and "Serious Reactions. " Similarly to the teachers, many adult 
educators offered an initial reaction to the question although their response was 
not a flippant comment but a question that clarified their understanding of the 
question. (Matrix 4.13 and Appendix 4.4b). 
Matrix 4.13: The adult educator perceptions of the quiet child within the category of "Initial 
Reactions. " 
Sub-sub Adult 
category educators 
Neutral 5 
The adult educators "Initial Reactions" were neutral and mainly referred to the 
age of the child. The most cited initial reaction was "what age? " in order to 
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ascertain the age of the children, as they believed this might make a difference to 
their definition. Only one adult educator offered a different comment stating that 
"It is a matter of opinion; too much noise annoys me. " Their comment was the 
first direct quote that indicated that quietness might be subjective, i. e. quietness 
might mean different things to different people. The phrase "too much noise 
annoys me" also raised the issue about adults' feelings towards children implying 
that they might prefer to be in the presence of quiet children as they feel most 
comfortable in a quiet environment. 
In line with the teachers and learning support assistants, the adult educator 
responses also fell within the overall categories attributed to the "Serious 
Reactions. " Their selection of "Circumstances, " was categorised into three sub- 
categories of. "Nature", "Esteem, " and "Personal" (Matrix 4.14 and Appendix 
4.4c) 
Matrix 4.14: Adult educator perceptions of the quiet child within the "Serious Reaction" Sub- 
category of "Circumstances. " 
Sub-sub 
category 
Total 
Nature 4 
Esteem 4 
Personal 4 
Matrix 4.14 shows that the adult educators' selection of circumstances in which 
might cause children to behave quietly fell within a narrower range of categories 
than the teachers and learning support assistants. This may have been due to their 
lack of experience of working with children within a classroom environment (as 
they worked with adults). 
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In line with the perceptions of the teachers and learning support assistants, one of 
the greatest areas of consensus was "Nature, " which sub-divided into three sub- 
categories of "Reluctant, " "Shy" and "Reliable. " Within the former children were 
described as "passive, " and "withdrawn" indicating that they refrained from 
participating and placing the responsibility for participation on the children. Two 
adult educators described the quiet child as "shy, " which replicated the teacher 
and learning support assistant perceptions as well as those of earlier researchers 
(Wade & Moore, 1984). Only one adult educator perceived quiet children to be 
"reliable, " explaining that they "keep themselves to themselves, " thus portraying 
the quiet child as self-contained. The potential subjectivity of quiet behaviour 
once again emerged. 
The second potential cause of quiet behaviour suggested by the adult educators 
was "Self- Esteem. " In line with teacher and learning support assistant perceptions 
and Collins (2003), some adult educators believed that quiet children were likely 
to possess low levels of self-esteem. 
Adult educators also identified "Personal Factors" as potential causes of quiet 
behaviour and specified four possible areas for concern. The suggestions were 
interesting because they continued to reflect the quiet child as a complex 
phenomenon. First of all, they identified that "being an only child" might affect 
children's classroom behaviour. This contrasted research by Hurt et al (1978) 
who claimed that children with siblings are more likely to behave quietly than an 
only child as they do not receive as much interaction with their parents, although 
Hurt does not consider quality of interaction only quantity. Secondly "happy on 
their own" indicates that the quiet child is self-sufficient and implies that they can 
speak if and when they want to. Underlying this concept is the possibility that 
quiet behaviour might be deliberate. This was reinforced by the claim that quiet 
children are "attention seeking" and replicated the claims of some teachers and 
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researchers (Wade & Moore, 1984). The final personal factor identified was 
"their own reasons, " which identified that quiet behaviour might be due to 
circumstances that the child may not want to share with others. 
The second "Serious Reaction" sub-category into which adult educator 
perceptions fell was "Degree of Quietness" (Matrix 4.15 and in full in Appendix 
4.4. ) 
Matrix 4.15: Adult educator perceptions of the quiet child within "Degree of Quietness. " 
Sub-category Adult educators 
No talking 2 
Matrix 4.15 shows that two adult educators identified degrees of quiet behaviour 
claiming that quiet children "do not talk at all" or "they are silent. " Both 
perceptions equated quiet behaviour with silent behaviour. The responses also 
suggested that the child was once again in control of whether they spoke, i. e. 
"they do not talk, " and "theý: are silent. (Wade & Moore, 1984). 
The third "Serious Reaction"sub-category into which adult educator perceptions 
fell was "Location. " Similarly to the perceptions of the teachers and learning 
support assistants, they recognised that "children who can be quiet in one 
situation can be active talkers in another" (Baddeley, 1992, p 19; Collins, 2000, 
2003). (Matrix 4.16 and Appendix 4.4c) 
Matrix 4.16: Adult educator perceptions of the quiet child within "Location. " 
Sub- 
category 
Further sub- 
categories 
Adult 
educators 
Total 
School 3 
Specific Small group 2 6 
Situations I 
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Although the number of adult educators who identified locations in which 
children might behave quietly was not as high as it had been for the teachers and 
learning support assistants; school was again identified as the main place where 
children might behave in a quiet manner. 
Not all adult educators considered location to be an important factor in children's 
behaviour, but those who did specified the school environment. Three of the 
adult educators selected school in general, whilst two suggested that small group 
work was a likely arena for quiet behaviour. Adult educators were the only type 
of educator to select the latter, but they did not say why. The identification of 
small groups contrasted the findings obtained from the teachers and learning 
support assistants who suggested that quiet behaviour might be related to class 
discussion where the whole class are involved rather than a small group. It 
seemed that those who were involved with teaching and working with children 
selected the locations where the children would have to speak in front of a large 
group; whereas the adult educators, who were used to training groups of 6 adults 
at a time, perceived groups to be daunting. Teachers and learning support 
assistants considered whole class work to be potentially daunting whereas the 
adult educators might have been reflecting upon the size of the groups they taught 
and how that might affect their interactions. The emphasis placed on the school 
environment as an area that encouraged quiet behaviour again questioned the 
comfort and security levels experienced by children in the classroom. in 
addition, one adult educator identified that certain situations might influence 
children's quiet behaviour specifying that children would be quiet in "new 
situations. " It was interesting to note that even though this was not directly 
equated to the school environment, it reiterated that a secure environment was 
necessary to prevent children remaining quiet (National Curriculum Council, 
1989; Dewsbury, 1994). 
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Adult educator perceptions also fell within the "People with whom quiet children 
may be quiet or not quiet with. " A high degree of consensus was achieved within I C) 
this sub-category. (Matrix 4.17 and Appendix 4.4c) 
Matrix 4.17: Adult educator perceptions of the quiet child within "People. " 
Sub-category Further sub- 
categories 
Adult 
educators 
People with whom children were Teachers 5 
considered to behave quietly. Peers 3 
People with whom children were Family 6(100%) 
considered not to behave quietly, 
--I 
Friends 
I 
6(100%) 
I 
Matrix 4.17 shows that adult educators perceived that children would be quiet 
with some people but not with others. Total consensus was obtained in that 
children would not be quiet in the presence of their family and friends (Collins, 
1996, p20). People with whom children were perceived to behave quietly again 
reflected the school environment. Five adult educators believed that children 
would be quiet in the presence of their class teacher, whilst 3 suggested that peers 
might influence children's classroom behaviour. Adult educators reiterated the 
distinction that was made by the teachers between peers and friends. Overall the 
results suggested that children were more likely to be quiet in the school 
environment than at home with their families or in the company of their friends. 
These findings had already been expressed by Tough (19 8 5, pS 3) who argued that 
some children "will not approach the teacher, but will talk readily with friends. " 
Research by Collins (1996) and Baddeley (1992) upheld her claims arguing that 
children would talk more readily with people they knew well. 
The final "Serious Reaction" sub-category into which adult educator perceptions 
fell was "Behaviours. " (Matrix 4.18 and Appendix 4.4. ) 
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Matrix 4.18: Adult educator perceptions of the quiet child within "Behaviour" 
Sub-category Total 
Interactive 3 
Physical 
By comparison with the teachers and learning support assistants, the behaviours 
that the adult educators attributed to the quiet child were more limited. They fell 
within the sub-categories of "Interactive" and "Physical. " The majority of 
perspectives fell within the former and reflected the quiet child in terms of the 
types of talk generated. Quiet children were described as "does not answer back" 
and "does not ask for help. " In line with the teacher and learning support assistant 
perceptions, these behaviours reflected expected and traditional classroom 
behaviours (Dillon, 1994, pp90-91). A further description referred to the noise 
level exhibited by each child in particular that quiet children might be "soffly 
spoken and difficult to hear. " The possibility that quiet children may speak in a 
soft voice is not well documented, but it was identified as a potential issue within 
quiet behaviour by Tough (19 85) who argued that children who have quiet voices 
learn to "accept too readily a situation where they cannot easily gain attention" 
(p5 3). Her perceptions indicated that maybe classroom experiences teach 
children to be quiet. 
One adult educator identified physical behaviours attributed to quiet children and 
described them as "not hyperactive, " which implied that quiet children might be 
passive. 
The behaviours identified by the adult educators were restricted to a small 
number of interactive behaviours and one physical behaviour. This may have been 
due to their lack of experience at working with children in a classroom 
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environment, which meant that they did not have a bank of previous experience 
and knowledge to draw upon (Child, 1997, p 108). 
Summary ofAdult Educator Perceptions 
In summary, although the adult educators range of perceptions of the quiet child 
were narrower than those gathered from the teachers and learning support 
assistants, they were able to identify and describe the quiet child. Their 
perceptions are summarised in Matrix 4.19. 
Matrix 4.19: A summary of the main categories to emerge from the perceptions of the adult 
educators. 
Category Sub-Categories Main sub-categories where Specific aspects of each sub- 
most consensus was obtained. category 
Initial Responses Neutral 
Serious Responses Circumstances Esteem Low 
Personal Range of reasons 
Nature Reluctant 
Reliable 
Shy 
Degree of Silent 
Quietness 
Location School 
People Quiet Teachers 
With Peers 
People Not Quiet Family 
With Friends 
Behaviour Interactive Compliant types of talk 
I Physical Passive 
Similarly to the teacher definitions, the adult educators' definitions of the quiet 
child were located within two main categories of "Initial Reactions" and "Serious 
Reactions. " Unlike the teachers, no flippant comments were offered. The 
former questioned the age of the children, which suggested that the adult 
educators perceived that age might affect their definition. The adult educators 
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were the only type of educator within which someone openly recognised that 
quietness might be "relative" and a matter of personal opinion (Wade & Moore, 
1984, p25). 
The "Serious Reactions" that were given by the adult educators were also 
narrower than the teachers and learning support assistants. Little consensus was 
achieved and few answers were replicated. Areas of greatest consensus were 
achieved within "People" and "Location. " Every adult educator perceived that 
quiet children would not be quiet with family and friends. A high level of 
consensus was also achieved in the identification of people with whom children 
might/might not be quiet suggesting that children might be quieter in the 0 C-I 
company of their teachers and peers. In line with the teacher and learning 
support assistant perceptions, the most cited location identified for quiet 
behaviour was the school environment, which questioned the comfort and 
security levels experienced by children in the classroom. Other areas of 
consensus were obtained in relation to "Circumstances" that might cause quiet 
behaviour. Low self-esteem, shyness and a reluctance to speak were identified as 
potential causes of quiet behaviour that might warrant further investigation. 
Limited consensus was reached with regards to quiet behaviour. When 
considered alongside the limited consensus obtained in many categories, this 
reiterated the possibility that the quiet child was perceived in a variety of ways 
and might be perceived differently by different people. 
Adult perceptions reflected the findings of existing research by: 
* Identifying that quiet children may have low self-esteem (Collins, 1996). 
Identifying that children might be quiet with teachers but not with family 
and friends (Baddeley, 1992; Collins, 1996). 
Identifying that quiet children might be quiet in school but not elsewhere 
(Bligh, 1986, ). 
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* Identifying that quiet children might be shy (Buss, 1984). 
Identifying that quiet behaviour might be deliberate (Wade & Moore, 
1984) 
In line with the teacher and learning support assistant perceptions the adult 
educators did not identify gender as a cause of quiet behaviour as suggested in 
research by French (1986), French & French (1984), Sealey & Knight (1990) and 
Collins (1996). Neither did they select anxiety as a potential factor in quiet 
behaviour as argued by McCroskey & Richmond (199 1), Wade & Moore (19 84), 
and Collins (1994,1996). 
Comparison of Teacher, Learning Support Assistant and Adult Educator Perceptions 
None of the categories that described the quiet child obtained total consensus 
across all three types of educator. The teachers offered the broadest range of 
perceptions, whilst the adult educators provided the narrowest. This might be 
expected due to the high percentage of time that teachers spend teaching 
children, whilst the adult educators did not teach children. It was interesting to 
note, however, that few perceptions were replicated for any type of educator, 
which illustrated that the notion of the quiet child seemed highly subjective. 
When considered as a whole some issues were replicated within each type of 
educator as shown in Matrix 4.20 below. (Complete comparative Matrix is 
shown in Appendix 4. labc) 
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Matrix 4.20: A Summary of the number of teacher, learning support assistant and adult educator 
responses that overlapped within each category for the quiet child. 
Category Sub-category Type of educator 
Teacher Learning 
support 
assistant 
Adult 
educator 
Initial Reactions 
Circumstances Low self- 
esteem 
4 1 4 
Nature 16 6 4 
Degree of 
Quietness 
7 2 2 
Location School 10 8 3 
People quiet with Teachers 9 8 5 
People not quiet Family 11 7 6 
with Friends 9 7 6 
Behaviour 18 11 4 
The area of greatest consensus was "Nature" where people within each type of 
educator referred to a child's personality in respect to their quiet behaviour. 
Some educators emphasised the role of "Nature" more than once in their 
definitions, which reiterated the importance that they attributed to it. Within 
"Nature" the concept of shyness was identified by each type of educator and also 
reflected existing research claims (Wade & Moore, 1984). The researchers, 
however, emphasised the role of shyness to a greater extent than the educators 
interviewed. 
The second area of consensus between the educators referred to people with 
whom children were or were not perceived to be quiet. All three types of 
educators perceived that children would behave quietly in the presence of 
teachers, whilst being more talkativc when in the company of their families and 
friends. These perceptions have been reflected in existing educational research 
(Collins, 1996). 
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The diird area of consensus between educators was the "Location" in which 
children might behave in a quiet manner. Within all three types of educator 
school was identified as a possible factor influencing quiet behaviour, which has 
already been documented in research (Howe, 1988). It is interesting to see that 
within educator' perceptions, little seems to have changed in recent years, whilst 
the emphasis placed on the school environment questions the comfort and 
security levels that children experience in the classroom. 
The fourth area of consensus was "Degree of Quietness, " as all three types of 
educator recognised that quiet behaviour might not be uniform. 
The educators also recognised that quiet children would display specific 
"Behaviours, "but these were broad. Whilst the teachers and learning support 
assistants behaviours were located within three sub-categories of "interactive, " 
"work" and "physical; " the former identified a broader range of behaviours that 
were predominantly compliant, whilst the latter suggested that quiet children 
might not necessarily exhibit compliant behaviour. The smallest range of 
behaviours was identified by the adult educators who related behaviours to 
specific types of talk. 
The final area of consensus was that quiet children might possess low levels of 
self-esteem. This also reflected earlier research findings (Collins. 1996). 
Areas in which no consensus was established between all three types of educators 
regarded "Initial Reactions. " 
The limited degree of consensus that was established through the initial interviews 
both within and between the three types of educators illustrated that the quiet 
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child might mean different things to different people. It indicated that the quiet 
child might be a potentially elusive phenomenon. 
The results were further compared to consider any areas of overlap that emerged 
between two sets of educators. Overlap between teachers' and learning support 
assistants' perceptions are shown in Matrix 4.2 1; whilst overlap between teachers 
and adult educators in shown in Matrix 4.22. 
Matrix 4.21: Overlap between the perceptions of the quiet child gathered from teachers and 
learning support assistants. 
Category Sub-category Sub-sub- 
category 
Teachers Learning 
support 
assistants 
Initial Reactions 
Circumstances Personal I 
S. E. N. 1 2 
Nature 2 1 
Degree of 
Quietness 
Does not 
contribute 
2 2 
Location School 3 1 
People Quiet with Teacher 9 8 
Not quiet Family 9 7 
with Friends 9 7 
Behaviour Interactive 1 1 
Work 1 
Matrix 4.21 shows that some limited overlap existed between the teachers and 
learning support assistants that was not also shared by the adult educators. 
small number of both agreed that quiet children might: 
o Be quiet for personal reasons. 
* Have "special educational needs. " 
9 Be quiet due to their nature. 
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0 Not contribute. 
9 Be quiet in class. 
0 Be quiet in the presence of the teacher. 
0 Are not quiet in the company of family and friends. 
0 Share interactive and work behaviours. 
The suggestions offered by the teachers and learning support assistants showed 
that they were aware of the range of behaviours and activities that might occur in 
shared reading, and they also considered the child's feelings. 
Overlap between the teachers' and adult educators' perceptions of thequiet child 
are shown in Matrix 4.22. 
Matrix 4.22: Overlap between the perceptions of the quiet child gathered from teachers and adult 
educators. 
Category Sub-category Teachers Adult 
educators 
Initial Reactions 
Circumstances Esteem 1 1 
Situations 1 1 
Personal 2 2 
Nature 3 3 
Degree of 
Quietness 
Does not talk I I 
Location 
People Quiet with 3 3 
Behaviour 
Consideration of the behaviour shared only by teachers and adult educators 
showed that the greatest consensus lay within "people with whom children might 
or might not be quiet. " They agreed that peers might influence children's 
classroom behaviours and affect their willingness to speak out in class. 
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The second largest area of consensus was "Nature, " where three teachers and 
three adult educators believed that children's "Nature" might affect their 
classroom behaviour. Other areas of overlap were only selected by one teacher 
and one adult educator and reiterated the diversity of perceptions that educators 
held about the quiet child in the classroom. 
The final comparison between educators was similarities between the learning 
support assistants and the adult educators. It was interesting to note that no 
overlap existed solely between the learning support assistants and the adult 
educators. No categories were applicable specifically to these two types of 
educator. 
overall the teachers provided the greatest variety of perceptions of the quiet 
child. Within each category a range of opinions appeared. As a result the 
perceptions were diverse and little overlap was noted between them, emphasising 
the potentially complex nature of the quiet child. Flippant initial comments were 
unique to the teachers and reflected the notion of a quiet child as either unusual or 
the model pupil. The latter was supported by the range of "expected" or 
"compliant" classroom behaviours that were also identified, including "appears to 
listen, " "sits quietly, " and "does what they are told. " One teacher did, however, 
introduce the idea that quiet behaviour might be deliberate, which opened up an 
additional perspective, i. e. the quiet child is not overlooked but may be 
deliberately ensuring that they do not speak. 
The learning support assistants' perceptions were narrower than the teacher 
perceptions, which indicated that they believed that quiet children might have 
special educational needs and might exhibit compliant or non-compliant 
classroom behaviours. 
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The adult educators provided the narrowest range of perceptions of the quiet 
child, which was probably due to their lack of experience in teaching children. 
Nevertheless, they still understood the concept of the quiet child and were able to 
offer their own definitions. A unique feature of their responses was that they felt 
quiet children would differ according to their age. They were also the only type 
of educators within which someone directly suggested that quietness was a 
"matter of opinion. " 
The areas of greatest consensus within each three types of educator was nature, 
location of quiet behaviour and people with whom the children were or were not 
quiet. Overall teachers and learning support assistants identified a broader range 
of features of the quiet child that took into account a wide range of factors other 
than simply interaction behaviour, e. g. ability, personality. Teachers and adult 
educators identified that there might be a difference between the behaviour of 
children in the company of their friends than in the company of their peers. 
Limited consensus was reached between some educators in as far as the quiet child 
might be: 
o "Shy" 
* "Have low self-esteem" 
"Be quiet at school" 
"Be quiet in front of the teacher" 
9 "Is not quiet with their family" 
* "Is not quiet with their friends. " 
Overview of the Educator Perceptions 
Underlying all the perceptions gathered during the educator interviews was the 
notion that quietness is not a uniform phenomenon. Perceptions are subjective 
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and vary from one person to another as they "interpret and make sense out of the 
information that they receive through their senses". Perceptions are also "strongly 
influenced by other factors, such as our expectations and motivation" (Hayes & 
Orrell, 1998, p207). The perceptions showed that "all quiet children have only 
one thing in common - they are quiet. They are as different from one another as 
any other group of human beings. " (McCroskey, 2004a, p I). This raised the issue 
of the accuracy of teacher perceptions. As Hayes and Orrell (1998) point out 
perceptions are based "upon our previous experience and personal constructs" so 
teachers "interpret their [children's] behaviour and compare them with other 
people we [they] have known" (p318). If so, the identification of quiet children in 
the classroom might not be as accurate as necessary. The teacher definitions of 
the quiet child reiterated the need for accuracy as few definitions included 
evidence that could be easily observed or tracked in the classroom. For example: 
an observer could not ascertain "self-esteem" or "nature" without knowing the 
child well and making their own judgement. Within the classroom the teacher is 
responsible for the school day. (S)he organises the school day and places everyone 
into ability and work groups, interacts with children and writes thcir school 
reports. Accurate perceptions are, therefore, imperative if children are to receive 
the education that they need. This also links back to the self-fulfilling prophecy 
(Rosenthal & Jacobson, 1968), which equated academic success with teacher 
perceptions of individual children. If teachers are unable to accurately identify 
and support quiet children in their learning, then the children may underachieve 
due to inaccurate teacher perceptions (Haralambos & Holborn, 1995, p762). 
In order to investigate the quiet child within the classrooms, teacher perceptions 
provide an important overview of the quiet child. The accuracy of those 
perceptions might, however, need to be checked in order to establish whether the 
child whom the teachers perceive as quiet is actually quiet. Detailed classroom 
observations would be necessary to identify the quiet child by the amount of 
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talking that they do and compare the findings with a list of children whom the 
teacher perceives to be quiet, in order to establish the accuracy of the teacher 
perceptions. Such observations would also support or negate the accuracy of the 
range of behaviours that educators attributed to quiet children. 
The data gathered from the educator interviews provided the first stage in 
investigating the quiet child within their classroom environment. It provided a 
foundation from which the case studies could investigate the quiet child within the 
classroom via their verbal and physical behaviour so that a deeper understanding 
of the quiet child might be developed. 
4.2.2 How Do Parents Perceive the Quiet Child? 
Once the educator perceptions of the quiet child had been gathered, the research 
focused upon the perceptions of parents in order to collate a more holistic picture 
of the quiet child. Two sets of parental questionnaires were sent out (Appendix 
3.3) - one to every parent in the two case studies, the results of which were 
categorised in line with Miles & Hubermann's data analysis techniques and the 
early coding stages of Strauss &Corbin's Grounded Theory (1990). They were 
categorised as a whole (Flow-chart 4.4) and then investigated independently 
before being compared and contrasted together. 
Flow-chart 4.4: The overall categories that emerged from the parental perceptions of the cluiet 
child. 
(Details are shown in Appendix 4.5). 
Quiet Child 
Circumstances Degree of Quietness Behaviour 
The parental comments were located within three main categories: 
Circumstances, within which two potential causes of quiet behaviour were 
identified - Nature and Self-Esteem. 
9 De2][ee of Quietness, which referred to the extent to which parents 
considered children might be quiet. 
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0 Behaviour, which parents felt was exhibited by quiet children. 
The potential risk of a low return rate (possibly only ten percent, (Wragg, 1999, 
P 115)) from the questionnaires had been acknowledged at the planning stage, but 
based upon the perceptions of the parents who participated in the exploratory 
pilot case study, the risk had been accepted. Although both classes achieved the 
ten per cent threshold, the return rates were low. In case study one, 13% of the 
parental questionnaires were returned which represented four children. In case 
study two, the percentage was slightly higher accounting for 19% class, i. e. 6 
children. Reasons for the low return rate were not known, but possibilities 
included: 
*a lack of parental interest in the subject matter; 
0 parents did not value the subject matter, 
0 parents did not feel confident in offering their points of view, 
0 parents were indifferent or 
40 they forgot to complete the questionnaire (despite reminders from the 
class teacher). 
Within both case studies, it was interesting to note that the majority of parents 
who returned their questionnaires did not consider their own children to be 
quiet. In case study one no parent perceived his or her own cl-dld to be quiet. In 
case study two, four parents agreed that their children were not quiet, but two 
specified that their children could behave quietly at times. One parent stressed 
that their daughter "has quiet moments, " whilst the other explained that their 
daughter's Degree of Quietness "depends upon her mood. She can be very quiet 
or very talkative depending on how she feels. " Parents from case study two 
provided the first indication that quiet and talkative behaviour was not 
incompatible, but that children could be both quiet and talkative. The main 
difference between the parental and educator perceptions was that the former 
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attributed quiet and talkative behaviour to the children's individual moods 
attributing responsibility for quiet behaviour with the children themselves; whilst 
the latter believed that children's levels of quiet or talkative behaviour might be 
related to the location they found themselves in and the people in whose company 
they were. Parental perceptions are summarised in Matrix 4.23 and shown in 
detail in Appendix 4. S. 
Matrix 4.23: Descriptions of the quiet child from parents of children in case studies one and two. 
Category Cases study 
one 
Case study 
two 
Total 
Degree of 
Quietness 
8 5 13 
Circumstances Nature 5 5 
Esteem 1 1 
Behaviour 1 1 2 
Matrix 4.23 shows that the parental perceptions of the quiet child represented a 
narrower range of issues than the educators identified. Their perceptions fell 
within three main categories of "Circumstances", "Degree of Quietness" and 
"Behaviour. " 
Consensus of opinion between the case study parents was achieved within the 
category of "Degree of Quietness. " The descriptions offered by each set of 
parents described quiet children as reticent, i. e. "reserved in speech, " (Pearsall & 
Trumble , 1996, p 
12 30). In case study one the parents focused upon the ways in 
which the children spoke, portraying the quiet child as someone who "won't say 
much, maybe only when prompted" or a child who "would rather let others talk 
than push themselves forward, " as well as "talk[ing] with reservation, " "won't say 
what they really want, " and who "will speak when they are ready. " Similar 
perceptions were gathered in case study two, portraying the quiet child as 
someone who "says little, " "prefers not to speak, " "does not join in, " or "is not 
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keen to share ideas, " all of which suggested that the quiet child may possess 
adequate speaking skills but refrains from participating. These perceptions 
reflected the findings of research by Phillips (1984, p5 2), who has claimed that 
reticence could be powerful in preventing children from communicating with 
others in the classroom. 
Within "Degree of Quietness" parental perceptions reflected the quiet child as 
someone who might be consciously refraining from participating and, therefore, 
in control of their behaviour. This reiterated the potentially deliberate nature of 
quiet behaviour as suggested by the teachers, adult educators and earlier 
researchers (Wade & Moore, 1984). In line with the educator perceptions, 
responsibility for remaining quiet appeared to lay with the child themselves. No 
parent mentioned that an inadequate teaching and learning environment might 
exacerbate children's quiet behaviour. 
The second area of overlap between case studies was "Behaviour". In case study 
one parents described quiet children as "pushed around by others because they 
won't say what they want", this implied passivity and an inability to stand up for 
themselves. It might depict the quiet child as lacking in self-confidence but the 
word "won't" implies that the child has chosen to let this happen rather than they 
are incapable or lack the confidence to stop it. Similar views were expressed by a 
parent in case study two who described quiet cl-iildren's behaviour as deliberate 
stating that they "choose when and whom to speak to". In line with the case study 
one parent, the quiet child was perceived to deliberately remain quiet, underlying 
both perceptions was the indication that quiet cl-dldren might possess the skills to 
speak out, but they choose not to use them. 
Only one parent indicated that quiet behaviour might give cause for concern. In 
case study two, a parent stated that the quiet cMId "does not communicate very 
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easily, " which implied that they might want to participate but something prevents 
them. Similar claims have been made by Bligh (1986, pI 1) and Collins (1996, 
p 19), both of whom located responsibility for quiet behaviour outside the control 
of the child. 
Within the other three sub-categories of "Serious Reactions" parental perceptions 
were specific to one case study. In case study one, the majority of parental 
perceptions were categorised within "Degree of Quietness. " Case study one 
perceptions also fell within "Behaviour; " wl-ii1st Case Study two perceptions fell 
within "Circumstances". 
The parental responses obtained from case study two were more comprehensive 
than those gathered in case study one. The greatest area of consensus specific to 
case study two parents fell within the "Serious Reaction" sub-category of 
"Circumstances, ", vvithin which parents described children's individual "Nature" 
and levels of "Self-Esteem. " In the former parents described the quiet child as 
"reserved, " "thoughtful" and "timid. " The characteristics reiterated the reticent 
nature of the quiet child as someone who withdraws from classroom interactions. 
"Thoughtful" also suggested that the child might be thinking about the lesson even 
though they are quiet. "Timid, " however, had more negative undertones based 
on fear, which again questioned children's comfort levels within the classroom. 
In the latter the quiet child was described as a "child who is not confident, " which 
reflected the claims of low self-esteem held by the teachers and learning support 
assistants. It also suggested that the quiet cl-dld might be more than reserved; they 
might not have developed the confidence they need to enable them to speak out. 
The perception also indicated that the roots of quiet behaviour may lie outside the 
classroom and quiet children may not be able to control their behaviour. 
Encouragement and support might be needed to enable them to participate. 
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Summary of Parental Perceptions 
In summary, the results of the parental questionnaires were classified into three 
categories, a brief summary of which is shown in Matrix 4.24. 
Matrix 4.24: A Summary of parental perceptions of the quiet child 
Category Case study to which 
applicable 
Specific aspects of each 
sub-category 
Circumstances Esteem CS2 Low 
Nature CS2 Reticent 
Thoughtful 
Timid 
Degree of Quietness CS1 
CS2 
Deliberate 
Behaviour CS1 
CS2 
Pushed around 
Deliberate 
Two areas of consensus were obtained between the two sets of parents: "Degree 
of Quietness" and "Behaviour". The concepts that quiet children might bc reticent 
in sPeaking out in class and that quiet behaviour might be deliberate were 
identified in both case studies. The other factors that were identified were 
specific to one case study only. Responses from the parents of case study two 
were more detailed than for the parents of case study one. In case study one, the 
parents emphasised that "Degree of Quietness" was important whilst "Behaviour" 
was a further factor to consider, whilst in case study two parents felt that 
"Circumstances " of "Nature" and "Esteem" and "Degree of Quietness" were 
important, whilst "Control" and "Behaviour" might also have a role to play in 
quiet behaviour. 
The parental perceptions seemed to allocate the responsibility for quiet behaviour 
with the children. Only within case study two was quiet behaviour deemed to be 
out of the control of the child. Parental perceptions differed from those gathered 
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from the educators because they did not identify a range of potential causes of 
quiet behaviour. 
In summary, parents' perceived quiet children in the following ways: 
Quiet children might exhibit varying degrees of quiet behaviour. 
Quiet behaviour might be deliberate. 
The parental perceptions also reflected the findings of existing research in that: 
a Quiet behaviour might be deliberate (Wade & Moore, 1984). 
4.2.3 Children's Perspectives of the Quiet Child 
In addition to the educator and parental perceptions of the quiet child, children's 
perceptions of the quiet child were also gathered. The perceptions of 45 children 
from case studies one and two were gathered using the children's quiz. Their 
opinions were categorized in line with the same data analysis procedures as the 
educator and parental perceptions and were located within four main categories 
(Flow-chart 4.5 below and in detail in Appendix 4.6) 
Flow-chart 4.5: Flow-chart to show the children's perspectives of the quiet child. 
Quiet Child 
I 
Behaviour Circurnýtances Locýtion Degree of 
i Quietness 
The children's perceptions were located within four main categories: 
" Behaviour, which might be exhibited by quiet children. 
" Circumstances, which referred to possible causes of quiet behaviour 
including "Nature, " "Self-Esteem" and "General" factors. 
Locations, in which children might behave in a quiet manner. 
DqZree of Quietness, which referred to the extent to which children might 
be quiet. 
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The categories replicated many of the earlier categories that had emerged from 
the educator and parental perceptions. No categories emerged that were unique 
to the children. 
Matrix 4.25: Categories that emerged from the children's perceptions of the quiet child. (Details 
are shown in Appendix 4.6). 
Category Sub-category Number of 
children in case 
study one 
Number of children 
in case study two 
Total 
number of 
comments 
Circumstances General 6 6 
Nature 1 5 
24 
Esteem 4 
Other 2 
Behaviour Work 3 1 
6 
Interactive 0 2 
Location Home 1 
4 
School 2 1 
Degree of 
Quietness I I 
1 
2 
Matrix 4.25 shows that a degree of consensus was achieved between the case 
studies in all the main categories that emerged from the children's perceptions. 
Different opinions, however, were identified within each category. 
The greatest area of consensus was "Circumstances" where children attributed 
quiet behaviour to "General" issues or individual "Nature". Within "General", the 
children in case study one focussed on work related issues, suggesting that 
children might be quiet because they were "thinking" or "listening to learn". This 
suggested that the cl-dldren might have equated quiet behaviour with thinking 
rather than passivity. Only one child took a negative perspective, claiming that 
talk might "give someone a headache". Their comments provided a contrasting 
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viewpoint and indicated that they regarded talk as a nuisance to others rather than 
an important part of the learning process. 
Within "Circumstances", "Nature" also formed an area of consensus. Children in 
both case studies identified children's individual natures as important factors in 
their quiet behaviour. Their exact perceptions, however, differed. The case 
study 2 children focussed on "Shy", which also reflected the perceptions of the 
educators and parents as well as existing researchers (Buss, 1984; Wade & 
Moore, 1984). The case study one child, however, described the quiet child as 
"not a chatterbox". 
The second area of consensus between the children in each case study fell within 
the category of "Behaviour. " Both sets of children identified "Worle'behaviours, 
but again the specific behaviours identified within each were different. "WorV 
behaviours were identified by children in case study one who describe the quiet 
children as "good, " and they "do things quietly", which suggested that even at Year 
2, the children had begun to equate quiet behaviour with good behaviour. In case 
study two the children perceived quiet children to be "hard working" and 
independent "prefer[ing] to work alone. " In line with the learning support 
assistant perceptions, the quiet child was described within Kolb's divergent 
learners (1984, pp76-8). 
A further area of consensus was identified in the "Location. " In line with educator 
perceptions the school environment was identified as a place for quiet behaviour. 
Their perceptions were more specific than the educators interviewed. In case 
study one a child suggested that quiet cl-ffldren were quiet "everywhere" in school, 
wl-dlst another identified "P. E. ", which indicated that quiet children might not be 
quiet during every lesson. In case study two, the quiet child was identified as 
"sitting at the back of the classroom. " TMs indicated that the child was aware of 
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specific classroom behaviours. It was particularly interesting because it contrasted 
claims made by French (19 8 6) that quiet children sit at the front or middle of the 
class. 
Minimal overlap between the case studies occurred within the category "Degree 
of Quietness" where only one child from each class specified the amount of talk 
offered by quiet children. In case study one, the quiet child was someone who 
"never talks, " which equated quiet behaviour with silent behaviour as already 
suggested by the adult educators. In case study two, the quiet child was not 
perceived as "silent" but as someone who "does not say much. " Neither 
perspective suggested that quiet child could not speak, simply that they did not 
speak. 
Differences of perception between the case study children were obtained within 
the category of "Behaviours", "Circumstances" and "Location". Within 
"Behaviours" the case study two children identified some "interactive" behaviours 
that they related to quiet children. They described the quiet child as someone 
who "can't be bothered to put their hand up" or someone who "does not do 
anything". This suggested that quiet behaviour might be lazy or the children were 
consciously deciding not to participate. Their perceptions reflected those of the 
parents and educators who had also suggested that quiet behaviour might be 
deliberate. 
Within "Circumstances" the case study two children also suggested that quiet 1w7CY 
children might have low levels of self-esteem claiming that "they think they don't 
know much" or "they are not good at talking. " This indicated a potential link 
between ability and self-esteem that portrayed the quiet child to be lacking in 
knowledge and without the skills needed to participate in the lessons. This was 
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the first time in this research that a link had been made between ability and 
quietness. 
This reinforced the teacher and learning support assistant's perceptions that quiet 
children might have special needs in a curriculum area but contrasted existing 
claims that quietness might warrant classification as a Special Educational Need 
(Collins, 1994,1996), rather than equating quiet behaviour with a lack of 
academic ability. Research by McCroskey & Richmond (199 1) upholds these 
claims. 
Finally, within "Location" a case study one child described "home" as a place for 
quiet behaviour. This contrasted with adult educator and parental perceptions as 
well as existing research findings (Wade & Moore, 1984; Bligh, 1986; Baddeley, 
1992). 
Summary of Children's Perceptions 
Matrix 4.26 summarises the main issues arising from the children's perceptions of 
the quiet child 
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Matrix 4.26: Children's perceptions of the quiet child 
Category Sub-category Case Study One Case Study Two 
Behaviour Interactive Lazy 
Deliberate 
Work Good Hard worker 
Do things quietly Independent 
Prefer to work alone 
Degree of Quietness Silent Not say much 
Location School Sit at back of class 
Home 
Circumstances General Thinking Want to listen 
Listening Embarrassment 
Give someone a Low ability 
headache 
Self-esteem Low self-esteem 
Nature Not chatterbox Shy 
In both case studies children recognised the concept of the quiet child and offered 
their own definitions, which seemed to evolve from personal experience. Areas 
of greatest consensus between the two sets of children revolved around 
"Circum stances" that might cause quiet behaviour and "Behaviours" that might be 
exhibited by the quiet children as well as the identification of school as a possible 
"Location" for quiet behaviour. Differences between the perceptions of children 
in each case study occurred within the categories of "Location", "Circumstances" 
and "Behaviour". 
In summary, the children indicated that quiet children might: 
e exhibit work behaviours 
* be conscientious 
* be quiet in school 
o be listening 
op have a quiet nature 
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The children's perceptions reflected existing research findings in that: 
0 quiet children might be listening (Verdon, 1989; Haycock, 1999) 
quiet children might have a quiet nature (Tough, 1985; Pellegrini et al, 
1997) 
* quiet children might be quiet in school (Bligh, 1986; Dillon, 1994) 
4.2.4 Comparison and Contrast of All Perceptions 
The comparison of the perceptions gathered during the research revealed areas of 
similarity and difference between the participants and with earlier researchers. 
The main area of overlap between all sets of educators, parents and children were 
that quiet children might exhibit different degrees of quiet behaviour. An area of 
some consensus was obtained between educator and child perceptions, which 
specified that "Location" was an important factor in children's quiet behaviour. 
Children were more likely to behave quietly in certain situations. School was 
identified as the main location for quiet behaviour. These perceptions were 
upheld by the research of Wade & Moore (1984) and Collins (1994,1996) who 
identified school as an area that encouraged quiet behaviour. 
In addition to "Location" educators and children specified that quiet children 
would behave more quietly in the presence of certain people. Consensus was 
achieved that they would remain quiet with teachers in particular. Similarly the 
educators and children argued that children would be more talkative in the 
company of family and friends. This was also upheld by research by Collins 
(1994,1996) and Baddeley (1992). 
Underlying the perceptions gathered from teachers, adult educators, parents and 
children was the possibility that quiet behaviour might be deliberate. Quiet 
children might use their quiet behaviour to ensure that they only speak if and 
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when they have something to say. Several researchers had already made such 
claims. Wade & Moore argued that quiet children "choose to remain quiet 
because they are afraid to draw attention to themselves" (1984, p3l). Similarly, 
McCroskey & Richmond (199 1) suggested that their quiet behaviour might be 
deliberate and based on a fear of embarrassment of speaking out. Collins used the 
phrase "unwilling to communicate" (1996, p 19), which was not as definite, 
implying that children were unwilling to speak rather than refusing to speak. 
When considered alongside the identification of school and teachers as places and 
people where and with whom children are quiet, this suggested that school might 
not be a comfortable and secure environment that encouraged quiet children to 
speak. It also questioned whether the roots of quiet behaviour lay with the 
classroom environment rather than the children themselves or their home 
background. 
Educators, parents and children identified that esteem might play a role in 
children's quiet behaviour. Low self-esteem was the predominant issue attributed 
to quiet children. Other researchers have agreed (National Curriculum Council, 
1992, pS; Collins, 1999). Collins acknowledged that the role of self-esteem 
might be central to quiet behaviour but argued that it was not a direct cause of 
quiet behaviour. Lack of confidence reduces participation and can lead to non- 
participation, which in turn may reduce the child's confidence further (Collins, 
2003, p2O9). 
Although consensus was not achieved, within each set of interviewees the concept 
of "Shyness" was identified as a potential cause of quiet behaviour. Research 
reiterated the important role of shyness more acutely by allocating it a central 
role in quiet behaviour (Buss, 1984; Wade & Moore, 1984; Collins, 1994,1996). 
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It was interesting to note that some issues that have been identified as important 
in earlier research were not replicated in the perceptions gathered in the 
following research. Collins (1996), French (1986), French & French (1984) and 
Bousted (1989, p46) have all argued that quiet behaviour is predominantly 
exhibited by girls. Gender was not mentioned by any of the interviewees or 
questionnaire/ quiz respondents. No one perceived that a child's gender might 
affect his or her oral participation in the lesson. 
A further area of contrast between this research and earlier research was 
"Anxiety. " Within this research a few participants mentioned that quiet children 
were anxious but it was not a well-cited category. Earlier research by McCroskey 
& Richmond (199 1), Wade & Moore (1984) and Collins (1994,1996) seems to 
have allocated anxiety a much more important role in quiet behaviour than the 
interviews revealed. Once again the secure nature of the classroom appeared to 
be in question. 
An additional area of contrast between existing research claims and perceptions 
gathered was sociological issues. No one identified social issues as a potential 
cause of quiet behaviour, and no one claimed that social class might affect 
children's interactive abilities (Bernstein, 1971). Neither did anyone allocate 
teacher power (Dillon, 1994) nor classroom dynamics (Stubbs, 1983) as 
important considerations in quiet behaviour. 
The educator and parental interviews did not equate quiet behaviour with ability. 
Some of the children, however, might lack the skills they need to participate in 
class. The children in case study two did perceive quiet children to be lacking in 
skills needed to participate. This was particularly interesting because, although 
recent research does not claim academic links with quiet behaviour, research by 
Hurt et al (1978) suggested that quiet children are "perceived less credible by 
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peers and teachers. " (pI50). This point of view has far-reaching consequences for 
quiet children. Even if quietness and ability are not linked, people may perceive 
quiet cl-Aldren to lack ability and treat them accordingly. This was upheld by 
Good & Brophy (1997, p27) who pointed out that "teachers call on those who are 
perceived to be most capable to speak" and relates back to the self-fulfilling 
prophecy (Rosenthal & Jacobson, 1968). Children may learn to behave in the 
way that teachers expect them to, i. e. if the children believe that they are 
considered capable then they will participate (Long, 2 000, p 12 9), but if they 
perceive they are not able and will not be chosen to speak, then they may remain 
silent. Such behaviour might be repeated and become the norm, indicating that 
teachers' perceived assessments about individual children might be inaccurate but 
self-fulfilling. 
In the interviews, only one child identified seating position as an important factor 
in quiet behaviour. Their claim, however, contrasts French's (1986) claim that 
quiet children usually sit at the front by suggesting that they believe that they sit at 
the back of the class. 
Another area of contrast between existing research and the perceptions gathered 
was special educational needs. Collins (1996) emphasised that quiet behaviour 
can be serious enough to warrant being a special educational need. None of the 
interviewees suggested this but some teachers and learning support assistants 
indicated a potential link between quiet behaviour and special educational needs. 
it was interesting to note that no one perceived the quiet child to be academically 
able. 
Interviewees did not identify physical problems as an important factor affecting 
children's quiet behaviour. Contrary to the research undertaken by the National 
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Curriculum Council (1992) none of the interviewees argued that children might 
be quiet if they cannot hear. 
The similarities and differences between the interviewees' perceptions and the 
findings of existing research provide considerations for the investigation of quiet 
behaviour in the classroom. They also emphasised the potentially complex and 
elusive nature of the quiet child and identified issues that might be difficult to 
observe, such as shyness and self-esteem. The identification of such factors in the 
classroom may require an in-depth knowledge of the child, which can only be 
obtained from teacher perceptions and, therefore, emphasises the need for 
teacher perceptions to be accurate and objective. 
The educator, parent and cliild perceptions gathered during the research indicated 
that the quiet child was considered to be a complex and potentially elusive 
phenomenon, which could not be clearly defined. In addition, teachers allocated 
themselves a central role in the identification of the quiet child in the classroom 
by suggesting indicators of quiet behaviour that relied on their own perceptions 
and knowledge of each child. The variety of results was unexpected but 
explained why earlier research had not developed a precise definition of the quiet 
child. As a result a profile of the quiet child did not emerge from this stage of the 
research. Although this suggested that the identification of the quiet child might 
be difficult, it only served to highlight the importance of research into the quiet 
child in the primary classroom. 
4.3 Overview 
Within Chapter 4, perceptions of the quiet child have been gathered from a 
variety of people involved in education including teachers, learning support 
assistants, adult educators, parents and the children themselves. The perceptions 
revealed areas of overlap and contrast. The perceptions have been compared and 
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contrasted and reflect a spectrum of beliefs that portray the quiet child as a 
complex and potentially highly subjective phenomenon. The perceptions 
provided a foundation upon wMch classroom investigations can be based. 
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Chapter 5- Practice: Behind the First Classroom Door: The 
Results from the First Case Study 
5.1 Introduction 
Chapter five investigates the concept of the quiet child from an alternative 
perspective to Chapter four, investigating quiet behaviour in practice. It 
investigates the remaining aims of the research within the first case study 
classroom, examining the oral and physical behaviours of quiet children as well as 
potential links between their classroom experiences and teacher perceptions. 
Chapter five opens with an overview of the general classroom interaction patterns 
that were observed in the case stu'-- one year 2 class (Section 5.2) and continues Ily 
with the identification of quiet children during shared reading (Section 5.3), 
before discussing the behaviours of the quiet child that were identified from 
classroom and video observation during the videoed shared reading lessons 
(Section 5.4). Section 5.5 examines the oral interaction patterns attributable to 
quiet children and the two sets of data are compared with the teacher's 
perceptions in order to consider whether any potential links were identified 
between the children's classroom behaviour and teacher perceptions (Section 
5.6). Section 5.7 investigates the parental perceptions of the quiet child and 
Section S. 8 investigates the children's self-perceptions of their classroom 
behaviour, The chapter concludes with an overview of the findings of case study 
one (Section 5.9). 
5.2 An overview of classroom observations 
The first case study classroom comprised thirty Year 2 children. Overall 
interaction patterns were collated from a combination of video and observational 
data using three observation schedules: the video observation schedule, seating 
plan and factors affecting 
behaviour Schedule, copies of which are included in 
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Appendices 3.5-3.7. The fonner was completed solely from video evidence 
whilst the latter two were completed through classroom observation and 
compared against the video observation data for triangulation purposes. The data 
gathered confirmed that the shared reading lessons predominantly adhered to the 
format of the Literacy Hour (See Matrix 5.1). 
Alatrix SA: The format of the Literacy Hour as observed in case study one. 
Lesson First fifteen minutes 
I Second fifteen minutes 
One Text level work related to reading the book and understanding its 
content. 
Two Text level work related to Word level work related to examining 
reading the book and the use of photos, pictures and 
understanding its content. illustrations in the text. 
Three Text level work related to Word level work identifying 
reading the book and punctuation errors in a piece of text 
understanding its content. prepared by the teacher. 
Four Text level work related to Word level work investigating 
reading the book and alphabetical order and placing words in 
understanding its content. the order that you would find them in 
the dictionary. 
Three out of the four shared reading sessions adhered to the recommended format 
of the Literacy Hour with fifteen minutes of text related work and fifteen minutes 
of word related work (National Literac Strategy, WES, 200 1). The only lesson to :r 
stray from this format was lesson one which focussed solely upon text level work. 
The reason for this was that lesson one was the introductory lesson and the 
teacher wanted the children to have an introduction to the week's text. 
Each shared reading lesson revolved around the shared reading of a text during 
which time the children sometimes read as a class, answered the teacher's 
questions or undertook a specific task such as counting types of punctuation 
evident in the text. The shared reading lessons remained in the control of the 
teacher, who secured the majority of speaking time for him /herself (79%). 
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Questions reflected the teacher initiation, child response, and teacher feedback 
sequence (IRF, Sinclair & Coulthard, 1975) with one main variation: Teacher 
feedback was not given after every response. Sometimes a question was offered 
to several children and a range of responses gathered before the teacher provided 
feedback. Questions predominantly related to the content of the text. Children 
indicated their desire to speak by raising their hand, although occasionally 
children called out. The children were also encouraged to participate in class 
activities, e. g. "counting the full stops", "reading", or "calling out together" at 
intervals throughout the lesson. 
Five main types of teacher questions were identified from the data: 
9 Open questions, which "permitted a wide range of responses including the 
expression of feelings, empathy, intuition and values" (Brown & 
Edmondson, 1984, p 103). 
Closed questions, which "demand and receive short, factual responses" 
(Wood, 1992, p205) but were restricted to "yes", 4(no" or "monosyllabic" 
responses. 
Display questions, which are "questions to test whether the pupils know 
what the teacher knows. " (Wells, 1992, p295) 
Overlap was identified and the question types were developed to include: 
Open display questions, which encouraged the children to offer a longer 
answer but the range of potential answers was already known by the 
teachers. 
Closed display questions, which required short responses to which the 
teacher already knew the answer. 
In line with the findings of existing interaction research, questions were 
predominantly closed or closed display and required short answers. This 
reflected earlier research findings (Wells, 1978; Wood, 1998; Edwards & 
Mercer, 1987; Mroz et. al, 2000). The questions provided the children with few 
opportunities to develop their ideas through language (Vygotsky, 1938) and 
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reflected teacher-led recitations (Mroz et al, 2000) within which the teachers 
controlled the interactions and offered the children few opportunities to extend 
their contributions. Similar observations were also made by Alpert (1987), 
Hughes & Westgate (1988), Edwards (1992) and Stierer & Maybin (1994) and 
contradicted the central role of talk within shared reading (Holdaway, 1979; 
DME (1998c); Primary National Strategy, 2003). Few examples of the teacher 
modelling answers or helping the children to extend their responses (Bruner, 
1974ý 1986) were noted. 
Whole class participation revolved around reading the text together, undertaking 
a specific task or the children offering their answers either individually or calling 
out as a class. During these times, the majority of children complied with the 
teacher's expectations. Although the tasks encouraged a range of children to 
participate, they did not encourage the children to offer an opinion but to search 
for answers that were evident within the text. Opportunities to develop 
children's language skills beyond reading or counting were limited. Few 
opportunities for exploratory talk were observed, where children "rearranged 
their thoughts whilst speaking" or "thought aloud, " (Barnes, 1976,1992, ppIO8- 
109). 
In addition to general interaction patterns, the information obtained from the 
seating plan confirmed the interaction patterns but also indicated that the children 
did not sit still during shared reading. The results of the seating plan contrasted 
earlier research findings by showing that children did not sit in the same place in 
each lesson (French, 1986). Although the majority of children remained in the 
same place throughout the lesson, several children moved or wriggled around in 
their space. The range of movements observed is shown in Matrix 5.2 below. 
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Matrix S. 2: Behaviours observed from the seating plan. 
Main behaviour Behaviours that fell Further sub- Specific behaviours 
within each categories to within each sub- 
category. further specify category 
behaviours. 
Mobility still 
Not Still Fidgets Wriggles 
Knock Knees 
Roll around 
Bounce 
Fiddles Hands 
Head 
Legs 
Unusual 
Moves To another place 
Backwards 
Forwards 
Rock 
Sideways 
Across room to sit 
next to someone 
else 
Shrugs 
Lies down 
Gets up 
As can be seen from Matrix 5.2, although some children sat still, others did not 
and exhibited a range of behaviours that were categorised as "Fidgeting, " 
"Fiddling" or "Moving. " "Fidgeting" included large bodily movements such as 
wriggling, whilst "Fiddling" incorporated the movements of small body parts such 
as "their hands playing with their shoes. " "Fidgeting" and "Fiddling" were 
movements that were contained within the child's space. "Moving" included 
behaviours, which indicated that children moved around the room. The degree of 
movement observed was surprising due to the apparently sedentary nature of the 
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lesson. Video evidence revealed that the children were more mobile than they 
appeared. Some children moved a short distance forward, backward or sideways 
wMlst one child moved completely to the opposite side of the seating area. 
In addition to the seating plan, the Factors Affecting Behaviour Schedule identified 
factors that might have influenced the children's behaviours during the videoed 
lessons. The schedule recorded the following potential influential factors: 
Every day two children were withdrawn for Special Educational Needs tuition 
during shared reading. As a result their behaviour could not be observed 
within the research, but more importantly for them, they missed the same 
part of the lesson each day during the observation period. 
* Occasional reprimands interrupted the flow of the lesson. 
oA few specific incidents were identified: 
In one lesson, a younger sibling created a distraction for ten minutes, 
whilst their mother spoke to the teacher. This occurred at the start of the 
lesson and meant that the class took longer to settle before the lesson could 
begin. 
During one lesson the exterior window frames were being painted, which 
was potentially distracting for the children. 
0A school inspector was present for part of one lesson. Few children 
seemed to notice her presence as she sat behind them and did not speak. 
During this time, the only behaviour that changed was that of the teacher 
who stood up to teach as soon as the inspector entered the room. The 
children did not seem to notice this change in behaviour and speaking turns 
continued as normal. 
In summary, the observation schedules showed that the majority of lessons 
adhered to the format of the Literacy Hour, but the lessons were teacher-led 
recitations (Mroz et al, 2000; Dillon, 1994) involving the IRF format (Sinclair 
Coulthard, 1975; Dillon, 1994), with the exception that the teacher did not 
always offer feedback at the end of every speaking turn. Despite this variation, 
the teacher retained central control of the interactions, the majority of which 
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were related to the shared text. Questions were predominantly closed and/or 
display questions, which provided few opportunities for the children to develop 
their ideas using exploratory talk. General observations also indicated that the 
children did not necessarily sit still and potential incidents were identified that 
might have affected children's interaction patterns. 
5.3 The Identification of Quiet Children during Shared Reading in 
the Literacy Hour in the Classroom 
The quiet children were identified through the collation of quantitative data that 
monitored and calculated the number of speaking turns as well as the length of 
each speaking turn using the video observation schedule (Appendix 3.5). The 
data showed that few children spoke more than twice each lesson, which indicated 
that the majority of the children were relatively quiet throughout the observed 
shared reading lessons and suggested that the observed lessons were not 
interactive. 
Detailed data analysis resulted in the identification of four groups of quiet 
children. Three of the groups were identified from video evidence and included 
the children who spoke for the shortest length or the fewest number of speaking 
turns consistently across every lesson. The teacher-identified group of quiet 
cl-dldren were identified solely on teacher perceptions. The groups are 
surnmarised in Matrix 5.3 below. 
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Matrix 5.3: Video and Teacher-Identified Quiet Children in Case Study One. 
Type of child Definition of each type of quiet Method of Children Gender 
child Identification in each balance 
group 
Silent Children Children who consistently did not Video data Kirsty I girl 
receive any speaking turns or 
speaking time during any videoed 
lesson. 
Minimal Children who consistently received Video data Kirsty, 3 girls 
Participators one or less speaking turn in every Dina, 
videoed lesson Nancy. 
Short Children who consistently received Video data Kirsty, 3 girls 
Participators one second or less speaking time per Dina, 
videoed lesson Nancy. 
Teacher- Children whom the teacher Teacher- Kim, 3 girls 
Identified identified as quiet. selected Mary, I boy 
Carla, 
Kevin 
From Matrix S. 3 it can be seen that the quietest children were as follows: 
Silent Children who did not talk to the teacher or another child during any 
videoed shared reading lesson. 
Minimal Participators who received one or less speaking turn consistently 
across every videoed shared reading lesson. 
9 Short Participators who spoke for one second or less consistently across 
every videoed shared reading lesson. 
Teacher- Identified Quiet Children were identified as quiet by the class 
teacher. 
The video -identified groups of quiet children overlapped, e. g. the silent child 
appeared in all three groups and the Minimal and Short Participators were 
identical. The groups remained separate because they replicated two potentially 
different types of quiet behaviour. From video-evidence three children were 
identified as consistently the quietest in every lesson. In line with existing 
research (French & French, 1984; French, 1986; Bousted, 1989; Collins, 1996; 
Howe, 1997), the quiet children were all girls, 
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In comparison, the teacher's selection of quiet children was interesting. Mary 
was the only teacher-identified quiet child who fell within the research criteria, 
but she did not fit the criteria for the quietest children in the class. She spoke at 
least twice during two lessons and obtained one long speaking turn of 21 seconds. 
The teacher also selected three further quiet children but despite her knowledge 
of the aims of the research and the case study boundaries, they were outside the 
scope of the research and included a selective mute as well as two children who 
were always absent for shared reading lessons as they attended their special needs 
lessons at this time. In line with earlier research her selection was predominantly 
girls (French & French, 1984; French, 1986; Bousted, 1989; Collins, 1996). 
Kevin was the only boy. 
The teacher identified quiet children did not match any of the video-identified 
quiet children and indicated that the children who actually received the fewest 
and shortest speaking turns were overlooked by the teacher. It should be 
acknowledged, however, that three out of the four teacher- identified quiet 
children could not have their quietness measured so it is unknown how many of 
them are quiet. 
The apparent discrepancy between the video and teacher-identification of quiet 
children was enhanced by the consideration of the teacher's perceptions of the 
video -identified quiet children. She described both Dina and Nancy as "chiefs, " 
whilst Kirsty was perceived to be an "attention seeker. " None of her/his 
perceptions portrayed the video -identified quiet children as quiet. The 
discrepancy might be attributed to the limited timescale of the research; to a 
series of atypical lessons that focused on one aspect of the school day; or to 
inaccurate teacher perceptions. Alternatively the specific focus of the research 
within one time in the school day might reflect an inaccurate snapshot of 
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classroom life. The teacher's perceptions were based on her/his in-depth holistic 
knowledge of each child across the curriculum and may have been more accurate. 
The potential inaccuracies of teacher perceptions have already been emphasised in 
existing research findings (Rosenthal & Jacobsen, 1968; Fox, 1993). 
"The motivation and achievements of individual pupils appear to be affected by 
what teachers believe they are capable of irrespective of whether this is true or 
noe' (Long, 2000). Although she did not often volunteer to participate, Kirsty 
unsuccessfully attempted to call out twice. Despite this she was not selected to 
speak and was perceived to be an "attention- seeker. " Her absence of speaking 
turns made it impossible to confirm or refute the accuracy of the teacher's 
perceptions of the responses that Kirsty would have made if she had been given an 
opportunity to speak. The role of the teacher's perceptions in the treatment of 
individual children was further illustrated by the brief consideration of his/her 
treatment of teacher-identified quiet child, Mary, who received more speaking 
turns and time than the other quiet children. The teacher seemed to be aware of 
her potential quiet behaviour and tried to encourage her attempts to participate. 
The reverse seemed to happen to Kirsty and served to illustrate the importance of 
the accuracy of teacher perceptions. As indicated in earlier research, "teachers 
are often inaccurate in their assessment of pupil's intelligence and personal 
adjustment" (Rosenthal & Jacobson, 1968, p98), which gives cause for concern if 
children learn to live up or down to such expectations (Edwards & Maybin, 
1987). Fortunately for Kirsty, she did not seem to have recognised the teacher's 
expectations and still tried to participate orally in the lessons. 
It was interesting to compare Kirsty's classroom interactive behaviours and 
teacher perceptions of her behaviour with her parents' perceptions of her 
interactive behaviour. Her parents did not consider her to be quiet. Their 
comments described her classroom behaviour by saying "She's interested in 
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what's going on. " Kirsty did appear to be interested in the lesson and tried to 
obtain speaking turns. Her behaviour was overlooked possibly due to the 
teacher's perception that she was an "attention seeker". Kirsty was unable to offer 
her own perceptions of her interactive behaviour. This was not unique to her and 
applied to all the quiet children, including Mary. None were able to describe 
their behaviour. The only child to suggest a possible behaviour was Nancy who 
said that she "liked to read the book" in shared reading. 
Reasons for their lack of responses were unknown but may have been due to 
their: 
0 young age 
" limited language skills 
" not understanding the quiz questions (which seemed possible in light of 
Nancy's response) 
0 lack of confidence or embarrassment in describing their behaviour in front 
of their peers. 
In order to provide a contrast against which the quiet children and their classroom 
behaviour could be compared, the research considered the children at the 
opposite end of the interactive spectrum - the most talkative children. The 
research aimed to investigate whether any behaviours or teacher-interactions 
were exclusive to quiet or talkative children. From video evidence the most 
talkative children were those who consistently received the longest or the greatest 
number of speaking turns across every lesson. Two groups of video -identified 
talkative children were selected: 
Regular Participators, who consistently spoke twice or more during every 
videoed shared reading lesson and 
Long Participators who consistently spoke for 10 seconds or more during 
every videoed shared reading lesson. 
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The final group of children, the teacher-identified talkative children, were 
identified from the teacher's perceptions. The groups are illustrated in Matrix 
5.4. 
Matrix 5.4: Video and Teacher-Identified Talkative Children in Case Study One 
Type of child Definition of each type of quiet Method of Children in Gender 
child Identification each group balance 
Regular Children who spoke twice or Video data Roger, 2 boys 
Participators more during every videoed lesson Andy 
Long Children who spoke for more than Video data Anne I girl 
Participators 10 seconds during every videoed 
lesson 
Teacher- Children whom the teacher Teacher- Roger, 3 boys 
Identified identified as talkative. selected Edward, 
Norman 
Matrix 5.4 shows that five talkative children were identified, one girl and four 
boys, and illustrated that few children received many opportunities to speak 
within the videoed shared reading lessons. The majority of the children in the 
class were restricted to less than two speaking turns per lesson and less than 10 
seconds speaking time. The predominance of boys might be expected due to the 
existing research claims that girls are more likely to be quiet (French & French, 
1984; French, 1986; Sealey & Knight, 1990; Collins, 1996). The role of gender 
was not, however, conclusive as the child who spoke for the most time every 
lesson was a girl. 
As with the quiet children, overlap between the video -identified and teacher- 
selected groups of talkative children was minimal. One child was Roger who 
overlapped both groups. He often volunteered to speak and successfully called 
out twice. Although the teacher perceived him to be "demanding, " his persistence 
seemed to be recognised as he obtained several speaking turns. The potentially 
central role of teacher perceptions in the treatment of children in the classroom 
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was reinforced by a specific incident related to Anne (Long Participator). 
Although Anne was classified as a Long Participator, she also fitted the criteria for 
the Regular Participators in three out of the four lessons. During the last lesson, 
however, she only spoke once and video evidence showed that she did not 
volunteer at all during that lesson. It was the teacher who noticed that she hadn't 
spoken and said, "Anne hasn't said anything today. " As a result Anne received a 
13-second speaking turn even though she had not made any attempt to 
participate. Anne's non-participatory behaviour was noticed by the teacher. 
Knowledge of the focus of the research may have heightened the teacher's 
awareness of quiet behaviour, because the teacher selected a child who she did not 
consider talkative. The teacher perceived Anne to have a "good memory, " which 
indicated that she might be a potential source of a good answer. This observation 
was reinforced by Anne's one hundred percent success rate at obtaining a 
speaking turn when she called out. The role of teacher perceptions was, 
therefore, an important issue for consideration within case study one. 
It was interesting to identify that, with the exception of Anne and Edward, the 
talkative children considered themselves to be talkative. They seemed to be more 
aware of their behaviours and the concept of "talkative" behaviour than their quiet 
peers. 
in case study one, four groups of quiet children were identifiable, three from 
video evidence and one from teacher perceptions. In addition three groups of 
talkative children were also identified, two from video-evidence and one from 
teacher perceptions. Limited overlap existed between the video and teacher- 
identified children for quiet and talkative children alike, but teacher perceptions 
appeared to play a central role in children's interactive classroom behaviour. 
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5.4 Investigating the Physical Behaviour of Quiet Children during 
Shared Reading in the Literacy Hour in Case Study One 
Qualitative data gathered from the observation schedules was supported and 
extended using quantitative data gathered from video and classroom observations. 
The physical behaviours of each child were monitored across every videoed lesson 
in order to obtain an overview of classroom behaviours from which the behaviour 
of quiet children could be extracted. Observed physical behaviours were coded 
and categorised into themes, and analysed in line with Miles & Hubermann's 
(1994) Qualitative Data Analysis and the Open and Axial Coding Stages in 
Grounded Theory (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). Similar behaviours were clustered 
together within the same category to aid comparison, before being entered into 
an Access database, which facilitated the extraction of data for specific groups of 
children as well as individuals. The identified behaviours are surnmarised in 
Flow-chart 5.1 below and in detail in Appendix S. 1. 
Flow-chart S. 1: Main themes of physical behaviour identified in case study one. 
Observation 
Interaction Mobility Body Language 
IIIIIIi -I 
Gsr! 
ýpeers 
Wth teachers Participation Not still Still Posture Facial Hands 
I 
Poz-ýtive Successful Unsuccessful Fidget Fid 
I 
dle Moves 
Three main behavioural categories were identified from the video observations: 
9 _Interaction 
included the types of interaction that occurred during the 
lessons. 
Mobility included physical behaviours that indicated movement, fidgeting 
or fiddling. 
Body Lanagage included facial expressions or body positions. 
Within each category numerous specific physical behaviours were identified. For 
example: within "Mobility" many different types of fidgeting and fiddling were 
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identified including: "playing with shoes, " and "knocking their knees together" 
respectively. 
interrogation of the database revealed that the quiet children shared only one 
classroom physical behaviour across every videoed lesson. The behaviour 
emerged within the category of "concentration" and indicated that they all 
appeared to concentrate on the lesson by "looking at the board/ teacher. " This 
behaviour was not, however, unique to the quiet children but was also displayed 
by the other children in the class. 
Physical behaviours consistently or uniquely displayed by the quiet cl-iildren were 
also considered. The silent child was the only child who exhibited a consistent, 
unique physical behaviour that was not demonstrated by other children. She did 
not read the text along with the teacher and the rest of the class, which may have 
been due to her reading ability as she was in the lowest ability group for literacy. 
Although she did not read she appeared to concentrate on the book during this 
time and volunteered to speak by raising her hand as well as calling out. She sat 
relatively still and did not fidget or fiddle and only "looked around the room, " 
"looked at the floor" or "looked at the children sitting next to her. " Her 
unsuccessful attempts to speak indicated that she wanted to speak but did not 
receive the opportunity. 
In comparison, the Minimal and Short Participators also only shared the physical 
behaviour of "looking at the board/ teacher. " Neither Nancy nor Dina exhibited 
behaviours that were consistent or unique to them. Similarly, the only consistent 
physical behaviour demonstrated by Mary, the teacher-identified quiet child, was 
that she "looked at the board/teacher. " The limited number of shared physical 
behaviours consistent to the quiet cl-Aldren indicated that the quiet children in case 
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study one did not exhibit any physical behaviours that would help the teacher 
identify them within the whole class. 
The physical behaviours exhibited by the most talkative children were also 
investigated to provide a potentially contrasting set of physical behaviours against 
which the physical behaviours of the quiet child might be compared. The talkative 
children shared the quiet children's "Concentration" behaviour of "Looking at the 
board/teacher, " which indicated that they also seemed to be paying attention to 
the lesson. It also reiterated that "Looking at the board/teacher" was not a 
physical behaviour exclusive to the quiet children and could not be used as a 
method of identifying them. 
Consideration of individuals and groups of children showed that the Regular 
Participators were not as focused as their quiet peers. Although they "looked at 
the board/ teacher, " they also all displayed an "Interaction" behaviour of "chatting 
to the child sitting next to them" at some point during every lesson. Their 
physical behaviour was not compliant like that of the quiet children. Roger's 
behaviour reinforced this possibility as he exhibited two further consistent 
"Mobility" behaviours. Often his volunteering to speak was accompanied by a 
"gasp" and "leaning forward, " which always managed to secure him a speaking 
turn. His physical behaviour seemed to make him more noticeable to the teacher. 
By comparison although the Long Participator (Anne) only exhibited two 
consistent physical behaviours of "looking at the board/ teacher, " and being 
"selected to speak" across each lesson, she also displayed "Mobility" behaviours of 
"changing her arm in the air whilst volunteering" during the three lessons where 
she actively attempted to participate. Her physical behaviour always secured a 
speaking turn, which again indicated that either the behaviour increased her 
noticeability to the teacher or the teacher was keen to involve her in the lesson at 
every opportunity. The teacher-identified talkative children did not demonstrate 
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such physical behaviours, sharing only the physical behaviour of "looking at the 
board/ teacher". 
The consistent physical behaviours of the talkative children did not provide many 
areas of contrast to those of the quiet children. The main difference was that 
some of the talkative children exhibited a type of behaviour that appeared to make 
them more noticeable to the teacher and secured them speaking turns when they 
wanted them. Similar results were reflected in earlier research, which claimed 
that boys demonstrate behaviours to get themselves noticed in the classroom 
(French & French, 1984; French, 1986; Kelly, 1988; Howe, 1997). In case study 
one, the behaviours were not, however, confined to boys. 
A second difference between the two types of children was that one group of 
talkative children, the Regular Participators "chatted to their neighbours" during 
the lessons, whilst the quiet children did not. The quiet children seemed to 
demonstrate compliant physical behaviours, which was not true for all the 
talkative children. The identification of the shared behaviours indicated that the 
identification of quiet children through their behaviour alone might not be 
possible. Teachers may, however, need to recognise that some talkative cl-Aldren 
might exhibit strategies that might increase their chance of being given a speaking 
turn if teachers are aware of such strategies then they may be able to distribute the 
speaking turns more fairly. 
5.5 The Interaction Opportunities that were Experienced by Quiet 
Children during Shared Reading in the Literacy Hour in Case Study 
One 
In addition to physical behaviours, oral behaviours, were also investigated in order 
to consider whether interaction patterns differed between types of cMIdren or 
individual children. 
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Discourse analysis confirmed the video evidence that three out of the four lessons 
adhered directly to the format of the Literacy Hour (I 998a, 200 1). It also 
revealed that the interactions revolved predominantly around the lesson 
objectives as required by the National Literacy Strategy (1998a, 2001). Each 
videoed lesson focused on two learning objectives, an example of wMch is 
illustrated in Matrix S. S. The complete set of learning objectives is shown in 
Appendix 5.2. 
Matrix 5.5: The Focus of Lesson Three in Case Study One 
Learning objective Teacher Questions Example questions 
To use vocabulary Focused on developing "What did it say biodegradable was? " 
used within the children's understanding of "Tell me how a compost bin works. " book. the vocabulary used in the 
text. 
To identify errors in Focused on identifying errors "Who can see another mistake I have 
a piece of writing. in a prepared text. made? " 
As Matrix 5.5 shows the lesson had two clear foci. During the lesson, questions 
revolved around the objectives and related the children back to the text and the 
purpose of the lesson. The lessons reflected earlier research findings where the 
teacher retained control of the interactions and decided who spoke and for how 
long. (OFSTED, 2003; Alpert, 1987; Hughes & Westgate, 1988; Edwards, 
1992). The findings triangulated the data gathered from the video observation 
schedules. 
Discourse analysis confirmed that questions were predominantly closed and/or 
display questions, wbich meant that the teacher already knew the answers. For 
example: "How many full stops are there? " where the children counted the 
number of full stops on the page and gave a one word response. Few 
opportunities for open questions requiring exploratory language that would have 
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enabled children to develop their thoughts through speech were identified. Some 
questions appeared to be open and required a longer explanatory answer, but the 
range of answers remained limited and children did not need to formulate an 
opinion. For example: 
Teacher: "What did it say biodegradable was? " 
Teacher: "Tell me how a compost bin works. " 
Teacher: "Why can it make the plants die? " 
Open and open display questions accounted for twenty per cent of questions but 
few questions were true open questions that gathered children's opinions and to 
which there was no correct response such as: 
"What do you think will happen? " 
or "Why do you think that? " 
Discourse analysis enabled the researcher to delve beyond the identification of 
types of questions and investigate the overall nature of the speaking turns 
allocated to the quiet children and compare them with the interactions 
experienced by the children at the other end of the spectrum (the talkative 
children). Analysis confin-ned the observational findings that the lesson adhered 
to the IRF sequence with the difference that the final feedback was not always 
allocated after every speaking turn but sometimes at the end of a series of 
responses to the same question (Sinclair & Coulthard, 1975). In line with IRF, 
the interactions were divided into three parts: 
The type of question asked by the teacher (Initiation) 
The type of response given by the children (Response) 
o The feedback given by the teacher (Feedback). 
Sinclair & Coulthard, 1975 
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For example: 
Teacher: "How many commasý" 
Teacher: "How many commasý" 
Teacher: "One more minute" 
Teacher: "Follow with your eyes" 
Teacher: "Sit down. Let's see. " 
Teacher: "Katie" 
Katie: "S" 
Teacher: "John" 
John: "3" 
Teacher: "Anne" 
Anne: "4" 
Teacher: "Cuthbert" 
Cuthbert: "3" 
Teacher: "Andy" 
Andy: "3" 
Teacher: "Tony" 
Tony: "3" 
Teacher: "Mary" 
Mary: "4" 
Teacher: "Kim" 
Kim: "T' 
Teacher: "Todd" 
Todd: "3 or 5" 
Teacher: "Jim" 
jim: 113" 
Teacher: "Dominic" 
Dominic: "6" 
Initiation with a closed question 
Information and control 
Initiation 
Response 
Initiation 
Response 
Initiation 
Response 
Initiation 
Response 
Initiation 
Response 
Initiation 
Response 
Initiation 
Response 
Initiation 
Response 
Initiation 
Response 
Initiation 
Response 
Initiation 
Response 
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Teacher: "Let's count. 1,2,3,41 S. " Feedback 
Recounted due to a mistake 
Teacher: "Sorry, you're right. " Feedback 
Although the quiet children only had a limited number of speaking turns, their 
interactions were carefully monitored and analysed and are summarised in Matrix 
S. 6 and shown in full in Appendix 5.7. 
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Matrix 5.6: The Types of Questions that the Teachers Asked the Quiet ChiIdren in Case Study One 
Group of Child Lesson I Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Summary 
quiet 
children 
Silent Child Kirsty None 
Minimal and Dina "Animals "How 1 statement 
Short can be many I closed 
Participators inhabitants commas? " display 
of the (Closed 
Earth. " display 
(statement) question) 
Nancy "Tell me I open display 
something 
that is 
made from 
plastic" 
(Open 
display 
question) 
Teacher- Mary "What is "What "Any other I open 
Identified dangerous page? " mistakes? " 4 closed 
about 
" 
(Closed (Closed display 
plastic? display) display) 
(Open "Does it say 
1 additional 
question) anything 
closed display 
"How else? " 
question 
many full (Additional 
stops are closed 
there? " display) 
(Closed 
display) 
"How 
many 
commas? " 
(Closed 
display) 
As can be seen from Matrix 5.6, the two video-identified quiet children who 
received speaking turns only spoke in lessons one and four. They were both asked 
display questions, whilst Dina responded to the teacher statement "Animals can be 
inhabitants of the Earth, " which was part of a larger discussion of the children's 
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understanding of the meaning of the word "inhabitant. " Although this seemed to 
be an open-ended statement, it was actually focused and many children offered 
one-word answers. Dina's response was brief but unclear and did not include an 
explanation or extended answer. Her second question was a closed display 
question, which again did not encourage the exploratory language advocated by 
Barnes (1976,1992) and Mercer (2000), since it merely required her to count the 
commas on the page and offer a monosyllabic response. Similarly, Dina received 
no opportunities to expand her responses. In contrast Nancy, however, received 
a relatively open question in as far as she could select a suitable response from 
many possible answers. "Tell me something that is made from plastic, " allowed 
Nancy to think of anything that was made from plastic but did not necessitate an 
extended response. Although Nancy could have explained a relevant answer, her 
reply was restricted to a monosyllabic "books". 
It was interesting to note that although the teacher-identified quiet child, Mary, 
received more questions that her video -identified quiet peers she received similar 
question types. Although she received a total of six questions over three lessons, 
they were predominantly closed display questions, which not only facilitated short 
answers but also required answers that were already known to the teacher. For 
example: 
Teacher: "How many full stops are on this page? " 
Teacher: "How many commas? " 
Teacher: "What page? " 
Teacher: "Any other mistakes? " 
Teacher: "Does it say anything different? " 
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Only one of the questions provided Mary with an opportunity to offer an 
extended response or develop her thinking through exploratory speech: 
Teacher: "What is dangerous about plastic? " 
This gave her the opportunity to explain her ideas. Mary's responded with a long 
answer that appeared to be an explanation. Her speech was, unfortunately, 
unclear and inaudible on this occasion except to the teacher and her immediate 
neighbours. The teacher's lack of response to her reply did not confirm or refute 
the relevance or depth of her answer. Mary also received an additional type of 
question not offered to her quiet peers. The teacher asked her to identify "Any 
other mistakes? " to which Mary responded by reading a sentence from the text. 
The teacher wanted a further answer and asked an additional question: "Does it 
say anything different? " Mary's subsequent response was incorrect to which the 
teacher offered a positive comment and selected another child to answer. 
Although Mary was the only quiet child to receive an additional question, the 
question provided her with little opportunity to develop her thoughts through 
language by offering her opinion or an extended response and exhibiting her 
exploratory language skills. 
The quiet children received predominantly closed, display questions that elicited 
brief responses and offered little opportunity for the children to extend their 
answers or develop their speaking skills. The short responses might have been an 
attempt to structure their learning (Bruner, 1974.1986) by encouraging them to 
speak without expecting a long answer. However, if that had been the case, the 
child would have been offered similar interaction opportunities each lesson. The 
only exception was the teacher-identified quiet child who received an open 
question and an additional question. The child was not, however, able or willing 
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to take advantage of the question and exhibit her language skills. During one of 
Mary's questions the teacher appeared to try unsuccessfully to provide her with 
an opportunity to offer an additional answer. The teacher asked "Any other 
mistakes? " followed by "does it say anything different? " Mary's response was 
again unclear but, the teacher did not model an answer that Mary might be able to 
include next time a similar question was asked (Bruner, 1974,1986; Vygotsky, 
1934) but selected a further child to speak. 
Through discourse analysis the answers given by the children in response to the 
teacher's questions were also investigated. As can be seen from Matrix 5.7 (and 
Appendix 5.6b) the responses appeared to reflect the type of question asked. 
Closed and/or display questions received brief or monosyllabic responses. 
Matrix 5.7: Summary of the Quiet Children's Responses to the Teacher's Questions during Case 
Study One 
Child Group Lesson and type of response Summary 
2 3 4 
Kirsty Silent Cl-dld None 
Dina Minimal and Unclear "Four" I unclear 
Short (short) Monosyllabic I monosyllabic Participator 
Nancy Minimal and "Books" I monosyllabic 
Short Monosyllabic 
Participator 
Mary Teacher- Unclear "Ten" Sentence 3 monosyllabic 
identified explanation Monosyllabic Unclear I explanation 
"Five" 
monosyllabic 
I sentence 
"Four" 2 unclear 
monosyllabic 
The main type of response offered by the quiet children was "monosyllabic. " Each 
child offered at least one monosyllabic response. Two quiet children also 
appeared to mumble their responses (Dina and Mary). It might also be argued 
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that the children mumbled because they believed that the teacher wanted a 
specific response and they were not confident that they had the correct answer. 
Only the teacher-identified quiet child appeared to offer an explanatory response, 
but it was mumbled and unable to be analysed to check its content. Neither of 
the video -identified quiet children was given such an opportunity to extend their 
thinking through their language (Barnes, 1976,1992; Mercer, 2000). 
The final aspect to each interaction that was investigated through discourse 
analysis was the teacher feedback that was provided once the child had spoken 
(Matrix S. 8) and Appendix S. 12. 
Matrix 5.8: Teacher Feedback to the Quiet Children in Case Study One 
Child Group Teacher Feedback Summary 
1 2 3 4 
Kirsty silent Child None 
Dina Minimal And No response No response 2 no response 
Short 
Participator 
Nancy Minimal And Positive I positive 
Short Clarif ies 1 clarifies Participator 
Mary Teacher- 3 no Repeat Additional 3 no response 
identified response response question 1 repeat 
Reassurance response 
1 additional 
question 
I reassurance 
range of teacher responses was given to the quiet cl-dldren, but the most regular 
response was "no response, " which usually occurred during a sequence of 
interactions where several children offered potential answers to the same 
question. Absence of teacher response did not reflect an environment in which 
the child's learning was supported so that they might develop their responses in 
the future (Bruner, 1974; 1986; Vygotsky, 1938). None of the teacher feedback 
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to the quiet children was "negative" all their answers were accepted, however, 
"no response, " may have felt like a negative response to some children. 
It was interesting to note that the teacher responded to Nancy in a more 
enthusiastic manner than her quiet peers. Nancy had offered an apparently 
unusual or incorrect answer to the teacher's question. Nancy was identifying 
something made from plastic and suggested "books. " The teacher replied "Yeah! 
Some parts of books are made from plastic. " Instead of rejecting Nancy's 
potentially incorrect response, the teacher developed her answer to clarify that 
although the whole book was not made from plastic, some parts of it might be. 
As a result Nancy appeared to have offered an acceptable answer. This was the 
first example of modelling demonstrated by the teacher (WES, 2001). (S)he 
extended Nancy's response to offer an answer that Nancy could use on a later 
occasion. It also clarified Nancy's answer to the rest of the class. Alternatively 
(s)he may have rephrased the response to reflect the learning objective (Edwards 
& Mercer, 1987). 
The increased range of speaking opportunities offered to Mary indicated that the 
teacher was encouraging the child whom (s)he perceived to be quiet to speak. As 
with the other quiet children, Mary did not always get feedback, but in lesson 
three the teacher attempted to draw a further answer out of her by asking "does it 
say anything different? " Mary was looking for errors in the teacher's writing and 
had offered an incorrect answer. Mary's mumbled response received reassurance 
in the form "You're like Tristan, you're in the right area and you know that a 
word is there. " The teacher's responses to Mary and Nancy indicated her/his 
awareness of the quiet children's feelings and the need to boost their moral, even 
though (s)he did not consider both children to be quiet. 
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The interaction sequences offered to the quiet children were brief and limited. 
The video -identified quiet children were offered fewer questions that the teacher- 
identified quiet child and also received a narrower range of question types. The 
majority of questions posed to the quiet children were closed display or open 
display questions, to which the children's responses reflected the type of question 
asked, e. g. closed, display questions resulted in monosyllabic responses. 
Alternatively this may have reflected their degree of quietness /shyness (Buss, 
1984) or their deliberate attempts to say little (Wade & Moore, 1984). Few open 
questions were offered. Only one opportunity was provided for a child to extend 
their answer and that was allocated to the teacher-identified quiet child. Mary 
was asked "Does it say anything different? " but her mumbled response was unclear 
and resulted in teacher reassurance. Similarly, Nancy's potentially incorrect 
answer was extended to make a more appropriate answer. Both examples 
confirmed that the questions were searching for specific responses (Wells, 1978; 
Alpert, 1987; Edwards & Mercer, 1987), but also revealed that negative feedback 
was not considered appropriate for any of the quiet children. This reflected the 
findings of Glen et al (2004) who argued that teacher feedback might be 
dependent upon the teacher's perception of each child's sensitivity (p54). 
The interaction patterns of the talkative children were also considered in order to 
investigate whether the teacher interacted with children at each end of the 
talkative spectrum in a similar or contrasting manner. As with the quiet children, 
the talkative children's responses adhered to the IRF sequence (Sinclair & 
Coulthard, 1975) with the variation from the sequence that sometimes feedback 
was not given to individual children but at the end of a series of responses to the 
same question. 
* Type of teacher question. 
9 Child's response. 
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9 Teacher feedback. 
The types of questions offered to the talkative children are summarised in Matrix 
S. 9 and detailed in Appendix S. 8. 
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Matrix 5.9: Types of questions used with the talkative children. 
Group Child Lessons Summary 
1 2 3 4 
Regular Roger 1 cued 1 open I open 3 closed display 1 cued 
Participators elicitation display 1 open elicitation 
I open 1 closed I open display 
display 3 open 
4 closed display 
Andy I closed 2 open 3 open 2 closed display I statement 
display display display I open 1 open 
I statement I closed I repeat answer 4 closed display display 
5 open display 
I repeat answer 
Long Anne I open display I open 2 closed 1 closed display 2 open display 
Participators 2 statements I closed 
display I open 
display I repeat 2 statements answer 
I open 
4 closed display 
display I repeat answer 
Teacher- Roger I cued I open I open 3 closed display I cued 
identified elicitation 1 closed 
I open elicitation 
lopen display 4 open 
4. closed display 
Norman I open display 1 open 1 open display None 2 open display 
I statement 2 closed I reprimand I statement 
I repeat 
display 2 repeat answer 
answer I repeat 3 open 
2 open 
answer 
2 closed display 
I reprimand 
Edward 5 open display None 2 open 4 closed display 7open display 
Icued 
display 
I open I open 
elicitation I additional I cued 
Irepeat cluestion elicitation 
answer I repeat answer 
2 closed 6 closed display display 
I additional 
question 
Matrices S. 6 and 5.9 illustrate that the talkative children received a broader range 
of question types than their quieter peers. The talkative children received seven 
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types of questions whilst the quiet children received five. The talkative children 
received the following interactions that were not allocated to the quiet children: 
* Children were asked to repeat their response, e. g.: 
Teacher: "Pardon" 
Teacher "Sorry, Anne" 
Cued elicitation ("teacher asks questions while simultaneously providing 
heavy clues to the information required". (Edwards & Mercer, 1987, 
p 142) to give them a clue as to the right answer, e. g.: 
Teacher: "Let me give you a clue" 
Teacher: "I'll give you a clue" 
In addition, one talkative child was reprimanded during the lesson, which did not 
happen to any of the quiet children. 
The main difference to emerge between the questions allocated to each type of 
child was that the talkative children each received at least one open question 
during the videoed lessons that gave them the opportunity to offer extended 
answers. E. g. Roger was asked "can you explain anything on that page? Is there 
anything you want to talk about? " Roger (Regular Participator and Teacher- 
Identified Talkative child) was the only child to receive an open question every 
lesson. In comparison during the four lessons, the four quiet children only 
received one open question between them. 
A further difference between the types of questions given to the quiet and 
talkative children was that three talkative children (two video -identified and one 
teacher-identified) were asked to repeat their responses as they were unclear or 
interrupted by a reprimand or other interaction that occurred simultaneously. 
Even though Dina's response in lesson one was unclear, she was not asked to 
repeat it, but the teacher-identified quiet cbild, Mary, was give an additional 
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opportunity to repeat her quiet response. The teacher's behaviour implied that 
Mary's response might be more relevant than Dina's. 
The final difference between the question types was the occasional use of cued 
elicitation (Edwards & Mercer, 1987, p142) to give the talkative children clues to 
help them to answer the question correctly. This happened twice during the 
videoed lessons as the teacher said "Let me give you a clue... " and went on to 
elaborate her/his comment to help Roger and Edward (both Lesson one) establish 
the expected answers. The use of cued elicitation reiterated the controlled nature 
of the lesson. The questions appeared to relate the interactions back to the text 
under discussion and the lesson objectives. It also provided the children with 
more opportunities to speak but few questions led the children to offer extended 
answers that enabled them to extend their thoughts orally. 
Overall, the talkative children received a broader range of question types than 
their quiet peers as well as a greater number of open questions. 
The talkative children's responses were also investigated and compared against 
those of their quiet peers and are summarised in Matrix 5.10 and shown in full in 
Appendix S. 10 - 
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Matrix 5.10: Types of responses offered by the talkative children in case study one. 
Group Child Lessons Summary 
2 3 4 
Regular Roger I sentence I phrase I explanation I sound 3 sentences 
Participator I monosyllabic I monosyllabic I call out 2 asked questions 3 monosyllabic 
I unclear 2 sentences I phrase 
I call out I explanation 
1 monosyllabic 2 call out 
I sound 
2 asked questions 
I unclear 
Andy 2 monosyllabic 2 monosyllabic I phrase 2 phrases S monosyllabic 
I explanation I explanation I repeat response 2 explanations 
I monosyllabic 1 sentence 3 phrases 
I repeat response 
I sentence 
Long Anne 3 sentences 2 explanations 2 unclear I sentence 4 sentences 
Participator I explanation I unclear I asked question I unclear 4 unclear 
2 call outs I repeat response I explanation 4 explanations 
I monosyllabic I call out 3 call outs 
I monosyllabic 
I asked question 
I repeat rcýpon%e 
Teacher- Roger I sentence I phrase I explanation I sound 3 sentences 
Identified I monosyllabic 1 monosyllabic I unclear 2 asked questions 3 monosyllabic 
I call out 2 sentences I phrae 
I call out I explanation 
I monoýyllabic I unclear 
2 call out 
I sound 
2 asked questions 
Norman 2 phrases I asked question I sentence None 2 phrases 
I unclear I repeat response I unclear 
I monosyllabic I monosyllabic 2 monosyllabic 
I sentence 1 asked question 
I repeat reTonse 
2 sentences 
Edward 2 monosyllabic None I refuse reply 3 monosyllabic 5 nionoqyllabic 
S sentences I explanation I sound 6 selitellLes 
I explanation I sentence 2 unclear 
2 unclear I phrase I refuqe reply 
2 explanations 
I sound 
I phrase 
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As might be expected from their higher number of speaking turns, the talkative 
children offered a broader range of responses than their quiet peers. In addition 
to the responses offered by the quiet children, the following responses were 
identified: 
" Phrases rather than complete sentences. 
" Calling out that was acknowledged by the teacher. 
" Asking questions to make the learning their own. 
" Repeating their responses at the teacher's request. 
" Refusing to answer the question. 
" Sounds. 
These responses were not exhibited by all the talkative children, or in every 
lesson, but every talkative child used each of the quiet children's types of 
responses at least once during the videoed lessons. The following examples serve 
to illustrate the range of responses offered. 
Roger received an open question every lesson, but he was unable to maximise his 
opportunities. For example, in one lesson, he was asked "Can you explain 
anything on that page? " First impressions revealed a question that was restricted 
to the content of the page, but before he had a chance to reply, the teacher added 
a more open ending to the interaction: "Is there anything you want to talk aboutý' 
This provided Roger with the opportunity to discuss what he wanted to talk 
about, although he obtained a speaking turn he did not offer an extended 
response. Similarly in lesson three Andy was selected to answer a similar 
question: "Is there anything else anyone wants to say about the good soil section? " 
Again his response was limited. 
Short phrases rather than complete sentences or monosyllabic responses were also 
a feature of the talk demonstrated by some of the talkative children. Examples 
included: "Hurting people, " (Norman); "A plastic bottle, " (Roger) or "A gap" 
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(Edward). This contrasted the monosyllabic responses of the video -identified 
quiet children and the monosyllabic or full sentence responses of the teacher- 
identified talkative child. The quality of language exhibited by the quiet children 
showed little evidence of exploratory talk. Some talkative children did display 
some examples of exploratory talk: Anne offered four exploratory answers 
compared to Edward's and Andy's two and Roger's one. 
The video-evidence showed that the talkative children called out with greater 
success than their quiet peers. Both quiet children who called out (Kirsty and 
Nancy) were ignored, but some talkative children obtained speaking turns more 
successfully. For example: In lesson 2, Anne called out a brief response and 
succeeded in obtaining the teacher's attention, gaining a positive response, "Yes 
that shows you that's right. " Without being invited to continue Anne added a 
further explanatory comment, "They might have their wings stuck in there. " Her 
brief call out enabled Anne to take control of the interactibn and extend her 
speaking time. On the occasions when Nancy and Kirsty had called out, they had 
shouted "Mrs Z" and "Please, please" respectively, but they were reminded that 
they needed to be asked to participate, in line with classroom expectations 
(Edwards & Mercer, 1987). Anne overcame this by simply calling out her answer 
and in doing so was one of the few children to demonstrate exploratory language 
to help process her thoughts. Roger exhibited similar behaviour. In lesson four, 
be called out "put" as the incorrect word that the children were searching for. His 
speaking turn was acknowledged. The main difference between Anne and Roger 
was that the latter was not always successful at ensuring that his call out was 
acknowledged. Although some talkative children appeared to call out 
successfully, it was not a behaviour that was exhibited by all the talkative children. 
Andy (video -identified talkative child), Norman and Edward (teacher-identified 
talkative children) secured their speaking turns without calling out. 
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A further difference between the responses of the quiet and talkative children was 
that some of the latter occasionally asked a question in order to make the learning 
their own. Norman asked, "What's that? " (Lesson 2) and Roger (Lesson 4) asked 
two questions. "Did you say they bought snakes? " and "Do you know those lines 
at the top? Going downwards, sideways, just like this? " All the questions were 
answered. The teacher answered Norman's question and one of Roger's 
questions, whilst Roger's second question was answered by another child. 
Norman's question indicated that he was thinking about the text and wanted to 
know more; whilst Roger's second question displayed an element of exploratory 
talk whereby he was trying to describe what he meant. On one occasion the 
teacher attempted to develop Andy's brief answer to explain why the soil might 
be dry, and in doing so provided him with an example of an extended and more 
appropriate answer for the future. The frequencies of children's own questions 
and evidence of teacher support to model possible future answers were both 
limited. Three other children in the class also asked questions to clarify their 
understanding but this behaviour was not exhibited by any of the quiet children. 
The final contrasting interactive behaviour exhibited by some of the talkative 
children was the use of pauses as possible strategies to extend their speaking time. 
This behaviour was only identified in two children, both of whom were boys and 
reflected earlier research findings (Swann & Graddol, 1988; Bousted, 1989; 
Sealey & Knight, 1990). During lesson 4 Roger and Edward were both asked a 
question to which they replied "Ummm .... Er, " and "Um.... Um.... " respectively. 
The speaking turns were consecutive and were in response to a directly open 
question that asked them if there was "anything else that anybody would like to 
say? " Roger seemed to be caught out with nothing appropriate to say and used 
"Um... Er... " until lie had thought of something to say and then he asked a 
question "Did you say they brought snakes? " Similarly, Edward said 
"Um ... um... 
" but could not think of anything else to say. The speaking turn was 
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then passed to Andy, another talkative child, who answered in a short phrase. 
None of the quiet children attempted this. Both responses were in reply to 
directly open questions. Once again neither of the children offered extended or 
exploratory answers nor gave their opinions. Roger's question appeared to be an 
attempt to further his understanding but was considered irrelevant by the teacher. 
As a result of Roger and Edward's limited responses to the open question, the 
other open questions were re-considered to investigate whether the talkative 
children's responses displayed any evidence of exploratory language. (Matrix 
5.11). 
Matrix 5.11: Talkative children's responses to open questions during the videoed shared reading 
lessons 
Child Group Response to open question 
2 3 4 
Roger Regular "When we "Llm ... Er ... A "Well, um... "Llm ... Er. " 
Participator were in the plastic bottle. " they're 
and Teacher- bombs. " destroying the 
identified forests and 
they're going 
to make 
parks. " 
Andy Regular "Beer" "Bad soil" 
Participator 
Anne Long "Tbe animals 
Participator could step on it 
and cut their 
legs on it. " 
Norman Teacher- "Hurting 
Identified people" 
"What's that? " 
"Stop spoiling 
it. " 
Edward Teacher- Um .... Um... - 
Identified 
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As can be seen from Matrix 5.11, three potential examples of exploratory 
language were evident from the talkative children's responses to open questions. 
In lesson one, Roger tried to explain his idea saying, "When we were in the 
bombs, " but he was unable to develop his understanding further by articulating his 
meaning clearly. Furthermore, his response did not match the text so the teacher 
re-directed his attention back to the book and asked another child for an answer. 
His response was not developed and a potential opportunity for supporting his 
language development with additional questions was lost (Bruner, 1974,1986; 
Vygotsky, 1934)). In lesson four, he offered a more comprehensive response 
saying, "Well, um.... they're destroying the forests and they're going to make 
parks. " In lesson three, Anne explained that "the animals could step on it and cut 
their legs, " which expressed her thinking. The quiet children did not exhibit such 
responses. The only open question offered to the quiet children was given to 
Mary, the teacher -identified quiet child, who responded with a long, unclear 
response. Unlike her talkative peers, she was not asked to repeat her response. 
The responses to the open questions were disappointing and reflected little 
evidence of exploratory language, which may have been due to the young age of 
the children. 
other examples of exploratory talk were offered by both Andy and Edward, but 
not in response to open questions. Edward and Andy both attempted to offer 
exploratory responses in reply to open display questions. In lesson one, Edward 
was asked, "What does that mean? " and replied, "It means that there .... I don't 
know what it means. " It was interesting to note that he gave up half way through. 
Again in lesson three he was asked an open display question requiring him to 
identify a link between cows and hamburgers to which he replied, "They make 
milk like hamburgers. " Similarly in lesson two, Andy also offered an explanatory 
response in response to an open display question, "What did it say biodegradable 
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is? " replying, "It can rot into the soil. " In lesson three) Andy was asked "What do 
we need trees for? " and answered, "Because they give us lots of oxygen. " 
The talkative children received opportunities to develop their language skills and 
clarify their thoughts during the lesson, but few took, or were able to take, 
advantage of all the opportunities that they were given. Norman did not offer any 
extended responses, despite being given three open and two open display 
questions; whilst Andy's two further open display questions in lesson three and 
his open question in lesson four did not result in exploratory answers. Roger had 
three further open questions during the week to which he did not respond with 
extended answers; whilst Edward had three open display questions that received 
short answers. In contrast Anne also missed one open display question 
opportunity to speak; but she also managed to offer an exploratory answer when 
the teacher did not ask for one. 
The results showed that whilst some of the talkative children were beginning to 
develop their exploratory language skills, the majority were unable to maximise 
their opportunities to develop their thoughts aloud. Only one example of 
potentially exploratory speech was identified from the quiet children. The 
limited responses reflected national trends in the early years of the National 
Literacy Strategy observed by OFSTED in 2003, who argued that teacher questions 
provide "few opportunities for pupils to talk and to enhance their learning, " 
(2003, p3). 
Underlying the responses that were unique to talkative cMIdren appeared to be a 
degree of confidence that was not apparent with the quiet children. This was 
illustrated in the way that two children were willing and able to ask the teacher a 
question to clarify their own learning; which might be a daunting task in a 
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teacher-led lesson (Howe, 1988). Similarly, another child refused to reply to a 
question. None of the quiet children exhibited either of these behaviours. 
The final area of interactions that were investigated with reference to differences 
between the interactive behaviours of the quiet and talkative children was teacher 
feedback. In line with existing interaction research, the teacher often allocated 
feedback to the children's responses (Edwards & Mercer, 1987; Mroz et al, 
2000). The feedback did not always follow each child's response, feedback 
sometimes occurred at the end of a series of interactions where children offered 
responses to the same question. Matrix S. 12 shows the types of feedback given to 
talkative children by the teacher. (Detailed in Appendix S. 13) 
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Matrix 5.12: Types of teacher feedback given in response to the talkative children's answers. 
Child Group Lesson Summary 
1 2 3 S 
Roger Regular 2 positive I positive I positive I interrupt 5 positive 
Participator 
I repeat I repeat I develop 1 negative 2 repeat 
Teacher- 
Identified I negative I no response 
answer I neutral 3 negative 
Talkative Child I no response I no response 3 no teacher 
I positive 
response 
I develop 
2 develop 
answer 
answer 
I explanation 
I interrupt 
I explanation 
Andy Regular 2 repeat I no response I negative I positive 5 repeat 
Participator I positive I positive I ask repeat I develop 4 positive 
I negative I develop 2 develop 
answer 3 negative 
answer answer 2 repeat I no response 
I positive I negative 4 develop 
I repeat answer 
I ask repeat 
Anne Long 3 repeat 2 positive I positive I positive 5 repeat 
Participator 3 positive 2 develop I interrupt I repeat 7 positive 
2 develop answer I develop I additional 5 develop 
answer 2 additional answer question answer 
questions I repeat I no response 3 additional 
I reprimand question 
I interrupt 
I reprimand 
I no response 
Edward Teacher- 3 repeat I no response 2 repeat S repeat 
identified 
Talkative Child 4 positive I ne ative 9 3 develop 6 positive 
I cued I develop answer I cued 
elicitation answer I neutral elicitation 
2 develop I additional 6 develop 
answer question answer 
I ask repeat I interrupt I ask repeat 
negative 2 positive 2 negative 
I neutral 
I additional 
question 
Norman Teacher- 3 repeat 2 no response I positive 4 repeat 
identified 
Talkative Child 3 positive I ask repeat I repeat 4 positive 
I ask repeat I answer 2 ask repeat 
2 no response 
I answer 
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Matrix S. 12 shows that the talkative children received a range of types of teacher 
feedback of which every child received the following at least once during the 
videoed lessons: 
e Positive feedback 
41 No teacher response 
0 Asked to repeat their comments 
e The teacher developed responses. 
The only type of response that they all received every lesson was a positive 
response. In addition to the above, individual children also received unique 
responses: 
Roger - the teacher explained why (s)hc had responded negatively. 
Andy - received a rhetorical question as feedback to his answer. 
0 Anne - was interrupted by another child. 
* Norman and Roger were given responses to their questions. 
* Edward was given a clue to extend his response 
When compared against the feedback given to the quiet children, similarities and 
differences were again apparent (Matrix S. 13) 
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Matrices S. 12 and S. 13 illustrate the talkative children received a broader range 
of feedback than their quiet peers; whereas the broadest range of feedback given 
to the quiet children was given to the teacher- identified quiet children. The only 
type of feedback shared by all the children was "No response, " which reflected the 
teacher's interaction pattern of feeding back at the end of a series of responses 
rather than to individual children. 
The talkative children received 3 types of feedback that were not given to any of 
the quiet children: 
o Negative feedback. 
0 Neutral feedback. 
9 Interruption. 
Negative feedback was only given to one child, Roger on two occasions. In lesson 
four, his comment was followed by a direct "No, because it's important that we 
put...... " whilst the other indicated that he had asked an inappropriate question: 
"We're not doing snakes yet. " None of the quiet children received negative 
feedback. Neutral feedback was also reserved for the talkative children. "You've 
forgotten" marked the end of Edward's speaking time, as he did not have an 
answer ready. Similarly in response to Roger's "I can't see the bit at the end, " the 
teacher replied "I'm not going to... Arthur. " (S)he signalled the end of Roger's 
speaking turn with an irrelevant and incomplete sentence and moved onto the 
next child. 
The talkative children also received at least one additional question in response to 
their answer and all had at least one answer developed by the teacher. This was 
not true for the quiet children. The only quiet cl-dld to receive an additional 
question was Mary, the teacher-identified quiet cMld, who received an additional 
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question to encourage her to complete her half-finished question. In addition the 
only quiet child to have her answer extended by the teacher was Nancy. 
Cued elicitation was also used in response to one of the talkative children, 
Edward. During one lesson, the teacher responded to his comment by giving him 
a clue, to encourage him to develop his answer. This incident provided one of the 
few examples of the teacher supporting the child by giving him additional 
information to shape his thinking (Bruner, 1974.1986). 
Although a greater range of teacher feedback was evident for the talkative 
children, few examples were applicable to all the talkative children. They did, 
however, indicate some of the potential responses that were not offered at all to 
the quiet children in case study one. 
Another aspect of classroom that was considered was the case with which each 
child secured a speaking turn. Matrix S. 14 shows the success rates of the quiet 
and talkative children during the lessons. 
Matrix 5.14: The success rates of children obtaining a speaking turn in case study one. 
child Silent 
Children 
Minimal 
Participator 
Short 
Participator 
Teacher- 
Identified 
Quiet Child 
Regular 
Participator 
Long 
Participator 
Teacher- 
Identified 
Talkative 
Child 
Andy 70% 
Dina 67% 67% 
Mary 67% 
Roger 67% 67% 
Norman 64% 
Anne 48% 
Edward 44% 
Nancy 29% 29% 
Kirsty 0% 
1 0% 0% 
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Although Mary appeared to be encouraged to speak more often than her quiet 
peers, she had the same success rate as Dina; which indicated that the former 
must have volunteered more enthusiastically during each lesson, as Dina rarely 
spoke and rarely volunteered. No one, however, received a speaking turn every 
time that they wanted one. The teacher may, therefore, have been trying to 
distribute speaking turns in a fair manner. 
5.5.1 Overview of Interaction Opportunities 
in summary, the investigation of the types of interactions involved in the videoed 
shared reading lessons revealed that the quiet children were offered a more 
limited set of questions and teacher feedback than their talkative peers. In turn, 
they also offered a narrower range of responses to the teacher questions. Within 
the case study to which they were applicable, the results highlighted the potential 
role of teacher perceptions in children's classroom interaction behaviour. The 
teacher appeared to allocate a greater number of questions to the child whom 
(s)he perceived to be quiet rather than those who were actually the quietest. This 
has particular implications for the quiet children who were not perceived to be 
quiet. If the teacher does not actively involve them in the lessons, they may learn 
to behave quietly since research claims that they are more likely to participate if 
the teachers expect it (Collins, 2003, p213). 
Responses offered by the children reflected the type of questions asked. A greater 
range of responses was offered by the talkative children and also by the teacher. 
identified quiet child than the video-identified quiet children. Quiet children's 
responses were predominantly brief and showed no evidence of exploratory talk. 
Evidence of exploratory talk was also limited for the talkative children as, despite 
their greater number of speaking turns, they received few opportunities to exhibit 
their language and thinking skills. With the exception of Anne, speaking turns 
were brief. Even occasional attempts by the teacher to extend children's answers 
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were unsuccessful. The shared reading lessons observed did not reveal 
opportunities for children to develop their thinking through language. 
During the interactions, talkative children appeared to be more confident than 
their quiet peers. In addition, some talkative children were able to ask questions 
to aid their comprehension, which demonstrated that they were thinking about 
the lesson, even if their responses were brief. One talkative child refused to 
reply. Two other children appeared to extend their speaking time using phrases 
like "um ... er ...... whilst they 
developed their answer. 
As for teacher feedback given to the talkative children, it was also broader than 
for the quiet children and the teacher-identified quiet child received a broader 
range of feedback than her video-identified quiet peers. Only talkative children 
were offered negative responses or neutral feedback and all received at least one 
additional speaking turn to extend their response and develop their answers. 
Only one quiet child was allocated an additional question and that was the 
teacher- identified quiet child. An additional difference to emerge between the 
talkative and quiet children was that the former all received positive feedback at 
least once every lesson. Only one quiet child received positive feedback. 
Teacher feedback may have an important role to play in classroom interactions as 
researchers have claimed that teacher responses convey their perceptions to the 
children (Haralambos & Holborn, 1995; Long, 2000; Edwards & Maybin, 1987). 
Positive responses may reinforce the speaking habits of those who receive them. 
In case study one, the talkative children achieved a broader range of questions and 
teacher feedback as well as a wider repertoire of children's responses than their 
quiet peers. Similarly the teacher-identified quiet child obtained a greater range 
of teacher questions and feedback and demonstrated a wider range of cl-ffld 
responses than her observably quiet peers. WitMn the interactions little evidence 
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of explanatory language to extend children's thinking was identified (Vygotsk-y, 
1934). 
Analysis of children's oral interactions again reiterated the potentially central role 
of teacher perception in the treatment of children in the classroom. The teacher 
tried to encourage the children who (s)he perceived as quiet to speak and 
welcomed their attempts at participation, but the quiet children whom (s)he did 
not consider quiet fared less well. Similar findings were made for the talkative 
children, which implied that actual teacher perceptions of children's interactive 
capabilities are important if they are to encourage children to participate orally in 
shared reading. 
5.6 Comparing the Physical and Oral Behavioural Patterns of Quiet 
Children with Teacher Perceptions 
The role of teacher perceptions and children's classroom participation patterns 
were further investigated to consider whether the teacher's actual comments 
reflected the way in which the children were treated in the classroom. 
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Matrix 5.15: A matrix to show teacher perceptions of the quiet and talkative children in the 
classroom. 
Child Group Teacher's perception of 
the child 
Quiet Children 
Kirsty Silent, Minimal and Short Participator Attention seeker 
Nancy Minimal and Short Participator Chief 
Dina Minimal and Short Participator Chief 
Mary Teacher-Identified Quiet Child Neat and tidy 
Talkative Children 
Roger Regular Participator and Teacher- 
Identified Talkative Child 
Demanding 
Andy Regular Participator Struggling 
Anne Long Participator Good memory 
Norman Teacher-Identified Talkative Child Self-assured 
Edward Teacher-Identified Talkative Child Most able 
As can be seen from Matrix S. 15, the teacher perceived the children in different 
ways. (s)he perceived the children in different ways, but did not consider any of 
the video -identified quiet children to be quiet. Dina and Nancy were perceived as 
"chiefs", whilst Kirsty was considered to be "attention seeking" (Kirsty), none of 
which portrayed quiet behaviour. In addition, their attempts to participate were 
not encouraged. The teacher-identified quiet child, Mary, was described as 
"reserved and well-behaved, neat and tidy, " which referred to her approach to 
school and her work habits and implied that she was a compliant member of the 
class. As has already been considered in section S. 5, the teacher's perceptions of 
Mary seemed to increase her chances of a speaking turn. 
The video -identifted talkative children were perceived in a variety of ways. 
Negativity underlined the teacher's perceptions of the Regular Participators 
portraying Roger as "demanding, " and Andy as "struggling. " Conversely the Long 
Participator, Anne, was perceived in a more positive light and considered to have 
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a "good memory, " which might have explained her long speaking turns as she 
could recall relevant information related to the text. Two of the teacher- 
identified talkative children were described in terms of their perceived ability. 
Norman was described as being "self-assured, " whilst Edward was "most able, " the 
latter of which was reflected by his appearance in the most able Literacy group. 
None of the quiet children were described by ability or memory by the teacher. 
The findings indicate that teacher perceptions might have played an important 
role in the children's interaction opportunities (Merrett & Wheldall, 1992; Long, 
2000). As a result, the importance of the accuracy of those perceptions is 
paramount. 
in light of the teacher's comments about ability and some talkative children, the 
children's perceived abilities in English were considered through the identification 
of their differentiated Literacy work groups. No further relationships between 
ability in English and quiet behaviour were revealed as shown in Matrix S. 16. 
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Matrix S. 16: The English Ability Groups of the Quiet and Talkative Children in Case Study One 
Child Group Ability Group 
Quiet Children 
Nancy Minimal and Short Participator 1 
Mary Teacher-Identified Quiet Child 2 
Dina Minimal and Short Participator 4 
Kirsty Silent, Minimal and Short Participator 5 
Talkative Children 
Edward Teacher-Identified Talkative Child I 
Norman Teacher-Identified Talkative Child 2 
Roger Regular Participator and Teacher- 
Identified Talkative Child 
4 
Andy Regular Participator 4 
Anne Long Participator 4 
Matrix S. 16 shows that the quiet and talkative children were distributed across 
the full ability ranges for English, which did not indicate that quiet or talkative 
behaviour might be related to ability as was implied in the teacher's comments 
about three of the talkative children. This was reiterated by the identification that 
two of the video -identified quiet children and three of the video -identified 
talkative children were in the lower two ability groups for English. 
Although a further link was not established between English ability and quiet 
behaviour, the teacher's perceptions of individual children did seem to play a 
central role in their access to interaction turns during the videoed shared reading 
lessons. The teacher seemed to encourage the child whom (s)he perceived to be 
to speak, which indicated that (s)he recognised the importance of encouraging the 
quieter children to participate in the lesson. The accuracy of teacher perceptions 
remains central to their potential interaction opportunities. 
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5.7 Comparison of the physical and interactive behavioural patterns 
of quiet children with parental perceptions 
In addition to the teacher perceptions that were gathered during the classroom - 
based research, parents' views were also sought to provide an additional 
perspective on the quiet child. Their views are summarised in Matrix 5.17. 
Matrix 5.17: Parental Perceptions of the Quiet Child from Case Study One. 
Parent Child Gender Type of Child Quiet or 
Talkative 
1 Boy N/A T 
2 Boy N/A Neither 
3 Boy Teacher-Identified Talkative Child T 
4 Girl Silent child, Minimal and Short 
Participator 
T 
All the parents in case study one, who returned their questionnaires, felt that 
their children were not quiet. The perceptions overlapped one quiet and one 
video-identified talkative child. The parents of the former, the silent child, did 
not consider her to be quiet, but their comments supported the behaviour that she 
exhibited in the classroom. They indicated that she was "interested in what's 
going on. 11 Even though, she did not get an opportunity to speak, she attempted 
to obtain speaking turns and did appear to be interested in the lesson. The 
parents of the talkative child upheld the teacher perceptions of the child. 
None of the parents suggested that their children were quiet at home, Perhaps, as 
the teachersq learning support assistants, adult educators and children's 
perceptions suggested, children might behave differently in the company of family 
and friends than at school (Wade & Moore, 1984; Collins, 1996). 
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5.8 Comparison of the Physical and Oral Behavioural Patterns of 
Quiet Children with Child Perceptions 
The children's perceptions of quiet behaviour provided an additional dimension to 
the investigation of the quiet child in the primary classroom. As existing research 
suggests, children's perceptions of their own behaviour is an under-researched 
aspect of educational knowledge (Greig & Taylor, 1999) and the perceptions that 
were gathered provide an insight into their perceptions of classroom life. It also 
enabled the research to establish the extent to which the children perceived 
themselves as quiet or talkative within shared reading and their awareness of their 
own behaviour. Their views are summarised in Matrix S. 18. 
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Matrix S. 18: Children's Perceptions of their Own Classroom Interaction Behaviour from Both 
Case Studies. 
Child Group Self-Perception Classification of 
self-perception 
Quiet Children 
Kirsty Silent child, Minimal and No comments 
Short Participator 
Dina Minimal and Short "I like to read the book. " Read 
Participator 
Nancy Minimal and Short "Don't know. " Don't know 
Participator 
Mary Teacher-identified quiet No comments 
child 
Talkative Children 
Andy Regular Participator "I enjoy talking in class. Enjoy 
It's good. " Talkative 
Anne Long Participator No comments 
Edward Teacher- Identified Absent Absent 
Talkative Child 
Norman Teacher-Identified "I like to talk in class but Enjoy 
Talkative Child you learn more if you Learn listen. " 
Listen 
Talkative 
Roger Teacher-Identified "I like to talk in class. I Enjoy 
Talkative Child don't know why. " Talkative 
Regular Participator 
Matrix S. 18 illustrates that the children's self-perceptions did not reflect the 
behaviour observed within the video. The main difference between the 
perceptions of the quiet and talkative children was that the former appeared to be 
unable to describe their own behaviour. The majority of talkative children 
recognised that they were talkative and enjoyed speaking, which reflected the 
video evidence. Since all children perceived themselves to be talkative general 
conclusions should be viewed with caution as the children may have been too 
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young to appreciate their behaviour and fully understand the concept of quiet 
behaviour in relation to themselves. 
Only one child recognised that speaking should be accompanied by listening. 
Norman indicated that he enjoyed talking, but also emphasised the important role 
of listening within the curriculum. He even accredited it with more importance 
than talking. No other child made that connection. 
5.9 Overview 
The results of case study one revealed that the videoed lessons predominantly 
adhered to the format of the Literacy Hour. The lessons were not, however, 
interactive as advocated by the National Literacy Strategy (WES, 1998b, 200 1) but 
reflected whole-class teacher-led question and answer sessions where the teacher 
retained central control of the lesson and allocated speaking turns to the children 
(Alpert, 1987; Edwards, 1992; Dillon, 1994; Mroz et al, 2000). The interactions 
followed the Initiation, Response, Feedback sequence identified by (Sinclair & 
Coulthard, 1975). Feedback was not, however, always at the end of a child's 
response but after a series of responses to the same question. Interaction turns 
revolved around a variety of questions, the majority of which were closed or 
display questions that offered the children few opportunities to develop their 
exploratory language skills. Consideration of the questions themselves showed 
that open questions were offered mainly to the talkative children, but it was 
interesting to note that even they were not always able to maximise their 
opportunities and few offered an extended response. Little evidence of 
exploratory language was found. 
Within case study one, four groups of quiet children were identified, three from 
video-evidence and one from teacher perceptions. The video -identified groups 
overlapped but no overlap occurred between the video and teacher-identified 
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groups. The teacher's behaviour did, however, indicate that (s)he valued the role 
of talk in children's learning and tried to encourage the children whom (s)he 
perceived to be quiet to participate in the lesson. This emphasised the necessity 
for accurate teacher perceptions in the identification of the quiet child. Teacher 
perceptions of the talkative children were slightly more accurate as one child 
featured in both the video and teacher-identified groups of talkative children. The 
limited overlap indicated that the teacher perceptions did not reflect the children's 
actual behaviour for the observed shared reading lessons. 
Investigation of the physical behaviours exhibited by quiet and talkative children 
revealed few shared bchaviours. Both types of children appeared to pay attention 
to the lesson and "looked at the board/teacher" throughout each one. Some 
children exhibited individual behaviours but none that could be assigned 
specifically to all the quiet or talkative children in the class. The main difference 
that was identified between the behaviours of the quiet and talkative children was 
that some of the talkative children exhibited behaviours that may have made them 
more noticeable to the teacher. Video evidence suggested that the quiet children 
exhibited compliant and expected behaviour, which was not true for all the 
talkative children. Quiet and talkative children alike called out when they wanted 
to speak but the former used polite interruptions such as "please" or "Mr(s) V, 
whereas the talkative children called out the answer. The latter were more 
successful at being acknowledged. 
Investigation of the oral behaviours exhibited by the quiet and talkative children 
revealed that the former received a narrower range of interactions than their quiet 
peers. Talkative children not only secured a greater number of speaking turns 
than their quiet peers, but also received more open questions and a greater range 
of teacher feedback; whilst demonstrating a broader range of responses 
themselves. Similarly the teacher-identified quiet child also received a greater 
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number of speaking turns, teacher feedback and child responses than the video- 
identified quiet children which highlighted the potential importance of the 
teacher's perceptions in children's classroom interactions in tl-lis case study, 
As Barnes pointed out "ways in which children use speech in the course of 
learning depends upon the patterns of communication set up by the teacher" 
(1976, p9). In case study one, interaction opportunities were limited for all the 
children. At no time during an observed shared reading lesson was an issue 
opened up for discussion. The interaction opportunities offered to the quietest 
children were more limited than those offered to their more talkative peers. The 
teacher did, however, seem aware that some children were quiet and needed 
encouragement to speak, which resulted in the child whom she perceived to be 
quiet to receive greater speaking opportunities than the video -identified quiet 
children. She did not perceive the video -identified children to be quiet, and their 
opportunities to speak were minimal. Potential inaccuracies between the teacher 
perceptions and children's behaviour have already been identified by existing 
researchers who have argued that children live up or down to their teacher's 
perceptions of them (Rosenthal & Jacobson, 1968; Merrett & Wheldall, 1992; 
Tauber, 1998; Collins, 2003). If this is the case children may not receive the 
learning opportunities they need and might underachieve through potential 
inaccuracy of teacher's perceptions of their capabilities. 
You see really and truly... the difference between a 
lady and a flower girl is not how she behaves, but 
how she is treated. 
G. B. Shaw, Pygmalion, 
quoted in Rosenthal & Jacobson, 1968, p 18 3 
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Chapter 6- Practice: Behind the Second Classroom Door: 
The Results from the Second Case Study 
6.1 Introduction 
Chapter six continues the investigation into the quiet child within their natural 
classroom environment through the investigation of a second case study within a 
key stage two classroom in a different school. The chapter begins with an 
overview of general classroom interaction patterns that were observed (Section 
6.2) and continues with the identification of quiet children within shared reading 
lessons (Section 6.3) before investigating any behaviours that were exhibited by 
quiet children during the lesson (Section 6.4). Section 6.5 examines the oral 
interaction patterns attributable to quiet children and the two sets of data are 
compared with teacher perceptions in order to consider whether any potential 
links may have existed between the children's classroom behaviour and teacher 
perceptions in Section 6.6. Section 6.7 summarizes the parental perceptions of 
quiet children and Section 6.8 overviews the children's perceptions and the 
chapter culminates in Section 6.9 with an overview of the main findings of case 
study two. 
6.2 An Overview of Classroom Observations 
The second case study was undertaken in a class of thirty-one Year 4- children. In 
line with the analysis undertaken in case study one, the overall interaction 
patterns were collated from a combination of video and observational data using 
three observation schedules: the video observation schedule, seating plan and 
factors affecting behaviour (Appendices 3.5-3.7). As in case study one, the 
former was completed solely from video evidence whilst the latter two were 
completed through classroom observation and compared against the video 
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observation data for triangulation purposes. Once again the data confirmed that 
the shared reading lessons predominantly adhered to the format of the Literacy 
Hour (See Matrix 6.1). 
Matrix 6.1: The format of the Literacy Hour as observed in case study two. 
Lesson First fifteen minutes Second fifteen minutes 
One Text level work: Read a big Word level work: Investigated adding 
book text looking for the suffix "Iy" to a range of root words 
information on insects. and using the words correctly in a 
sentence. 
Two Text level work: No text was Word level work: Investigated adding 
used today. The lesson focused the suffix "ful" to a range of root words 
on creating a wall chart to and using the words correctly in a 
display information about the sentence. 
classroom. 
Three Text level work: No text was Word level work: Investigated adding 
used today. The lesson focused the suffix "ment" and "ion" to a range of 
on presenting information in root words and using the words 
diagrammatic format with correctly in a sentence. 
labels. 
Four Text level work: Read a big book text and investigated the features of 
explanatory texts. 
Matrix 6.1 illustrates that the lessons adhered to the format of the Literacy hour 
(DfEE, 200 1, p9), with the exception of lesson four, where the entire lesson 
consolidated work covered earlier in the week and introduced a new shared 
explanatory text and focused on the examination of fcatures specific to that type 
oftext. 
Interactions predominantly adhered to the IRF format (Sinclair & Coulthard, 
1975; Dillon, 1994). The teacher retained control of the interactions and 
children spoke when asked. The children raised their hands to indicate that they 
wished to sPeak. Occasionally a child called out with varying degrees of success. 
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In contrast to case study one, the teacher conformed more closely to the original 
IRF pattern and gave feedback after every interaction during text level work. In 
addition, the children were not expected to read aloud as a whole class. Either the 
teacher read the text and the children followed or individual children were asked 
to read paragraphs. Overall the teacher retained the greatest amount of 
interaction time (87%). In case study two, the children were asked to identify 
answers to questions, identify suffixes and features of text and then hold the 
answers in their head. Whole class calling out was not encouraged. 
Each lesson focussed around the learning objectives highlighted in the teacher's 
weekly planning documentation. For example: In lesson two, the text level part 
of the shared reading lesson revolved around the planning of a wall chart; whilst 
the word and sentence level work enabled the children to investigate the suffix 
"ful. " Teacher questions related to the teaching objectives and ensured that the 
lesson stayed focused. 
Five types of teacher questions were identified within case study two: 
Open questions, which "permitted a wide range of responses including the 
expression of feelings, empathy, intuition and values" (Brown & 
Edmondson, 1984, p103). 
Closed questions, which "demand and receive short, factual responses" 
(Wood, 1992, p205) but were restricted to "yes", "no" or "monosyllabic" 
responses. 
Display questions, which are "questions to test whether the pupils know 
what the teacher knows. " (Wells, 1992, p295) 
Overlap occurred between the question types, so they were developed to include: 
a Open display questions, which encouraged the children to offer a longer 
answer but the range of potential answers was already known by the 
teacher. 
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Closed display questions, which required short responses to which the 
teacher already knew the answer. 
The most cited questions were closed or display questions, which accounted for 
86% of the questions and reflected earlier research findings (Wells, 1978; Wood, 
1998; Edwards & Mercer, 1987; Mroz et al, 2000). Examples of display 
questions included: 
Teacher: "Is that the same as a diagram? " (Closed) 
Teacher: "Right, could someone look at the text and 
pull out the questions for me. " (Closed display) 
Teacher: "When we put information on a diagram, 
what do we do? " (Closed display) 
In all examples the teacher was aware of the correct answer. 
The concept of "looking for the correct answer" was identified by children in 
chapter four and was reflected in the questions asked during case study two, e. g.: 
Teacher: "What could we put on our diagram? " 
Teacher: "What is the common suffix for all of these 
words? " 
Teacher: "What features did it have? " 
Existing research confirmed that this behaviour had already been identified in 
schools for many years (Holt, 1967; Alpert, 1987; Edwards & Mercer, 1987; 
Galton et al, 1999). The data showed that open-ended questions only accounted 
for 14% of the interactions and occurred when children were encouraged to give 
an opinion or offer an extended answer, but in case study two this usually related 
to a feature of the word and sentence level work. This was often where children 
were asked to put a word into a sentence, which required the child to 
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demonstrate their understanding of the vocabulary in use and place it vAthin a 
context of their own. E. g.: 
Teacher: "Put 'creation' in a sentence for me. " 
(Open display) 
Teacher: "How can we use the word 'lawful' in a 
sentencee" (Open display) 
Teacher: "Right, can you put that into a sentence? " 
(Open display) 
Children were encouraged to offer a short response rather than develop their 
thoughts through language, i. e. few examples of exploratory language were 
identified and few open questions encouraged the exploratory language advocated 
by Barnes (1976,1992) and Mercer (2000). The lessons were teacher-led 
question and answer sessions where the teacher controlled the interactions 
(Alpert, 1987; Edwards, 1992; Stierer & Maybin, 1994; Hughes & Westgate, 
1988; Mroz et al, 2000). The potentially central role of speaking within the 
literacy hour was minimised. 
Speaking turns were allocated through the selection of children who indicated that 
they wished to speak by raising their hands. Children who had not volunteered to 
speak were rarely selected, but occasionally a child called out with varying 
degrees of success. 
Investigation of children's seating patterns was undertaken using the seating plan 
and illustrated that children did not necessarily sit still as might be expected from 
the sedentary nature of the shared reading lesson (Matrix 6.2). 
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Matrix 6.2: Behaviours observed from the seating plan in case study two. 
Main behaviour Behaviours that fell Further sub-categories Specific behaviours 
within each to further specify within each sub- 
category. behaviours. category 
Mobility still 
Not Still Fidgets Wriggles 
Legs to side 
Knock knees 
Rocks 
Sits sideways 
Lean forwards 
Fiddles With hands 
With head 
With legs 
Unusual 
Moves Out of view 
Leaves room 
Returns 
Moves to see board 
The seating behaviours revealed that the children either sat "Still" or "Not Still. " 
In line with earlier research, children exhibited a range of fidgeting and fiddling 
behaviours that were usually confined to the child's individual space (French, 
18 6), e. g.: "leaning forwards", " scratch", "hug knees", "touch shoes". 
Lessons were also observed using the Factors Affecting Behaviour Schedule 
(Appendix 3.7) in order to identify factors that might have affected classroom 
interaction. The following specific factors were noted during the research: 
Two children missed the shared reading input during every videoed lesson 
to attend their special educational needs lessons. This meant that they 
could not be observed and they missed the text related teaching input. 
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Occasionally a child was reprimanded, which interrupted the flow of the 
lesson. 
* The following specific incidents also occurred: 
One lesson was briefly interrupted whilst the administration officer 
checked to see which children were having school dinners. 
During one lesson, the sun was particularly strong. Since there were 
no blinds, the children had to squint to see the board. 
The open plan design of the school meant that sometimes children from 
other classes worked in the corridor and their noise could sometimes 
be heard in the classroom, which could make hearing difficult. 
Although the factors might influence the children's interactive behaviour, the 
analysis showed that no differences in behaviour were observable on those 
occasions. 
To summarise, the observation schedules confirmed that the lessons 
predominantly adhered to the format of the Literacy Hour, but illustrated that the 
lessons reflected teacher-led recitations, where the teacher retained central 
control (Mroz et al, 2000; Dillon, 1994). Interactions also followed the 
traditional IRF format (Sinclair & Coulthard, 1975; ), where teacher questions 
were predominantly closed and/or display questions providing limited 
opportunities for the children to develop the exploratory talk advocated by Barnes 
(1976) and Mercer (2000) and extend their thinking skills through speaking to the 
class. During the videoed shared reading lessons the children did not necessarily 
sit still and factors were identified that had the potential to affect children's 
interaction patterns. 
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6.3 The Identification of Quiet Children during Shared Reading in 
the Literacy Hour in the Classroom Video Analysis 
In line with the analysis of case study one, the quiet children were identified 
through the collation of quantitative data that monitored and calculated the 
number of speaking turns and the length of each speaking turn using the video 
observation schedule (Appendix 6.3). Few children spoke more than twice, 
which indicated that most children were relatively quiet throughout the observed 
shared reading lessons and suggested that the observed lessons were not actively 
interactive. However, Holt argued that t1iis might be due to the nature of the 
lesson rather than the teacher's aim. "Even if class discussions were open, honest 
and genuinely interesting for the young and even if all the children took equal part 
in them, they would not be enough to give most children skill in speech. There 
are too many children and too little time" (1967, p 12 3). 
Detailed data analysis resulted in the identification of three overlapping groups of 
video-identified quiet children. As in case study one, these children received the 
shortest or fewest number of speaking turns across each videoed shared reading 
lesson. They were also supplemented by the identification of a further group of 
quiet children identified by the class teacher. The quiet children were categorised 
as follows: 
Silent Children who did not receive any speaking turns or speaking time 
consistently across every videoed shared reading lesson. 
9 Minimal Participators who received one or less speaking turn consistently 
across every videoed shared reading lesson. 
Short Participators who received two seconds or less speaking time 
consistently across every videoed shared reading lesson. 
In addition the teacher-identified quiet children were identified from teacher 
perceptions. The Groups of quiet children are shown in Matrix 6.3. 
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Matrix 6.3: Video and Teacher-Identified Quiet Children in Case Study Two 
Type of child Definition of each type of Method of Children in each Gender 
quiet child Identification group balance 
Silent Children Children who did not Video data Hope 1 girl 
receive any speaking turns 
or speaking time 
consistently across the 
videoed lessons. 
Minimal Children who received Video data Hope Miles 6 girls 
Participators one or less speaking turn Sally Stan 3 boys 
consistently across every Susan Roland 
videoed lesson Lorraine 
Kylie 
Julie 
Short Children who received Video data Hope Arthur, 4 girls 
Participators two seconds or less Julie Stan, 3 boys 
speaking time consistently Susan Roland 
across every videoed Lorraine 
lesson 
Teacher- Children whom the Teacher Julie Roland, 3 girls 
Identified teacher identified as quiet. perceptions Kylie Sid, 3 boys 
Susan Arthur 
In case study two, it was interesting to note the Short Participators had longer 
speaking turns than the Short Participators in case study one. With the exception 
of the Silent Child, no child was always restricted to one second or less speaking 
time across every videoed lesson. The Short Participators in case study two spoke 
for two seconds or less each lesson (Appendix 6.4). This did not mean that they 
spoke for two seconds every lesson, but there was at least one lesson during the 
week when they spoke for two seconds. Even though they had slightly longer 
speaking turns than their case study one peers, their speaking time was restricted. 
The number of video- identified quiet children was higher in case study two was 
higher than in case study one accounting for 32% children in the class. This 
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indicated that shared reading lessons were not as interactive as the National 
Literacy Strategy had intended ( 19 98 c). 
Comparison of the three video-identified groups of quiet children showed that 
they were not mutually exclusive. The Silent Child appeared in all three groups, 
whilst five children were both Short and Minimal Participators. 
The teacher-identified quiet children were selected in two stages. At first the 
teacher identified three children as quiet: Arthur, Sid and Trevor. After referring 
to a class list, (s)he extended his/her group to include: Julie, Leah, Roland, Susan 
and Kylie. Despite his/her knowledge of the research aims and lesson focus, 
his/her list included the two children who were always withdrawn for special 
needs lessons during shared reading (Trevor and Leah). As a direct result of the 
class timetable, their behaviour could not be monitored, which placed them 
outside the scope of the research. 
Overlap occurred between the video and teacher-identified quiet cliildren. Three 
children, Julie, Susan and Roland, were Minimal and Short Participators as well as 
Teacher- Identified quiet children; whilst Kylie was a Minimal Participator and 
Teacher- Identified quiet child; and Arthur was a Short Participator and Teacher- 
Identified quiet child. Only one of the teacher-identified quiet children, Sid, was 
not also identified as quiet from video-evidence. Closer consideration of his 
interaction turns, (Appendix, 6.4) indicated that he was silent during three 
lessons and only spoke twice during lesson three so his behaviour during that 
lesson may have been atypical. 
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Although the teacher perceptions appeared to be accurate, they did not identify 
all the quietest children in the class. Five further children were identified as quiet 
from the video evidence, but were not perceived to be quiet by the class teacher, 
which meant that her/his perceptions did not totally reflect the video evidence. 
Once again the groups of quiet children were predominantly girls in line with 
existing research claims (French & French, 1984; French, 1986; Bousted, 1989; 
Sealey & Knight, 1990). Boys were included in the groups and upheld Collins' 
claims that quietness "is by no means an exclusively female trait" (1996, p19). 
The only gender exclusive type of quiet child was the Silent Child, who was a girl. 
The most balanced group was the teacher-identified quiet children who included 
an equal balance of girls and boys. 
in order to provide a contrast against which the quiet children and their classroom 
behaviour could be compared, the most talkative children were identified in order 
to investigate whether any physical or interactive behaviours were exclusive to 
either group. Three groups of talkative children were identified, two from video 
evidence and one from teacher perceptions. (Matrix 6.4). 
The two groups of talkative children identified from video evidence were based 
on the criteria that they consistently spoke for the longest length of time or 
received the greatest number of speaking turns per lesson. 
Regular Participators who received two or more speaking turns 
consistently across every videoed shared reading lesson. 
Long Participators who received 18 seconds speaking time or more 
consistently across every videoed shared reading lesson. 
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As with the quiet children, the final group of talkative children was identified by 
the teacher himself or herself and was referred to as Teacher- Identified Talkative 
Children. 
Matrix 6.4: Video and Teacher-ldentified Talkative Children in Case Study Two 
Type of child Definition of each type Method of Children in Gender 
of quiet child Identification each group balance 
Regular Children who received Video evidence Maria, I girl 
Participators two or more speaking Rodney, 2 boys 
turns consistently across Sebastian 
every videoed lesson. 
Long Participators Children who received Video evidence Maria 1 girl 
18 seconds speaking time 
or more consistently 
across every videoed 
lesson. 
Teacher-Identified Children whom the Teacher Cerys, 3 girls 
Talkative Children teacher identified as perceptions Maria, I boy 
talkative. Rodney, 
Violet 
The talkative children comprised 16% of the class (S children). Even though they 
were the most talkative children in the class only one child, Maria, received more 
than five speaking turns every lesson. The criteria for the talkative children did 
not indicate a highly interactive lesson because the majority of the class (84%) 
spoke twice or less every lesson. Interactive opportunities for all children, 
therefore, appeared to be limited (Holt, 1967). 
In case study two, overlap existed between the groups of talkative children. One 
child, Maria, appeared in all three groups, whilst another, Rodney, was in a 
video -identified and a teacher-identified group of talkative children. The teacher 
was able to identify two out of the three video -identified talkative children, but as 
with the quiet children, discrepancies occurred. One video -identified talkative 
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child, Sebastian, was not identified as talkative by the teacher, whilst. two of the 
teacher's choices, Violet and Cerys, were not identified as the most talkative from 
video evidence. 
Closer analysis of the data revealed that one of the Talkative Children, Maria, 
appeared to dominate speaking turns because she received at least five speaking 
turns and a minimum of 18 seconds speaking time during each lesson. Bligh & 
Jacques (19 86) argued that such behaviour is not unusual as in any large group one 
or two children will tend to dominate the interactions. Teacher perceptions of 
Maria may have explained her high interaction rate because she was perceived as 
someone who "can be relied upon to give a good answer. Her apparently 
appropriate answers might seem a bonus in shared reading lessons that are focused 
by tight learning objectives within a limited time frame (Edwards & Westgate, 
1994). 
Another child whom the teacher appeared to view from a positive perspective was 
Rodney who was considered to be "very bright. " Teacher perceptions might 
explain his interactive behaviour. Negative undertones were identified in the 
teacher's perceptions of the two teacher-identified talkative children who were 
not video-identified talkative children. Cerys was described as "over- confident, 
but sensitive, " whilst Violet was "loud and confident. " Similarly, Sebastian who 
was only identified as talkative from video evidence was described as 
"temperamental and moody. " That seemed to hold positive perceptions towards 
the talkative children who were selected as teacher and video -identified talkative 
children, but held negative perceptions of the other talkative children. 
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The research showed that the child who spoke the most frequently and for the 
longest period of time was a girl. Gender issues were not clear and as Croll, 
(19 8 5) pointed out lessons might be dominated by a few children rather than all 
girls or boys in general. 
in case study two, four groups of quiet children were identified, three from 
video-evidence and one from teacher perceptions. In addition, three groups of 
talkative children were identified, two from video-evidence and one from teacher 
perception. Complete overlap between the video and teacher-identified groups 
of quiet children was not achieved, but some overlap between the teacher 
identified quiet and talkative children occurred. It was interesting to note that the 
high number of video -identified quiet children in case study two represented 32% 
of the children in the class; but in reality up to 84% children were relatively quiet 
because they only spoke twice or less during each videoed shared reading lesson. 
In case study two few children received many opportunities to speak, which 
questioned whether the speaking turns offered would encourage children to use 
their exploratory skills to develop their thinking. 
6.4 Investigating the Behaviours of Quiet Children in Case Study Two 
in line with the analysis undertaken in case study one, the quantitative data 
gathered from the video and observation schedules was supported and extended 
using qualitative data gathered from video observations. Each child's physical 
behaviour was monitored across every videoed lesson in order to obtain an 
overview of classroom behaviours from which the behaviour of quiet children 
could be extracted. Observed behaviours were categorised into themes in line 
with Miles & Hubermann's Qualitative Data Analysis Techniques (1994) and 
using the Open and Axial Coding Stages of Grounded Theory (Strauss & Corbin, 
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1990). Similar physical behaviours were clustered together within the same 
category to aid comparison, before being entered into an Access database, which 
facilitated the extraction of data for specific groups of children as well as 
individuals. The identified behaviours are summarised in Flow-chart 6.1 below 
and in detail in Appendix 6.1. 
Flow-chart 6.1: Main themes of physical behaviour identified in case study two. 
Observation 
Interaction Mobility Body Language 
other General With pears Wth teacher Participation Still still Posture Facial expression Hands 
C 
[C 
I 
I I 
F - on 
j I 
Look at: hat Fid 
I 
die Mo I Crosawleg ged Unu sual Fidget D iag & v0s 
Board Waving 
Teacher 
Neighbour 
Ceiling 
Floor 
Around room 
Speaker 
Flow-chart 6.1 illustrates that the physical behaviours identified in case study two 
fell within four main themes: 
" Interaction, which included the types of interaction that occurred during 
the lessons. 
" Mobility, which included physical behaviours that indicated movement, 
fidgeting or fiddling. 
" Body Language. which included facial expressions or body positions. 
Investigation of the physical behaviours of the quiet children revealed that they 
shared only one consistent behaviour across every videoed lesson - the 
"Concentration" behaviour of "looking at the board and/or the teacher. " These 
physical behaviours were not unique to quiet children but displayed by the 
majority of cl-ýIdren in the class. 
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Investigation of physical behaviours specific to particular groups of quiet children 
revealed that some gender specific behaviours were apparent. The Short 
Participator girls all exhibited the "Mobility (still)" behaviour of "sitting cross- 
legged" throughout each lesson; whilst the boys all displayed the additional 
"Concentration" behaviours of "looking at the floor" and "looking at the speaker. " 
The main theme within this group of quiet children was that the physical 
behaviours were predominantly compliant with classroom expectations (Edwards 
& Westgate, 1994). Compliant physical behaviours were not, however, 
consistent to all the quiet children. This was illustrated by the physical behaviours 
exhibited by the Minimal Participator girls who shared the "Interaction with 
peers" behaviour of "chatting to their neighbour" during the lesson, which 
suggested that they may not have been paying attention to the lesson. The boys 
did not share any additional behaviours. 
Although few physical behaviours were replicated within the groups of quiet 
children in case study one, some gender differentiated classroom physical 
behaviours were identified. Consideration of physical behaviours exhibited 
consistently across each lesson by individual children showed that two girls and 
two boys exhibited consistent physical behaviours across each lesson (Matrix 6.5). 
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Matrix 6.5: Individual consistent physical behaviours exhibited in every videoed shared reading 
lesson by the quiet children in case study two. 
Child Group Behaviour Category 
Julie Short Participator "half-mast" Interaction (Participation) 
Minimal 
Participator 
Teacher-Identified 
Susan Short Participator "Smiling" Body Language (Facial 
Minimal "Hugging knees" expression) 
Participator "Looking behind her" Mobility (Not Still) 
Teacher-ldentified Interaction (other) 
Roland Minimal "Knelt Up" Body Language (Posture) 
Participator "Leant on cupboard" Body Language (Posture) 
Teacher-Identified . Leant on hands" Body Language (Posture) 
Sid Teacher-Identified "Leaned forwards" Mobility (Not still, Fidget) 
"Rocked about" Mobility (Not still, Fidget) 
"Played with hands" Mobility (Not still, Fiddle) 
As can be seen from Matrix 6.5 the boys' individual physical behaviours: fell 
within the main categories of "Body Language" and "Mobility, " whilst the girls' 
physical individual behaviours were distributed across all three main categories. 
Four of these quiet children demonstrated physical behaviours that may have 
made them more noticeable to the teacher but did not. For example: Susan 
t(hugged her knees" and "looked behind her, " whilst Roland "knelt-up" and Sid g 
"rocked about. " This finding was particularly interesting because all of these 
children were teacher-identified quiet children. Despite their potentially 
noticeable physical behaviours and the teacher's awareness of their potential quiet 
behaviour they were still overlooked within the classroom environment. 
A contrast to such behaviours was identified in Hope's behaviours. Hope, the 
Silent Child, was the only child to consistently sit in locations that may have 
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reduced her noticeability to the teacher. During three lessons she sat at the front 
left of the carpet area, whilst in one lesson she sat out of the carpet area. 
Although the quiet children in case study two exhibited a variety of physical 
behaviours, and some gender-shared behaviour was identified, the only physical 
behaviour shared by all the quiet children was "looking at the board and/or 
teacher. " Such limited overlap indicated that the identification of quiet cl-iildren 
through their physical behaviour alone would be difficult. As implied by the 
educators' perceptions gathered at the outset of the research, the role of teacher 
perception might be important in the identification of quiet children within the 
classroom. 
The physical behaviours exhibited by the most talkative children were also 
investigated to provide a potentially contrasting set of behaviours against which 
the behaviours of the quiet child might be compared. Similarly to their quiet 
peers, the talkative children only shared one consistent behaviour across each 
lesson of "looking at the board and/or teacher". This overlapped that of the quiet 
children: whilst the second "Interaction" behaviour of "being selected to speak7 
highlighted their role as the most talkative children in each lesson. 
In line with the analysis for the quiet child, the video data was interrogated to 
establish whether groups of talkative children or individual children exhibited 
different consistent behaviours. The only new shared physical behaviours to 
emerge related to the Long Participators of which Maria was the only member. 
The findings reflected individual physical behaviours; rather than behaviours that 
could be generalised to a whole group and are shown alongside the other 
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individual consistent physical behaviours exhibited by other quiet children in 
Matrix 6.6. 
Matrix 6.6: Physical Behaviours consistently exhibited by talkative children in case study two 
Child Group Behaviour Category 
Maria Long Waved Interaction (Participation) 
Participator Leant on hands Body Language (Posture) 
Teacher- Sat cross-legged Mobility (Still) Identified 
Talkative Child Selected to speak Interaction (Participation) 
Looked at board/ teacher Interaction (Other) 
Leant forwards Mobility (Fidget) 
Chatted to neighbour Interaction (Peers) 
Volunteered diagonally Interaction (Participation) 
Sebastian Regular Stretched up and pointed Interaction (Participation) 
Participator finger 
Rodney Regular Sat on chair in three Body Language (Posture) 
Participator lessons 
Teacher- 
Identified 
Talkative Child 
Violet Teacher- Sat cross-legged Mobility (Still) 
Identified 
Talkative Child 
Looked at speaker Interaction (Other) 
Looked at camera Interaction (Other) 
Looked at board/teacher Interaction (Other) 
Looked at floor Interaction (Other) 
Looked at neighbour Interaction (Peers) 
Chatted to neighbour Mobility (Fiddle) 
Fingers around mouth 
Matrix 6.6 shows that the individual physical behaviours fell across the range of 
behavioural categories. Cerys was the only talkative child who did not exhibit any 
individual physical behaviours, while Maria and Violet exhibited the greatest 
range of individual physical behaviours across each lesson. Both Maria and Violet 
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showed behaviours that were predominantly interaction based and mobility 
behaviours; the former of which related to "talkingý' for Maria and "looking 
around the room", "playing with her fingers" and "sitting cross-legged, " for Violet. 
Both girls exhibited the behaviour of "chatting to their neighbour" during each 
lesson, which may have been noticeable to the teacher or disruptive to her peers. 
Although Maria "fidgeted" by "leaning forward" and Violet "fiddled" with her 
"hands ", they did seem to pay attention since they both sat cross-legged and 
appeared to focus on the teacher. 
Maria's behaviour was, however, supplemented by a unique additional interaction 
strategy that may have made her volunteering more noticeable to the teacher. 
She "waved at the teacher" and "volunteered at a diagonal. " Two other talkative 
children exhibited similar potentially noticeable physical behaviours. Sebastian 
"stretched up his arm and pointed" when he wanted to speak; whilst Rodney "sat 
on a chair" during three lessons, which may have increased his noticeability to the 
teacher as he "stood out" above the other children. For some reason, their 
"noticeable" behaviours were more successful than those exhibited by some of 
their quiet peers, possibly because they were employed when they wanted a 
speaking turn. The only behaviour to be replicated by the quiet children was 
"chatting to their neighbour". Good & Brophy (1973 in Garner & Bing, 1973) 
have suggested that physical behaviour alone is insufficient to increase 
noticeability as teacher perceptions and attitudes towards children also play a role. 
Comparison of the physical behaviours exhibited by the quiet and talkative 
children revealed that neither type of child could be easily identifiable from their 
classroom behaviours. Teacher perceptions seemed to play an important role in 
children's quiet behaviour. In case study two, the teacher was able to identify 
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SOO/o of the quiet children, so that (s)he was aware of only half of the quiet 
children in the classroom. Research has suggested that cl-dldren live up to their 
teacher's perceptions (Rosenthal & Jacobson, 1968; Tauber, 1998; Merrett & 
Wheldall, 1992; Collins, 2003). If accurate, then the teacher-identified quiet 
children may have their quiet behaviour reinforced, whilst the video -identified 
quiet children continue to be overlooked. 
6.5 Investigating the Types of Responses Offered by Quiet Children 
during Shared Reading in the Literacy Hour in Case Study Two 
in addition to physical behaviours, interaction behaviours were also observed in 
order to consider whether interaction patterns differed between types of children 
or individual children. In line with case study one, oral interaction behaviour was 
monitored using discourse analysis. 
Discourse analysis confirmed the video and observational evidence that three out 
of the four lessons adhered directly to the format of the Literacy Hour. It also 
revealed that the interactions revolved predominantly around the lesson 
objectives as required by the National Literacy Strategy (1998,2001). Each videoed 
lesson focused on two learning objectives, an example of which is illustrated in 
Matrix 6.7. The complete sets of learning objectives are shown in Appendix 6.2. 
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Matrix 6.7: The focus of lesson two in case study one. 
Learning objective Teacher questions Example questions 
To create a wall chart of the Focused on developing "What might be another way 
classroom. children's ideas to create a of presenting information? " 
wall-chart of the classroom. "is that a picture or a 
diagram? " 
To become familiar with the Gave the children root words "How can we use "fearful" in a 
suffix "ful. " and asked them to add "ful" sentence? " 
before adding it into a "What does "unlawful" mean? 
sentence. 
The lesson objectives ensured that the lessons remained focused allowing little 
room for deviation. As a result the lessons remained teacher controlled and a 
high number of closed and/or display questions were asked (86%), all of which 
required either brief answers or answers that the teacher already knew (Wood, 
1992; Wells, 1992). The style of interactions reflected the children's perceptions 
that were gathered in chapter four. Children appeared to be looking for the 
"correct answer. " Open questions only accounted for 14% of the interactions, 
but were restricted to the focus of the lesson, e. g. "Put the word 'Settlement' 
into a sentence. " Although this question enabled the child to demonstrate their 
understanding of the vocabulary and use it within a context of their own, as well 
as offer a short sentence in response, it did not encourage them to express or 
develop their knowledge and understanding using exploratory language. 
In line with case study one, discourse analysis enabled the research to delve 
beyond the identification of types of questions and investigate the overall nature 
of the interactions allocated to the quiet children as well as to compare them with 
the interactions experienced by the children at the other cnd of the spectrum (the 
talkative children). The lessons adhered to the IRF sequence (Sinclair & 
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Coulthard, 1975). In line with IRF, the interactions were divided into three 
parts: 
9 The types of question posed by the teacher (Initiation) 
0 The types of responses given by the children (Response) 
o The feedback given by the teacher (Feedback). 
(Sinclair & Coulthard, 1975) 
For example: 
Teacher: "How do we break-up information so that 
itts easy to read? Tarquin. " (Initiation). 
Tarquin: "Print" (Response) 
Teacher: "Tend to print. Right OK" (Feedback) 
As can be seen, feedback was sometimes preceded by the teacher repeating the 
child's answer. 
Although quiet children only had a few spealung turns, their interactions were 
carefully monitored and analysed. Full details are shown in Appendix 6.8, but a 
summary of the types of questions asked is shown in Matrix 6.8. 
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Matrix 6.8: A Summary of the types of question that the teacher asked the quiet children in case 
study two. 
Group of ChAd Lesson Summary 
quiet 
children 
Child Type of child Lemon I Lemon 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 
Hope Silent child. Minimal 0 0 (Rhetorical question 0 0 1 rhetorical question 
and Short posed as a )oke). 
Participator. 
Susan Teacher-identified 'What about guiltily? " 0 'Can somebody come 0 1 open question. 
quiet child. (Putting guilty in a up with the suffix 
' 
I closed display 
Minimal and short sentence. 
) (open for ... ? (closed display question. 
participator. question) question) 
Arthur Teacher-identified 0 0 'What sort of things 0 1 closed display 
quiet child. could we put on our question. 
Short Participator. brainstorm? ' (closed I repeat display) 
'Pardon? " (repeat) 
Julie Teacher-identified Comments on lesson: 0 'Name for Arthur's 0 2 statements 
quiet child. *only one pair' sink comer for the 
Minimal and short 
(relation to number of diagram! (statement) 
wmgs a horsefly has. ) participator. (statement) 
Roland Teacher-identified 'Put 'd... ' in a 0 0 0 1 open question. 
quiet child. sentence. * (open) 
Mimin, al and short 
participator. 
Kyhe Teacher-identified 0 0 'Can somebody come 'What else has it got? ' 2 closed display 
quiet cluld. up with the suffix (Talking about features questions 
Minimal participator. 
for ... ? (closed, ofthe text. ) (closed I repeat display) display) 
'Pardon? ' (repeat) 
Sid Teacher-identified 0 0 'Put 'c... ' in a 0 1 open question 
quiet child. sentence! (open) I statement 
*Nor (statement) 
Lorraine Minimal and short 0 0 0 'What else did we see I closed display 
participator. on theseV (closed, question 
display) 
Stan 
__ýumnal 
and short inunal and sh 0 0 'Can you put 'c... ' in a 0 1 open question 
participator. 
__s_entence? 
' (open) 
Sally Minimal participator. 0 0 *Put p... ' in a 0 1 open question 
sentence! (open) 
miles Minimal participator. *Put'n... ' in a 0 (joke at Miles' 'Can anyone put *What do we call it 2 open questions. 
sentence. " (open) expense) in a sentencer (open) when we've got a 
' 
I closed display heading that isn t as big question 
as die rider 
'Something that goes I cued elicitation 
under the sea. Not a 
sub-title, but a sub. 
what? * (closed display 
question, cued 
elicitation) 
Despite the restricted interactive nature of the lessons, three types of initiation 
questions were asked: 
* Open questions 
* Closed display questions 
o Rhetorical question, which were questions that did not require an answer 
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As can be seen from Matrix 6.8, none of the quiet children received a specific 
type of question each lesson, because they did not speak every lesson. 
Analysis of the questions indicated that twelve out of the nineteen questions asked 
were open questions, which suggested that the children might receive 
opportuniti6 to develop their thoughts through speaking. Closer investigation of 
the data, however, revealed that the open questions related to the word level part 
of the lesson and required the children to offer a sentence to incorporate a word 
selected by the teacher. This merely offered children the opportunity to 
demonstrate their understanding of particular words by locating them within a 
relevant context. It did not encourage children to develop their language skills to 
express their thinking. It did, however, provide them with the opportunity to 
develop their answers beyond monosyllabic responses. Although the majority of 
their questions were open, none of the quiet children received an opportunity to 
develop their exploratory language skills as one sentence responses were 
required. 
Comparison between the types of quiet children showed that the teacher- 
identified quiet children received two additional questions to their video- 
identified peers. Two children received teacher statements rather than questions 
and two children were asked to repeat their responses. The quiet children who 
received the greatest number of questions during the week were Minimal 
Participators, but no pattern was identified that could apply to all the children in 
that group. 
Discourse analysis also investigated the answers given by the children in response 
to the teacher's questions. As can be seen from Matrix 6.9 (and Appendix 6.10) 
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the responses appeared to reflect the type of question asked. Closed and/or 
display questions received brief or monosyllabic responses. 
Matrix 6.9: A summary of the responses given by the quiet children in response to the teacher's 
questions. 
Child Group Response given Type of response Summary 
Hope Silent child, Minimal None 
and Short Participator 
Arthur Short Participator and "Sink. " (lesson 3) and repeat for Monosyllabic I monosyllabic 
Teacher- Identified teacher. I repeat 
Julie Minimal, Short "Only one pair! " (lesson 1) Exclamation 1 exclamation 
Participator and 
Teacher- Identified "Art area. " (lesson 3) Phrase I phrase 
Lorraine Minimal and Short "A heading. " (lesson 4) Phrase I phrase 
Participator 
Roland Minimal, Short "He crossed the road Sentence 1 sentence 
Participator and dangerously. " (lesson 1) 
Teacher-Identified 
Susan Minimal, Short "He walked very guiltily. " Sentence I sentence 
Participator and (lesson 1) Monosyllabic I monosyllabic Teacher-Identified 'ed. " (lesson 3) 
Stan Minimal and Short Unclear (lesson 3) 1 unclear I unclear 
Participator response 
Kylie Minimal and Teacher- 'ment. " (lesson 3) and repeat for Monosyllabic I monosyllabic 
Identified teacher. I repeat 
(lesson 4) Unclear sentence I unclear 
Miles Minimal Participator "That child was noisy. " (lesson 1) Sentence 2 sentences 
"We're going to act out a play. " 
(lesson 3) Sentence 
"Heading. " (lesson 4) Monosyllabic 1 monosyllabic 
Sally Minimal Participator "How much shall we punish Sentence I sentence 
him? " (lesson 3) 
Sid Teacher-Identified "I'm going... " (interrupted) Phrase I sentence 
.... Someone made a creation. " 
(lesson 3) Sentence I phrase 
Matrix 6.9 shows that the quiet children offered six different types of responses: 
* Short phrases, 
9 Short sentences, 
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9 Monosyllabic answers, 
* No response at all, 
e Exclamation and 
o Repeated their answers 
None of the quiet children offered detailed or long responses that indicated their 
use of language to extend their thinking skills. Their responses were short and 
restricted, which was surprising due to their high number of open questions. 
Closer analysis of the children's responses indicated that the open questions were 
misleading as they only required a short sentence response. 
Teacher: "Put punish into a sentence. " 
Sally: "How much shall we punish him? " 
This enabled her to choose an appropriate sentence but did not provide any 
further information or development of her ideas. 
Other responses offered by the quiet children were monosyllabic or short phrases 
and related directly to the question. An example was "a name for Arthur's sink 
corner for the diagram! " to which Julie replied "Art area. " Four of the quiet 
children spoke in a mumbled or quiet response, but only three of them were 
asked to repeat their responses. An additional response offered by Roland was 
refusing to reply to the teacher's question. 
Discourse analysis initially indicated that the quiet children were offered open 
questions that suggested that they might be able to demonstrate their thoughts and 
develop their ideas through talk, but the questions were deceptive. They did not 
provide children with opportunities to respond with exploratory talk that might 
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help them to develop their thoughts. It might be argued, however, that the 
questions encouraged the quieter members of the class to participate by offering a 
short sentence response rather than a monosyllabic answer. 
The final aspect to each interaction that was investigated through discourse 
analysis was the teacher feedback that was provided once the child had spoken 
(Matrix 6.10 and Appendix 6.12). 
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Matrix 6.10: Summary of teacher feedback to quiet children in case study two. 
Child Group Teacher feedback 
2 3 4 
Hope Silent Child. Short 
and Minimal 
Participator 
Julie Short, Minin-tal "Only one "Ali, maybe I repeat 
Participator. pair" Repeats that comes I positive 
Teacher-Identified. response under... 
we'll call that 
Art Area. " 
Positive 
Susan Short and Minimal No teacher 'Very good" I no response 
Participator. response Positive I positive 
Teacher-Identified. "but not the I negative 
one I was 
thinking of. " 
Negative 
Lorraine Short and Minimal 'A heading. I repeat 
Participator We can see a response 
heading. ' 
Repeat 
response 
-Trthur Short Participator "Pardon? " Ask I abk to repeat 
and Teacher- to repeat I positive 
Identified. "Right, OK" 
Positive 
-Toland Short, Minimal No teacher I no response 
Participator and response 
Teacher- Identified. 
Sally Minimal "How much I repeat 
Participator shall we I negative 
punish him? ' 
Repeats 
response 
'Mmm... ' 
Negative 
Kylie Minimal "It was the "Yes, in a 2 positive 
Participator and one I was way" Positive 
Teacher-Identified thinking of" 
Positive 
-; Ties- Minimal Repeat "Yes" Positive 'sub-heading* 3 repeat 
Participator response "We're going Repeat response 
to act out a response 2 positive 
play. " Repeat "OK" Positive 
response 
Sid Teacher-Identified dyes, ok" I positive 
Positive 
Stan Short and Minimal No teacher I no response 
Participator response 
The quiet children received five types of teacher feedback: 
9 Positive response 
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" No response 
" Negative response 
" Asked to repeat their response 
" Repetition of child's response 
The most cited response for each group of quiet children was a positive response. 
The teacher in case study two offered most children feedback after their 
questions, rather than after a series of interactions. Sometimes (s)he offered no 
response, but usually her/his interactions followed the IRF sequence (Sinclair & 
Coulthard, 1975). A further feature of the interactions was that the teacher often 
repeated the children's answers before moving on to the next interaction. This 
also reflects earlier research findings that have claimed that classroom interactions 
follow their own system of rules that are not used in general conversations 
(McHoul, 1978). 
Although the children received a variety of teacher feedback, the most cited 
feedback was positive, which suggested that the teacher encouraged children's 
attempts to participate. The teacher also often repeated their responses to the 
class. 
In summary, the interactions offered to the quiet children followed the IRF 
interaction sequence (Sinclair & Coulthard, 1975). The quiet children were 
offered four types of questions: rhetorical, open and closed display questions and 
statements. The former was unique to one quiet child, but the majority of 
questions were open. The children responded to the teacher's questions in six 
ways: short phrases, short sentences, monosyllabic responses, no response, an 
exclamation or refusing to reply. The most cited responses were monosyllabic or 
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short sentences. The latter reflected the open questions that were asked. 
Although the open questions did not encourage the children to offer an opinion or 
to extend their exploratory language skills, they ensured that many children 
offered a whole sentence answer. Such interactions indicated that the teacher 
might have tried to support children's learning and extend their responses by 
posing a question to which a monosyllabic answer was inappropriate (Bruner, 
1974) 1986). Overall, however, the quiet children did not demonstrate use of 
exploratory language. Teacher feedback was limited but predominantly positive 
or neutral. No child was, however, offered additional questions or statements 
that might have extended their responses. 
The results were then compared against the data obtained for the talkative child to 
investigate whether any similarities or differences were identifiable. The 
interactions were considered within the IRF sequence that reflected the overall 
interactions of the lessons, beginning with an investigation into the types of 
questions posed by the teacher (Matrix 6.11 and Appendix 6.9). 
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Matrix 6.11: The questions offered to the talkative children during the videoed shared reading 
lessons in case study two 
Child Group of Talkative Lesson Summary 
Children 
2 3 4 
Maria Long Participator I open 6 open 2 open 4 closed 7 open 
Regular Participator 
display display display display 
9 open 
Teacher-identified 
I open 6 closed 1 statement display 
talkative child 3 closed 
display 
I open 13 closed 
display 5 open display display 
I statement 
Rodney Regular Participator I open 1 closed 2 closed 3 open 8 closed 
Teacher-identified 
display display display display display 
talkative child I closed 1 unclear 4 closed I unclear 
display display 
4 open 
I no display 
question I no 
question 
Sebastian Regular Participator I closed 4 closed 4 closed 2 closed II closed 
display display display display display 
1 open 3 open 2 statement I open I cued 
display display display elicitation 
I cued I statement I apology 
elicitation 5 open 
I apology display 
3 statements 
Cerys Teacher-Identified I open I open 1 open 2 closed 2 open 
display display display display 
5 closed 
I closed 2 closed I statement display 
display display 
3 open 
2 open display 
1 confirm I statement 
response I confirm 
Violet Teacher- Identified 1 open 2 closed 2 open 
display display 
I open 
2 open display 
I closed 3 closed 
display display 
As can be seen from Matrix 6.11, the talkative children were offered a wider 
range of questions than the quiet children. Both sets of children were offered 
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open questions, closed display questions and statements, whilst the talkative 
children were also asked: 
* Open display questions, 
9 To confirm their response. 
No talkative child was offered a rhetorical question. The only talkative child to 
consistently receive a specific type of question was Sebastian who received at least 
one closed display question every lesson. None of the other talkative children 
received specific questions every lesson. Maria, who appeared in every group of 
talkative children, received a high number of several types of questions over the 
week, including 8 open questions and 13 closed display questions. Sebastian and 
Cerys also each received 4 open questions during the week and 13 and 5 closed 
display questions respectively. Rodney received 8 closed display questions. The 
talkative children seemed to be able to access the interactions more easily than 
their quiet peers and were given a broader range of opportunities to speak. 
Two main differences occurred in the types of questions asked between the 
talkative and the quiet children. The former were asked open display questions 
that gave them the opportunity to develop their answers, e. g. "How is a 
brainstorm different to the other things then? " Such questions required a more 
detailed answer than closed display questions and enabled them to choose from a 
range of possible responses rather than one. 
In line with the open questions allocated to the quiet children, those allocated to 
the talkative children also predominantly focused on putting words into a 
sentence, for example: "Put guilty in a sentence. " The cMId then chose the 
context for the word and located it within a sentence. 
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Securing a speaking turn appeared to be easier for some children than others. 
Maria secured a speaking turn without a question being asked. By simply raising 
her hand in lesson 3, she was asked, "Yes? " and was able to offer her comment. 
Rodney received a similar speaking opportunity in lesson four. The teacher asked 
him, "Do you know any more than I've just said? " to which Rodney offered a long 
but unclear response. Apart from these opportunities few questions encouraged 
children to offer an extended response. Maria received more opportunities to 
speak than any of the other children, receiving a total of 30 questions during the 
videoed lessons. Investigation of the teacher's perceptions of Maria identified a 
possible reason for her high level of participation. Maria was considered to be 
"Competitive and can be relied upon to give a good answer. " Perhaps her 
perceived ability to provide a "good answer" ensured that she received a greater 
number of speaking turns (and time) than the other children in the class. This 
may have helped the teacher to teach a set of specific objectives within a short 
timescale and kept the lesson focused on its objectives (Hancock & Mansfield, 
2001). 
Analysis of the questions allocated to the talkative children in case study two 
showed that, with the exception of Maria, questions predominantly reflected the 
same type of questions offered to the quiet children. They received two 
additional types to the quiet children - open display questions that also enabled 
them to offer an extended response and statements that enabled the children to 
respond to a comment offered by the teacher. 
The talkative children's responses were also investigated to be compared against 
those of their quiet peers and are summarised in Matrix 6.12 and shown in full in 
Appendix 6.11. 
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Matrix 6.12: Summary of types of responses given by talkative children in case study two. 
Child Group of Types of responses offered each lesson Summary 
Talkative 
Children 
2 3 4 
Maria Long 3S 4E 2P 4M 12S 
Participator 2 NVC 3M IE 6E 
Regular IM IE is 3 NVC 
Participator 3S IU 8M 
Teacher- 11 5S 11 
i8entified 
talkative child I LS 2P 
I TT IU 
I AQ I LS 
I NVC I TT 
I AQ 
Rodney Regular 2S 211 1S 3P 3S 
Participator IM IM 4U 
Teacher- I NVC 2M 
identified 2U I NVC 
talkative child 
3E 3E 
3P 
Sebastian Regular 1M IM II IS 4M 
Participator IS I LS 2M 3P 7S 
11 4S I LS 2 LS 
2P 2P IU 7P 
2E I CO I CO 2E 
I CO 3 CO 
IS 21 
IU 
Cerys Teacher- IP 2S 3M IM 3P 
identified 3M IP I AQ 2S 7M 
3 CO I CO 6S 
IP I AQ 
2S 4CO 
Violet Teacher- 2S 2 RR 2S 
identified I RR 3RR 
KEY: 
S= short sentence 
P= short phrase 
E =explanation 
U= unclear answer 
NVC =non-verbal communication 
I= interrupted by child 
RR = refuse to respond 
TT = talked over by teacher 
SQ = sequence of questions 
M= monosyllabic 
AQ = ask question 
LS = long sentence 
CO = call out 
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Matrix 6.12 shows that the talkative children offered a broader range of responses 
than their quiet peers. In addition to the types of answers offered by the quiet 
cl-iildren, seven further response types were identified: 
Provided explanatory answers 
Spoke in long sentences 
Used non-verbal communication (e. g. nod) 
Asked the teacher a question 
Were interrupted by the teacher or a child 
Called out 
Offered an answer that resulted in a series of questions 
Some talkative children were given opportunities to offer extend answers that 
enabled them to develop their exploratory language skills. None of the quiet 
children received such an opportunity. Only two out of the four teacher- 
identified talkative children received opportunities to offer extended answers; 
whilst three video -identified talkative children, Maria, Rodney and Sebastian 
offered 6,3 and 2 exploratory answers over the week respectively. Once again it 
was Maria who received the greatest number of opportunities to expand her 
answers and she was the only child whose answer secured herself a series of 
subsequent interaction turns: The following excerpt is taken from Lesson 2 and 
illustrates the lengthy interaction sequence that only Maria was able to secure. 
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Teacher: What might be another way of presenting 
information? 
Maria: Draw a picture of things in the classroom and 
write what they're used for and how you use them? 
Teacher: Is that the same as a diagram? 
Maria: (Shakes head) 
Teacher: How is it different to a diagram? 
Maria: We could draw a picture just to show what it 
looks like instead of a diagram. 
Teacher: Right then okay, so let's have pictures. So 
would that include writing? 
Maria: Yes 
Teacher: But not labels? 
Maria: (Shakes head) 
Teacher: Come along, Maria is not the only person in 
the class. 
Maria's response to the initial open display question was an exploratory answer, 
which gained her additional questions. Her question sequence was sustained even 
though she offered a non-verbal response. The teacher developed Maria's 
interaction sequence as far as possible by asking her additional questions. Similar 
interactions were also identified for Sebastian, Rodney and Cerys. Sebastian 
received similar interactions as did Rodney in lessons 2 and 4, and Cerys in lesson 
three to clarify her response. Violet was the only talkative child who did not offer 
a response that obtained her further interactions. This type of interaction was not 
offered to the quiet children in case study two. 
It was interesting to note that Maria did not call out. Despite her high number of 
interactions, she was only selected to speak when she volunteered. in contrast, 
Cerys and Sebastian obtained several speaking turns by calling out. Sebastian 
called out during three lessons and was given a speaking turn each time, whilst 
Cerys called out three times in lesson 3 and once in lesson 4 and obtained a 
speaking turn each time. Sebastian always called out the correct answer and his 
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response was acknowledged, e. g. "Satellite pictures, " whilst although Cerys called 
out the answer on two occasions, she also exhibited behaviour that attracted the 
teacher's attention towards herself on two further occasions. In comparison only 
one quiet child, Roland, called out but his contribution was ignored. 
Cerys was the only person to attempt to call out by saying "please! " or "ooh! ", but 
in this case study it appeared to be a successful strategy. 
Lesson 3: 
Cerys: "Ooh! Ooh! Oohl Tion. 
(Then later during the same lesson) 
Cerys: "Oh, please, please, please! (selected) It's the 
celebration of the new baby. " 
In comparison, none of the quiet children called out their responses, except 
Roland, but waited to be allocated a speaking turn by the teacher. 
further difference to emerge between the behaviours of the quiet and talkative 
children was non-verbal communication that was employed by Rodney and 
Maria. Both children used non-verbal communication to answer the teacher's 
question, which indicated a potential power role between the children and the 
teacher. The children may have been confident that they would retain their 
speaking turn or did not mind if it stopped. In Maria's example, the teacher was 
doing most of the talking. Likewise the teacher seemed to be trying to ascertain 
the "correct" answer from her. 
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A further interactive behaviour that was not identified for the quiet children was 
that some of the talkative children asked the teacher a question during the lesson. 
Maria, Rodney and Cerys managed to ask questions, which the teacher answered. 
For example: Maria asked the teacher "Do you have to take off the e? " to check 
whether a spelling pattern always followed the same rule or whether there were 
exceptions. Similarly Rodney asked, "What instruments do they use to 
measure... [unclear speech] ... and oceans? " which asked the teacher to elaborate 
on the information that (s)he had just been talking about. Cerys asked, "Does it 
store anything? " which was to help the children identify "things" in the classroom. 
The questions appeared to help the children clarify their learning. The first two 
questions enabled the children to develop their understanding of the issues being 
discussed by the teacher, whilst the latter helped Cerys to ascertain the type of 
answer that the teacher was looking for. Cerys' response reiterated the potential 
"Right answer" climate that the children who were interviewed in Chapter 4 
seemed to perceive existed within the shared reading lessons. 
An additional contrasting teacher reaction to the children's responses was that the 
teacber interrupted both Maria and Sebastian but did not interrupt a quiet child 
whilst they were speaking. 
overall, the talkative children offered a broader range of responses than their 
quiet peers. Whilst the quiet children were restricted to short sentence and 
monosyllabic responses, some talkative children were able to secure longer 
speaking turns that enabled them to express themselves in greater detail. 
Although the interaction behaviours were not applicable to all the talkative 
children, they indicated that different children exhibited different types of 
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classroom behaviour. Interactive behaviours that were exhibited by the talkative 
children but not replicated by the quiet children were: 
" non-verbal responses, 
" asking questions to clarif their learning, y 
" calling out or offering a response that resulted in a series of interactions, 
" or being interrupted. 
Even though the talkative children offered a greater range of responses than the 
quiet children, the majority of their interactions were still restricted to the lesson 
objectives. Open and open-display questions offered the talkative children 
opportunities for developing their exploratory language skills that were not 
offered to the quiet children; but the majority of speaking opportunities were 
related to questions that necessitated closed-display, monosyllabic answers, short 
sentences or phrases, which were restricted in length and content. The shared 
reading lessons observed were not as interactive as the National Literacy Strategy 
(DfEE, 1998b) had envisaged. They focused the lessons on the text and learning 
objectives and offered few opportunities for purposeful interaction and 
exploratory talk. Presentational talk dominated i. e. "getting it right" and giving 
"the expected information" (Bames, 1992, pl 26). 
The final area of interactions that were investigated in order to identify 
differences between the interactive behaviours of the quiet and talkative children 
was teacher feedback. In line with existing interaction research, the teacher often 
allocated feedback to the children's responses (Edwards & Mercer, 1987; Mroz et 
al, 2000). Feedback usually followed each child's response. Matrix 6.13 shows 
the types of feedback given to talkative children by the teacher. (Detailed in 
Appendix 6.13) 
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Matrix 6.13: Summary of teacher feedback to the talkative children in case study two. 
Child Group of Talkative Teacher feedback Summary 
Children 
1 2 3 4 
Maria Long Participator I NTR I SQ 6P 1 NTR 3 NTR 
Regular Participator IP 4AQ 6RR 2P 14 P 
Teacher-identified I DEV A 5P 2 DEV A 2 RR 4 DEV A 
talkative child I I. I RTC 4AQ IN I I. 
2N IN I DEV A I SQ 
IRR INTR 8AQ 
II IS I RTC 
4N 
II 
1S 
9RR 
Rodney Regular Participator I RR I REPH I AQ 3RR S RR 
Teacher-identified IP I RR IP 4P I DEV A 
talkative child IP I DEV A INEUTRAL 7P 
2AQ I REPH 
3AQ 
INEUTRAL 
-Tebastian Regular Participator IRR 2P 2P 6RR 
IN 3RR 1S I RR 3N 
2AQ I IRRELE I AQ 4P 
IN IL IC 4AQ 
IC I RR 3C 
IR I AQ IR 
I DEV A IN I DEV A 
IC II 
is 
I IRRELE 
I I. 
Cerys Teacher-Identified 3 RR I NTR IN 2P 4RR 
Talkative Child IP 2AQ IC 6P 
IN IANSWER I NTR 2N 
I NTR 3P 4 NTR 
I RR 2 AQ 
INTR IANSWER 
I Child 
Violet Teacher-Identified IC IREPH IC 
Talkative Child IRR IRR 
IAQ IAQ 
IP IP 
I DEV A I DEV A 
I REPH 
KEY: 
NTR = no teacher response 
P= positive 
AQ Addinonal question 
sQ sequence questions 
DEV A= answer developed 
L= laugh 
R= reassurance 
REPH = rephrase original question 
NEUTRAL = Neither positive nor negative 
RQ = repeat question 
N= negative 
RR = repeat responýe 
I= interrupted 
S= summarises child's response 
C= teacher corrected child's response 
IRRELE = response unrelated to child's answer 
ANSWER = answer child's question 
RTC = Repeats teacher's comment 
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The only teacher feedback that was given to the quiet children but was not 
replicated for the talkative children was a rhetorical question. In comparison, the 
talkative children received the following additional twelve types of teacher 
feedback that were not given to the quiet children: 
" Neutral response 
" Rephrased questions 
" Correction of child's comments 
" Irrelevant response 
" Laughter 
" Answering a question posed by a child 
" Sequence of questions 
" Repeat question 
" Interruption during child's response 
" Additional questions 
" Summarised answers 
" Reassurance about their response 
Although the responses were not received by every talkative child nor identified 
during every lesson, they illustrated that the range of teacher feedback to the 
talkative children was broader than that for the quiet children. The talkative 
children did not share a specific teacher response every videoed lesson, but some 
individual talkative children received consistent types of responses every lesson. 
Maria and Rodney had at least one positive response per lesson, whilst Sebastian 
always had at least one of his responses repeated every videoed lesson and he also 
received negative feedback. In comparison, Cerys was the only talkative child 
who was given no teacher feedback to one of her responses during every videoed 
lesson. Violet was the only talkative child who did not speak every lesson and, 
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therefore, did not receive a specific type of teacher feedback every videoed 
lesson. 
Teacher feedback consistent to groups of children showed that all the talkative 
children shared the teacher responses of "repeating child's responses, " "positive 
responses" and "additional questions" at least once during the videoed lessons. 
Comparison with the results of the feedback given to the quiet children revealed 
that in line with the quiet children negative responses were not given to every 
child, and neither was every talkative child's response developed. Only three out 
of the five talkative children shared both types of responses. The negative 
response was developed for three of the talkative children as the teacher corrected 
their "incorrect" answers. The talkative children seemed to be perceived to be 
able to cope with this form of criticism, as it did not happen to any of the quiet 
children. The responses also indicated that teacher questions were searching for 
particular answers (Tough, 1979; Edwards & Westgate, 1994; Collins, 1996) and 
showed that little may have changed since the Bullock Committee Report (1975, 
p 142), which said that children "guess what the teacher has in mind. " 
overall, the greater number of questions offered to the talkative children resulted 
in a broader range of interactions for them compared to the quiet children. This 
illustrated that the two types of children seemed to be treated differently during 
shared reading in this classroom. 
In summary the interactions experienced by the talkative children were broader 
than those experienced by their quiet peers. Classroom interaction patterns 
predominantly adhered to the IRF sequence (Sinclair & Coulthard , 1975). The 
talkative children received two additional types of questions to their quiet peers: 
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open display questions and teacher statements. The former provided the talkative 
children with additional opportunities to develop their responses beyond the short 
or monosyllabic responses offered by their quiet peers. No type of question was, 
however, allocated consistently across every lesson to each talkative child, but 
Maria, Rodney and Sebastian secured more opportunities for using exploratory 
language than the other children. 
Throughout the videoed lessons closed display questions predominated ensuring 
that the lessons remained focused on the learning objectives. The talkative 
children's responses also incorporated six additional types of responses than those 
offered by their quieter peers, twelve additional types of teacher feedback 
compared to the quiet children. Again none of the types of teacher feedback were 
given to particular children every lesson. The talkative children received a 
broader range of teacher feedback than their quiet peers. 
Analysis of the talkative children's interactions revealed that teacher perceptions 
might play an important role in children's classroom interaction opportunities. 
The teacher perceived Violet to be talkative and yet she only spoke on two of the 
videoed lessons and in three out of her five speaking turns she refused to reply. 
She only spoke twice. Coupled with the teacher's description of Violet as "loud 
and confidenti" her video identification as not a talkative child reiterated the 
possibility that teacher perceptions may not be accurate. Owing to the teacher's 
apparent attempts to include quiet children in his/her lessons, Violet may have 
spoken more to her teacher if she had been perceived to be quiet. 
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6.6 Comparing the Physical and Oral Behavioural Patterns of Quiet 
Children with Teacher Perceptions 
The role of teacher perceptions and children's classroom participation patterns 
were further investigated to consider whether the teacher's actual comments 
reflected the way in which the children were treated in the classroom (Matrix 
6.14) 
Matrix 6.14: Teacher Perceptions of the quiet children in case study two. 
Child Group Teacher perception Classification of teacher 
perception 
Hope Minimal Participators, Short 'model student" Work habits 
Participators & Silent Child 
Stan Minimal Participators, Short "pleasant and able" Nature 
Participators 
Lorraine Minimal Participators, Short "annoying" Nature 
Participators 
Miles Minimal Participators "bright" Ability 
Sally Minimal Participators "bright/able" Ability 
Kylie Teacher-Identified, Minimal "quiet" Nature 
Participator 
Arthur Teacher- Identified, Short "shy" Nature 
Participator 
Roland Teacher-Identified, Minimal and "quiet" Nature 
Short Participator 'improved" Behaviour 
"laid back" Behaviour 
Susan Teacher-ldentified, Minimal and "quiet" Nature 
Short Participator 
Julie Teacher-Identified, Minimal and "able and bright" Ability 
Short Participator 
rSiT 
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Matrix 6.15: Teacher PercePtions of the talkative children in case study two. 
Child Group Teacher perception Classification of teacher 
perception 
Maria Regular Participator, Long "Competitive. Can be relied Ability 
Participator and Teacher- upon to give a good answer. " Behaviour Identified Talkative child 
Rodney Regular Participator and "Very bright, but irritating. " Ability 
Teacher-Identified Talkative Behaviour 
child 
Sebastian Regular Participator "Temperamental and moody" Nature 
Violet Teacher- Identified Talkative "Loud, confident and spiteful" Nature 
child 
Cerys Teacher-ldentified Talkative "Over-confident. Sensitive. " Nature 
child 
Teacher perceptions of the quiet children were located within four main areas: 
"Work habits", "Ability", "Nature" and "Behaviour". With the exception of 
Lorraine, the majority of teacher comments were positive. In comparison, four 
out of the six teacher- identified quiet children were simply described as "quiet, " 
which questioned the extent to which the teacher knew the children. It also 
reflected the perceptions that were gathered from teachers at the outset of this 
research who were unable to comment upon a group of quiet children in their 
class. 
Literature claims that teacher perceptions are important as they teach children to 
learn to live up or down to them (Merrett & Wheldall, 1992; Tauber, 1998). 
Children whose teachers perceive and, therefore, are expect them to behave in a 
quiet manner may, therefore, learn to behave quietly. The teacher's perception 
of the silent child as a "model student" was a potential example of such 
expectations that might result in specific behaviour. The teacher's description of 
Hope's behaviour valued her behaviour and portrayed her as someone who 
behaved in an acceptable classroom manner. 
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Teacher perceptions of the talkative children were located within three main 
categories of "Ability, " "Behaviour" and "Nature. " Unlike their quiet peers, none 
were simply described as talkative, which suggested that the teacher had a more 
detailed knowledge of these children. The teacher perceived the talkative 
children in a more negative manner than their quiet peers. Whereas most quiet 
children were perceived as "pleasant, able, " or "shy; " the descriptions of the 
talkative children were predominantly more critical citing them to be 
"temperamental and moody" (Sebastian), "loud, confident and spiteful" (Violet) 
and "over- confident and sensitive" (Cerys). 
Negative perceptions were not totally reserved for the talkative children as 
Lorraine was described "annoying". 
Teacher perceptions also indicated children's perceived academic abilities and 
described quiet and talkative children alike to be "academically able. " 
Comparison of teacher perceptions against graded Literacy work groups displayed 
a different perspective (Matrix 6.16). 
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Matrix 6.16: Ability groupings of the quiet children in case study two. 
Child Group Ability grouping. 
I= highest, 
5= lowest 
Hope Minimal Participators, Short 3 
Participators and Silent Child 
Lorraine Minimal Participators, Short 1 
Participators 
Stan Minimal Participator, Short 5 
Participators 
Sally Minimal Participators I 
Miles Minimal Participators 2 
Sid Teacher- identified Quiet Child 3 
Roland Teacher-Identified Quiet Child, 4 
Minimal and Short Participator 
Susan Teacher-Identified Quiet Child, 4 
Minimal and Short Participator 
Kylie Teacher-Identified Quiet Child, 3 
Minimal Participator 
Arthur Teacher-ldentified Quiet Child, 5 
Short Participator 
Julie Teacher- Identified Quiet Child, 1 
Minimal and Short Participator 
Matrix 6.17: Ability groupings of the talkative children in case study two. 
Child Group Ability grouping. 
I= highest, 
5= lowest 
Maria Regular Participator, Long I 
Participator and Teacher- 
Identified Talkative child 
Rodney Regular Participator and Teacher- 2 
Identified Talkative child 
Sebastian Regular Participator 3 
Violet Teacher-identified Talkative child 2 
Cerys Teacher- Identified Talkative child 1 
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Teacher-identified talkative children were located within the top two Literacy 
ability groups, whilst the video -identified talkative children were located in the 
top three Literacy ability groups. This indicated that the teacher seemed to 
perceive that the more able children might be talkative whereas less able children 
might be quiet. Video -identified talkative children upheld his/her perceptions by 
appearing in the top three ability groups but the video -identified quiet children 
reflected a full spectrum of abilities. Teacher perceptions seemed to ensure that 
some of the quiet children secured speaking turns more easily than some of their 
talkative peers. 
Links between teacher perceptions and classroom interactions were considered 
further in relation to the ease with which each child appeared to secure a speaking 
turn (Matrix 6.18) 
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Matrix 6.18: The success rates of children obtaining a speaking turn in case study two. 
Child Silent 
Children 
Minimal 
Participator 
Short 
Participator 
Teacher- 
Identified 
Quiet Child 
Regular 
Participator 
Long 
Participator 
Teacher- 
Identified 
Talkative 
Child 
Roland 100% 100% 100% 
Kylie S6% S6% 
Susan SO% 50% 50% 
Sid 50% 
Stan 50% 50% 
Sebastian 44% 
Maria 43% 43% 43% 
Cerys 43% 
Rodney 43% 43% 
Julie 36% 36% 36% 
Arthur 33% 33% 
Sally 27% 
Miles 25% 
Violet 25% 
Lorraine 13% 13% 
Hope 0% 0% 0% 1 1 
Matrix 6.18 illustrates that some children were able to secure a speaking turn 
more successfully than others. One of the video and teacher- identified quiet 
children, Roland, secured a speaking turn every time that he volunteered. 
Potentially accurate teacher interpretations of his disinterested body language, as 
well as identification as a quiet child by the teacher, seemed to influence his 
interaction opportunities during the videoed shared reading lessons. 
Similar findings were made for five more of the quiet children who secured a 
speaking turn at least 50% of the time that they volunteered to speak. Four of 
those children were teacher-identifted quiet children, which again suggested that 
the teacher's perception of these children ensured that they were encouraged to 
speak. The talkative children, with the exception of Violet, were less successful 
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at gaining a speaking turn and secured a success rate of approximately 40%. 
Violet was not identified as talkative on the videos and her limited success rate of 
25% suggested that she did not speak as often as the teacher thought. Although 
she only spoke in two lessons and was considered to be "loud and confident", her 
behaviour did not reflect this. 
Another mismatch between teacher perceptions and children's behaviour related 
to Hope. She was perceived as a "model student" and was not considered to be 
quiet. She did not, however, receive any speaking turns and only volunteered to 
speak once. During lesson 2 her potential speaking turn was monopolised by the 
teacher's rhetorical question, which asked for a root word for the suffix "ful. " 
The teacher asked Hope but answered the question for her without giving her 
time to respond. Hope's only potential speaking turn was missed and hiablighted Cý-- 
the importance of teacher perceptions in the treatment of children in the 
classroom. Although the teacher seemed aware of some quiet children in her/his 
classroom) other children, including Hope, were not considered to be quiet and 
were overlooked during some videoed lessons. 
In case study two, data analysis indicated that teacher perceptions might play an 
important role in interaction patterns in the classroom. The accuracy of those 
perceptions was then paramount, but in case study two teacher perceptions 
appeared to be more accurate for the talkative children than the quiet children. 
6.7 Comparison of the Physical and Interactive Behavioural Patterns 
of quiet Children with Parental Perceptions 
In addition to teacher perceptions, parental perspectives on quiet behaviour were 
also sought and are summarized in Matrix 6.19. 
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Matrix 6.19: Parental Perceptions of the Quiet Child from Case Study Two 
Parent Child's Gender Type of Child Quiet or Talkative 
I Girl Minimal Participator Mixed 
2 Girl Silent Child 
Minimal Participator 
Short Participator 
Talkative child 
3 Girl Long Participator 
Regular Participator 
Talkative child 
4 Girl n/a Sometimes quiet 
sometimes talkative 
5% Boy n/a Talkative 
6 Boy n/a Talkative 
The majority of parents of children in case study two felt that their child was 
talkative. Two described their child as "sometimes qtdet and sometimes talkative" 
or "mixed". The parents of the Silent Child considered her to be talkative which 
contrasted the behaviour she exhibited in the classroom. They said that she 
"couldn't sit quietly" at home, but offered no comment on her behaviour in 
school. Their perceptions upheld research claims that children may bchave 
differently in school than when at home (Wade & Moore, 1984; Collins, 1996). 
In contrast the perceptions of the parents of the Long Participator/ Regular 
Participator reflected her behaviour in school, describing her as "someone who 
likes communicating and has no problem getting her point of view across". Their 
perceptions implied that their daughter had lots of ideas, which not only matched 
her classroom behaviour but also reflected the teacher's perceptions. 
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6.8 Comparison of the physical and interactive behavioural patterns 
of quiet children with child perceptions 
Children's perceptions of their own classroom behaviour were also considered to 
establish the extent to which they perceived themselves as quiet or talkative 
within shared reading. Their views were gathered from the children's quiz and 
the results are shown in Matrix 6.20 and Matrix 6.2 1. 
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Matrix 6.20: Quiet children's perceptions of their own classroom interactive behaviour 
Child Group Self-perception Classification of 
self-perception 
Hope Silent Child "I like talking about things" Enjoy being 
Short Participator talkative 
Minimal Participator 
Lorraine Short Participator "I might get the answer Right answer 
Minimal Participator wrong" 
Stan Short Participator "I might get the answer Right answer 
Minimal Participator wrong" 
Susan Short Participator "I like to talk when I know Enjoy giving the 
Minimal Participator something" right answer 
Teacher-identified quiet child 
Julie Short Participator "I get embarrassed" Embarrassment 
Minimal Participator 
Teacher-identified quiet child 
Roland Short Participator "I'm rubbish at talking" Lack of ability 
Minimal Participator 
Teacher-identified quiet child 
Kylie Minimal Participator "I don't talk much. I'm not a Quiet 
Teacher-identified quiet child good talker, I'm too quiet" Lack ability 
Dislike 
Arthur Short Participator "I don't like to talk in class. Quiet 
Teacher-identified quiet child Because I'm not that brainy" Lack ability 
Dislike 
Sid Teacher-identified quiet child "I don't like talking in class. I Not know 
don't know why. " 
Sally Short Participator "I enjoy talking" Talkative 
Enjoy 
Miles Short Participator "I like talking" Talkative 
"It makes me feel good when I Enjoy 
get it right, 
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Matrix 6.21: Talkative children's perceptions of their own classroom interactive behaviours 
Child Group Self-perception Classification of 
self-perception 
Maria Long Participator "I like to tell people what I think" Talkative 
Regular Participator Enjoy 
Sebastian Regular Participator "If you get it right you get a tingly Right answer 
feeling inside" 
Rodney Regular Participator "You learn by talking" Learn 
Teacher-identified 
talkative child 
Cerys Teacher-identified "I like to show I know what the Enjoy 
talkative child answer is. " Ability 
Right answer 
Violet Teacher-identified "it take a long time for Mr x to give No opportunity 
talkative child me a speaking turn" 
As can be seen from Matrix 6.20 and Matrix 6.2 1, the children's self-perceptions 
of their own interactive behaviour did not always reflect their classroom 
behaviour. The majority of quiet children, including the silent child, perceived 
themselves to be talkative during shared reading lessons in class. They suggested 
that they enjoyed talking in shared reading. Comments included: I enjoy talking" 
(Sally), I like talking" (Miles), and I like to talk when I know something" 
(Susan). it was interesting to note that the perceptions of four of the children 
who perceived themselves to be quiet revealed that they held low self-perceptions 
of their actual talking ability. Kylie believed that "I'm not a good talker, " whilst 
Roland felt "I'm rubbish at talking, " Stan "might get the answer wrong"and 
Arthur said "I'm not that brainy. " The children appeared to believe that they 
were not good at talking and this was reflected in their classroom behaviour. 
Such perceptions might reinforce their quiet behaviour thus possibly limiting the 
extent to which they will be able to develop their speaking and listening skills that 
are vital for their educational, work and social lives (QCA, 1999; Larson, 2000). 
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The perceptions of the talkative children in case study two reflected their 
classroom behaviour more accurately. All five talkative children perceived 
themselves as talkative, but Violet indicated that, "It takes a long time for Mr(s) X 
to give me a speaking turn. " 
Central to th6 responses of both quiet and talkative children was the notion of 
"getting the answer right. " Four quiet children and two talkative children 
explained that speaking in class necessitated knowledge of the correct answer. 
Lorraine and Stan both specifically stated: "I might get the answer wrong, " whilst 
Miles made a similar, but more positive, comment, "It makes me feel good when 
I get it right; " as did Susan who said, "I like to talk when I know something. " In 
addition to Cerys, a similar perception was upheld by Sebastian who stated that, 
"if you get it right you get a tingly feeling inside". Their comments had accurately 
identified that specific answers were required for many questions and reiterated 
the restricted interactive nature of the videoed shared reading lessons. Their 
claims upheld research by Edwards & Mercer (1987) and Mroz et al (2000) who 
described lessons as teacher-led recitations where teachers asked predominantly 
closed questions and children supplied the answers, which ensured that the lesson 
remained focused on the learning objectives. 
A further theme to emerge from the comments of the quiet children was the 
possibility that the classroom was not a secure environment for speaking publicly. 
One quiet child felt "embarrassed" (Julie) when talking in class and two children 
disliked talking in class (Arthur and Kylie). This suggested that the ethos of the 
classroom might not have supported the children's attempts to speak in front of 
their peers without fear or embarrassment. 
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Out of the seventeen talkative and quiet children only three, two quiet and one 
talkative, recognised that talk played an important part in their learning. "I like to 
learn new things, " (Miles, quiet child); "you learn stuff, " (Roland, quiet child) and 
"You learn by talking" (Rodney, talkative child). Although some of the quiet 
children had recognised this, only the talkative child was able to implement his 
beliefs through his behaviour. The importance of talk was not recognised by all 
the children. Kylie did not value talk claiming, "It's boring. I'd rather be 
working", which reflected Scott's (1989) claims that the hidden curriculum 
within the classroom teaches children not only that talk is not work, but it also has 
a low status. Similarly Baddeley (1992) emphasised that children need to learn 
that talk is valued in school, as many children believe talk and learning are not 
related. 
Consideration of the children's self-perceptions showed that the quiet children 
were less accurate in their views of their own behaviour than the talkative 
children. All the talkative children recognised their own behaviour, whilst many 
of the video-quiet children perceived themselves to be talkative. It was 
particularly interesting to note that five out of the six children whom the teacher 
perceived to be quiet, also perceived themselves to be quiet and suggested that 
children might learn to accept the teacher's perceptions as their own as indicated 
in earlier research (Merrett & Wheldall, 1992; Long, 2000). The concept of 
searching for the correct answer was also apparent from the children's 
perceptions and indicated that the lessons were not highly interactive but focussed 
around specific learning objectives in line with the requirements of the National 
Literacy Strategy (I 998c). The implicit nature of the speaking and listening within 
the National Literacy Strategy (1998c) was not emphasised in specific learning 
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objectives and appears to have been overlooked for many children in case study 
two. The potential lack of confidence of some of the quiet children who had low 
self-perceptions of their oral capabilities also gave cause for concern. The results 
questioned the accuracy of perceptions within the classroom and reiterated the 
potentially important role of teacher perceptions in children's behaviour. 
6.9 Overview 
The results of case study two revealed that the videoed lessons predominantly 
adhered to the format of the Literacy Hour. The lessons were not, however, 
interactive as expected by the National Literac Strategy (1998c) but reflected the Y 
whole-class teacher-led question and answer sessions where the teacher retained 
central control of the lesson and allocated speaking turns to the children (Alpert, 
1987; Edwards, 1992; Dillon, 1994; Mroz et al, 2000). The interactions 
followed the Initiation, Response, Feedback sequence identified by Sinclair & 
Coulthard(1975). Questions were predominantly closed but open questions 
were offered to both quiet children and their talkative peers. The open questions 
provided few opportunities for children to develop their exploratory language 
skills advocated by Barnes (1976,1992) and Mercer (2000), because they simply 
required the children to place a word into a sentence. In line with earlier 
research findings the teacher dominated classroom talk (Bullock, 1975; Edwards, 
1992; Boshell, 1995; OFSTED, 2003). 
Quiet and talkative children alike received open questions and closed display 
questions but the latter were also able to maximise their speaking opportunities to 
closed display questions by offering extended responses. Compared to the 
number of speaking turns allocated, few children received many opportunities to 
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develop their responses, which again reflected earlier research claims (Edwards 
Mercer, 1987; OFSTED, 2003). 
Within case study two four groups of quiet children were identified, three from 
video-evidence and one from teacher perceptions, and overlap occurred between 
the sets of cl-jildren. Five out of the six teacher-identified quiet children were also 
identified as quiet from video-evidence, but an additional five children were 
identified as quiet from the video evidence but were not considered to be quiet by 
the teacher. In total the video identified quiet children accounted for 32% of all 
the children in the class. 
Three groups of talkative children were also identified during case study two, two 
from video evidence and one from teacher perceptions. Overlap occurred 
between the teacher and video -identified talkative children where the class 
teacher also identified two out of the three video -identified talkative children as 
talkative. As with the quiet children, one more child was identified from video- 
evidence as talkative, who was not perceived to be talkative by the class teacher. 
Similarly the teacher identified two additional children as talkative and yet they 
were not the most talkative children in the class based on video evidence. The 
video -identified talkative children accounted for 10% of the class which left 90% 
of the cl-lildren receiving less than 2 speaking turns and less than 18 seconds 
speaking time per videoed lesson, which indicated that the majority of the class 
were quiet. 
Consideration of the children's perceptions of their own classroom behaviour 
with the observations indicated that the talkative children perceived classroom 
behaviour more accurately than their quiet peers. 
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As in earlier research, the quiet children were predominantly girls (Collins, 
1996), but quietness could not solely be attributed to girls because the child who 
received the longest speaking turns and time across every videoed lesson was a 
girl and there were quiet boys. 
The potentially central role of teacher perceptions in teachers' treatment of 
individual children was illustrated through the teacher's reactions towards two 
children in her/his class. A child whom the teacher perceived to be quiet, 
Roland, always received a speaking turn when he volunteered; whilst a talkative 
child, Maria, was able to secure a speaking turn even when the teacher had not 
asked a question. The teacher's belief in the quality of Maria's answers may have 
explained her dominant role in the shared reading interactions. 
Investigation of the physical behaviours exhibited by quiet or talkative children 
revealed few shared behaviours. Both types of children appeared to pay attention 
to the lesson and "looked at the board/teacher" throughout each lesson. Some 
children exhibited individual physical behaviours but none that could be assigned 
specifically to all the quiet or talkative children in the class. The main difference 
between the behaviours of the quiet and talkative children was that although both 
types of children exhibited physical behaviours that seemed to increase their 
chances of speaking in class, only the talkative children appeared to be able to get 
themselves selected to speak. 
Investigation of the oral behaviours exbibited by the quiet and talkative children 
revealed that the former received a narrower range of interactions than their 
talkative peers. Talkative children not only secured a greater number of speaking 
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turns than their quiet peers, but also received more open questions and a greater 
range of teacher feedback; whilst they demonstrated a broader range of responses. C' I 
Similarly one of the teacher-identified quiet children (Roland) also received a 
greater number of speaking turns, teacher feedback and child responses than the 
other teacher- identified quiet children and those solely identified from video 
evidence. His behaviour was interesting because, although he had an excellent 
success rate at volunteering and broader interaction opportunities than the other 
quiet children, he did not receive a speaking turn when he called out. 
Potential links between academic ability and quiet behaviour were not conclusive 
as although the teacher believed that quiet and talkative children alike might be 
academically able, her/his own selection of quiet children did not reflect this. 
The teacher-identified quiet children were mainly in the middle to lower Literacy 
ability groups, whilst the teachcr-identified talkative children were in the top two 
Literacy groups. Similarly, video-evidence showed that the video -identified 
talkative children were in the top three ability groups, whilst the video-identified 
quiet children reflected a full spectrum of abilities. 
Within case study two, the role of teacher perceptions was highlighted as a 
potential influence upon children's classroom behaviours. Interaction 
opportunities were limited for all the children, since at no time during an 
observed shared reading lesson was an issue opened up for discussion. The quiet 
children received a narrower range of interaction types than their talkative peers, 
but the teacher seemed to be aware that some children tended to behavc in a quiet 
manner and needed encouragement to speak. Within case study two, the 
potentially important role of teacher perceptions was re-iterated (Rosenthal & 
Jacobson, 1968; Merrett & Wheldall, 1992; Tauber, 1998; Collins, 2003). 
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Children's self-perceptions indicated that talkative children had a more accurate 
view of their behaviour than the quiet children. Both sets of children perceived 
themselves to be talkative during shared reading although it was interesting to 
note that few children recognised the important role of talk in their learning. 
The observations made during case study two reflected shared reading as a 
restricted interactive lesson with few opportunities for children to develop their 
thoughts through speaking. They did not reflect Wells' high expectations that: 
The most enriching experience of all for many 
children is probably the open-ended exploratory talk 
that arises from reading. 
Wells, 1985, p72 
Chapters 5 and 6 have considered the findings of each case study of classroom 
practice investigated during this research. They have examined and presented the 
findings in detail. In Chapter 7 the main issues are drawn from each case study 
and discussed in line with educational theory and then compared with the 
perceptions that were gathered at the outset of the research to identify any issues 
that have emerged during the research, which may benefit from further 
investigation. 
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Chapter 7- Discussion of Findings 
7.1 Introduction 
Chapter seven draws together the main findings of the three stages of the practical 
research that were presented in chapters four, five and six. Within the chapter 
the research findings are re-considered through a discussion of the main issues that 
arose from them (Section 7.2), alongside their relevance to existing research. 
The chapter concludes with a general overview of the main discussion points 
(Section 7.3). 
7.2 Discussion of the Main Issues to Emergefrom the Researchfindings 
The results that were described in chapters four, five and six provided detailed 
information about perceptions of the quiet child and the physical and interactional 
behavioural patterns of quiet children that were observed in the case study 
classroom t 
from which four main areas for discussion have emerged: 
" Educator, parental and child perceptions portrayed the quiet child as a 
subjective and complex phenomenon. 
" The quiet child was difficult to identify from physical behaviour alone. 
" The quiet children received different interaction opportunities to their 
more talkative peers. 
e Parental and child perceptions of quiet children were limited. 
7.2.1 Educator, Parental and Child Perceptions Portrayed the Quiet Child as a 
Subjective and Complex Phenomenon 
The results of the initial educator interviews indicated that the quiet cl-iild was a 
subjective phenomenon. Little direct consensus of opinion was obtained for the 
concept of the quiet child but some areas of overlap were identified. The 
broadest range of perceptions was obtained from the teachers, which might be 
expected due to their daily involvement with children. They were also the largest 
groups of interviewees. The narrowest set of perceptions was gathered from the 
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adult educators, which may have been due to their lack of expenence with 
children in an educational enviromnent. 
The first clear distinction between the definitions was the teachers' flippant initial 
reactions, which portrayed the quiet child as either a non-existent or wonderful 
phenomenon. This implied that teachers did not value the concept of the quiet 
child, but their comments were followed by serious and more comprehensive 
definitions. 
In summary, a degree of consensus was obtained for all three types of educator for 
the following aspects of quiet behaviour, many of which reflected existing 
research findings: 
0 Quiet children might have low self-esteem, which upheld the research 
findings of Phillips (1984) and Daly & Buss (1984). 
" Quiet children may have a quiet nature (Tough, 1985; Collins, 1996; 
Pelligrini et al, 1997). 
" Children are more likely to be quiet at school than at home (Bligh, 1986; 
Dillon, 1994). 
40 Children are more likely to be quiet in the company of teachers than their 
family and friends (Wade & Moore, 1984; Collins, 1996). 
" Varying degrees of quiet behaviour might be identifiable. 
" Quiet children may exhibit a range of behaviours. 
Perceptions obtained from the parental questionnaires and the children's quiz 
replicated some of the educators' perceptions as well as added new ones. The 
parents offered a narrow range of responses, which may have been due to the low 
return rates of the questionnaire. Although limited consensus was achieved 
between the sets of parental responses, overlap was identified within the areas of 
"degrees of quietness" and "behaviour. " In line with the educators, parents 
recognised that quiet behaviour might not be uniform and that children might 
exhibit different quiet behaviours 
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It was interesting to note that the results of the children's quiz showed greater 
consensus than their parents. Within both case studies the quiet child was 
perceived to: 
" Exhibit appropriate work behaviour, 
" Exhibit different degrees of quiet behaviour, 
" Be quiet in school, and 
" Have a quiet nature. 
" The children also suggested reasons behind quiet behaviour. 
Again these overlapped the issues of degree of quietness and behaviour identified 
by the educators and the parents, as well as overlapped additional categories 
identified by the teacher. 
Comparison of the perceptions with existing research identified two areas that 
were not acknowledged during the perceptions part of the research. The first was 
gender. Existing researchers have attributed gender a central role in quiet 
behaviour, (Bousted, 1989; French, 1986; French & French, 1984; Sealey & 
Knight, 1990), but none Of the interviewees or questionnaire respondents 
identified gender as a potential factor in quiet behaviour. The second issue was 
anxiety, which existing researchers have suggested plays a central part in 
children's quiet classroom behaviour (McCroskey & Richmond, 199 1; Buss, 
1984; Phillips, 1984; Collins, 1994,1996). Its central role was not reflected 
from the perceptions. Although teachers were the only interviewees to suggest 
that anxiety might affect children's quiet behaviour, some of the learning support 
assistants, adult educators and children indicated that quiet children might be shy. 
Buss (1984) deemed shyness to be an anxiety-based behaviour but no one linked 
shyness directly with anxiety at the perception stage of the research. 
The central theme to emerge from the results of the educator interviews, the 
parental questionnaire and the children's quiz was that the quiet child is perceived 
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differently by different people. Little direct replication of ideas was noted, but 
the detailed descriptions indicated that the quiet child might be difficult to define 
concisely, which may have explained the absence of a precise definition in existing 
literature. Teachers indicated that even though the quiet child might be 
subjective, they would be able to identify them in the classroom, but subsequent 
comparison of their perceptions within the case studies did not uphold their 
claims. 
7.2.2 The Quiet Child was Difficult to Identify from Behaviour Alone 
The research set out to establish a profile from which the quiet child might be 
identified within the classroom by their behaviour and considered the 
identification of the child from many perspectives. Investigations began with an 
investigation into the physical behaviours exhibited by quiet children and 
considered the role of gender and hearing problems in quiet behaviour, before 
investigating teacher perceptions and analysing the speaking turns using 
quantitative data analysis. 
Physical Behaviours 
The research results showed that quiet children were not easily identifiable by 
their physical behaviours. As a group they only shared the same physical 
behaviour as the most talkative children (i. e. "Look at Board/ Teacher"), which 
was also shared by the majority of the children in the class. The behaviour was 
compliant and indicated that the children were concentrating on the lesson. This 
upheld earlier research claims that quiet children "do not exhibit a wide 
repertoire of behaviour" (Collins, 1994, p 19). It was interesting to note, 
however, that the same held true for all the talkative children. They did not 
exhibit a wide repertoire of shared 
behaviours. This implied that few children in 
the case studies exhibited physical behaviours that might reflect their level of 
interaction. 
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Although the quiet children were not identifiable from their physical behaviour 
alone, the consistent behaviours exhibited by specific groups of quiet children and 
individual children were available for comparison. This showed that some groups 
of quiet children and individual children exhibited consistent behaviours across all 
the videoed shared reading lessons. In case study one no consistent physical 
behaviours were identified from groups of quiet children but in case study two the 
following shared physical behaviours were noted. 
" The minimal participator girls "chatted to their neighbour" during every 
videoed lesson. Their physical behaviour not only indicated that they 
might not be listening but it had the potential to interrupt the flow of the 
lessons or affect their neighbour's concentration. It was interesting to 
note that this behaviour was non-compliant, which contrasted the views of 
earlier researchers (Tough, 1985; Pollard, 2002) who implied that quiet 
behaviour is compliant. It did, however, reflect the learning support 
assistant perceptions gathered in the initial interviews as they recognised 
that quiet cl-Aldren might not necessarily behave in an expected manner. 
" The Short Participators also shared gender specific behaviours. The girls 
sat "cross-legged" whilst the boys "looked at the floor" and "looked at the 
speaker". These physical behaviours contrasted those of the Minimal 
Participators as they were compliant and did not affect the flow of the 
lesson or affect other children's concentration. 
Although these behaviours were consistently exhibited by some of the quiet 
children, they were not exclusive to the quiet children as other children in the 
class also exhibited them. They were not, therefore, suitable indicators from 
which the quiet child might be identified. 
In addition to group shared behaviours, the consistent physical behaviours that 
were specific to individual children were also considered. In case study one, the 
only quiet child to display behaviours consistently across each videoed shared 
reading lesson was the Silent Child, Kirsty. She did not read with the teacher and 
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the children when they read the text as a class. Her behaviour might be perceived 
as non-compliant, but another explanation was more likely. Kirsty was in the 
lowest ability group for Literacy, which suggested that she may have found the 
text too difficult to read, because even though she did not read, she appeared to 
concentrate on the book throughout and listened to the choral reading. Kirsty's 
other consistent, individual behaviours appeared to comply with classroom 
expectations as she sat extremely still and did not exhibit any noticeable fidgeting 
or fiddling movements. Her passive behaviour did not reflect the teacher's 
description of her as an "attention seeker, " but appeared to render her invisible 
(Collins, 1994,1996). 
In case study two six children, 4 girls and 2 boys, exhibited individual physical 
behaviours that were consistent across every videoed shared reading lesson. The 
silent child sat on the left hand side of the carpet area during three lessons and off 
of the carpet area during the fourth, all of which placed her on the periphery of 
the interaction area. French (1986) claimed this would make children more 
visible to the teacher, but in case study two the reverse seemed to happen. The 
rest of the girls who displayed consistent individual physical behaviours displayed 
a range of behaviours, including the potentially noticeable behaviour of "hugging 
knees" (Susan). The boys' behaviours were located in the category of "not still" 
and included "moving about, " "fidgeting" or "fiddling. " Such behaviours were not 
compliant and may have made the children more noticeable to the teacher. It was 
interesting to note, however, that the teacher did not seem to notice them and 
the children appeared to remain invisible (Collins, 1994,1996). 
Although some groups of quiet children and individual quiet children exhibited 
consistent physical behaviours during every videoed shared reading lesson; their 
behaviours were not unique to those children and as a result could not form the 
basis for effectivc criteria from which the quiet child could be identified in the 
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classroom. A central feature to emerge, however, was that quiet behaviour might 
not be compliant. 
Comparison of the behaviours of the quiet children against those of the talkative 
children identified a potential difference in their classroom behaviours. During 
each videoed shared reading lesson some of the talkative children demonstrated 
physical behaviours that may have increased their noticeability to the teacher. 
Unlike the quiet children, these behaviours seemed to secure them a speaking 
turn. The main difference between the noticeable physical behaviours of the quiet 
children and those of the talkative children was that the latter employed their 
strategies when volunteering to speak. This seemed to gain the teachers attention 
and secured Anne (case study one) and Maria (case study two) a speaking turn 
when they wanted one, whilst similar strategies were also exhibited by some of 
the other talkative children, albeit less successfully. Although not all the talkative 
children exhibited such behaviours, it was interesting to notice that the children 
who did employ those behaviours during every videoed lesson received a greater 
number of speaking turns than their peers. The findings reflected existing 
research claims by French & French (1984) French (1986) Bousted (1989) and 
Howe (1997), which suggested that some children develop strategies to ensure 
that their contributions are sought by the teacher. The results were not, however 
exclusive to boys, which contrasted the findings of Sealey & Knight (1990). 
It was interesting to notice that the physical behaviours of the quiet children 
seemed to go unnoticed whilst those of the talkative children secured them a 
greater number of speaking turns. This may have been a result of the latter 
selecting their strategies with the direct aim of gaining the teacher's attention; 
whereas the former appeared to be simply moving about and did not seem to 
want a speaking turn. The teacher may also have been aware of this difference in 
behaviours. However, their un-recognised fiddling/ fidgeting behaviour may have 
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reflected Collins' (1994,1996) findings that some quiet children are invisible in 
the classroom, particularly since "kneeling" or "rocking" may have affected their 
concentration or prevented another child from concentrating. The implications 
of the behaviours observed indicated that teachers may need to be more aware of 
children's strategies to ensure that some children are not obtaining more than 
their fair share of speaking turns whilst other children remain passive. 
The limited number of shared physical behaviours exhibited by the quiet children 
meant that identification of the quiet children by their behaviour alone might be 
difficult. 
Gender 
The identification of the quiet child by gender was also considered due to the 
emphasis placed on the role of gender in quiet behaviour by earlier researchers 
(French & French, 1984; Croll, 1985; French, 1986; Bousted, 1989; Sealey & 
Knight, 1990; Galton et al, 1999). Initial indications from case study one showed 
that all the video -identified quiet children were girls, which seemed to suggest 
that the early research was correct. The findings were not upheld in case study 
two where even though there were a greater number of quiet girls than boys, 
boys were identified as quiet. The findings upheld Collins (1996, p19) claims that 
quiet behaviour is not "an exclusively female trait. " 
Consideration of the video -identified talkative children reflected similar findings. 
In line with Literature claims that quiet children are usually girls (French & 
French, 1984; Croll, 1985; French, 1986; Bousted, 1989; Sealey & Knight, 1990; 
Galton et al, 1999); it might be anticipated that talkative children will be 
predominantly boys. This was not the case. Although in case study one the 
talkative children were mainly boys comprising two boys and a girl; the talkative 
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cMIdren in case study two reflected an equal number of boys and girls. It could 
not, therefore, be concluded that talkative children would be mainly boys. 
In addition, the role of gender in quiet behaviour was not clear from the teacher- 
identified quiet children. Although the case study one teacher selected a girl, 
his/her initial selections of quiet children identified three girls and a boy, which 
showed that (s)he did not attribute quiet behaviours solely to girls. The findings 
of case study two were less clear as the teacher-identified quiet children 
represented boys and girls in equal number. Consideration of the teacher- 
identified talkative children produced similar results. The teacher in case study 
one selected only boys whilst the teacher in case study two selected mainly girls. 
The role of gender in teacher perceptions was, therefore, also inconclusive. 
Potential links between gender and quiet behaviour were further complicated by 
the identification that the child who spoke for the greatest length of time 
consistently across each less was a girl in each case study. In both case studies, the 
Longest Participator and the Silent Participators were girls. No boy was 
identified as a Long Participator or a Silent Child. Girls exhibited the two 
extreme types of behaviours. The role of gender in interaction was not, 
therefore, conclusive but warrants further investigation across a broader range of 
classrooms to identify its exact role in quiet behaviour. For the purpose of 
identifying the quiet child, its inconclusive findings suggest that gender can not be 
used as a basis for identifying quiet children in the classroom. 
Hearing Difficulties 
Existing research claims have also indicated that quiet children might have a 
hearing difficulty (N. C. C. 1992). No evidence was found in either case study to 
indicate that any of the quiet (or talkative) children had any hearing problems and 
neither teacher mentioned that any children might have difficulty hearing. 
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Hearing difficulties would not, therefore, form the basis for the identification of 
the quiet child. 
Teacher Perceptions of the Quiet Child 
An interesting issue to emerge from the results was the role of teacher 
perceptions in the identification of quiet children. The findings of the initial 
educator interviews indicated that teachers were confident in their ability to 
recognise the quiet child in the classroom, which suggested that the profile of the 
quiet child might be developed from teacher perceptions. The research findings, 
however, indicated that this might not be possible. 
The first indication of this was the comparison of the teacher-identifled quiet 
children with their video -identified peers, which shows that limited overlap was 
obtained between the two sets of data. This did not confirm teacher perceptions 
that they would be able to identify quiet children in their classrooms. It indicated 
that some quiet children remained unidentified even though they consistently 
received the shortest or fewest speaking turns during the videoed lessons. The 
contrast between teacher perceptions and video evidence was particularly 
noticeab le in case study one, where no overlap was obtained between video 
evidence and teacher-identified quiet children, whilst in case study two half the 
quiet children were identified. 
The potential inaccuracy of teacher perceptions is not new (Rosenthal & Jacobsen, 
1968; Fox, 1993). Good & Brophy (1973 in Garner & Bing, 1973) claim that 
teacher perceptions towards the individual children affect their chances of 
selection; whilst Fox (1993, p90) has suggested that "teacher attitudes are not 
based on how they [children] really are but on teacher assumptions about their 
characteristics. " 
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The limited overlap between teacher perceptions and video evidence may have 
been due to several potentially influential factors: 
" One or both of the case studies may have been atypical. 
" Since teacher perceptions are developed from a broad and in-depth picture 
of each child developed during the course of a year, their views might be 
more holistic taking account of a child's behaviour in all curriculum areas 
over a sustained period of time. This research was focussed within a 
limited time period and focussed on a specific lesson so was unable to take 
account of children's behaviours in a variety of situations and this may have 
made a difference to the overall picture of the quiet child. 
In addition to the differences identified between teacher and video -identified 
quiet children, the teachers seemed to encourage some of the children whom they 
perceived to be quiet to speak whilst others remained overlooked. Such 
preferential treatment suggests that implications of teacher perceptions may be 
broad. In case study one, the teacher-identificd quiet child, Mary, was offered a 
broader number and range of speaking turns and teacher feedback than the other 
quiet children. In case study two the teacher did not actively try to encourage all 
the children who (s)he perceived to be quiet to speak, only Roland. The teacher 
perceived Roland to be "quiet and laid back, " which reflected the behaviour that 
he exhibited during the lessons as he wore a disinterested look upon his face. The 
teacher's perceptions of Roland may have resulted in his 100% success rate at 
obtaining a speaking turn every time that he volunteered. The teachers' 
treatment of Mary and Roland questioned whether they had a higher classroom 
profile than the other quiet children. It was not possible to check the accuracy of 
the teacher's perceptions in case study one towards the other children whom 
(s)he perceived to be quiet, but in case study two it was interesting that the 
teacher did not treat all the children whom (s)he perceived to be quiet in the same 
way, i. e. they were not all encouraged to speak. For example: Hope, 
volunteered to speak but was not selected and missed out on her only opportunity 
to speak as the teacher answered for her (as discussed in chapter 6.5). 
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The role of teacher perceptions in children's classroom behaviour was reiterated 
by their treatment of some of the talkative children. In both case studies the Long 
Participators were expected to offer "relevant" answers. In case study one, Anne 
was perceived to have a "good memory, " whereas in case study two Maria was 
perceived to be someone who "can be relied upon to give a good answer. " The 
teachers seemed to value their contributions to each lesson, which, as Hancock & 
Mansfield point out, may be because their contributions enabled the lesson to 
remain focused and helped the teacher "get through tight objectives in an hour' 
(2001, plOS). In addition, the teacher seemed to expect Anne to speak and 
noticed her silence on the day that she did not talk, which resulted in her 
obtaining a 13 second speaking turn. Although the teacher's knowledge of the 
focus of the research may have heightened his/her awareness of quiet behaviour, 
it was interesting to note that they were unable to identify some of the quieter 
children and involve them in the lesson. Perhaps, it is more obvious to the 
teacher when someone who usually speaks does not. Children who behave 
abnormally may be more noticeable than the others. 
The apparently different treatment given to individual children based on the 
teacher's perceptions of them questioned whether the children may learn to live 
up or down to teachers' expectations of them as suggested by Rosenthal & 
Jacobsen (1968). Although the teachers did not encourage all the teacher. 
identified quiet and talkative children to speak, some children received greater 
interaction turns than others and, therefore, received more chances to develop 
their speaking, listening and thinking skills through interaction with others in a 
large group situation. Teacher treatment of individual children might, therefore, 
encourage children to behave in different ways. If they are encouraged to speak 
they will, if not they may remain silent (Edwards & Maybin, 1987; Collins, 2003, 
Long, 2000). Teacher perceptions of individual children might, therefore, be an 
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important determinant of classroom behaviour (Rosenthal & Jacobsen, 1968; 
Merrett & Wheldall, 1992, p74; Tauber, 1998) as in both case studies teacher 
perceptions appeared to influence the speaking turns allocated to individual 
children. 
The effects of this are particularly important for the quiet children who the 
teachers do not recognise to be quiet since their behaviour might remain 
unrecognised and they may learn to remain quiet rather than learn to participate. 
Kirsty's behaviour (case study one) provided a prime example of this. Her desire 
to participate was illustrated by her attempts to call out on occasion. Despite 
this, she did not receive any speaking turns in any lesson, which may have been 
due to the teacher's expectations of her as an "attention seeker. " Her speaking 
and listening skills remained unassessable because she did not get the opportunity 
to speak. As a result her quiet behaviour might have unintentionally been 
condoned and reinforced by the teachers' perceptions. Perhaps she had become 
invisible (Collins, 1994,1996) with the result that her quietness is forced on her. 
This is exacerbated by Long's (2000) claims that teachers are not necessarily 
aware of the effects of their attitudes, as it indicates that such behaviour might 
continue if teachers are not made aware of the consequences of their actions. 
The results showed that teacher perceptions were not a reliable method of 
identifying the quietest children in each classroom. Their perceptions were not 
necessarily accurate and their treatment of children was not consistent. Some 
children appeared to receive more interaction opportunities, whilst others 
remained overlooked. Although the teacher in case study two was able to identify 
half the quiet children, (s)he did not encourage them all to speak out, whilst in 
both case studies some of the quietest children were not recognised as quiet and 
were overlooked. This indicated that the role of teacher perceptions and the 
treatment of quiet children in the classroom might be an important aspect of 
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classroom interaction, which warrants further investigation with respect to the 
quiet child. Only then will we be able to develop a greater understanding of their 
behaviour. 
Teacher perceptions remain an area for further consideration. Hayes and Orrell 
(1998) argue that people "unconsciously form hypotheses" (p203) based upon 
their own personal expectations, envirorunents, values and motivations and "take 
in certain kinds of information rather than other kinds" (p207). Teacher 
perceptions are subject to these issues and may be inaccurate, but unavoidable. 
Perhaps teachers should keep an open mind and not let their perceptions influence 
their judgements within the classroom or at least be aware that their perceptions 
may be inaccurate and subject to regular review so that they become more aware 
of the limitations of their own perceptions. The inevitability of forming 
perceptions might, however, mean that inaccurate teacher perceptions are a part 
of classroom life. A method of minimising those inaccuracies is needed to ensure 
that children live up to their true potential rather than their teachers' 
expectations. 
Quiet Children are Identifiable through Quantitative Analysis of Their Interaction Turns 
Although the results have indicated that the quiet child was difficult to identify 
from physical behaviours, gender, hearing problems and teacher perceptions, they 
were identifiable within both case study classrooms through the quantitative 
analysis of their interaction turns. 
Quantitative analysis of the length and frequency of their speaking turns led to the 
identification of the children who were the quietest children during shared 
reading in each case study. In line with the operational definition of the quiet 
cMld, (Section 1.2), they were the children who received the fewest or shortest 
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speaking turns consistently across each lesson. In total three groups of quiet 
children were identified from video evidence: 
Silent ClAldren, 
Short Participators and 
Minimal Participators. 
Each group displayed a different degree of quiet behaviour and illustrated that the 
quiet child was not uniform. This upheld earlier research findings by Galton et al 
(1999), Collins (1994,1996) and McCroskey & Richmond (199 1) and supported 
the findings of the initial educator interviews and the parent and child 
perceptions. In addition to the three groups of children identified from video 
evidence, a fourth group of quiet children was identified from teacher 
perceptions: 
o Teacher-identified quiet children. 
Within the groups of quiet children identified in each case study, it was 
interesting to note that a greater number of quiet children were identified in case 
study two. In case study one, a total of three video -identified quiet children were 
identified) which accounted for 10% class, and one teacher-identified quiet child. 
In case study two, ten children were identified from video evidence, wl-fth 
accounted for 32% of the class. Although this may have been a result of the 
potential atypicality of the case study class, the difference was an interesting issue 
for consideration and may have, been attributed to several factors: 
0 The general interaction pattern followed in case study two differed to 
that offered to the children in case study one. Although the lessons 
predominantly adhered to the IRF interaction sequence (Sinclair & 
Coulthard, 1975), the teacher in case study two followed the structure 
more rigidly than the teacher in case study one. The former offered 
feedback after every child's response, whereas the latter sometimes 
deviated from the patterns providing the children with opportunities to 
undertake minor tasks such as "count[ing] the full stops" before asking 
several children for their answer, confirming the correct answer and 
moving on to the next question. These interactions provided several 
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children with an opportunity, albeit brief, to interact by offering a 
monosyllabic response for which they had been given time to prepare 
before replying, (QCA, 1999; OFSTED, 2003). Similar opportunities 
were not identified in case study two, which slowed the pace and 
interaction rate of the lesson and resulted in fewer speaking turns. 
0 The children in case study two, were two years older than their case 
study one peers, which meant that they may have had greater experience 
of classroom interactions and expectations due to their longer time in 
school. Existing research does not suggest that we are teaching children 
to be quiet but it does indicate that children may learn to become 
accustomed to the teachers' expectations, which "he or she has taken 
great trouble to establish and defend" (Edwards & Westgate, 1994, 
p 119). If accurate, this implies that Barnes (1976) claims might still hold 
true that "In order to join in the life of the school, each child must learn 
to adopt the expected behaviour" (Barnes, 1976, p 17). Once again this 
suggests that teacher management and interaction strategies may affect 
children's learning opportunities. 
0 Perhaps children become quieter as they mature. Current research into 
the quiet child did not identify age or maturity as a specific influence on 
quiet behaviour, but the case study evidence showed that the number of 
video -identified quiet children was greatest in the class of older children 
(case study two). Although this behaviour might be learned (Bligh & 
Jacques, 1986; Edwards & Mercer, 1987), children might also behave 
more quietly as they get older. 
0 The greater number of quiet children in case study two might also have 
been a result of the interactive nature of the individual children in the 
class. The Long Participator, Maria, monopolised a greater amount of 
speaking time than the Long Participator in case study one, which may 
have left less time for the rest of the children. 
Additional investigations of quiet behaviour in the case study two class as well as 
across a broader range of classes is necessary before it would be possible to 
conclude why there were more quiet children in that class. 
Overview of Identification of the Quiet Child 
The results have shown that the quiet child was difficult to identify within the case 
study classrooms from observational evidence alone, 
because they shared few 
consistent behaviours. The role of gender was also inconclusive so gender did not 
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provide any guidelines; similarly none of the children were noted to have hearing 
difficulties. The identification of quiet children from teacher perceptions was 
found to be inaccurate but teacher perceptions were found to influence the 
interaction turns of some children. The only way that the quiet child was 
identifiable within this research was through quantitative analysis of interaction 
turns, which specified exactly who spoke least often and for the fewest times. 
7.2.3 The Quiet Children Received Different Interaction Opportunities to 
Their More Talkative Peers 
Consideration of the interaction strategies identified during the case studies 
revealed that differences were identifiable between the speaking opportunities 
offered to the quiet and talkative children. The quiet children: 
9 experienced a narrower range of interactions than their more talkative 
peers. 
used different strategies to call out. 
did not ask the teachers questions. 
Discourse analysis revealed that the video -identified quiet and talkative children 
received different interaction opportunities. In both case studies the quiet 
cMIdren received a narrower range of question types than their talkative peers. 
As a result the children's responses were also more limited as they reflected the 
question types asked. The quieter children responded mainly in brief or 
monosyllabic answers whilst the talkative children offered a greater range of types 
of answers. In addition, the quiet children'received few opportunities to 
experiment with exploratory answers or offer their opinions. In comparison, 
their talkative peers not only received a greater range of teacher questions, but 
also received more opportunities to use exploratory language. Teacher feedback 
was also more extensive to the talkative children than the quiet children, which 
indicated that not only did the video -identified quiet children receive fewer and 
shorter interaction turns than their talkative peers, but they also received a 
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narrower range of interaction types. Their teacher: pupil interactions were more 
comprehensive than those of the quiet child. 
A further difference to emerge between the behaviours of the quiet and talkative 
children related to calling out. In both case studies, some quiet children called 
out their responses with a varying degree of success, but in case study one the 
talkative children were able to secure speaking turns when the quiet children 
could not. This appeared to be a result of the way in which the call out was 
made. The quiet children in cases study one followed classroom etiquette and 
sought permission saying "Please... " or the teacher's name; whilst their talkative 
peers secured a speaking turn by calling out the answer. Although the same 
behaviours were observed in case study two, they did not reflect the same 
findings. Roland's call out was unclear and ignored, whilst the talkative children 
replicated the strategies used by the quiet and talkative children in case study one, 
e. g. Cerys called out "It's the celebration of the new baby, " and on another 
occasion, Sebastian called out "satellite pictures. " Both call outs resulted in the 
children receiving an acknowledgement of their comment as the correct answer. 
Cerys also called out "please... " and received a speaking turn. In both case studies 
the talkative children were more successful at obtaining a speaking turn by calling 
out, but even though the quiet children were unsuccessful, their behaviour 
Iiiahlighted that they wanted to speak and suggested that their quiet behaviour 
might not be deliberate as suggested by some of the teachers, adult educators and 
parental perceptions as well as Wade and Moore (1984) and Collins (1996). 
Another difference identified between the behaviours of the quiet and talkative 
children in both case studies was that some of the latter asked the teacher 
questions. Although the teacher had more control over the interactions than the 
children (Stubbs, 1983), some talkative children were able to manipulate their 
speaking turns to ask the teacher a question. None of the quiet children did this. 
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In addition to the different speaking opportunities offered to the quiet and 
talkative children, discourse analysis identified that the videoed shared reading 
lessons did not reflect the discursive and interactive lessons advocated by the 
WEE (I 998b). Neither did they reflect the "promotion of discussion, problem- 
solving and critical thinking skills" (New Zealand Ministry of Education, 1998, 
pi). instead the shared reading lessons reflected the teacher-led recitations that 
were well-documented in the 1970s and 1980s (Alpert, Edwards, 1992; Dillon, 
1994, Mroz et al, 2000), where the teacher-retained central control of the 
interactions, deciding who spoke, when and for how long (Edwards, 1992). The 
restricted nature of the lessons was illustrated by the high percentage of children, 
in addition to the quietest children, who said little each lesson. Considering the 
class as a whole, the video -identified talkative children in both case studies 
accounted for 10% of the children which left 90% children receiving less than two 
speaking turns every lesson or less than ten seconds speaking time in case study 
one; compared with 90% of children receiving less than two speaking turns or less 
than 18 seconds speaking time per lesson in case study two. This indicated that 
the videoed shared reading lesson were not interactive and did not reflect the 
central role allocated to speaking and listening within the National Curriculum 
(1999). 
Within the shared reading arena, some of the most talkative children were able to 
secure speaking turns that provided them with opportunities to develop their 
thoughts orally in front of the class, but such opportunities were minimal and 
restricted to a small number of children. Furthermore, not all of the talkative 
children were able to maximise the opportunities that they were given. In case 
study one the talkative children could not always think of an appropriate answer, 
which may have been due to the young age of the children or possible social and 
economic influences upon their language skills (Bernstein, 1971). In contrast, 
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some talkative children in case study two were able to maximise their speaking 
turns from a closed display question. Overall, however, exploratory questions 
were limited and children received few opportunities to express their thoughts 
and opinions in front of the class. The majority of interactions re-directed the 
lesson back to the shared text. 
Within each case study the teacher dominated the classroom interactions and 
interactions followed the IRF interaction sequence (Sinclair & Coulthard, 1975), 
particularly in case study two; whereby the teacher asked a question to which the 
children responded and the teacher offered feedback. This domination was 
reflected in the amount of speaking time monopolised by the teachers (79% in 
case study one and 87% in case study two). 
Further analysis of the questions revealed that the teachers were searching for 
specific answers to their questions. This was illustrated in the acceptance of 
"correct" call outs made by the talkative children and reiterated research claims 
that the objective-led nature of the Literacy Hour lessons placed pressure on the 
teacher to teach specific objectives within a specified time (Hancock & Mansfield, 
2001). The children also indicated that they perceived the teachers to be looking 
for specific answers to their questions and reflected Tough's (1979, p 103) earlier 
claims that children sometimes have to "guess what is in the teacher's mind. " 
Although it might be argued that the focused nature of the questions asked might 
help the teacher to assess the children's understanding (Mercer, 1992), the 
limited amount of exploratory language observed in the case study interactions 
did not encourage children to develop the exploratory language skills advocated 
by Barnes (1976,1992) and Mercer (2000) by offering their own thoughts. 
Neither did they provide children with the opportunities to "respond, explore and 
discuss issues, " which may be the result of "good quality teacher questioning" in 
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the Literacy Hour (Mepham, 1999, p8). As a result little evidence of exploratory 
language was identified, which was illustrated by the high number of closed or 
closed display questions asked (Mroz et al, 2000), accounting for 80% of 
questions in case study one and 86% in case study two. The questions required 
predominantly short or monosyllabic responses, which gave children few 
opportunities to think their answers through and consider potential implications. 
They did not provide the children with opportunities to extend their thoughts and 
opinions and upheld OFSTED's (2003, p20) claims that "pupils are often too 
passive and the teacher dominates. " The implications of these findings were 
particularly acute for the quiet children because the majority of their speaking 
turns were in response to questions to which a short or monosyllabic answer 
sufficed. Few examples of Barnes (1976,1992) and Mercer's (2000) exploratory 
thinking were observed to uphold Vygotsky's theory that thought and language 
supported each other (1934) and that the children's social environment and social 
interactions with others were important in the learning process (Vygotsky, 1934; 
Bruner, 2004). OFSTED (2003) indicated that these findings were not specific to 
the case study classrooms and reiterated the necessity for shared reading lessons to 
be investigated across a broader range of classrooms. 
Children need to be prepared for the demands of today's democratic society, 
where "we are all judged by how articulate we are" (Chambers, 1993, p9). The 
shared reading lessons that were videoed did not appear to foster these skills and 
only served to reiterate a dated, but important, warning, that whole class 
discussion-type lessons "would not be enough to give most children s kill in 
speech. There are too many children and too little time" (Holt, 1967, p 123). 
The children were competing for speaking time and a small number won more 
than their share, which may have been the result of the restrictions placed upon 
the lesson since "a large discussion group discourages many from doing more than 
listen" (N. C. C., 1991, p30). The learning environment observed did not reflect 
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an environment in which children were encouraged to develop their thoughts 
through speech as well to learn to participate within a public arena so children do 
not become "passive in an age of spectatorship" (Bruner, 1960, p8O). 
The limited amount of talk identified within the shared reading arena has reflected 
educator and child perceptions that children are more likely to behave more 
quietly in school than at home. Their opinions were upheld by earlier researchers 
(Wade & Moore, 1984; Collins, 1994,1996). Consideration of the limited 
interaction opportunities that were observed within both case study classrooms 
and the identification of school as a place for quiet behaviour, indicated that the 
classroom environment might not be conducive to encouraging children to 
participate. This questioned the overall comfort and security levels of the 
classroom and suggested that children may be able to interact at higher levels with 
people they know well (Collins, 1996; 1999). 
Quiet behaviour makes the accurate assessment of children's individual levels of 
skills difficult. If children are quiet in the presence of their teacher, it may be 
assumed that they do not possess adequate interaction skills, but with more 
familiar people, they may exhibit a more competent range of skills (Collins, 1996, 
1999; Tough 1985, p53). 
Analysis of the videoed shared reading lessons has indicated that they might be a 
teaching and learning method that suits one type of learner rather than others. Its 
controlled nature within which the teacher focuses the lesson on learning 
objectives seemed to be most appropriate to the divergent learners, where 
children benefit from listening carefully and devising their own theories (Kolb, 
1984). The main disadvantage for such learners within shared reading was the 
absence of "wait time" where the children are given time to prepare their 
responses (QCA, 1999; OFSTED, 2003). As a result the children were not given 
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any thinking time before responses were expected. Furthermore, since the 
majority of children within the class were quiet, it is unlikely that they were all 
reflective learners, which indicated that the learning styles of many children were 
not catered for. The restrictive nature of the interactions did not reflect the 
DfEE's (19 99) claim that shared reading was a suitable environment for all 
learning styles because the lessons provided few opportunities for children to 
develop their thoughts orally, regardless of their learning style(s). The lessons 
seemed to indicate that shared reading might be teaching children to learn in a 
passive manner as there were few opportunities for children to ask questions or 
challenge the issues discussed. 
The results of the case studies indicated that the quietest children in each class 
received narrower interaction turns compared to their talkative peers. In 
addition they exhibited less successful calling out strategies and did not ask the 
teacher questions. The analysis also showed that the videoed shared reading 
lessons offered few opportunities for children to develop their thinking and 
listening skills despite the requirements of the National Curriculum (1988,1995, 
1999) and the National Literacy Strategy (1998). Itis important that children learn 
to demonstrate their skills with everyone if they are to achieve the high standards 
set by the National Curriculum (1999). Such skills may also be important if they 
are to cope with the linguistic demands of today's society where the public 
exchange of ideas is "central to democracy" (Larson, 2000, p671), where "people 
are judged by how articulate they are" (Chambers, 1993, p9) and where 
"communication skills are on the lists of abilities for high paying jobs" (Cazden, 
2001, p86). 
7.2.4 Parental and Child Perceptions of Quiet Children were Limited 
The results of the parental questionnaires and the children's quizzes offered 
additional perspectives for the quiet child, but their responses were limited. 
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Parental Perceptions of the Quiet Child Were Limited 
The parental perceptions that were gathered at the end of the research did not 
reflect the quiet child as an important phenomenon. The only area of consensus 
obtained between the two sets of parental data was the quiet children might 
display different degrees of quiet behaviour. In addition some parents in both case 
studies claimed that quiet children's behaviour might be deliberate and used to 
ensure that they are not expected to participate in the lessons. This was an 
interesting issue to emerge as it reflected the quiet child from an alternative 
perspective from the theme of this research. It claimed that children might 
employ their quiet behaviour to deliberately control the amount and number of 
interactions that they would be expected to make and argued that they "choose 
when and whom to speak to; " "would rather let others talk; " and "won't say what 
they really want. " Their views implied that quiet children were in control of their 
behaviour and deliberately refraining from speaking, which as Gallas (2001) has 
identified may inhibit the interactive nature of communication. Wade & Moore 
(1984) also considered quiet behaviour from a similar perspective but claimed 
that the quiet children enjoyed the additional attention that quiet behaviour can 
bring as teachers attempt to encourage them to speak. Deliberate or not, quiet 
behaviour may prevent children from developing and using their exploratory 
language skills that are central to their education, social and future lives (QCA, 
_1999; 
Larson, 2000). 
second interesting issue to emerge from the results of the parental 
questionnaire was that the parents of the quiet children, perceived them to be 
talkative at home. Although neither of the silent children spoke at all during the 
videoed lessons their parents perceived them to be talkative at home. The 
I 
contrast between the children's behaviours in shared reading and at home 
17 
reiterated earlier research findings that children are often quiet at school, but 
behave differently in the company of family and friends (Wade & Moore, 1984; 
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Collins, 1996). This was also a central feature of the initial educator and child 
interviews where school was identified as a location that encouraged quiet 
behaviour. This also indicated that simply because a child is quiet in one situation 
does not mean that they are quiet in all situations. Even though children may be 
quiet in shared reading, they might be talkative in another lesson. A full picture 
of each child's behaviour is, therefore, necessary to help understand that 
behaviour and accurately assess their true speaking, listening and thinking 
abilities. 
Parental perceptions opened two main issues for further investigation: 
quiet behaviour might be deliberate and 
children may not be quiet in all situations. 
Further investigation of quiet behaviour across the curriculum is necessary to 
develop a more holistic understanding of the quiet child in the primary classroom. 
The Children's Perceptions of Their Own Behaviour Were Limited 
Although the children in both case studies were able to recognise the concept of 
the quiet child, the case study two children offered more detailed responses, 
which might be expected due to their age. Little consensus of opinion was 
reached, but the majority of quiet children, including the silent ones, did not 
perceive themselves to be quiet. 
In case study one none of the children perceived themselves as quiet but neither 
could they offer comments about their own behaviour. In case study two, half of 
the children considered themselves to be talkative. Despite this, four of these 
children held low self-perceptions about their talking ability, which su'qeSted that 
they equated quiet behaviour with a lack of ability. This did not support 
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McCroskey & Richmond's (199 1) claims that quiet children were not less capable 
than their more talkative peers. 
The children's perceptions also reiterated the closed nature of the shared reading 
lessons claiming that teachers were looking for the right answers. Their views 
upheld the interaction opportunities identified from video analysis and suggested 
that questions were aimed at collating specific responses. Their responses werc 
usually focused on the shared text and upheld Edwards & Mercer's (1987, pI 32) 
claims that teacher questions are a "filter through which all knowledge must pass. " 
The perceptions of the talkative children were more accurate with 60% talkative 
children in case study one and 80% talkative children in case study two 
recognising that they were talkative and enjoyed talking. In case study two, only 
one talkative child did not perceive themselves to be talkative. Her perceptions 
were accurate because even though the teacher identified her as talkative she did 
not receive opportunities to speak every lesson and was not classified as a talkative 
child from video evidence. The talkative children seemed to be more aware of 
their behaviour than their quiet peers, but the young age of the children in case 
study one may have explained why their perceptions were the least accurate. 
As can be seen children's self-perceptions can provide a great depth of 
information and insight into their classroom behaviours. Their perceptions reflect 
an under-researched area of classroom behaviour research (Greig and Taylor, 
1999) and remain an important aspect of classroom-based behaviour that should 
not be ignored. They provide a perspective on the classroom environment that 
adults don't have e. g. "When I get the answer right I get a tingly feeling" 
(Sebastian) or "I'm rubbish at talking" (Roland). As Scott (1989) pointed out "we 
need to involve cl-iildren in the assessment of talk in order than they can evaluate 
and improve their performance" (p5). Not involving the children's perspectives 
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implies that learning happens to them instead of being something that they can 
control and develop. 
Overview of the Parental and Child Perceptions 
The findings to emerge from the parental questionnaires showed that they 
perceived quiet behaviour to be deliberately quiet (Wade & Moore, 1984). They 
also claimed that none of their children were quiet at home, which reiterated 
earlier research claims that children can behave differently in different situations 
(Wade & Moore, 1984; Collins, 1996). In comparison, the children's 
perceptions of quiet behaviour differed between the two case studies, which may 
have been due to the different ages of the children. In case study one, the 
children all considered themselves to be talkative, whereas in case stu(ly two some 
children perceived themselves as quiet and others as talkative and a potential link 
between ability and quiet behaviour was identified. They also identified that 
teachers were searching for specific answers to their questions. The talkative 
children's perceptions appeared to be more accurate. 
7.3 Overview of the Research Findings 
The perceptions and practice aspects of this research have combined within this 
chapter to form areas for further discussion. Whilst perceptions indicated that the 
quiet child was subjective and potentially complex, teachers felt they would be 
able to identify them within the classroom setting. Within the two case studies 
this was not achieved. The identification of the quiet child proved elusive. 
Identification of quiet children from their physical behaviour alone was not 
possible as even though they shared few physical behaviours, the ones that they 
did share were not exclusive to them but displayed by other children in the class. 
Consideration of the role of gender indicated that its link with quiet behaviour 
was not conclusive. in line with Collins' (1996, p 19) claims, quiet behaviour was 
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found to be predominantly but "not exclusively female". Similarly quiet children 
were not identified as having hearing problems. 
Quiet children were identifiable from the quantitative analysis of their interaction 
turns, from which three groups of video -identified quiet children emerged. This 
was supplemented by the teacher's group of quiet children. Overlap between 
teacher-identified and video -identified quiet children varied. In case study one, 
no overlap occurred; whilst in case study two, the teacher was able to identify half 
the children who actually participated the fewest number or the shortest length of 
times. This did not uphold teacher perceptions that they would be able to 
identify the quiet children in their care. Teacher perceptions were found to play a 
central role in children's classroom behaviours. Some of the children who the 
teacher perceived as quiet or talkative were encouraged to speak and given a 
greater range of interaction opportunities than their peers. In addition the 
teachers were unable to identify all the video- identified quiet children. As a 
result some children remained overlooked and did not receive many interaction 
turns during each lesson. 
Consideration of the most talkative children in each class also indicated that most 
children in each class received little opportunity to speak whilst a few children 
dominated, which left the majority of children in each class with a small amount 
of speaking each. 
Quiet and talkative children also experienced different intcraction sequences. 
The former were subject to a narrower range of interaction opportunities than the 
latter and were also unable to secure speaking turns by calling out. Talkative 
children managed to develop their own strategies to secure them speaking turns 
by calling out as well as by exhibiting noticeable physical behaviours whilst 
volunteering to speak. A further difference between their interactions was that 
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the talkative children received more opportunities to offer extended answers than 
the quiet children and they were also able to ask a question of the teacher whereas 
the quiet children only supplied answers. This may be due to the talkative 
children's strategies for gaining a speaking turn combined with the teachers' need 
to find a good answer. 
Analysis of the videoed shared reading lessons indicated that the lessons were not 
interactive, but teacher-controlled lessons within which few opportunities for 
exploratory speech were identified. Closed or closed display questions 
dominated and the teacher monopolised most of the speaking time. 
Consideration of learning styles also suggested that the lessons did not cater for all 
types of learner and might be encouraging children to behave in a passive manner. 
Parental and child perceptions were also gathered but the responses were limited. 
The results of the former concluded that they considered that quiet behaviour 
might be deliberate and children may not be quiet in all situations. The results of 
the children's perceptions revealed that the case study two children described 
themselves as quiet and talkative whereas the case study one children all Perceived 
themselves to be talkative. The talkative children appeared to have the most 
accurate perceptions of their behaviour. Some children had also recognised that 
the teacher was looking for correct answers. 
overall the results portrayed a detailed picture of the quiet child in the case study 
classrooms and confirmed that although the quiet child exists, they may only be 
identifiable through the quantitative analysis of their interaction turns rather than 
by their observable behaviour. 
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Chapter 8- Concluding Remarks and Implications for 
Further Research 
8.1 Introduction 
Chapter 8 brings the three stages of the research and their results to a close with a 
brief summary of the research (Section 8.2), followed by the identification of the 
main concluding issues to emerge from the research findings (Section 8.3). It 
relates the research results back to the initial research aims to illustrate how they 
were achieved (Section 8.4) and acknowledges the limitations of the methodology 
(Section 8.5), before investigating current perceptions of the quiet child (Section 
8.6). The chapter continues with the consideration of the contribution that this 
research has made to our existing knowledge of the quiet child (Section 8.7) and 
identified implications for further research (Section 8.8). The chapter culminates 
with a brief overview in Section 8.8.1. 
8.2 Summary of the Research 
This research was organised in two main parts: Perceptions and Practice. At the 
outset, the concept of the quiet child was investigated from educator perceptions 
during the initial interviews, which provided an overview of the quiet child from 
an educationalist's perspective. The research then continued with an investigation 
of the concept of the quiet child through the observation of primary classroom 
practice based in two case study classrooms. Parental perspectives were obtained 
via questionnaire and children's perspectives were sought through a children's 
quiz. The data was infonnation rich, and enabled the quiet child to be 
investigated in-depth and facilitated the comparison of the findings that were 
obtained during each stage in the research process. 
The results obtained from the perceptions stage of the research showed that the 
educators perceived the quiet child in many ways and indicated that a precise 
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definition for the quiet child may not exist. Parental perceptions portrayed quiet 
behaviour as potentially deliberate but also recognised that children might be 
quiet at school but talkative at home (Wade & Moore, 1984; Collins, 1996). The 
children's perceptions were more detailed in case study two than case study one. 
In general the perceptions suggested that the quiet child was a subjective and 
elusive phenomenon. 
The results obtained from the practical stages of the research revealed that the 
quiet children were difficult to identify within shared reading in both case study 
classrooms. They shared few physical behaviours that might aid their 
identification and were restricted to a narrower range of interaction behaviours 
than their talkative peers. The analysis indicated that the accurate identification of 
quiet behaviour relied upon quantitative analysis of the interaction turns as even 
teacher perceptions were not necessarily reliable (Rosenthal & Jacobson, 1968). 
The shared reading lesson was found to be a restrictive arena within the case study 
classrooms and provided few opportunities for children to employ their 
exploratory language skills. As a result the majority of children in each class were 
quiet whilst some were the quietest. 
8.3 Concluding Remarks 
The results obtained during the research led to the identification of the main 
issues that were discussed in Chapter 7. From those issues the following 
concluding remarks have emerged in relation to the perceptions gathered and case 
studies undertaken: 
I. Teacher perceptions played a central role in the classroom interaction 
opportunities of some children. 
2. The quiet child was portrayed as a subjective and elusive phenomenon. 
3. A profile of the quiet child could not be developed 
4. Quiet children received a narrower range of speaking opportunities than 
their talkative peers. 
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S. Shared reading provided few opportunities for children to develop their 
exploratory language skills. 
8.3.1 Teacher perceptions played a central role in classroom interaction 
patterns 
The findings of the initial teacher interviews indicated that teacher perceptions 
played a central role in the interaction behaviours of some children. The teachers 
also felt that they would be able to identify quiet children in their classrooms. 
The results of the case studies did not reflect their claims since neither teacher 
was able to identify accurately all the children found to be quiet from the video 
observations. It was interesting to note, however, that the teachers treated some 
of the children whom they perceived to be quiet in a different way to others. In 
each case study the teacher seemed to encourage one quiet child to participate. 
As a result the child was given more interaction turns than their quiet peers. 
Similar findings were found for the talkative children in both case studies, where 
one talkative cl-lild in each case study was encouraged to speak more regularly and 
in greater detail than their peers. In both cases the teacher's perception of the 
talkative child indicated that they might provide a relevant answer to focus the 
lesson. 
Underlying these observations was the indication that the teachers seemed to treat 
children differently, which meant that children's interaction opportunities might 
be linked to the teacher's perceptions. Such behaviour might then be reinforced 
as children learn to live up or down to the behaviour expected of them (Rosenthal 
& Jacobson, 1968; Merrett & Wheldall, 1992; Long, 2000). The implications of 
this are great for the children whose behaviour is incorrectly identified as they 
may learn to behave in the manner expected of them rather than live up to their 
true potential. 
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Teacher perceptions were also found to play a role in the search for correct 
answers. The focused and restricted nature of the teacher questions re-directed 
the lessons back to the learning objectives (Hancock & Mansfield, 2001) and 
teacher perceptions of the Long Participators in both classes suggested that they 
were offered speaking turns due to their ability to offer an appropriate answer. In 
both case studies the teacher seemed to give more speaking time to the child who 
(s)he considered to be able to offer a relevant answer, whilst quieter cl-dldren 
were overlooked. Continued replication of such behaviour may send a powerful 
message to the children involved that may encourage them to conform to those 
expectations (Rosenthal & Jacobson, 1968; Merrett & Wheldall, 1992; Long, 
2000; Collins, 2003), so that the children who are allowed to be quiet, behave in 
a quiet manner; whilst the children who are expected to give relevant answers 
may expect to participate regularly. 
The implications of teacher perceptions seem vital for all children. in particular 
the accuracy of their perceptions may be important to ensure that children 
achieve their potential. With respect to the quiet child, accurate identification 
may influence their treatment in the classroom. Unrecognised quiet behaviour 
might result in children's attempts to participate being overlooked in favour of 
someone whom the teacher perceives to be quiet. Quiet children may become 
invisible (Collins, 1996). Furthermore, the children who are not given the 
opportunities to speak may not fully develop their interaction and thinking skills. 
Such skills form a central part of children's education and future lives if children 
are to participate fully in a democratic society (Larson, 2000). It is, therefore, 
important that children develop their exploratory language skills in the classroom 
(Barnes, 1976) 1992; Mercer, 2000). 
This research has indicated that teacher perceptions may be inaccurate and may 
either lead to incorrect interpretations of children's behaviours or a potential 
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differential treatment of some children in the classroom. Since perceptions can 
be misleading, the main area for reform might lie with the teachers themselves. 
Long (2000) has suggested that teachers might not be aware of the effects of their 
opinions upon children's classroom behaviours, which highlights the need for 
teachers to become more aware of their perceptions of individual children before 
they can begin to address any misconceptions. 
8.3.2 The quiet child was portrayed as a subjective and elusive phenomenon 
Analysis of the perceptions obtained from the educator interviews indicated that 
the quiet child was perceived in a variety of ways. Areas of overlap indicated that 
quiet children might: 
9 Have low self-esteem (McCroskey & Riclunond, 199 1, Collins, 1996), 
Have a quiet nature (Buss, 1984; Tough, 1985, ), 
Exhibit different degrees of quiet behaviour, 
Be quiet in school (Bligh, 1986; Dillon, 1994), 
Be quiet in the presence of the teacher, 
Not be quiet with family and friends (Wade & Moore, 1984; Collins, 
1996) and 
9 Exhibit specific behaviours. 
With each area of overlap a variety of individual perceptions existed that 
illustrated the complex nature of the quiet child and showed that different people 
might interpret the concept of the quiet child differently. The broad range of 
perceptions gathered to describe the quiet child was supplemented by the 
teachers' claims that an in-depth knowledge of each child was necessary before 
the quiet child could be accurately identified in the classroom. They felt that the 
identification of quiet children should be based on an understanding of each child 
rather than solely by observational data. The limited nature of the areas of 
consensus between the various correspondents confirmed that this might be true. 
It was worrying to note, however, that tl-ds apparently central role of teacher 
perceptions was undermined by the potential inaccuracy of some of those 
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perceptions that were identified in the case study classrooms (Rosenthal 
Jacobsen, 1968; Merrett & Wheldall, 1992; Long, 2000). 
8.3.3 A profile of the quiet child could not be developed 
At the outset, the research intended to create a profile for the quiet child, which 
might aid their identification within the classroom. This was not possible, 
primarily because the quiet child was not identiflable from their physical 
behaviour alone. Video and classroom observation of the shared reading lessons 
revealed that the quiet children did not share any physical behaviours that might 
aid their identification in the classroom. Their physical behaviours were not 
unique to the quiet child and were also exhibited by other children in the class. 
The identification of the quiet child was further complicated by the degree of 
overlap obtained between the video analysis and the teacher-identified quiet 
children. Neither teacher was able to identify all the children who were the 
quietest during the lessons, which reiterated that quiet children might be difficult 
to identify within the classroom. 
Although quiet children were not identifiable by their behaviour they were 
identifiable through the quantitative analysis of their interaction turns. In line 
vAth the operational definition, they were identified as those who either spoke for 
the shortest amount of time or received the fewest speaking turns per lesson 
compared with the rest of the class. Three types of quiet children were 
identifiable from video evidence and one from teacher perception. The different 
types of quiet children confirmed that quiet behaviour was not uniform and 
indicated that varying degrees of quiet behaviour might be identifiable. 
The identification of the quiet child through the quantitative analysis of thcir 
speaking turns indicated that different levels of quiet behaviour might exist in each 
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class. In the case studies, different minimum and maximum lengths of speaking 
time were received by the Short and Long Participators, which illustrated that a 
basic classification of quiet behaviour might vary from class to class. 
8.3.4 Quiet children received a narrower range of speaking opportunities than 
their talkative peers 
Discourse analysis illustrated that the quiet children received a narrower range of 
interaction opportunities than their talkative peers. They not only received fewer 
question types than the talkative children, but also more limited teacher feedback. 
As a result of the narrower range of the questions they were asked, their 
responses were also more restricted. 
The limited nature of the interaction sequences experienced by the quiet child 
illustrated that they received few opportunities to express their thoughts and 
opinions through exploratory language advocated by Barnes (1976,1992) and 
Mercer (2000). Although quiet behaviour does not necessarily equate with a lack 
of learning (Laycock, 1999, p9); restricted speaking turns and quiet behaviour 
might not only prevent children from learning to speak out, but might also hinder 
the development of their thinking skills through interaction with others 
(Vygotsky, 1934). Quiet behaviour might also mask the actual achievements of 
those children, since if they remain quiet teacher assessment of their thinking and 
interaction skills will not be possible (Collins, 1996). 
The talkative children in both case studies received more opportunities to develop 
their exploratory language skills and use language "to shape their own knowledge" 
(Barnes, 1976, p 108) than their quiet peers, which reiterated the potential 
educational constraints imposed upon the quiet child. Not all talkative children 
were, howeverg able to maximise their speaking opportunities through extended 
answers. In case study one, even some of the most talkative cl-lildren were unable 
to offer exploratory language answers. In contrast, some talkative children in 
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case study two were able to manipulate closed display questions to offer extended 
answers. 
The observed interaction patterns emphasised the need for good teacher questions 
(OFSTED, 1995; QCA, 1999) if children were to be encouraged to use 
exploratory language to enhance their learning (Barnes, 1976,1992; Mercer, 
2000). Challenging questions are needed to which children can learn to produce 
extended answers (QCA, 2003). As Durkin (1993) pointed out, "asking the 
appropriate questions is probably the most effective act a teacher can acquire to 
help students become productive thinkers, " (pxviii). This view has been 
reinforced by Mepharn (1999, p8) who has argued that Literacy should be 
"interactive and discursive, based on children's listening, responding, exploring 
and discussing. " Few examples of this interactive behaviour were identified in the 
case study classrooms, but the majority of opportunities that were identified were 
allocated to the talkative children. 
8.3.5 Shared reading provided few opportunities for children to develop their 
exploratory language skills 
Confident talk develops in a climate where children 
feel able to make mistakes, be tentative or "think 
aloud" without being judged. 
National Curriculum Council, 1989, p26. 
The shared reading lessons that were observed in both case studies did not reflect 
the National Curriculum Council's aims for the development of confident talk 
0 989) and confirmed that "little has changed between the early 1970's and the 
present time" (Howe, 1997). Shared reading lessons continued to reflect teacher- 
led recitations (Mroz et al, 2000), where a few children dominated the 
interactions whilst others remained quiet (Collins, 1999). The teacher retained 
control over the lesson and interactions (McHoul, 1978), The majority of 
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questions were closed or factual (Mroz et al, 2000) and few questions challenged 
the children's thinking, which gave them few opportunities to use and develop 
their exploratory language to extend their thinking (OFSTED, 2003) and 
interaction skills simultaneously. In addition few children seemed to be expected 
to offer extended responses (QCA, 2003). 
The lessons did not reflect the important role of interaction in children's thinking 
skills advocated by Vygotsky (1934), Barnes, (1976.1992) and Mercer (2000). 
This served to reiterate the restricted nature of the lessons and suggested that few 
children received the opportunities needed to develop their speaking, listening 
and thinking skills within the videoed lessons. It also questioned the secure ethos 
of the classroom as few children "took risks" and "experimented with language" 
(Dewsbury, 1994, p4l). Further opportunities in addition to shared reading 
may, therefore, be needed for all children to develop and practise their language 
skills if they are to learn to develop their thoughts through interaction with 
others. 
8.3.6 Overview of Concluding Remarks 
Five main concluding remarks have emerged from the findings of this research. 
0 Teacher perceptions played a central role in the classroom interaction 
behaviour. 
0 The quiet child was portrayed as a subjective and elusive phenomenon. 
"A profile for the quiet child was not developed. 
" Quiet children received a narrower range of interaction turns than their 
talkative peers. 
" The videoed shared reading lessons provided few opportunities for 
children to develop their exploratory language skills. 
8.4 How did the research meet its original research aims? 
The research began with four main research aims, each of which was addressed 
and met at different stages in the research. 
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8.4.1 Aim 1: To compare and contrast educator, parental and child perceptions 
of the quiet child in the primary classroom in order to establish how the 
quiet child is perceived by those involved in their education 
Evidence to support aim one was collated during both the Perceptions and 
Practice stages of the research. Educator perceptions of the quiet child were 
gathered at the start of the research and indicated that the quiet child might be a 
complex and highly subjective phenomenon who is perceived differently by 
different people; whilst the parental and child perceptions were collated at the 
end of the practical case study stages. The range of perceptions enabled data to be 
compared and contrasted so that areas of similarity and difference could be 
identified. 
In addition, the analysis of the videos and observational evidence enabled the 
accuracy of the perceptions to be ascertained. It was interesting to note that 
teacher perceptions and video-evidence differed. In both case studies the teachers 
were unable to identify all the quiet children. The parents indicated that quiet 
children might behave differently at home; whilst the children in case study one 
all believed themselves to be talkative whilst some children in case study two, had 
begun to recognise their quiet behaviour. 
8.4.2 Aim 2: To investigate the behaviour of quiet children during shared 
reading in the Literacy Hour in order to establish whether a profile of the 
quiet child might be established 
Evidence to support aim two was obtained from video analysis and classroom 
observation during the Practice stage of the research. Detailed analysis of all 
observable behaviours exhibited by all the children in each class indicated that 
quiet cMIdren were not identifiable solely from their physical behaviours, since 
they did not display any physical behaviours that were exclusive to the quiet 
children. 
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In addition, the absence of shared and consistent exclusive behaviours indicated 
that it was not possible to create a profile of the quiet child from the evidence 
available. The quiet child was difficult to identify from their behaviour alone and 
detailed quantitative analysis of speaking turns was necessary. A count of 
speaking turns and timings reflected the subtle differences between the different 
degrees of quiet behaviours exhibited by the children, particularly due to the 
limited number of interactions that were experienced by the majority of children. 
The evidence upheld existing research claims that quiet children exhibit few 
observable behaviours (Collins, 1996). In this research the quiet children did not 
exhibit any specific behaviours to differentiate themselves, but neither could their 
overall behaviour help to distinguish them from their peers. The only identifiable 
difference was the interactions themselves. A profile of the quiet child was not 
developed. 
8.4.3 Aim 3: To analyse the types of Interactions that were experienced by 
quiet children within shared reading during the Literacy Hour 
Evidence to support aim three was gathered during the Practice stage of the 
research through the transcription of the lessons and discourse analysis of the 
interaction turns. The results showed that differences existed between the 
opportunities experienced by the quiet children and those of the talkative 
children. In both case studies the quiet children received a narrower range and 
number of interactions and teacher feedback than their talkative peers. The 
children's own responses were also more restricted. The quiet children also 
received fewer opportunities to offer extended answers than the talkative 
children, although such opportunities were rare for all children. Lessons were 
predominantly teacher-controlled and dominated by closed or closed display 
questions, which reflected the IRF interaction sequence (Sinclair & Coulthard, 
1975), particularly in case study two. The results suggested that little had 
changed since the teacher-led recitations of the 1970s and 1980s (Mroz et al, 
2000). 
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8.4.4 Aim 4: to investigate any links between teacher' perceptions of the quiet 
child and classroom interaction behaviour during shared reading in the 
Literacy Hour 
Aim 4 was achieved through the collation of video and observational evidence that 
was gathered during the Practice stage of the research as well as from information 
obtained during the teacher interviews. Comparison of teacher perceptions 
against their treatment of individual children indicated that the teachers' 
perceptions might influence their responses towards those children. This was 
illustrated by the greater range of interaction opportunities that were given to the 
teacher-identified quiet child in case study one and the higher success rate of 
obtaining a speaking turn by one teacher-identified quiet child in case study two. 
Similar interaction patterns were identified for some of the talkative children. 
8.4.5 Overview of How the Research Met its Aims 
All four research aims were addressed successfully within the research. They 
confirmed that educators, parents and children were able to identify the quiet 
child, but indicated that their perceptions were not uniform. As a result a profile 
of the quiet child could not be created. The results showed that in the case study 
classes, quiet children were not identifiable from their physical behaviour but 
from quantitative analysis of their speaking turns. Quiet children shared no 
behaviours that were unique to themselves that might form the basis of a profile 
for the identification of the quiet child in the classroom. Investigation of the 
interactions confirmed that the quiet children not only spoke less frequently or 
for a shorter period of time than their peers, but their interaction opportunities 
were narrower. Teachers' perceptions also played a potentially central role in the 
treatment of individual children during the videoed shared reading lessons in the 
case study classrooms. 
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8.5 Methodological Limitations 
As discussed in Section 3.8, steps were taken to ensure that validity, triangulation 
and reliability were established within the quantitative and qualitative aspects of 
this research at the outset of the research. In addition, the criticisms of lack of 
rigour and lack of representativeness (Hamel et al, 1993; Yin, 1989; Burton, 
2000) attributed to the case study style were considered and addressed as far as 
possible. Throughout the research all the measures discussed in Section 3.8 were 
implemented but as with any research limitations were identified and are 
discussed below: 
9 The main practical limitation of the research was the quality and quantity 
of data obtained from the children. Children's perspectives are an under- 
researched area of current research (Collins, 200 1), but the young age of 
the children and the sensitive focus of the research required ethical 
guidelines to be sought. Ethical guidelines meant that individual children 
could not be interviewed by the researcher and children's perceptions 
could only be collated from the children's quiz. This resulted in an 
interesting, but limited, set of data that emerged from the quiet children 
themselves. This meant that some of the issues that had been identified in 
the initial educator interviews and existing research could not be followed 
up. For example: The children's views on the role of individual nature in 
quiet behaviour as well as their own feelings of anxiety could not be 
investigated. This left an area open for further research, subject to ethical 
guidelines. 
0A second limitation of the research related to the schools' timctabling 
constraints. In both classes children were withdrawn from every shared 
reading lesson to attend their special needs lessons. All these children 
were identified by their class teacher as quiet children but their absence 
from each lesson meant that neither their physical nor interaction 
behaviours could be monitored. Potentially important data was, 
therefore, lost. Although this remained outside the control of the 
research, it questioned whether this was common practice in other schools 
and whether it was necessary for the children to miss the same lesson on a 
daily basis. 
TI-iis research was undertaken as thorougWy as possible and steps were taken to 
ensure that the case studies were both rigorous and detailed. Limitations were 
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identified in order to provide a more accurate view of the research and to identify 
areas for further investigation. The results provided detailed snapshots of specific 
groups of children within a focused lesson and a fixed timescale and indicated that 
even though "classroom research cannot tell teachers how to teach, it can alert 
them to some of the subtle and complex processes of interaction that directly 
shape and influence learning" (Hitchcock & Hughes, 1989, p 134). 
8.6 Current Perspective 
It is acknowledged that the interviews and case studies were undertaken in the 
early years of the National Literacy Strategy, when teachers and children were 
embracing a new high profile teaching and learning strategy. Since then the 
format of the Literacy Hour has become less formal and more flexible and 
teaching strategies may have developed. The results may, therefore, be subject to 
review. To investigate this a small convenience sample of additional perceptions 
were gathered at the end of the writing up process to provide a brief insight into 
how the Literacy Hour and the quiet child might be perceived today. 
A volunteer sample of 5 teacher colleagues, 8 teacher- training lecturers and 4 
PGCE students, were either interviewed or completed a questionnaire. Teacher 
colleagues were given the option of an interview or questionnaire and selected the 
one that they felt most comfortable with. The interviews were semi-structured 
(Appendix 8.4), and although the questions were pre-prepared, they left room 
for some natural discussion to emerge (Wragg, 1999, pI IS). Others completed 
the interview schedule as a questionnaire. The teacher- training lecturers and the 
PG CE students were given a narrower selection of questions to complete in a 
questionnaire at the start of a seminar about this research. The results are 
summarised in Appendices 8.5 - 8.7. 
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The teachers, teacher- training lecturers and P. G. C. E. students were asked to 
define the quiet child and in line with the initial educator interviews, the quiet 
cl-dld continued to be subjective. Areas of total consensus were not achieved and 
upheld the concept that the quiet child remained elusive and subjective. 
Areas of limited consensus were achieved in the following areas. Some teachers 
believed that quiet children might be "passive" or simply "do not talk, " which was 
supported by the lecturers who perceived that quiet children might be 
"withdrawn. " The latter also described the quiet child as someone who "rarely 
speaks voluntarily, " is "not willing to contribute, " does "not want to contribute, " 
or is "reflective. " Overlap between the P. G. C. E. students reflected the different 
degrees of quiet behaviour that might be exhibited by quiet children, for example: 
"will not talk, " does "not talk when asked, " "listens" and "does not express 
themselves. " Quantity of talk was a central feature of the three sets of responses 
and reflected the findings of the earlier educator interviews and the case studies, 
which revealed that quiet children might display different degrees of quiet 
behaviour. 
A further area of overlap was that some lecturers described the quiet child as 
reflective, which had been also considered in relation to learning styles during the 
research, whereby the quiet child was considered to possibly prefer Kolb's 
divergent learners (1984). 
Overall perceptions remained broad. The lecturers identified the broadest range 
of perceptions, which reflected the quiet child from a variety of perspectives 
ranging from their "compliant" and "obedient" behaviour to their "thoughtful" 
approach to their work. Reasons for quiet behaviour were also identified. The 
teachers also offered a range of perceptions of the quiet child including "low self- 
esteem, )ý "reluctant, " and "sits attentively" to reasons for their behaviour including 
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"Not wanting to get the answer wrong, " English as a second language, " or having a 
"hearing problem. " In comparison one of the P. G. C. E. students also identified 
the quiet child as "thoughtful, " and someone who "listens. " 
The perceptions indicated that little had changed with respect to quiet children. 
Perceptions remained diverse and subjective. A clear definition of the quiet 
children did not emerge, although the comments indicated that quiet behaviour 
was not uniform and that different degrees of quiet behaviour might exist. 
The teachers' perceptions of the Literacy Hour indicated that change had 
occurred. Six years into the strategy, shared reading was considered to have a 
"more flexible" approach. One teacher also indicated that further training had led 
to increased teacher confidence and more secure subject knowledge than when 
the hour was first implemented. The perceptions suggested that the teachers 
might now feel more confident and in control of the lesson and maybe lessons are 
less objective driven. It would be interesting to check the accuracy of these 
perceptions in today's classrooms, particularly in light of the research findings and 
teacher perceptions. 
The teachers also indicated that shared reading lessons were now more interactive 
than they were at the start of the Literacy Hour. They emphasised that interactive 
strategies were more regularly employed and had resulted in improving the 
children's participation during the lessons. Teachers claimed that they used new 
strategies to make the lessons more interactive including: a greater use of drama 
and role play, the use of whiteboards to enable cliildren to write or draw their 
ideas/answers, paired discussions of an issue and paired activities. These activities 
implied that a greater number of children might be included in the lesson and 
suggested a potential area of improvement. In the research, the only interactive 
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strategies that were observed occurred in case study one where the children were 
all asked to count, read together or call out as a class. 
The teachers also emphasised the crucial role of questioning in encouraging 
children to speak. By asking appropriate questions, they believed that they used 
different types of questions throughout the lesson that would be differentiated 
according to the children's perceived needs. Although some questions would be 
factual or literal, they aimed to extend the children's understanding through the 
use of inferential questions to encourage children to think. This implied that the 
teachers who were interviewed might be more confident in their use of 
questioning than those observed in the early years of the National Literacy 
Strategy in the case studies. Their identification of inferential questions indicated 
that they wanted children to tl-iink about the text and "read between the lines" 
rather than simply retrieve basic information, and indicated a higher level of 
thinking than was observed in the case studies. Although teacher perceptions 
suggested that shared reading may have become more interactive, their 
perceptions would need to be checked against classroom evidence to ascertain 
their accuracy. 
A further issue to emerge from the teacher interviews /questionnaires was that 
they were able to identif a range of interactive strategies that might encourage y 
children to participate in the lesson ranging from "extra answering time" to 
"drama" and "interactive strategies, " the latter of which could involve using a 
white board or talking to a partner. 
Despite the apparent increased flexibility and interactive nature of shared reading, 
it was interesting to note that the potential implications of behaving quietly in 
shared reading were not recognised. The teachers' views of the quiet child 
remained similar to the perceptions gathered from teachers during the initial 
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educator interviews. As in the initial interviews, some teachers indicated that 
they might offer quiet children a closed question whilst another indicated that 
they might allocate the quiet child a literal question to "give the child confidence" 
and "then come back with a more difficult one later. " This indicated that the quiet 
children might still receive a restricted range of questions during each lesson and 
questioned whether there would be time for the teacher to return to the child 
with a more complex question later during the lesson. This behaviour also relied 
upon the teacher's accurate identification of the quietest children in the class. 
Inaccurate perceptions mig'ht result in some quiet children continuing to be b-- 
overlooked, because their quiet behaviour was unrecognised. 
It was interesting to note that 4 out of the 5 teachers did not consider quiet 
behaviour to be detrimental to learning. They explained that "many quiet 
children still understood the lesson, " "they still take it in, " "they learn by what 
others say, but don't practise the skills being used, " and they might "not be one of 
life's people who share their views. " Only one teacher identified that the children 
did not practise their interaction skills. The others indicated that the children 
were learning, i. e. the lesson content was understood. No one suggested that 
children's interactive participation in the lesson might help them to develop their 
thinking and interaction skills. This reflected the claims of Alpert (1987, p40) 
who argued that for some quiet children, even though their "academic 
achievements are not harmed, practitioners and researchers feel less willing to 
study such phenomena, " but if they do not this has implications for the children's 
futures as the curriculum assessments only assess academic acl-devement, not 
whether children are equipped with the skills they need in the future (Alpert, 
1987, p40). None of the teachers seemed to recognise this and no one considered 
that the quiet children might want to participate but that something might be 
preventing them from doing so. 
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Although it must be remembered that children have the right to remain silent, it 
cannot be assumed that quiet children do not want to talk. This research was not 
aimed at forcing children to contribute during lessons, but equipping them with 
the speaking, listening and thinking skills to enable them to express their ideas and 
develop their thoughts through interaction with others (Vygotsky, 1934) when 
they want to. In other words to give them the skills they need to participate, so 
that they have the choice of participating and are not confined to remaining silent. 
The teacher, lecturer and P. G. C. E. students' perceptions indicated that the quiet 
child continues to remain a subjective phenomenon who may be perceived in 
many ways, but for whom no great concern is identified. Even though the teacher 
perceptions that were gathered at the end of the research indicated that shared 
reading might have become more interactive and participatory in recent years, the 
plight of the quiet child did not seem to be an area of concern. It is this lack of 
awareness that this research seeks to address since "quiet non -participatory 
behaviour [may be] detrimental to learning" (Collins, 1996, p9). 
If, as the teachers comments implied, shared reading is not an arena within which 
the development of speaking, listening and thinking skills are promoted, what 
other opportunities are provided for the children to develop these skills? As 
Brooks (1998, p 1) points out "for many, Literacy skills are insufficient to meet 
the demands of life, work and citizenship", so "enabling children to speak in a 
variety of situations and contexts is of vital importance if we are to develop their 
thinking skills" (Costello, 2000, p I). Teachers have a responsibility to ensure that 
children are equipped with the interaction skills they need to give them a choice 
in life. 
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8.7 Contributions of the researchfindings to existing knowIedge 
Although this research was small scale, the research findings and concluding 
remarks make the following contributions to the existing knowledge of'the quiet 
child in the primary classroom: 
The main contribution that this research makes to existing knowledge is 
that it provides two detailed investigations into classroom life, which 
focuses on the quiet child who is an under-researched phenomenon. 
Secondly, the research emphasised the central role that teacher 
perceptions can play in children's classroom interaction opportunities. In 
both case studies, the teachers' perceptions of individual children seemed 
to influence their treatment of those children as they were given greater 
opportunities to speak than their peers. In each class a quiet and a talkative 
child were given speaking turns that seemed to be based upon the teachers; 
perceptions of them. As a result the behaviour of some quiet children 
remained unrecognised. The teachers did not seem to be aware of their 
behaviour. 
0 Furthermore, the research builds upon existing research into the quiet 
child in the primary classroom and upholds existing research claims that 
quiet children exist and are identifiable (Collins, 1994,1996; McCroskey 
& Richmond, 1991; Wade & Moore, 1984). It has illustrated that one 
definition of the quiet child is insufficient since varying degrees of quiet 
behaviour exist. The results have shown that quiet children were not 
identifiable by their physical behaviour but by the quantitative analysis of 
interaction turns, rather than reliance upon teacher perceptions. The in. 
depth nature of the case studies and the perceptions of those involved in 
children's education have produced inform ation-ri ch data from which our 
existing understanding of the quiet child can be increased. It has also 
confirmed that quiet behaviour is not uniform. 
In addition, the research has indicated that the concept of the quiet child 
might apply to the majority of children in each class. It has identified that 
even though the quietest children in each case study were identifiable, only 
a few children dominated, whilst the rest remained quiet (Croll, 1985; 
Collins, 1994,1996). 
0 Finally, the research has added to the existing body of knowledge about 
shared reading in the Literacy Hour and revealed that despite the 
intentions of the National Literacy Strategy (WEE, 1998b), shared reading 
was a restrictive interactive arena within both case studies at tile initial 
implementation of the strategy. The teacher dominated the lessons 
(Wood, 1998) and the IRF interaction sequence was apparent (Sinclair & 
Coulthard, 1975). The findings link the research to the earlier research of 
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the 1970s, 1980s and 1990s and suggest that little had changed (Edwards, 
1992; Wood, 1998). The research showed that few children received 
many opportunities to use exploratory language, whilst the quiet children 
received narrower interaction opportunities than their peers. The results 
provided little evidence to illustrate that children were being encouraged 
to develop their thinking and speaking skills through interaction with 
others (Vygotsky, 1934; Mercer, 2000). This was particularly worrying 
because it undermined the role of interaction and thinking in children's 
learning and indicated that talk as a means of helping children "make sense 
of their world" and their learning (Barnes, 1976, p 116) did not receive the 
high profile it deserved. As a result few children, particularly the quiet 
ones, in the case study classes seemed to receive opportunities to develop 
the interaction and thinking skills that are central to their educational, 
social and work lives (QCA, 1999; Larson, 2000). Without these skills 
children might find themselves disadvantaged. 
The research findings form a basis from which potential areas for further 
investigation have been identified, which may enable future researchers to build 
upon our knowledge and understanding of the quiet child. The research 
acknowledges and upholds McCroskey's (2004) belief that "many more years of 
extensive research and field testing will be required before we will approach the 
level of being able to fully understand this problem [of the quiet child]" (2004 p4). 
8.8 Where do wegofrom here? 
As the research draws to a close, it is clear that further investigations are needed 
in order to develop our understanding of the complex nature of the quiet child, as 
well as to raise their profile for the class teachers. Unless teachers are aware of 
the potential implications of consistent quiet behaviour, little change may occur 
and the quiet child will continue to be overlooked. Perhaps as Wade & Moore 
suggest "the quiet child in the classroom is not usually considered a problem that 
generates much anxiety on the part of the teachers. The child either gets on with 
school work or, if not, at least does not disturb their neighbours or teachers by 
disruptive talking or calling out" (1984, p2S). 
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The findings of this research could be further developed into a larger scale 
investigation to track a class of children through the primary school from Year R 
to Year 6. Focussing on the observable and interactive behaviours of the entire 
class over an extended period of time would enable further investigation of 
behaviours and interaction patterns and their change over time. It would also 
enable the role of age, maturity and gender in quiet behaviour to be considered in 
greater detail as well as continue the investigation of the accuracy of teacher, 
parent and child perceptions across a range of classrooms. Focussing the research 
within shared reading would develop a clearer picture of the opportunities offered 
to cl-ildren to develop their speaking, thinking and listening skills within a daily 
aspect of classroom life. 
As Collins (2000) points out the "experience of pupils whose feelings of exclusion 
are expressed through quiet non-participatory behaviour remains an under- 
researched area" (p159). This applies to all quiet children regardless of the reason 
for their quiet behaviour. A further area for potential development of this 
research, therefore, involves the gathering of the perceptions from the quiet 
cl-lildren themselves. Their thoughts on their own behaviours as well as their 
views on shared reading would be interesting and might inform teachers' planning 
as well as ensure that shared reading is not only more effective, but also 
potentially more enjoyable. It would also address the gaps that were identified in 
this research relating to nature, anxiety, special needs lessons and the perceptions 
of the children themselves, as well as help to clarify whether or not quiet children 
exhibit deliberately quiet behaviour to either avoid or obtain attention. This may 
only be achieved if "teachers understand the factors that arc influencing pupils' 
actions in order to be better able to teach particular pupils" (Fox, 1993, p9). The 
best way to do this may be to speak to the children themselves and involve them 
directly in the research process. 
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This research has identified shared reading as a controlled teacher-led lesson. 
Further collation of teachers' perceptions of the Literacy Hour across a range of 
schools and classrooms would give teachers the opportunity to identify the 
advantages of teaching in this way as well as the constraints that impinge upon 
their practice (Labercane & Hunsberger, 1989-1990). Combined with the 
children's perceptions, it might be possible to improve shared reading so that all 
the participants are happier with the content and structure of the lesson and are 
willing to participate in a lesson over which they may feel they have some 
ownership. This is particularly important if we aim to increase not only the 
quantity of interaction turns but more important the quality of the interaction 
turns (Wells & Chang-Wells, 1992) that may enable children to learn how to 
extend their thoughts through interaction with others. 
8.8.1 Final Comments 
This research set out to investigate the quiet child within the context of shared 
reading in the Literacy Hour. It was located within the contemporary whole class 
teaching and learning strategy of shared reading and was based on Collins' 
assumption that "quiet non -participatory behaviour is detrimental to learning" 
(1996, p9), and may not help children to develop their speaking and thinking 
skills through interaction with others. Investigation of the perceptions of 
educators, parents and children alongside two in-depth case studies confirmed 
that the quiet child remains a complex phenomenon for whom one definition is 
insufficient. Results indicated that the quiet child might be difficult to identify 
from their physical behaviour, but could be identified from analysis of their 
interaction turns. Analysis of classroom interaction patterns indicated that shared 
reading was not the interactive lesson that was intended in its initial 
implementation (Holdaway, 1979; DfEE, 1998b). It was also particularly 
restricting for quiet children who received a narrower range of interaction 
opportunities than their talkative peers. Further areas for research have emerged 
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from the findings, which might increase our understanding and awareness of the 
quiet child. Brief consideration of current teacher perceptions of the quiet child 
has confirmed that although shared reading may have become more interactive in 
recent years the plight of the quiet child remains unrecognised. This only serves 
to emphasise the necessity for further research to raise the profile of the quiet 
child in the primary classroom. 
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Appendix 3.1: A Sample Copý of the Educator Interview 
Educator Interview 
Name . .................................... 
Occupation: teacher/ learning support assistant 
1. Please can you describe in your own words what you 
understand by the term a "quiet child? " 
2. Please can you describe in your own words what you 
understand by the term a "talkative" child? 
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A1212endix 3.2: A Sample Copy of the Teacher Interview 
I. What year group do you teach? ................. 
2. if split ages, how many of each? ................. 
3. Number of children in class ................... 
4. Number of girls ................................ 
5. Number of boys ................................ 
6. Please list all the children in your class in the order in which they come to mind. 
7. Why are these children last? (last three) 
8. Please could I have a class list? 
9. Please define a quiet child for me. 
10. Do you consider these children to be quiet? 
11. Name 4 children in your class who you would consider to be quiet. 
Child I .............................................. 
Child 2 .............................................. 
Child 3 .............................................. 
Child 4 .............................................. 
12. Please explain why you would consider them to be quiet. 
Cl-dld I 
.................................................................. 
CI-Ald 2 
.................................................................. 
ChAld 3 
.................................................................. 
Child 4 
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13. Are they always quiet? 
CI-dld I yes no 
Child 2 yes no 
Child 3 yes no 
Child 4 yes no 
14. If no, when are they not quiet? (and why? ) 
Child 1 .............................................. 
CMd 2 .............................................. 
Child 3 .............................................. 
Child 4 .............................................. 
S. Do they cover-up their quietness in any way? 
Child I .............................................. 
Child 2 .............................................. 
Child 3 .............................................. 
Child 4 .............................................. 
16. Do they speak quietly? 
Child I .............................................. 
Child 2 .............................................. 
Child 3 .............................................. 
Child 4 .............................................. 
17. Do you have any concerns about the research? Other comments? 
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A1212endix 3.3: A Sample Copy of the Parental Questionnaire 
University of Surrey Headed Notepaper 
Dear Parents, 
During the last ........... I 
have been working in XIr X's class observing how children talk to each other in 
class discussions. As parents, your views are vital and I would be grateful if you would complete the 
following questionnaire. It will only take a few minutes and you may miss out any questions you prefer not 
to answer. All information will be kept in the strictest confidence and anonymity preserved. 
1. Child's Name (optional) ......................... 
2. How old is your child? ............................ 
3. Is your child a boy or a girl? .............. 
4. In your opinion, what is a "talkative chil&" 
............................................................................................................... 
S. In your opinion, what is a "quiet child? " 
............................................................................................................... 
6. Who does your child enjoy talking to? 
(Please circle your answers. ) 
- Classmates yes no sometimes 
- Teachers yes no sometimes 
- Family yes no sometimes 
- other adults yes no sometimes 
7. Would you consider your child to be quiet or talkative at home? 
(Please circle the appropriate answer). 
Quiet Talkative Neither 
Why? ......................................................................................................... 
............................................................................................................... 
8. Please add any other comments that you feel are relevant. 
............................................................................................................... 
......................................... I ............................... I ..................................... 
Thank you very much for completing this questionnaire. Your help is much appreciated, 
Kathryn Whitehead 
Please return the questionnaire to Mr X by ...................................... 
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A1212endix 3.4a: A Sample Cop of the Children's Quiz in Case Study One, 
1. Do you enjoy talking in whole class discussions? (talking) 
2. Why? Why not? 
3. Do you ever call out? 
4. Why/why not? 
S. When do you think you are noisy? 
6. Why do you think you are noisy at those times? 
7. What is a noisy child? 
8. What do you think a quiet child is? 
9. Are you ever quiet? When? 
10. Why? 
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Appendix 3.4b: A Sample Copy of the Children's Quiz in Case Stuft Two 
1. Do you enjoy talking in whole class discussions? Why? Why 
not? 
2. Do you ever call out? Why/why not? 
3. When do you think you are noisy? 
Why do you think you are noisy at those times? 
5. Explain what you think a noisy child is? 
6. Are you ever quiet? When? Why? 
7. Explain what you think a quiet child is? 
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Appendix 3,7: Factors Affectiný Behaviour Schedule 
Based on Wajnryb (1992, p60) 
Video Code ........... Teacher code ............ Class code ............... 
Factor affecting behaviour I Memory jogger 
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A1212endix 3,8: A Sample Copý of the Activity Schedule 
I- 
Activity Schedule 
Developed from Wajnryb (1992, p92) 
Schedule intends to record chronological events in terms of what 
teachers and learners do. (Wajnryb, 1992, p9l). 
Video code .................. Teacher code ......... Class code ........... 
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A1212endix 3,9: Saml2le Information sbeet to volunteers 
University of Surrey writing paper. 
Information Sheet to Volunteers 
Kathryn Whitehead 
I would like to introduce myself and place my research into context. 
My name is Kathryn Whitehead and I am studying for a research 
based EdD at the University of Surrey. My interest lies within the 
area of classroom interactiong particularly whole class discussions. I 
am concerned that some children do not participate in whole class 
discussions and may become invisible in the busy life of the 
classroom. This may be detrimental to their learning. 
My research focuses within the primary school age range. 
I hope to video record and also observe whole class discussion across 
a range of classrooms in order to identify children who appear to be 
quiet and observe their behaviour more closely. During the research 
I would like to speak to classroom teachers to gain their explanations 
of children's behaviour in a variety of situations. 
As an experienced primary classroom practitioner, I stress that all my 
work will be undertaken in a sensitive and caring manner. All 
research will be confidential and anonymity will be preserved. Any 
pupil or teacher may withdraw from the research at any time. 
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I would like to video some examples of whole class discussions within 
your school and talk to the class teachers. I anticipate that I will wish 
to speak to the children in small groups. I would discuss all questions 
with the class teacher first. The teachers will be present throughout 
my visits and lessons will continue as normal. 
I am willing to discuss my research further and am happy to give you 
a copy of my research findings. 
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Appendix 3.10: Saml2le copy of letter to parents. 
University of Surrey Headed Notepaper. 
Dear Parents, 
Educational Research 
Our school has been selected to take part in some educational 
research. The research project considers how children interact with 
each other orally within the classroom. The research will take place 
on ......................... A researcher from Surrey University will visit 
some classes to observe and make video recordings of some whole 
class lessons. She may spend a short time talking to the class as a 
whole, and small groups of children. On all occasions the class 
teacher will be present. 
The researcher is an experienced primary school teacher and will 
work in a sensitive and caring manner with all the children. All 
research will be carried out in the strictest of confidence and 
complete anonymity will be preserved at all times. The results will be 
used to inform language and literacy policies as well as teaching and 
learning policies within primary schools. 
Educational research has an important role in our children's 
education and helps us improve our teaching. I hope you are able to 
support us in this venture. Please would you complete and return the 
tear-off slip below by .......................... 
Many thanks, 
Headteacher Kathryn Whitehead BEd (Hons), MA 
Researcher 
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Appendices: Chapter 4 
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A1212endix S. 2: LearninZ Objectives for the Shared ReadinV Lessons in Case SLu( 
One 
Lesson Learning objectives 
I To discuss the big book using appropriate vocabulary 
To identify the messages within the book. 
2 To examine the use of photos and diagrams to enhance text. 
To develop information retrieval skills. 
3 To recall terminology used in book. 
To identify errors in a piece of text. 
4 To examine the use of photos and text to enhance text. 
To order words alphabetically. 
0 Kathryn Whitehead 2005 377 
A1212endix 5.3: Number of S12eakinV Turns of the Quiet Children in Case Study 
One 
Child Group Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 
Kirsty Silent Child 0 0 0 0 
Minimal and 
Short 
Participator 
Dina Minimal and 1 0 0 1 
Short 
Participator 
Nancy Minimal and 0 0 0 1 
Short 
Participator 
Mary Teacher- 0 3 1 2 
Identified 
Quiet Child 
Appendix 5.4: Len2th of S12cakinZ Turns (in seconds) of the Quiet Children in 
Case Stud): One 
Child Group Lesson I Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 
Kirsty Silent Child 0 0 0 0 
Minimal and 
Short 
Participator 
Dina Minimal and 1 0 0 1 
Short 
Participato 
Nancy Minimal and 0 0 0 1 
Short 
Participato 
Mary Teacher- 0 S 1 21 
Identified 
Quiet Child 
170 C Kathryn Whitehead 2005 10 
A1212endix 5.5: Number of SpeakinZ Turns of the Talkative Children in Case Study 
One 
Child Group Lesson I Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 
Roger Regular 2 2 2 6 
Participator, (1 call out) (I call out) Teacher- 
Identified 
Talkative Child 
Andy Regular 2 3 3 4 
Participator 
Anne Long 4 4 4 2 
Participator (2 call outs) (and 
develops 
own answer) 
Norman Teacher- 5 4 1 0 
Identified 
Talkative Child 
Edward Teacher- 10 0 2 6 
Identified 
Talkative Child 
0 Kathryn Whitehead 2005 379 
Appendix 5,6: LenZth of Sj2eakiný Turns (in seconds) of the Talkative Children in 
Case Study One 
Child Group Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 
Roger Regular 6 6 22 
Participator, 
Teacher- 
Identified 
Talkative Child 
Andy Regular 3 18 5 5 
Participator 
Anne Long 16 25 13 21 
Participator 
Norman Teacher- 12 5 6 0 
Identified 
Talkative Child 
Edward Teacher- 19 0 27 is 
Identified 
Talkative Child 
C Kathryn Whitehead 2005 380 
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A1212endix S. 11: A Summar): of the Responses Offered by the Talkative Children 
In Case Stuft One 
Group Child Lessons Summary 
1 2 3 4 
Regular Roger I sentence I phrase I explanation I -sound 3 sentences 
Participator 
I monosyllabic I monosyllabic I call out 2 asked questions 3 monosyllabic 
I unclear 2 sentences I phrase 
I call out I explanation 
I monosyllabic 2 call out 
I sound 
2 asked questions 
I unclear 
Andy 2 monosyllabic 2 monosyllabic I phrase 2 phrases 5 monosyllabic 
I explanation I explanation I repeat response 2 explanations 
I monosyllabic I sentence 3 phrases 
I repeat response 
I sentence 
Long Anne 3 sentence 2 explanations 2 unclear I sentence 4 sentences 
Participator 
I explanation I unclear I asked question I unclear 5 unclear 
I unclear 2 call outs I repeat responw I explanation 4 explanations 
I monosyllabic I call out 3 call outs 
I monoýyllabic 
I asked question 
I repeat response 
Teacher- Roger I sentence I phrase I explanation I sound 3 sentences 
identified 
I monosyllabic I monosyllabic I unclear 2 asked questions 3 monosyllabic 
I call out 2 sentences I phrase 
I call out I explanation 
I monosyllabic I unclear 
2 call out 
I sound 
2 aked questions 
Norman 2 phrases I asked question I sentence 2 phrases 
I unclear I repeat response I unclear 
I monosyllabic I monosyllabic 2 monosyllabic 
I sentence I asked question 
I repeat reqponv 
2 sentences 
Edward 2 monosyllabic I refuse reply 3 monosyllabic S monosyllabic 
S sentences I explanation I sound 6 sentences 
I explanation I sentence 2 unclear 
2 unclear I phrase I refuse reply 
2explanation 
I sound 
I p1rase 
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A1212endix 5,14: A Summary of the Teacher Feedback Given to the Talkative 
Children in Case Studý One. 
Child Group Lesson Summary 
1 2 3 
Roger Regular 2 positive I positive I positive I interrupt 5 positive 
Participator 
I repeat I repeat I develop answer 1 negative 2 repeat 
Teacher- 
identified I negative 
I no response I no response I neutral 3 negative 
Talkative Child I no response 3 no teacher 
I positive 
response 
2 develop 
I develop answer answer 
I explanation I interrupt 
I explanation 
Andy Regular 2 repeat I no response I negative I positive 5 repeat 
Participator I positive I positive I ask repeat I develop answer 4 positive 
I negative I develop answer 2 develop answer 2 repeat 3 negative 
I positive I negative I no response 
I repeat 4 develop 
answer 
I ask repeat 
Anne Long 3 repeat 2 positive I positive I positive S repeat 
Participator 3 positive 2 develop answer I interrupt I repeat 7 positive 
2 develop answer 2 additional I develop answer I additional S develop 
questions I repeat 
question answer 
I reprimand 
I no response 3 additional 
question 
I interrupt 
I reprimand 
I no response 
Edward Teacher- 3 repeat I no response 2 repeat 5 repeat 
Identified 
Talkative Child 4 positive 
I negative 3 develop answer 6 positive 
I cued elicitation I develop answer I neutral I cued 
2 develop answer I additional 
elicitation 
I ask repeat 
question 6 develop 
I interrupt answer 
negative I ask repeat 2 positive 
2 negative 
I neutral 
I additional 
question 
Norman Teacher- 3 repeat 2 no response I positive 4 repeat 
Identified 
Talkative Child 3 positive I ask repeat 
I repeat 4 positive 
I ask repeat I answer 2 ask repeat 
2 no response 
I answer 
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Appendix 6.2: LeaminZ Objectives for Fach Videoed Shared ReadinZ Lesson in 
Case Studx Two 
Lesson Objectives 
1 To search text for information on insects. 
To add suffix "ly" to root words and put them into sentences. 
2 To decide how to create a wall chart to display information about the 
classroom. 
To search text for main information on insects. 
To add suffix "ful" to words and put them into sentences. 
3 To create a diagram to present information about our classroom. 
To add suffix "ment" and "ion" onto words and put them into sentences. 
4 To investigate and identify the features of explanatory texts. 
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Appendix 6.4: Number of Sý2eakjnZ Turns of the Quiet Cbildren in Case StudX 
TWO 
Child Group Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 
Hope Silent Child 0 0 0 0 
Minimal and 
Short Participator 
Miles Minimal 1 0 1 1 
Participator 
Sally Minimal 0 0 1 0 
Participator 
Lorraine Minimal and 0 0 0 1 
Short Participator 
Stan Minimal and 0 0 1 0 
Short Participator 
Susan Minimal and 1 0 1 0 
Short Participator 
And Teacher- 
Identified Quiet 
Child 
Roland Minimal and 1 0 0 0 
Short Participator 
And Teacher- 
identified Quiet 
Child 
Kylie Teacher- 0 0 1 1 
Identified Quiet 
Child 
Minimal 
Participator 
Julie Minimal and 1 0 1 0 
Short Participator 
And Teacher- 
Identified Quiet 
Child 
Sid Teacher- 0 0 2 0 
Identified Quiet 
Child 
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Appendix 6.5: Len& of SpeakinZ Turns (in seconds) of the Quiet Children in 
Case Studv Two 
Child Group Lesson I Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 
Hope Silent Child 0 0 0 0 
Minimal and 
Short 
Participator 
Lorraine Minimal and 0 0 0 2 
Short 
Participator 
Stan Minimal and 0 0 2 0 
Short 
Participator 
I 
Julie Minimal and 1 0 1 0 
Short 
Participator and 
Teacher- 
Identified 
Talkative Child 
Susan Minimal and 2 0 0 0 
Short 
Participator and 
Teacher- 
Identified 
Talkative Child 
Roland Minimal and 1 0 0 0 
Short 
Participator and 
Teacher- 
Identified 
Talkative Child 
Arthur Short 0 0 1 0 
Participator and 
Teacher- 
Identified 
Talkative Child 
Sid Teacher- 0 0 4 0 
Identified Quiet 
Child 
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Appendix 6.6: Number of S12eakinZ Turns of the Talkative Children in Case StudX 
Two 
Child Group Lesson I Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 
Sebastian Regular 2 8 9 5 
Participator 
Maria Regular and 3 10 is 6 
Long 
Participator & 
Teacher- (One non- 
Identified verbal 
Talkative Child comment 
and one 
teacher 
talked 
over). 
Rodney Regular 2 2 2 8 
Participator & 
Teacher- 
Identified 
Talkative Child 
Violet Teacher- 0 3 0 2 
Identified 
Talkative Child 
Cerys Teacher- 6 1 8 3 
Identified 
Talkative Child 
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A1212endix 6.7: Lenýth of SpeakinZ Turns (in seconds) of the Talkative Children in 
Case Studx Two 
Child Group Lesson I Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 
Sebastian Regular 7 29 7 is 
Participator 
Maria Regular and 42 56 36 18 
Long 
Participator & 
Teacher- 
Identified 
Talkative Child 
Rodney Regular 8 19 21 47 
Participator & 
Teacher- 
Identified 
Talkative Child 
Violet Teacher- 0 is 0 8 
identified 
Talkative Child 
Cerys Teacher- 19 1 35 6 
Identified 
Talkative Child 
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A1212endix 8.1: A Sample Copy of the Consent Letter used to collect Teacher 
Perceptions at the End of the Research. 
Interview Volunteers 
At the outset of my college work (PhD) I interviewed several teachers. I now 
need to re-interview teachers to gather their views on interaction within the 
Literacy Hour and see whether views have changed over the last six years. If 
anybody would be willing to be interviewed I would be really grateful. The 
interview takes approx 10 minutes. Anonymity will be preserved so that no one 
will be mentioned by name in my work. If you are willing to be interviewed, 
please would you sign your name below and I will make an appointment to 
interview you at a mutually convenient time. 
Many thanks 
Kathryn 
00.............. 0000*0......................................... 
Consent Form for Teacher Interviews - julyand September 2004 
I consent to being interviewed by Kathryn Whitehead for the research project "I'lic Quiet 
Child. " 
I understand that all information gathered will be treated in the strictest confidence and 
anonymity of teachers and schools will be preserved. 
I understand that I do not have to answer any questions that I am not happy with and am free to 
stop the interview at any point. 
Name of volunteer ......................................................... 
Signature ........................................................................... 
Date ...................................................................................... 
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A1212endix 8.2: Sample Copy of the Summary of the Research Given to Teacher 
Interviewees/ Questionnaire Participants at the End of the Research 
Summary ofResearch: 
Research Focus: 
My research is located within the context of shared reading in the primary 
classroom and focus specifically upon the children who rarely or never speak out 
during this time. 
Research Aims 
In order to investigate the concept of the quiet child in the primary classroom, the 
following research was based upon five main aims: 
S. To compare and contrast educator, parental and child perceptions of the 
quiet child in the primary classroom in order to establish how the quiet 
child is perceived by those involved in their education 
6. Investigate the behaviour of children during shared reading in the Literacy 
Hour in order to establish whether a profile of the quiet child could be 
developed. 
7. Analyse and compare the types of interactions that were experienced by 
quiet children wid-iin shared reading in the Literacy Hour in order to 
investigate whether quiet children exhibit specific types of interactive 
behaviour. 
8. Investigate links between teachers' perceptions of the quiet child and their 
subsequent interaction with those children during shared reading in the 
Literacy Hour in order to consider whether teachers' perceptions may 
affect their subsequent treatment of those children. 
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A1212endix 83: A Saml2le CoI2. y of the Teacher Interviews and QueStionnaires 
implemented at the end of the rescarch. 
Questionnaires 
Thank you for agreeing to complete the attached questionnaire. There are II 
questions in total, but please leave out any questions that you do not wish to 
answer. If you need me to explain anything please ask. Please could I have the 
questionnaire back by.... 
Thank you very much for your help, 
Kathryn 
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Interview Schedule 
1. In what wavs do you feel that the Literacv Hour has changed since it was first imnlemented? (Are 
2. 
3. 
these positive or negative changes and why? ) 
Do all children DarticiDate equally in shared readinE,? How do You encouraze children to 
nn vni, think it is necessarv for children to talk/answer auestions/ discuss issues durincr shared 
note 
4. 
S. 
6. 
T4nw rfn vnii enrnliracre the ouieter Members ot vour class to narticinate m shared readmg? 
7. Other comments: 
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Apl2endix 8,4: A Sample Copy of the P. G. C, E. Students' and Teacher Traini 
Lecturers' Perceptions Gathered from Teacher Questionnaires implemented at 
the end of the research. 
Look Who's Talking 
Please would you fill in the answers to the following 
questions. I would like to collect these sheets back in at the 
end of the presentation to help me complete the final stages 
of my research. Thank You. 
Occupation ...................................................... 
1. Please would you define what you understand by the term "a 
quiet child" within the context of the primary school 
environment. 
2. Please would you define what you understand by the term "a 
talkative child" within the context of the primary school 
environment. 
3. Other comments: 
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A1212endix 8.5: The results obtained from Teacher Interviews at the End of the 
Write up Period. 
Focus of Question Responses Tally 
In what ways do you feel that the Literacy Hour has changed since it Relaxed I 
was first implemented? (Are these positive or negative changes and 
why? ) 
Flexible 4 
Training I 
Cross-curricular links I 
Drama involved I 
Do all children participate equally in shared reading? How do you Focused differentiated questions 4 
encourage children to participate? (closed/ literal/inferential) 
Interactive strategies 
Reading 
3 
2 
Do you think it is necessary for children to talk/answer Demonstrated understanding I 
questions/discuss issues during shared reading? Why? Why not? Assessment 
Depends on purpose 2 
Self-expression I 
I 
How do you encourage the quieter members of your class to Extra answering time 2 
participate in shared reading? Reading 3 
Drama 2 
Depend on ability 2 
Interactive strategy 2 
Differentiated questions 3 
Is remaining quiet during shared reading detrimental to children's Not share views I 
learning? Why/why not? Can't assess I 
Still learning 4 
Depends on child I 
Please define a quiet child within the context of shared reading Sit attentively I 
Follow text I 
Low self-esteem I 
Holds back I 
Passive 2 
Reluctant I 
Refuse to answer 2 
Observers I 
Speaks softly I 
Shy I 
Not want to give wrong answer I 
English as second language 
Hearing problem I 
I 
Other comments: Enjoys Literacy Hour I 
All abilities 1 
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A1212endix 8,6: The results obtained from Teacher-TraininZ Lecturers 
questionnaires at the End of the Write up Period. 
Focus of Question Responses Tally 
Please would you define Compliant I 
what you understand by Obedient 1 
the term "a quiet child" Withdrawn 3 
within the context of the Quietly confident I 
primary school Rarely speaks voluntarily 2 
environment. Not willing to contribute 2 
Not want to contribute 2 
Reflective 2 
Receptive 1 
Nobody notices 1 
Thoughtful I 
Learning I 
Shy 1 
Culture I 
Gender 1 
Please would you define Talks out of turn 1 
what you understand by Responsive to teachers' questions 3 
the term "a talkative Dominates discussion 2 
child" within the context Calls out 1 
of the primary school Talks to neighbours 1 
environment. Long speaking turns 1 
Enjoys contributing 3 
Initiates dialogue I 
Thinks out loud I 
Other comments: Cultural influences I 
Child's self-perceptions are I 
interesting. I 
May prefer talk in group situations 1 
Power play and expectation of teacher 
response 
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Appendix 8.7: The results obtained from P. G. C. E Students Questionnaires at the 
End of the Write up Period. 
Focus of Question Responses Tally 
Please would you define Will not talk I 
what you understand by Not talk when asked 1 
the term "a quiet child" Not communicate orally in I 
within the context of the school 
primary school Not answer 1 
environment. Not talk to children 1 
Listens I 
Not express self orally 1 
Thoughtful 1 
Please would you define Talks all times 2 
what you understand by Forthcoming I 
the term "a talkative Talks about matters of 1 
child" within the context interest 2 
of the primary school Actively participates orally I 
environment. Not necessarily put up hand 1 
Eager to share experiences I 
Not necessarily listen 
Other comments: Can indicate I 
symptoms /causes/ concerns 
i. e. language barriers or 
lack social skills. 
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